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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Prior to implementation of the Package 118 restoration program in Harpers Ferry

National Historical Park, the park's archeological research staff conducted excavations around

Park Buildings 5, 7, 16, and 16A. During the summer of 1991, a crew of four people excavated

11 units (typically 5 ft by 5 ft) in the backyards and under Park Building 16 where the flooring

had been removed. This work gave the archaeologists the opportunity to examine firsthand and

to re-evaluate the soil layers and some of the features described in the previous reports. Also

several additional features were discovered. This new report presents the findings of an

interdisciplinary effort covering topics beyond the basic descriptions of soils and artifacts. It

provides glimpses into a small piece of the town, crowded with buildings and busy with the

everyday activities of families and small businesses such as a bakery/confectionery, saloons, a

shoemaker's shop, and a dry goods store.

The earliest historic findings date to the first decades of the nineteenth century when the

area was part of the complex of buildings comprising the Harpers Ferry Hotel which fronted

Shenandoah Street. A large privy pit, containing artifacts, food bones, and plant remains,

probably was associated with this hotel as well as the businesses and residences that replaced the

hotel complex in the late 1830s. On Lot 16, a small deposit was interpreted to represent the

years of occupation by the family of Frederick Roeder, a German immigrant who ran a bakery

and confectionery business. Unfortunately, deposits from the 1860s and 1870s were not

encountered during excavation and no remains of the Roeder shop or bake oven have been

found. Their loss may be the result of urban renewal activities after the Civil War and/or the

1870s floods. Later nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century deposits and features were

encountered more frequently. A privy, three trash pits, and other features excavated provide

evidence about the saloons in Park Buildings 5 and 7 and the domestic activities of residents.

Building foundations and additions attest to the once crowded conditions of the block.

Analyses of the ceramics and glass from hotel era proveniences, examined in conjunction

with historic account books and other sources, show that hotel proprietors used relatively

expensive wares and a varied menu to project an image of refinement. Analyses of the faunal

and floral materials suggest that the hotel management probably did not try to raise much, if

any, of the foods for the dining room. In contrast to these appearances of leisure and wealth,

however, life was less than comfortable in early nineteenth-century Harpers Ferry. Soil samples

from the privy show intestinal parasites were common, and even rat bones show the effects of

disease. Indeed, the presence of such a large 5 ft by 10 ft privy, as well as a stable on the hotel

back lot near what may have been the kitchen, reflects the lack of knowledge of sanitation

during that era.

Due to the small size of the sample, interpretation of the Roeder occupation during the

fifteen years prior to the Civil War is more tentative. Faunal analysis shows they could afford

to purchase professionally-butchered meat. It appears that they used dishes with a variety of

patterns and colors. This suggests a need for further investigation into ethnic differences in

preferences and uses of material goods.

Archeologically, the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries proved to be better

represented. Comparisons of artifacts and faunal materials from proveniences that are probably
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associated with the Burleigh household in Park Building 16, and the saloon in Park Building 5,

suggest that the saloonkeeper may have served food with drink. If so, the decorated dishes used

contrast with the plainer wares seemingly preferred by the Burleigh family. Bar tumbler

fragments show saloon customers often purchased hard liquor in individual servings. The faunal

analysis also demonstrated how Harpers Ferry was involved in the increasing commercialization

of meat production and marketing during the nineteenth century. Meat cuts purchased by the

Burleighs differed from those common during the hotel years. Despite some changes, including

installation of drains and sewers, health conditions had not reached modern standards. Soil

samples from the Burleigh era privy showed internal parasites continued to be a problem.

Hopefully, historical and archaeological research in Harpers Ferry will continue to refine

the view presented in this report. Many gaps remain, but diligent searches through historic

records, both those in hand and newly-discovered ones, will provide new information and new
challenges. Interpretation for the public can expand with the interdisciplinary discussions that

put the material world of the past into context. Hopefully, too, management of the park's

cultural resources can benefit from the lessons of the Package 118 findings, which amply

demonstrate the fragility of archeological remains.
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CHAPTER 1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Jill Y. Halchin

In preparation for renovations and new exhibits in Park Buildings 5,7, 16 and 16A in

Lower Town Harpers Ferry, Harpers Ferry National Historical Park, National Park Service

archeologists conducted excavations in the yards of these buildings. At the most basic level, the

investigation was intended to supply information about site integrity, structures, landscapes,

historic residents, and neighborhood activities. Combined in an anthropological framework with

historical research, the archeological data have been analyzed to illuminate the lifestyles of the

residents. Results of these analyses should be applicable to restoration, exhibits, and other

interpretation while simultaneously assisting the planning for the preservation of the remaining

cultural resources.

The term used to name the project area, which is not an historic term, is derived from

Package 110 reports which used "Wager Block" to refer to the entire block. Because the project

reported here, Package 118, deals only with the uphill portion of the block, the term "Upper

Wager Block" was chosen. For the most part, the streets and alleys delimiting the block retain

their historic names, although the alley at the north end has been known by several. Therefore,

its current appellation, Hog Alley, is used throughout this report to avoid confusion.

Historical research shows the project area was an intensively-used residential and

commercial area of Harpers Ferry throughout the nineteenth century and the first half of the

twentieth century. During the first three and a half decades of the 1800s, the project area

contained a tavern which was expanded to a hotel as the town's manufacturing and commerce
grew. Following a major land subdivision in the mid-1830s, the urban block developed

increasingly, crowded by houses fronting streets and enclosed tiny yards. Although lacking

formal connection with the U.S. Armory, the neighborhood's businesses, especially drinking

places, were affected by the government installation and its abrupt closing during the Civil War.

After the war, the pattern of taverns or saloons continued until Prohibition, while other small

businesses such as shoemaking, hatmaking, carpentry, and bakery/confectionery came and went.

Buildings doubled as domiciles, with upper floors and sometimes basements used for dwellings

by families of shop owners or tenants.

The Upper Wager Block excavations for Package 118 were conducted June through

September 1991 with a crew of three technicians and one supervisor from the park archeology

staff. Cleaning, cataloging, and analysis of artifacts were under way in the archeology lab by

summer 1992, while soil samples were sent to specialists for analysis of parasites and plant

remains. Interpretation of bone specimens will be added to the final Historic Structures Report.

Package 118 charged archeologists with investigations of Park Buildings 7 (an 1830s

stone structure used as a saloon, a warehouse, and other businesses), Park Buildings 16 and 16A

(a pre-war brick dwelling and outbuilding), and Park Building 5 (a brick saloon and dwelling).

Also, Park Building 15 (used as a dwelling and for small shops) is included in this report
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because the area to be landscaped under the package includes the backyard of this building as

well.

Chapter 2 of this report provides a review of data from historic documents, photographs,

and maps outlining property ownership, lot lines, and building dates plus information about the

businesses and residents. Other chapters include details on selected topics.

Descriptions of the stratigraphy, features, and artifacts found in the project area are

described in Chapter 3. Findings from previous projects in the area are included in order to

provide a comprehensive description of the project area. Chapter 3 also relates the field

methodology used in 1991 and summarizes previous subsurface investigations.

Interpretation of the stratigraphic and historical data comes together in Chapter 4 on the

cultural landscape. The chapter provides a view of the neighborhood during several time periods

in a format that may be useful in restoration and interpretation planning.

Cummings and Puseman, in Chapter 5, present technical analyses of seeds, pollen,

phytoliths and other floral remains as well as parasites from three select proveniences: two

privies and a backyard area. The floral and parasite interpretations provide new insights into

the diet and health of residents and, probably, hotel guests and employees.

The remainder of the report consists of discussions of artifact assemblages, with emphasis

on ceramic and glass from several proveniences that coincide with specific cultural units. Staff

archeologists Eric Larsen and Michael Lucas present discussion of a 1830s- 1840s hotel-era

privy; backyard refuse associated with a German immigrant family and their bakery and

confectionery business; two trash pits associated with nineteenth-century saloons; and other trash

pits and a privy used by the household and business of a saloonkeeper during the late nineteenth

and early twentieth century.

Lastly, a review of the preceding chapters, intended to explore several research topics,

synthesizes the results of the different analyses conducted for this report. The final chapter also

includes general observations about the nature of the site and the limits of interpretation as well

as specific warnings about remaining subsurface cultural resources.
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CHAPTER 2

HISTORY OF THE UPPER WAGER BLOCK

Jill Y. Halchin

RESEARCH NOTES

During the late 1950s, when Harpers Ferry National Historic Monument was newly-

created, a team of historians led by Charles W. Snell collected and indexed thousands of primary

documents relating to Harpers Ferry. They produced basic Historic Structure Reports (HSR)

History Sections describing owners, tenants, and uses of, construction dates for, and changes

to town structures up to the Civil War. These reports and updates still serve as the starting point

for historical researchers because they contain information consisting of deeds, court records

pertaining to land sales, historic maps, historic and recent photos, newspapers, and some

censuses and wills.

Recently, a major research tool, a computerized history database, has been developed by

the historians at Harpers Ferry National Historical Park to update the building histories.

WordCruncher software facilitates index searches of newspapers, census records, and property

files. For the most part, indexed data for the Package 118 historical research was sufficient for

basic biographical sketches and chronologies. In some cases, however, it was necessary to

examine documents firsthand.

The Registers of Births and Deaths and the Will Books were checked through their

indexes with limited results. The Civil War halted much of the customary recordkeeping in

Jefferson County for the period 1861 through 1865. Afterward, the courts worked on the

backlog of probate cases complicated by the loss of many family papers and personal property.

Many of the relevant historic and modern photographs in the park collection were

included in the previous HSRs, but the indexes for the collection were checked again in 1991

for recent acquisitions. Because the dates of most of the historic photographs are in doubt, these

views rarely provide conclusive temporal information. Also, the usefulness of the photographs

vary because most were taken at oblique angles and show little of the neighborhood.

The few known historic maps drawn during the first half of the nineteenth century were

intended for railroad and canal projects along the Shenandoah and Potomac rivers. Thus details

and precision were often lacking for properties beyond the armory. Also, proportions and angles

were sometimes skewed in indecipherable ways. Between 1894 and 1933 buildings were

recorded for fire insurance ratings by the Sanborn-Perris Co. When these maps are studied

along with other sources, it is certain that the Sanborns were out of date (sometimes by as much
as 10-15 years) in identifying a building's use or the existence of an outbuilding or addition.

Like the earlier maps, the Sanborns must be used as clues, not proof.

Despite the many data gaps and the methodological constraints of WordCruncher and the

history database, it is possible to write a history of the area, which, if not complete, nevertheless
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gives some indication of its past. This serves as a background and as clues for artifactual and

other interpretations that are offered in later chapters.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Hotel Era (1803-1837)

Location has been a major factor in the lifeways and development of both Harpers Ferry

and the Wager Block in Lower Town. In mid-eighteenth century, millwright Robert Harper,

travelling on his way to a new job, saw opportunity in the lands where the Potomac and

Shenandoah rivers meet. He purchased 125 acres there in 1751 and, until his death in 1782, he

ran a ferry for travelers needing to cross the river. A stone tavern and stable on the hill above

the ferry (Harper House) offered food and bed to those passing through (Snell 1973:1-2).

Harper's property was inherited by his niece Sarah Harper and her husband John Wager,

Sr., who preferred their established home and business in Philadelphia. The United States

government, on the other hand, was interested in Harpers Ferry's water power potential for a

federal armory. In 1796, the Wagers sold the government 118V4 acres, retaining just two tracts

totalling 6% acres, but 6% acres with major economic potential. The Wager tracts comprised

relatively flat land at river level on the headland at the rivers' junction, virtually insuring that

the property would become the commercial heart of Harpers Ferry (Snell 1973:1-2).

The armory's basic buildings, canal and dam, plus an arsenal, barracks, and offices were

started in 1798, and production of guns was underway in 1802 (Snell 1973:3). Hall's rifle

works was added in the early 1820s. With the gunworks came people: 87 employees by 1808,

271 by 1821, and a peak of 400 in 1858. Indeed, about half of the town's white male

inhabitants before the Civil War were armory workers (Snell 1973:4 and Chart II). By the

1820s, Shenandoah water power was tapped at Virginius Island by private entrepreneurs. Mills

and machine shops there meant further increasing the community size and economy. The

Wagers, through leases to their land, controlled the number of each type of business in town,

kept prices up by charging high rents, and required leasees to construct substantial buildings of

brick and stone (Snell 1973:5). The Wagers received additional income from the ferry business

until 1824, then from a 750-ft wooden toll bridge they had constructed across the Potomac (Snell

1973:11).

Harpers Ferry's beginning as a transportation link matured during the next decades.

During the 1820 and 1830s, the town was increasingly linked into the nation's expanding

transportation network. A small canal was dug in 1806-1807 to circumvent rough waters in the

Shenandoah River, but the larger and longer C&O Canal reached Harpers Ferry in 1833 and

stretched westward to Cumberland by 1850. The Potomac ferry was replaced by a bridge in

1828. Improved toll roads from east and west first met at Harpers Ferry in the early 1830s,

with the road into Virginia coming in the 1850s. Stagecoaches provided long distance

transportation on these roads between 1829 and 1836, but by 1834 railroad tracks stretched from

Baltimore to the Maryland bank of the Potomac opposite Harpers Ferry. The line from

Winchester, Virginia, came in 1836 (Snell 1973:11-14).
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Until this transportation network was fully connected in the 1830s, travelers and visitors

found but one commercial establishment offering food and lodging in Harpers Ferry. Until

around 1830, they went to the tavern, Park Building 1-A now called the Harper House, and after

1830 to a frame hotel on Shenandoah Street known earlier as the Tavern and later as the Harpers

Ferry Hotel. Like other business people in Harpers Ferry, the hotel keepers rented the land

from the Wagers. The hotel and its outbuildings are the earliest historic structures known on

the Wager Block.

In 1803, the surveyor for an early canal project depicted a cluster of buildings along the

Shenandoah Street end of the block plus a smaller structure farther north along the alley later

called Potomac Street (Figure 2.1). The cluster of buildings was not labelled as to function, but

the Harper House was marked as a tavern. However, an 1836 advertisement indicates the hotel

was operating during the century's first decade and it referred to "the spacious frame buildings

occupied and known as a Hotel for the last 30 years" (Virginia Free Press [VFP] 7 April

1836:4). Another advertisement, one seeking a new hotel keeper in 1824, described the Harpers

Ferry Hotel as a "noted establishment at Harpers Ferry, Va., consisting of 22 rooms, several

of which answer for parlors, and one, 40 by 20 ft, is suitable for public occasions, with all the

necessary out-houses" (Harpers Ferry Free Press [HFFP] 31 March 1824:4). An 1835 railroad

map (Figure 2.2) shows the hotel as one huge structure, and another map drawn around 1837

or 1838 (Figure 2.3) also depicts one main building, but with an irregular shape suggesting that

much of the original cluster of buildings may have been connected. The outbuildings shown on

the 1837 or 1838 map are of particular interest in the Package 118 investigation because some

of them stood on the land encompassed by Lots 15 and 16 years later. Obvious but

undetermined distortions in the 1837 or 1838 map means the drawing only approximates

structures on the hotel backlot. The large building farthest from the hotel was undoubtedly the

stable which may have outlasted the hotel and, also, one of the smaller outbuildings perhaps was

incorporated in Park Building 15 (to be discussed in another chapter).

The hotel operators who rented the Harpers Ferry Hotel are known through Snell's search

of Wager estate accounts, deeds, and newspapers (Snell 1958b:7-10, 1959:3). He found no

records before 1814 (Beall 1816). In October of that year, Basil Williamson was granted a

three-year lease to the hotel. Little information on Williamson has surfaced. He had come to

Harpers Ferry from Washington. His household on the 1810 census included four slaves,

suggesting he ran the hotel prior to 1814, and his wife Margaret Wager (U.S. Census 1810:331;

VFP 6 October 1830:3; VFP 29 March 1832:3).

William Graham signed a lease for the hotel extending from November 1817 to early

1823. As documents for these years are scarce, nothing has been found about Graham other

than his appearance in the 1830 census and his death at about 50 years old several years after

his association with the Harpers Ferry Hotel (U.S. Census 1830:166; VFP 5 January 1832:3).

Major James Stephenson and Ann Stephenson took over from April 1824 to April 1830.

After a military career spent in western Pennsylvania and Ohio, James Stephenson built

considerable political and economic power in the Harpers Ferry region reinforced by close ties

with the Wagers. James served as a representative to the Virginia and United States Houses and

as a Berkeley County magistrate (Smith 1977:146; Snell 1975:8). The Stephensons' role and
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Figure 2.1. 1803 map, showing Wager Block.

status in Harpers Ferry apparently made it possible for them to leave the Harpers Ferry Hotel

in 1830 to open another hotel on armory land; a location outside Wager control.

Captain Meriwether Thompson assumed the Harpers Ferry Hotel lease in 1830 and soon

advertised that he had made repairs (VFP 16 June 1830:3). Thompson was head of a small

household in 1830 and apparently was working two jobs at the time as hotel operator and

Armory paymaster's clerk (U.S. Census 1830:171; VFP 27 October 1830:3).

The final managers of the Harpers Ferry Hotel were Isabella and Nicholas Fitzsimmons,

who took over in 1834 (Snell 1959:3). When Nicholas died in early 1837, Isabella advertised

that she would continue to run the establishment (VFP 20 April 1837:3; VFP 23 November

1837:3). That, however, was not to last long. The Wager family property was divided among
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Figure 2.2. 1835 map, showing Wager Block.

the three heirs so that James Bate Wager's share could be sold to settle debts. In 1837, the

"tavern lot" where the hotel stood was subdivided and sold. When the Fitzsimmons' lease

expired in early 1838, the old hotel (or at least the main structure) was demolished to make way
for new brick buildings fronting Shenandoah Street (Snell 195 8a: 9- 10).

Subdivision (1837-mid 1840s)

The end of the Wagers' total control in Harpers Ferry did not mean the end of their

influence. As late as 1860, family members still owned 19 of the 62 (30 percent) original lots

created by the division (Snell 1973:9). As for the Package 118 project area, the 1837 to mid-

1840s period was marked by changes in ownership and new buildings.

Economic growth of the Harpers Ferry-Virginius Island-Bolivar area in the mid- 1830s

was boosted by the end of the Wager land monopoly and the arrival of railroads and canals.

Data for several years gathered by Charles Snell (1973: Table 2.1) show something of the

changes in Lower Town. In 1835, there were four hotels and 18 stores in Lower Town, all but

one on Shenandoah Street along the stage routes. By 1840 there were still four hotels, but three

were clustered on the Ferry Lot by the railroad station. Of the two taverns and 29 stores in

1840, several were on High Street and one warehouse faced Potomac Street. An 1844 map
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Figure 2.3. 1837/38 map, showing Wager Block.

which focused on part of Lower Town (Figure 2.4) shows house after house along High Street,

with stables and sheds on the lower ends of the lots across the canal from the armory.

Apparently some of these sheds were "tippling houses" frequented by armory workers; long a

source of irritation to the superintendent (Stubblefield 1828).

Park Building 15. In the division of the Wager property, Wager Lot (WL) 15 (the site

of the Harpers Ferry Hotel and sometimes called the "Tavern Lot") was subdivided into four

sections, three of them L-shaped to provide rear access to the alley later called Potomac Street

(Figure 2.5). William Anderson, a dry goods merchant, purchased subdivisions (sb) 2 (fronting

on Shenandoah) and 4 (running between High and the alley) (Deed Book 24, 8 February 1841:
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Table 2.1. Pre-war businesses and population, Harpers Ferry (adapted from Snell 1973:

Chart VIII, 26).

LOCATION 1803 1825 1835 1840 1850 1860

S. Potomac St.

(Ferry Lot)

1 warehouse 1 warehouse

1 store

1 hotel

10 stores

3 hotels

1 tavern

10 stores

2 hotels

1 tavern

10 stores

2 hotels

1 tavern

9 stores

Shenandoah St. 1 hotel

1 store

1 hotel

5 stores

3 hotels

7 stores

1 hotel

12 stores 19 stores 17 stores

High St. 1 tavern 1 store 1 store 1 tavern

6 stores

3 taverns

12 stores

1 tavern

10 stores

N. Potomac St. - ~ ~ 1 warehouse 1 tavern

1 shop

2 taverns

1 shop

TOTALS 1 tavern

1 hotel

1 store

1 warehouse

1 hotel

7 stores

1 warehouse

4 hotels

18 stores

2 taverns

4 hotels

29 stores

1 warehouse

5 taverns

2 hotels

42 stores

4 taverns

2 hotels

37 stores

POPULATION 1810 1820 1830 1840 1850 1860

Harpers Ferry

& Virginius Is. 751 1,377 1,474 1,801 1,747 c. 1,360

Bolivar -- -- 269 515 1,054 c. 1,153

457-458). Even before the lease on the old Harpers Ferry Hotel expired in March 1838,

Anderson and partners Samuel B. Anderson (brother) and Dr. George B. Stephenson (son of the

former hotel proprietors) advertised for bids from contractors for four buildings on their land

(VFP 16 November 1837:3). Snell (1980c: 12) contends that the large hotel outbuilding on the

1837 or 1838 map (Figure 2.3) was on WL15sb4 and that it had to be razed before construction

of new buildings could begin (Snell 1980c: 11). However, clues in the archeological and

architectural records suggest that the Park Building 15 kitchen was part of a hotel outbuilding

(Blee ca. 1978:334), which would place the largest outbuilding farther north on Lot 16.

In March 1841 the partnership which erected Park Building 15 was dissolved and

Anderson alone advertised a new, "well finished" stone house, "24 by 40 ft - 3 stories high —

with a good kitchen attached" (VFP 4 March 1841:3; VFP 25 March 1941:3). Later

advertisements made it clear that Anderson sought to rent individual rooms in Park Building 15

and stressed they were "so constructed to suit small families or for offices" (VFP 5 August

1841:3). Indeed, the February 1842 advertisement explained that the "house is now occupied

by four distinct families in harmony and good feeling towards each other" (VFP 3 February

1842:3).
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Figure 2.4. 1844 Symington map.

The building was barely finished when Anderson made changes, probably intending to

make the building more attractive to business tenants. Five months after he first advertised the

house, Anderson published a new notice describing a "newly finished STORE ROOM, 21 by

15 ft, with a dry and first rate CELLAR of the same size" (VFP 12 August 1841:3). His

February 1842 advertisement gave a detailed description of the building. Anderson added that

the central hallway provided privacy to rooms (VFP 3 February 1842:3). Within a couple of

years the back room on the street level was divided into two rooms "suitable for a small family"

(VFP 29 February 1844:3).

Six months after Anderson first advertised the new building as ready for occupants,

James R. Hayman rented all or much of it. He had previously operated a "restorative and

eating" house opposite the arsenal (VFP 27 September 1838:3). He also published, with partner
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Figure 2.5. Portion ofplat of 1835 Wager division.

William S. Smith, the Harpers Ferry Constitutionalist during the short time he rented Park

Building 15 (Harpers Ferry Constitutionalist [HFC] 20 April 1839:3).

At first, Hayman advertised a boarding house at No. 3 High Street, but later notices for

Hayman House emphasized liquor, oysters, and newspapers (HFC 23 October 1839:3; VFP 29
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May 1841:3). Hayman's business failed about Vh years after he leased Park Building 15. He
closed the newspaper and advertised sale of household goods from his Shenandoah Street home,

bar fixtures from Park Building 15, and the newspaper press and other equipment (VFP 25

March 1841:3; VFP 29 May 1841:3). Hayman evidently left town because no further mention

of him was found.

Very little is known about the people who rented rooms from Hayman. In fact, only two

names were located: Dr. James Garry and Robert Delany (HFC 23 October 1839:3; VFP 29

May 1841:3). Neither seems to have stayed in town long.

When Anderson next advertised Park Building 15, he noted it was occupied by four

families planning to move out (VFP 3 February 1842:3). Six months later Henry V. Andrews

moved his "fancy store" to the "new store belonging to William Anderson" (VFP 11 August

1842:3).

Henry Andrews and his brother Alfred first appeared in Harpers Ferry in the late 1830s,

advertising shoe and boot making services. Henry seems to have tried his fancy store in several

Lower Town locations with names running from "Pleasant Retreat No.l" to "Social Retreat

No.4" (HFC 20 April 1839:3; VFP 6 December 1838:3; VFP 25 November 1841:3; VFP 21

April 1842:3). There is no exact twentieth-century equivalent for a fancy store, other than

perhaps a local drugstore or gift and card shop. Henry Andrews sold cloth, confections,

medicines, books, stationery, and "beverages for temperance people" (VFP 6 January 1842:3;

VFP 21 April 1842:3). As with his other shops, Andrews did not remain long in Park Building

15, and probably left Harpers Ferry soon afterward.

Tailors John Wells and J. Hartshorn advertised in April 1843 that they had taken over

the room previously occupied by Andrews (VFP 27 April 1843:3). They did not stay long

because Anderson again advertised Park Building 15 in early 1844 (VFP 29 February 1844:3),

but documentary searches have revealed no names of tenants until 1846 when William and Sarah

Anderson sold Park Building 15, along with most of WL15sb4 to Susan Downey. The deed for

that sale described the "property now occupied by Alfred Andrews as a dwelling house, shoe

store, etc." (Deed Book 28, 20 July 1846:174). Snell (1980c:24) considered it likely that the

Andrews household moved in as early as 1844, the time of the last vacancy notice. The

Andrews household continued to rent from new owner Downey until early 1848, when Alfred

died (VFP 12 January 1848:3).

The earliest record of Alfred Andrews shows he was in Harpers Ferry at least 10 years

before his death in 1848. As he never appeared in the census, little is known about his family.

Because Alfred's time in Park Building 15 extended into the later 1840s, probate records for his

estate will be reviewed in the next section.

The documentary record reviewed so far for Park Building 15 suggests that the building

was rarely fully occupied. However, in a small town, many entrepreneurs found little need to

advertise, and when they did they rarely gave location. The censuses did not supply addresses.

Park Building 7. If the documents are somewhat lacking on the occupants and uses of

Park Building 15 during the mid- 1830s to mid- 1840s period, they are nearly silent on Park

Building 7, which sits with its back to the buildings. According to the 1837 advertisement

soliciting contractors, lot owner William Anderson and his partners wanted a one-story stone

structure 24 ft by 40 ft, with cellar and slate roof. Snell (1980b: 12) states the second floor of
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the existing structure was probably added in the late 1840s by the next owner. This conclusion

appears to be based on the advertisement alone. No seam is visible on the exterior and

Ramakrishna (1990:8-9) points out there is no documentary evidence to conclude that the

building was built one story tall as planned; nor is there any reason to believe someone, other

than Anderson, made the change if there was one. The earliest available physical description

is dated 1852, and then the words used were "two story stone building" (Huger 1852:331).

In any case, the original building was 24 ft by 40 ft, fronting the alley and straddling the

line between WL15sb2 and sb4, both of which Anderson owned. About 18 years after its

construction, the front half of Park Building 7 was removed and a new facade constructed.

Anderson, a dry goods merchant, used Park Building 7 as a "warehouse" (Deed Book

29, 2 November 1847:240) for stock for his store in Park Building 11. Park Building 11 was

one of two brick buildings Anderson erected in 1838 on Shenandoah Street on the site of the old

Harpers Ferry Hotel. Even when Anderson sold most of WL15sb4 with Park Building 15 to

Downey, he kept a right-of-way from the rear of Park Building 11, around Park Building 7, to

the alley (Deed Book 28, 20 July 1846:174-175). During this period of 1846-1848, if not in

other years as well, the right-of-way and Park Building 7 were separated from Park Building

15's portion of the lot by a fence required by the deed. Expenses of constructing and

maintaining the fence were to be shared by Downey and the Andersons. But after selling Park

Building 7 in 1847, Anderson deeded the right-of-way to Downey leaving Park Building 7 with

no yard (Deed Book 30, 1 August 1848:306-307).

Wilson's Stable. WL16 turns up in a few documents from 1838 through the mid-1840s

although the evidence is ambiguous. In the Wager property division, WL16 fell to Sarah A.

Wager Swayne and her husband Noah H. Swayne. The couple leased Lots 16 and 17 to John

G. Wilson for 10 years beginning April 1838 (Deed Book 22, 7 September 1837:340-341).

Wilson had been in Harpers Ferry a number of years by that time. During the 1820s he

ran a retail store (merchandise unknown) and one of very a few in town at the time. He
supported the powerful Wager clique who saw to it that businessmen like himself held

monopolies and received favors such as government supplies and free labor from the

superintendent. The clique's power collapsed at the end of the decade (Smith

1977:148,163,170), and Wilson's fortunes evidently suffered a temporary set back. In the

1830s, he operated a boarding house for a while and entered a short-lived partnership in a canal

boat business. Advertisements for a dry goods shop started in 1835 and he held the town's

postmaster position for a number of years (VFP 23 September 1829:4; VFP 27 March 1834:3;

VFP 19 June 1834:3; VFP 30 April 1835:3).

Wilson also leased WL13, formerly the southeast corner of the block, where he

constructed a 20-room house which is no longer standing. His store was in part of the building

and he leased the remainder as a hotel or for other uses (Snell 1958a). He used WL16 or 17

for stables.

Just after the 1840 New Year, "the Stable of Mr. John G. Wilson, 100 ft in length by

40 in width, from the accumulated weight of snow upon the roof, fell in with a tremendous

crash" (HFC 8 January 1840:3). Considering the large dimensions, it was possibly the old hotel

stable which was depicted on the 1837/38 map. In any event, a 40 ft by 100 ft structure would
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have overlapped both Lots 16 and 17 (which were 32 ft wide) and would have stretched from
High Street to the Alley (Potomac Street).

In late 1844, Armory Superintendent Major John Symington submitted a report which
described on WL16 a "large wooden stable 60 by 30 ft and loft above." For WL17 he gave a
"small wooden house, 16 by 14 ft 1 story." On his map, Symington showed these two buildings
on the alley (east) ends of the lots (Figure 2.4). Considering the smaller size of the 1844 stable
it is reasonable to infer that Wilson built a new stable on Lot 16 to replace the one that was
damaged in 1840.

Park Building 16. The first stage of Park Building 16, on the High Street end of WL16
was included on Symington's 1844 map (Figure 2.4). However, because the armoiy
superintendent was not concerned with that newly-built structure, he did not supply a
description. Discussion of this building will be included in the next section.

Neighborhood Changes. The decade following the dissolution of the Wager estate in the
mid-1830s brought many changes to the Wager Block. Lot 15 was quickly sold and Lot 16
changed owners by the end of the period. The 30-plus-year-old frame hotel on Shenandoah
Street was replaced by an urban row of three-story brick houses. Many of the hotel's
outbuildings were removed, although it is likely that part of one was incorporated as the kitchen
of new stone Park Building 15 on High Street. Also, the hotel stable probably remained until
1840 when its roof collapsed and it was replaced by a smaller stable on WL16. Park Building
7 was constructed as a warehouse on the alley.

Meanwhile, as the town grew, more houses were constructed along the east side of High
Street. Along the lower ends of their lots were stables and sheds fronting the alley along the
armory canal. These structures opposite the armory were discussed in superintendents' letters
which supply details about the general environment of Harpers Ferry and show attitudes of the
superintendents toward the town.

In 1828, James Stubblefield proposed that the federal government purchase one acre of
the six acre Wager tract. The tract in question stretched about 140 yards along the west side
of the armory canal and alley. Stubblefield wanted to settle forever an old U.S. -Wager
boundary dispute plus eliminate two or three "tippling houses" which he saw as detrimental to
armory worker morals and as fire hazards. He also wanted to create a wider street along the
canal for access by armory fire engines (Stubblefield 1828). However, the deal with the Wagers
for this land was delayed until it was too late. After 1835 the tract was split among the heirs,
leaving the government to deal with numerous lot owners instead of one familv (Sullivan
1959:12).

y y

In the mid 1840s, Superintendent John Symington (1844:260-271) resumed the effort to
end "the danger and inconvenience of having private property, over which the U. States has no
control, so immediately contiguous to public buildings of great value." He, like Stubblefield,
noted the lack of fire engine access and the danger of fire from the wood stables and "small
shanties" next to the canal. Indeed, his plat shows numerous buildings in the area.

But Symington went much further than Stubblefield did in his arguments. Trash was a
problem as the lower ends of the lots, crowded with stables and piles of "wood & other supplies
[were] a place of deposit for all the filth and offal made in the vicinity. " He claimed that when
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owners actually bothered to remove the trash, they dumped it into the armory canal, "thus

occasioning labor and expense in cleaning out from time to time." He further suggested this

situation was a major cause of "the sickness that at times prevails."

The superintendent also complained of the narrow armory entrance at Shenandoah Street

and asserted it was often crowded with horses and wagons and littered with empty packing from

nearby stores. It was also "the usual mart where the country people exhibit their products for

sale — rendering the place filthy and frequently interrupting the entrance to the Armory."

Symington hinted at "other reasons" for his request, but did not commit them to paper

because his superior in Washington was familiar with the area and the problem.

As he wrote on, explaining his plans for the area, Symington revealed more of his vision

of the orderly, controlled industrial environment he saw for the Harpers Ferry Armory.

Acquisition of the land along the canal, he argued, would allow him to widen the alley into a

40-ft "avenue" and to "secure some good comfortable dwellings on High Street, suitable for

Inspectors and other Officers...". From these houses, looking across the "avenue," these

supervisors "could have the Armory buildings always under view..." and the lower ends of the

lots would be "neatly cultivated."

It took 12 years for Symington's land acquisition and road-widening plan to be fulfilled.

The project brought changes but, as evidenced by maps drawn half a century later, some

characteristics of the neighborhood persisted.

Growth (mid-1840s to mid-1850s)

By the mid- 1840s, the Wager Block was extensively covered with stone and brick

buildings and, in the northeast corner, Wilson's wooden stable. While there were few major

physical changes on the block during the next decade, the property changed ownership.

The larger community continued expanding (see Table 2.1). While the Harpers Ferry-

Virginius Island population declined slightly (from 1,801 to 1,747), the "suburb" of Bolivar --

more residential ~ doubled in size (515 to 1,054) between 1840 and 1850. As for Lower Town
businesses, Snell (1973, see also Table 2.1) found continued growth, especially along High

Street (Shenandoah and the Ferry Lot were saturated). He counted 2 hotels, 4 taverns, and 42

stores in 1850. Interestingly, the two hotels were relatively large establishments with

restaurants. Both were located beside the railroad platform (Snell 1973: 15). Travelers with less

to spend for food, drink, and a night's sleep would have retired to one of the smaller taverns.

A contemporary newspaper article described other aspects of the community in 1848:

"Harpers-Ferry contains some 5 or 6,000 inhabitants, 30 stores, 4 churches, a number of good

schools and several very handsome Halls, appropriated to the Sons of Temperance, Odd Fellows

and Masonic fraternity." Production had started at the new Virginius Island cotton factory and

there was grumbling from the 300 armory workers who were on half pay due to the operation's

heavy debts (VFP 3 August 1848:2).

Park Building 15. On WL15, both Park Buildings 15 and 7 had new owners, both noted

briefly in the preceding section. Susan Downey bought Building 15 and most of its lot in 1846,

and Frederick Roeder acquired Park Building 7 in 1847. Changes in ownership, however, meant

little change in function, especially for Park Building 15.
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Susannah L. Downey was in Harpers Ferry as early as 1830 and probably for a number

of years before that. Even at that time she owned property (including a tavern she rented out

in Bolivar) and was listed as head-of-household on the census (U.S. Census 1830:165; VFP 12

May 1830:2). Apparently much of her income came from a tavern or boarding house type of

business in the family home. In 1850 she advertised oysters and a bar at "Our House" in

Harpers Ferry, and her will, written in 1852, referred to an unnamed business in her home,

which was not in Park Building 15 (VFP 15 November 1850:3; Wills Book 15, 18 August

1856:35).

At the time Downey purchased Park Building 15, it was the shop and residence of Alfred

Andrews, shoe and boot maker (introduced in the preceding section). Andrews advertised only

a few times and other information is scarce. One such notice offered to accept produce from

farmers who needed shoes for their "negroes." Andrews died in January 1848 (VFP 7 May
1846:4; VFP 12 January 1848:3). The appraisal and subsequent sale of his personal property

in the next two months provide a partial view of the household belongings in Park Building 15.

These include shoemaker's tools and materials, dining and kitchen wares, a moderate quantity

of furniture, stoves, a safe, books, a clock, carpets, window blinds, a washing machine, and a

cow (Will Book 12, 29 February 1848:1; Will Book 12, 13 March 1848:2-4).

For an unknown period in the 1840s, a Miss Barrick rented a room in Park Building 15,

but she left the building and probably Harpers Ferry by August 1849 (VFP 30 August 1849:3).

Barrick participated in Sons of Temperance processions, including giving a speech at one, and

served on a local committee to collect donations for Irish relief. In 1844, the newspaper

announced the opening of her Harpers Ferry Female School in the "female apartment" over the

Free Church (VFP 11 April 1844:2; VFP 20 August 1846:2; VFP 3 September 1846:2; VFP 25

February 1847:1).

The source which mentions Miss Barrick' s room in Park Building 15 is the advertisement

of G.H. Furtney announcing that he was replacing Andrew's boot and shoe making shop. In

fact, from the sale of Andrew's personal property in early 1848, George H. Furtney purchased

a number of shoemaker's shop items, the shop partition, and a few household goods.

Apparently Furtney stayed less than a year in Park Building 15 because in April 1850, William

and John Avis advertised that they were replacing Furtney (VFP 18 April 1850:3).

William Avis had been a shoe and boot maker in Harpers Ferry since at least 1836, but

the earliest mention of John in any trade is the advertisement for Park Building 15. The

partnership lasted about seven months, after which all references to William end. John moved

to Charles Town by 1853 to operate a saddle and harness making shop (SoJ 10 May 1853:3;

VFP 21 April 1836:3; VFP 22 November 1850:2; VFP 10 July 1851:3).

The next known tenant, Philip Engle, rented from 1854 to March 1855 (VFP 8 March

1855:2). Engle, a merchant in the 1850 census and an armorer in 1860, married Sarah Ann
Strider of Boonsborough in 1836. He was involved in a number of social and political groups

and served as constable and school commissioner (U.S. Census 1850:410; U.S. Census

1860:218; VFP 12 May 1836:3; VFP 1 October 1840:3; VFP 12 May 1842:3; VFP 28

September 1848:2; VFP 12 April 1849:3; VFP 20 November 1851:2; VFP 16 December

1852:2).

The next person known to have rented Park Building 15 from Downey was a Mrs. Pine.

In 1856, Downey advertised the building as vacant, saying that it had been occupied by Pine and
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that it was suited for a boarding house (VFP 10 April 1856:3). Snell (1980c:25) assumed this

meant that Pine ran a boarding house and that she had been there only one year since Engle left.

It is possible Mrs. Pine controlled most of the house, while Engle rented the front store room

for a shop. The only Mrs. Pine located through WordCruncher was Adaline or Adeline E.

Snook, who married Bushrod S. Pine in 1839. He died in 1852 (VFP 19 December 1839:3;

VFP 19 February 1952:2).

Park Building 7. The scarcity of documentation on Park Building 7 continues into the

mid- 1840s to mid- 1 850s period. Frederick Roeder, whose household will be discussed later,

purchased the building and the land directly under it in 1847 (Deed Book 29, 2 November

1847:240). The building's use changed for a time and it acquired a name that persisted into the

next century. An 1855 letter described it as a "two story stone house, occupied now as a

Dwelling and Warehouse, and formerly as a Drinking house, known as the "White Hall" (Clowe

1855).
1 Thus Park Building 7 was Anderson's warehouse until 1847, then for some length of

time after that it was a "Drinking house." When it was returned to warehouse use in the mid-

18508, part of the building was used as dwelling. Perhaps Roeder rented out the second floor

while using the first for storage of flour, sugar, wood, and other supplies needed for his bakery

and confectionary business. An 1856 deed describes Park Building 7 as the Roeders' warehouse

(Deed Book 35, 13 February 1856:299-300).

Wilson's Stable. It was 1844 when Frederick Roeder signed a lease with the Swaynes

to take over Lot 16 (Deed Book 27, 29 January 1844:102-103). Later that year, Symington

drew his plan (Figure 2.4) showing what was probably the original portion of Park Building 16

and Wilson's stable on WL16. As Wilson still had a lease for WL17, he removed the Lot 16

stable and erected another on the west end of WL17. Three pieces of evidence strongly support

this interpretation and confirm that the final version of Wilson's stable sat on WL17.
First, a letter written in early 1856 stated that Lot 17 then contained a "hotel stable, filled

with hay and straw, under careless attendance day and night" (Clowe 1856). Secondly, the

follow-up letter in 1857 reported the "stable and fixtures occupying Lot 17 ... have been

removed" (Clowe 1857). Thirdly, architect Alan Walmer (1964b:7,9) observed the western 60

ft of the Hog Alley retaining wall was originally part of a stable which sat on WL17. He found

two walled-up barn-type windows in the north wall of the first floor addition to Park Building

16.
2

Park Building 16. Snell (1980d: 12) pointed out that in all likelihood it was Frederick

Roeder who constructed Park Building 16 between January 1844, when he took over the WL16

Ramakrishna (1990: 10) seems to have misinterpreted another source which cited Huger's letter. As a result,

she states that Building 7 was a tavern called White Hall in 1852.

Deciphering the historic record for this period for WL16 is complicated by the fact that previous researchers

have not cited the same set of documents or have actually quoted them incorrectly. Hopefully, the hypothesis of

three successive stables proposed in this report is more accurate.
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lease, and December 1844 when Symington submitted his report and map showing the building.

However, Wilson's lease for Lots 16 and 17 stipulated he was to construct substantial buildings

on High Street. It is possible he began Park Building 16, although Snell argues this was unlikely

due to the fact that the deed ending the lease did not provide compensation for a building (Deed

Book 27, 29 January 1844:102-103).

The original version of Park Building 16 comprised the basement and first floor

measuring 22 ft 3 inches on High Street and 17 ft 7 inches deep. A space of 10 ft remained

between Park Building 16 and WL17 to the north.

Just a couple of years into his lease, Frederick Roeder bought Lot 16 outright, and a few

months later he acquired VVL17 as well. Wilson's lease to WL17 was continued under Roeder

(Deed Book 29, 13 September 1847:303-304; Deed Book 29, 2 January 1848:304-305).

The Roeders enlarged their house the first time by adding one room to the north on both

the basement and street levels.
3 The south wall of the stable on WL17 was used as the north

wall of the addition. Because this addition crossed the property line onto Lot 17 by Vh ft, the

changes must post-date January 1848 when the Roeders acquired Lot 17.

The small (14 ft 6 in by 11 ft 3 in) two-story Park Building 16A off the southeast corner

of Park Building 16 also dates to the Roeder years. Sources are silent about its date of

construction and ambiguous about its use. It may have been used for the Roeder business as

well as for dwelling (Court of Claims 1906; Flanagan 1992).

In any event, during the mid 1840s, Anna Maria and Frederick Roeder, both from

Saxony (Germany), set up home and business in a fairly small house (one room on the High

Street level and two in the basement) between the large rental property Park Building 15 and

Wilson's stable on WL17. Birth years estimated from census records reveal that by 1848, when
the additions may have been made to the house, there were three Roeder children. Another four

were born after that. (Of the seven Roeder children recorded by the censuses, all survived to

adulthood.) In 1850, the household also included 16-year-old Mary M. Gardner, possibly an

apprentice to Anna Maria, whose four children at the time ranged from 1 to 7 years of age. By

1860, the household consisted of the nuclear family of nine people only. But Mary Louise was

17 and Matilda E. was 15, old enough to be doing a large share of the household's domestic

work. By that time, too, the two older boys, Augustus H. (apparently known as Herman as an

adult) and James A., at 13 and 11 respectively, helped their father in his baking and

confectionery business (Court of Claims 1906:4). According to census records, several of the

Roeder children attended school and both of their parents were literate (U.S. Census 1850:41 IB;

U.S. Census 1860:193).

Other than the references reporting Frederick Roeder' s occupation as confectioner and

baker, no documents supply details about that business. Roeder never advertised in the

newspapers. A couple of other bakers, competition for Roeder, did so. Frederick Roeder was

listed by the census takers in 1850 and 1860 as a confectioner, but other sources used the term

"baker" (Barry 1903:108; Court of Claims 1906:3). A probate list included "1 marble slab for

Previous HSRs have suggested Building 16 was enlarged in one step (in 1848) or two (the addition in 1848

and third floor in 1856-7). However, the two-stage scenario is supported by evidence not cited in these reports.

In 1956, removal of the back porch during stabilization exposed a sawtooth brick cornice which defined the roofline

of a two-story building created by the first of two enlargements (NHF-312, Figure 2.7).
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Candy manufacture" and "1 broken showcase" (Will Book 1864-1881, 3 August 1865:20-21,

printed in Appendix 2. A) which may have been used for display of wares. While the evidence

for the exact location of the bakery building is uncertain, it was somewhere behind Park

Building 16. It had a wood house and shed connected to it (Court of Claims 1906:3,4).

Years later an old friend described Frederick Roeder as "very much respected" and noted

that "by industry he had accumulated a considerable property" (Barry 1903:108). The 1860

census valued the Roeder real estate holdings at $2,000 and personal property at $1,850. At that

time the Roeders owned WL16 (with Park Buildings 5 and 16), and Park Building 7 next door.

They held WL17 for about eight years, had interest in a Camp Hill Lot (VFP 24 August

1865:3), and bought and sold lots in Bolivar (Deed Book 27, 28 November 1845:454-5; Deed

Book 28, 12 June 1846:148; Deed Book 28, 14 July 1846:189-190, 199-200; Deed Book 30,

7 August 1848:83-84). Frederick Roeder also had $400-$500 available for loans to the

Schusters, who operated a hotel in Bolivar, and to Mary and John Hofer (Deed Book 36, 10

November 1856:276; VFP 11 July 1874:2). One other reference to Roeder's property is

uninformative about location, so it may refer to one of the lots already mentioned. A list of an

estate auction in 1850 included a "frame stable on ground of F.A. Reoder [sic] on a lease" (VFP

20 December 1850:3). It took Roeder less than two years to pay off a $2,000 loan (Snell

1959:4).

The newspapers reported Frederick Roeder elected town councilman, first in 1851 and

again in 1852 and 1857. He served on a local Democratic Party committee (SoJ 26 October

1852:2; VFP 9 May 1851:2), although he was later "one of the first men in the State of Virginia

who dared express sympathy with the Republican party" (Barry 1903: 108).
4

Unfortunately, no

other written sources concerning any of the Roeders, prior to the Civil War, have been found.

Urban Renewal (mid-1850s - Civil War)

Hog Alley. During the late 1840s, the government began implementation of a plan to

purchase land opposite the armory and widen the alley running along the canal. This included

the purchase of a 25 ft-wide portion of the east ends of WL17 (with stable on the west end) and

WL16 (Park Building 16 in the west end).
5

In the mid 1850s, the plan was modified to include

widening of the alley all the way to Shenandoah Street (originally the widened part would have

ended with WL16), and the creation of a cross-alley in the location of WL17 (Deed Book 30,

6 June 1848:230-232; Deed Book 35 13 February 1856:299-300; Deed Book 36 26 August

1856:135-137).

To make the cross-alley, the United States purchased, 28Vfc ft of the original 32 ft width

of Lot 17. The Roeders added the remaining 3 lA ft strip to Lot 16's north side where they had

most likely already built the addition to Park Building 16 already described. By mid- 1857 the

4
Barry's hyperbole may have been inspired by a long-standing Roeder estate claim still in court when he

wrote.

Wilson and the Roeders signed a memorandum of agreement in 1848 in which Wilson relinquished his lease

rights to the 25 feet of WL17. However, in 1851, Wilson filed suit in County Court over the property. In

response, Roeder spelled out his case in a letter to the newspaper (VFP 4 September 1851:3).
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stable on WL17 had been razed, except for the foundations which were converted to retaining

walls, and the alley was filled to slope from High Street down to the new Potomac Street (Clowe

1857). The second enlargement of Park Building 16, the brick third story, was added after the

stable was gone.

Park Building 5. The sale of the 25 ft end section of WL15 meant the Roeders parted

with slightly over half of Park Building 7 — the front half. The government demolished its

portion and the Roeders had a new facade constructed on the remainder. At the same time,

Snell (1980a: 13) argues, the Roeders used the money obtained for parts of WL15, WL16, and

WL17 to finance construction of Park Building 5 on the "new" east end of WL16, facing the

newly-created Potomac Street. The rear wing of Park Building 5 is definitely an addition but

the date of its construction is unknown. A later, somewhat ambiguous, document giving number

of rooms in Park Buildings 5, 7, and 16 strongly suggests the addition was built before 1861

(Snell 1980a: 15).

The uses of Park Buildings 5 and 7, a matched pair facing the 40 ft wide Potomac Street,

are unknown for the years immediately preceding the Civil War. Court testimony given years

later indicates that both were leased (Court of Claims 1906:4).

Park Building 15. No information has surfaced concerning Park Building 15 in the years

just before the war. It was owned by the heirs of Susan Downey, who died in 1856 (VFP 3 July

1856:2). Contrary to suggestions in previous reports, further documentary search shows it

unlikely that the Downey daughters lived in Park Building 15. Park Building 15 appeared on

the Downey Estate appraisal as "a Leasehold in Harpers Ferry, subject to a groundrent of $40

per annum" (Will Book 15, 18 August 1856:35; Will Book 15, 23 September 1956:72). Later

census entries and Downey's will indicate daughters Ellen and Louisa lived elsewhere in the

area.

Snell (1980c:25) considered it likely that the residents of Park Building 15 in the late

1850s were the household of George W. Furtney, a shoemaker undoubtedly related to the

George H. Furtney who had a shoemaking shop there in 1849. In any event, documentary

information about the Furtneys is rare. Other than the 1860 census and the 1848 Andrews

probate records, no references to the George W. Furtney family have surfaced.

War and Recovery (1861-1880s)

Many research issues for the 1860s- 1880s era are concerned with the difficulties brought

by the Civil War and residents' coping strategies. While documentary sources are often few for

the pre-Civil War years, they are extremely scarce for the 1860s. Newspaper publication was

disrupted by the war, and many public and private records were destroyed or scattered. Indeed,

the only known accounts of the Roeder family were recorded 40 years later. The decade after

the war saw the return of newspapers.

The buildings in the Package 118 area were sold - Park Buildings 7 and 15 in 1873,

Park Buildings 16 and 5 in 1881.
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Civil War. By 1860, Harpers Ferry was already strained by the war not even started

elsewhere. The preceding Fall, John Brown's raid brought the first violence and death to the

community. The census of 1860 showed the town's population had dropped nearly 400 persons

since the last count, returning close to the 1825 figure. Bolivar's size had increased slightly.

Snell's data (see Table 2.1) shows slight change in business statistics during the 1850s. He
found one less tavern and five fewer stores, but the locational pattern within Lower Town had

not changed. The hotels remained on the Ferry Lot, with major stores along Shenandoah Street.

Shops lined High Street, warehouses and stables dominated Potomac Street, and upper floors

were used for dwellings.

The year 1861 brought more violence to Harpers Ferry and the Wager Block. As the

war went on, more residents of the town were killed by shelling and sniping, while others joined

armies or fled. Those who returned found homes and shops ransacked by townspeople and

soldiers from both North and South. Troops commandeered buildings for dwellings, offices,

stables, and storage. Private outbuildings were dismantled for materials and the federal gun

works and many private industrial buildings were destroyed. For those residents who stayed,

daily life was often one of terror, boredom, and a struggle to answer basic needs. Snipers

made the streets dangerous. Spies and accusations of treason added tension and damaged social

ties in the community. Food ~ the little that was available — was bought at inflated prices or

stolen. Diversions were few (Barry 1903:109; Marmion 1959).

On March 23, 1861, Anna Maria Roeder died. She was buried in the Lutheran cemetery

in Bolivar. No record of the cause of her death has been found. During the next couple of

months, her seven children and husband had to cope with the second military occupation of

Harpers Ferry, this time by Confederates. The troops left in June, but sporadic fighting

resumed in the area July 2. On the evening of July 4, Frederick Roeder, walking along the

street not far from home, was killed by a ricocheting bullet fired by a soldier celebrating

Independence Day (Snell 1980d:38-40).

With both parents gone, responsibility for the household fell to the oldest daughter, Mary
Louisa, who was about 18 at the time and recently married to 25-year-old Jacob J. (or John)

Kern (Snell 1975:41). Kern had come to Harpers Ferry as a child from Germany. In 1850, at

age 12, he was living with John and Christiana Schuster, also German, who ran a hotel in

Bolivar and who once borrowed money from Frederick Roeder (U.S. Census 1850:392). Very

probably, young Jacob apprenticed in Roeder's bakery.

The family property was taken over in July 1861 (shortly after Frederick's death) by the

72nd Pennsylvania Fire Zouaves, commanded by Col. Baxter. Park Building 16 became

officers' quarters and the military post office. Horses were stabled in the first floor of Park

Buildings 5 and 7, with feed and other supplies stored in the upper floors. The soldiers even

used the bakery — for its intended purpose (Court of Claims 1906:3,5). The Kern-Roeder

household fled, staying in Bolivar while, for part of 1861, some of them went as far as

Middletown and Frederick, Maryland (Court of Claims 1906:3). Augustus Roeder enlisted in

1863 at the age of 16, and another brother tried but was rejected because he was too young

(Court of Claims 1906:3; Snell 1980d:41-42).

The Kern-Roeder family regained the "home building" (Park Building 16) in late March

1862, but on a number of occasions during the war, soldiers returned to use Park Buildings 5

and 7 (Court of Claims 1906:5). Not only had some of the household's possessions, including
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the family bible, been destroyed or stolen, but the buildings were damaged and outbuildings

removed. Also, the occupiers left graffiti on the walls. When Frederick's estate was finally

probated after the war, assessors found few household goods (Appendix 2. A).

To date, no information concerning Park Building 15 during the war, and the few years

following, has surfaced.

Roeder-Kern. Young Mary Louisa and Jacob Kern assumed responsibility for a large

household. In 1870 the census showed at least three children had been born to Mary Louisa,

26, and John J., 33. The oldest child, Mary E., 7, was born during the Civil War. She was

the only child in the household who attended school in 1870. The census clearly shows all of

the Roeder siblings still resided together. Herman (called Augustus as a boy) was 22 and

worked for the railroad. James, at 20, was a farm laborer. Julia, just 2 when her parents died,

was 10. In addition to income earned by Jacob Kern and his brothers-in-law, the household had

a boarder, Philip Gardner, a 27-year-old wheelwright from Maryland and possibly related to

Mary Gardner who lived with the Roeders in 1850 (U.S. Census 1870:28). All of this adds up

to 12 people living in 11 rooms (basement, attic and 16A included).

Park Building 16 wasn't quite so crowded by 1880. The census taker that year found

only the Kern nuclear family — Jacob, 40, Mary, 35, and their own six children ranging in age

from infancy to age 16. Another child, Jonathan, had died in 1875.

Immediately after the Kern household in the 1880 census is one headed by Mary's

brother James, who was listed as 30 years old and a laborer (farm laborer in 1870). His wife

Mary C. was 28. They were caring for three children of their own, ages 1 through 6 plus a 15

year old nephew, James Allen (U.S. Census 1880:6-7). The order in which the households are

listed in the census record suggests that the Kerns were in Park Building 16 and the Roeders in

Park Building 5.

Normal lifestyles did not return to Harpers Ferry at war's end. Like many residents, the

Kerns and Roeders did what they could to earn money in a town which had lost all of its major

industries. Perhaps it was the training J.J. Kern received at the Schuster Hotel and Roeder

bakery which gave him a suitable occupation. By October 1865, John J. Kern & Co. opened

a restaurant or oyster saloon. Kern's partner was Goldstein and their business was located

somewhere on High Street in a restaurant previously operated by an elusive George Clute.

Kern's business was still in a High Street building in 1871 (VFP 5 October 1865:2; VFP 12

October 1865:2; VFP 30 May 1871:3).

Oysters "by the plate or can, eat in or take out", plus ale and cigars, were the advertised

specialties in the Kern & Co. restaurant. Also, the firm catered a medieval tournament and ball

on Bolivar Heights in late November 1865 and Kern served as an aide in that event (VFP 5

October 1865:2; VFP 12 October 1865:2; VFP 30 November 1865:2). By the 1870s, Kern

probably ran the business alone — newspaper items refer to J.J. Kern or Jake Kern. Once, he

treated the newspaper editors to ice cream and, on another occasion, took them a "mess of fine

bass" (such gifts were a common ploy to get mention in the paper). After receiving the fish,

the editor lauded Kern as the "champion fisherman of Harpers Ferry, baker and confectioner"

whose oyster saloon was "in full blast" (SoJ 18 June 1872:3; SoJ 12 November 1878:3).

Evidently, J.J. Kern was running a bakery and confectionary business in addition to the

oyster saloon. He was listed in the 1870 census as a confectioner and in the 1880 census as a
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baker. Indeed, he made news in 1869 for baking an 85-pound "pyramid cake" for the Lutheran

church raffle, and in 1871 he played "quarter master" for Santa Claus. Santa's proclamation

(submitted to the paper by secretary Robin Goodfellow) announced that reports of the children

of Harpers Ferry and Bolivar had been so good that Santa was "establishing Head Quarters at

JAKE KERN'S Store where during the Hollidays [sic] we will dispense our favors in the shape

of CONFECTIONARIES, and CANDIES of all kinds' FRUITS, TOYS, and an assortment of

good things generally, such as has never been seen out side [sic] of Fairyland." The

advertisement closed with a poem repeating the message: "From Elfin land he's coming fast;

and soon he will be here ..." (SoJ 7 December 1869:3; SoJ 19 December 1871:3; U.S. Census

1870:28; U.S. Census 1880:6). It is unknown whether Kern did the baking and candy making

at his oyster saloon or whether the Roeder bakery behind Park Building 16 was still standing

after the war.

During the early 1870s, Kern's name appeared numerous times in newspaper accounts

of local politics and government. As a member of the Conservative Democratic Party, he helped

supervise elections. He served as supervisor of the court, Harpers Ferry town councilman, and

local circuit court judge (SoJ 18 April 1871:2; SoJ 8 August 1871:3; SoJ 3 October 1871:2; SoJ

31 October 1871:2; SoJ 11 June 1872:3; SoJ 1 January 1873:3; VFP 31 August 1872:2; VFP
22 February 1873:2; VFP 22 October 1875:2).

Apparently the mid 1870s were difficult years for the Kerns and Roeders. In September

1875, a son died. At one point, the newspaper reported the Roeder property had been sold to

the state to pay taxes, but apparently the taxes were paid because there is no corresponding deed

(Deed Book I, 25 January 1881:104; SoJ 28 September 1875:3; SoJ 25 January 1876:2; VFP
22 October 1875:2). While a newspaper item shows John Kern was still operating his oyster

saloon and bakery in 1878, and that he was again elected to the town council in 1879, references

to him declined in the mid- 1870s and ceased by 1880. His obituary appeared in 1904 (FA 6

August 1904:3; SoJ 14 January 1879:3).

Other family members, especially James Roeder 's family, continued to appear in the

newspapers well into the twentieth century, but only the years until 1881 are of interest here.

James Roeder, listed as a laborer in the censuses, may have attempted a saloon in 1872 when

he obtained a liquor license. Apparently he did not continue the effort because he did not

reapply in later years. He next received mention in 1876 when it was reported he had drawn

a knife and cut two men for unreported reasons (SoJ 20 May 1872:3; SoJ 5 September 1876:3).

James raised pigs and, as was customary in Harpers Ferry, the animals ran loose in town.

About 1881, they were rooting about in Hog Alley — "where everything was disposed of in

those days" ~ and were poisoned by paris green (insecticide containing arsenic) in sweepings

from the drug store on the north side of the alley (Harpers Ferry Times [HFT] 26 October

1906:4).

Park Building 15. Virtually nothing is known about the fate of Park Building 15 during

the war years and the following decade. Graffiti on the walls shows it was occupied by soldiers

during the Civil War. Then, in 1868, Susan Downey's heirs sold Park Building 15 and three

properties in Bolivar to pay debts. Joshua and Mary A. Cavalier and Truman W. Potterfield

purchased Park Building 15 with all of WL15sb4 except Park Building 7 (Deed Book 3, 28 April

1868:337; Deed Book 4, 13 September 1868:205; VFP 13 February 1868:2). The Cavaliers and
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Potterfield held the property five years, but no record of occupants or uses has been found. The
owners probably did not reside or otherwise use Park Building 15. The purchasers in 1873,

remained for a number of years. They are discussed in the next section.

Saloon Era (1880s-1914)

The next 30 years were ones of relative stability for the Upper Wager Block in terms of

both physical changes in the buildings and of their ownership. Early in the period all of the

Package 118 property changed hands, but the new owners stayed for a considerable time. The
mixed residential/business pattern continued, and the businesses were types familiar to the area:

saloons, restaurants, a dry goods store. At the end of the era Harpers Ferry prohibited sale of

alcoholic beverages and the saloons closed.

Unfortunately, the post-Civil War years at Harpers Ferry have received relatively little

attention until recent years, but two types of documentary sources produced during these years,

photographs and fire insurance maps, complement newpaper and deed information.

Park Building 15. After a long period of scarcity, documentary references for Park

Building 15 are relatively more common for the 1870s. In 1873, after five years of ownership,

the Cavaliers and Potterfield sold it to Charlotte R. Hopwood (Deed Book A, 1 May 1873:158).

About the same time, her husband, Charles L., purchased Park Building 7, thus reuniting all of

WL15sb4 for a short time. The Hopwoods sold Park Building 7 in 1879 (Deed Book G, 15

March 1879:221), but held onto Park Building 15 and the rest of the lot into the twentieth

century.

Charles and "Lottie" Hopwood were married in 1867, and Charles ran a dry goods store

beginning in 1870 if not earlier (SoJ 19 March 1867:3; U.S. Census 1870:15). About the time

of the WL15 purchases, Charles broke off a business partnership and moved the family and store

to Park Building 15 (VFP 28 March 1874:2; VFP 2 May 1874:2). The 1880 Census shows

Charles was 35, Charlotte 32, and the four children ranged from 5 to 12 years of age. The

oldest, Harry, attended school that year.

Except for daughter Bernice, Charles is the only family member to show up in the

newspapers. He was a Mason, belonged to Knights Templar and played baseball with the

Harpers Ferry Terrors on at least one occasion (SoJ 16 November 1880:3; VFP 8 June 1878:3;

VFP 2 August 1888:3). He was involved in Lutheran church activities, including fundraising

events and Christmas entertainment (SoJ 19 June 1877:2; SoJ 1 October 1878:3; SoJ 13 January

1880:3). Daughter Bernice played the organ at Easter service and participated in a Sons of

Jonadab (temperance) benefit (SoJ 17 April 1888:2; VFP 14 May 1890:3).

References to the Hopwoods, fairly common in the 1870s and 1880s newspapers, ended

in mid-1890. Then, in 1908, came the notice of Charles' death at age 66 in Baltimore (SoJ 14

April 1908:3). This strongly suggests that the Hopwoods moved away from Harpers Ferry in

the earlier 1890s.

Two of the few alterations made to Park Building 15 may have been the work of the

Hopwoods. According to Snell (1980c: 15) they probably added the wooden third story to the

kitchen wing. A second addition, a narrow two-story wood porch along the south side of the

main building may have been constructed in the 1880s. The upper front corner shows in HF-
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Figure 2.6. HF-648, High Street, 1886.

648 which Snell (1980c:71) dated to 1880 to 1896 (Figure 2.6). The addition was not shown

on the 1894 Sanborn map but was depicted on the 1902 map (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).

The earliest of the Sanborn-Perris Fire Insurance Maps, dated 1894 after the Hopwoods

probably left Harpers Ferry, shows Park Building 15 as a dry goods store (Figure 2.7). Possibly

the Hopwoods rented the building to someone who continued the business, or the Sanborn map
was not fully up to date in this case. The 1902 fire insurance map shows the building vacant

(Figure 2.8). On the 1907 and 1912 maps, Park Building 15 is marked as a millinery shop

(Figures 2.9 and 2.10). Checking and cross-checking with WordCruncher turned up a name that

may go with that millinery shop ~ Sadie Gorfine. She first advertised her High Street shop, a

branch of a Baltimore store, in 1908 (Farmer's Advocate [FA] 21 October 1908:3; FA 12 March

1910:2). In less than two years, however, the announcement came that Nellie McConnell

(widowed daughter of T.J. Burleigh, then owner of Park Building 16) would replace Gorfine.

In 1911, McConnell and partner Emma Higgins moved their millinery store to another location

in Lower Town (FA 25 June 1910:2; FA 18 March 1911:2).
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Figure 2. 7. 1894 Sanborn-Perris Fire Insurance Map.

Park Building 7. As already noted, the Hopwoods owned Park Building 7 from 1873 to

1879 but nothing is known of how they used it. They sold part interest to Julia and Albert

Roeder, children of Frederick and Anna Maria. Alexander Murphy purchased the building in

1879 (Deed Book G, 15 March 1879:221; VFP 1 March 1879:3). Four months later, he sold
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Figure 2.8. 1902 Sanborn-Perris Fire Insurance Map.
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Figure 2.9. 1907 Sanbom-Perris Fire Insurance Map.

the property to George R. Marquette, who held it as a rental property until c. 1913 (Deed Book

N 15 July 1879:237; Deed Book 147 28 March 1928:147).

Marquette, telegraph operator and station agent for the B&O Railroad at Harpers Ferry,

was involved in banking, real estate and other speculative enterprises (FA 4 March 1911:2; SoJ

24 June 1884:3; SoJ 18 May 1897:2; SoJ 25 October 1898:2; VFP 3 October 1894:2).

Evidently he rented Park Building 7 - probably for much of the 1880s and into the 1890s -

to Joseph H. Renner, who operated an oyster saloon (Ramakrishna 1990:22; SoJ 9 May 1882:3;

SoJ 4 June 1889:2; VFP 13 May 1882:3).

In 1891 at age 53, Renner suffered a paralyzing stroke and apparently retired to live with

his daughter's family. He moved away from Harpers Ferry before his death in 1903 (SoJ 24

March 1903:3; U.S. Census 1900:75A; VFP 9 September 1891:2; VFP 19 March 1903:2).
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Figure 2.10. 1912 Sanborn-Perris Fire Insurance Map.

After a gap for the 1890s in the documentary record, the name of another saloonkeeper

appears in conjunction with Park Building 7. From 1901 through 1905, Harry Rockenbaugh

obtained a liquor license each year. Although the location of saloons was not usually given, the

1905 license specified White Hall for Rockenbaugh. The 1902 license gave permission to sell

liquor at an "eating house" {FA 27 April 1901:2; FA 10 May 1902:2; FA 30 April 1904:3; FA
11 March 1905:2; So/ 21 April 1903:2). Before 1910, Rockenbaugh purchased all of WL15sb4.

Information located about the family will be covered in the next section.

The textual sources which indicated Park Building 7 was a saloon are confirmed by

several photographs previously estimated by the park staff to date to the 1880s and early 1890s

(c.f. Figure 2.11, HF-655). In these views, Park Building 7's white exterior contrasts with the
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Figure 2.11. HF-655, White Hall, c. 1886. Gable end with restaurant sign is

visible behind and to the right ofJohn Brown's Fort.

brick buildings around it. (No doubt white was a tradition for the building and the inspiration

for the name "White Hall.") Across the front of the building was painted "OYSTERS AND
LUNCHES. " A plain sign jutted out above the center door. In HF-655 (Figure 2. 1 1) it clearly

reads "...RANT & SALOON" and in HF-569 the word "RESTAURANT" is visible, but

"SALOON" appears to have been painted over. This suggests, first, that HF-569 is a later

photograph, and secondly, a shift in the nature of the business.

The fire insurance maps for 1894 and 1902 (which post-date the photos just discussed)

show Park Building 7 as a saloon, but on the 1907 version it is labeled restaurant (Figures 2.7,

2.8, and 2.9). The building's function had reverted to a warehouse before 1912, when the

Sanborn-Perris map shows it used for hay and feed (Figure 2. 10). Around 191 1, Marquette sold

Park Building 7 to hotelier T.M. Conner, who may have stored stable supplies there (Deed Book

147, 28 March 1928:371).
6

During this period, Park Building 7 was hemmed-in by two wooden structures.

Photograph HF-96 and the 1894 fire insurance map (Figures 2.12 and 2.7) show both. To the

south, on the lower level of Wager Block (not in the Package 118 area) was a long shed filling

According to the deed for the next sale of Building 7, the Marquette-to-Conner sale was unrecorded and

occurred about 1913. However, Marquette died early in 1911, meaning the sale took place before then (FA 4

March 1911:2).
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Figure 2.12. HF-96, aerial of town, 1896.

what had previously been an accessway. To the north, on WL15sb4 in the space between Park

Buildings 5 and 7, was Park Building 6. Photograph HF-96 and the 1894 Sanborn (Figures 2. 12

and 2.7) show both of these wooden buildings.

Park Building 6. Park Building 6 probably was constructed in the early 1890s and

certainly by 1894. Previously a one-story wooden privacy fence with a gate hid the space

between Park Buildings 5 and 7 from the street. By the time of the construction of Park

Building 6 in that space, the Hopwoods were gone, thus Park Building 6 was probably built by

the person(s) renting Park Building 15 and its portion of WL15. Who this was is not known.

NHF-322 (Figure 2.13) was taken in 1956, just before Park Building 6 was razed. A rear

addition shown on the Sanborn maps was gone by the time the photographs were made.

According to fire insurance maps dating to 1894 and 1902, Park Building 6 was a

restaurant. After 1906 it was enlarged for use as a carpenter's shop as indicated by 1907 and

1912 insurance maps.

Burleigh. Next door, WL 16 remained in the Kern-Roeder family until 1881, when

Bridget Boerly7 purchased it. Bridget and her husband Thomas had immigrated to the United

States from their native Ireland by 1844, the year daughter Mary was born. Both were in their

In earlier references the name was generally given a German spelling of "Boerly" or sometimes a more

English "Borley" or "Burley." Later, for the second and later generations, the most common spelling was

"Burleigh." However, on one occasion the name was given a distinct Irish accent with "O'Burley."
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Figure 2.13. NHF-322, Park Building 6, 1956.

mid-20s at the time (U.S. Census 1850:414B). By 1853, they opened a tavern in a stone

building on WL56 Section C, the narrow plot at the intersection of High Street and Public Walk
(Snell 1975:60).

Evidently, the tavern was Bridget's responsibility. In a mortgage agreement written in

1853, Thomas stated that Bridget was keeping the "tavern boarding house out of which from her

excellent care and labor considerable money was made" (Deed Book 34, 8 July 1854:134-136).

Thomas reportedly operated a grocery (Barry 1903:85).

By the time Bridget purchased WL16, she was a widow (Thomas was killed during John

Brown's raid) and retired from tavern keeping. Just a year earlier the 1880 enumeration showed

her as 60 years old and keeping house. Living with her were Thomas Jr., 28, the youngest of

her four children, his wife Mattie, 21, and their daughter Mary E., 2 (U.S. Census 1880:10).

Thomas Jr. was listed as a laborer, but later that year he was elected town constable, a post he

apparently kept a number of years, even after he opened a saloon in Park Building 5 (FA 23

April 1904:3; VFP 16 October 1880:3; VFP 14 January 1882:3). Mattie died at age 25 in 1890

and T.J. married Mary (or Cora May or Mame) Stoutzenberger before 1900 (SoJ 11 September

1952:A6; U.S. Census 1900:30B; U.S. Census 1910:190; VFP 29 January 1890:3). Bridget
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Burleigh died in her mid 70s in 1894 (VFP 17 October 1894:3), by which time T.J. Burleigh

had gained considerable prominence in town.

In addition to his role as constable, by the early 1900s, Burleigh sat on the town council.

He was mayor of Harpers Ferry more than 35 years, belonged to the local Democratic Executive

Committee 50 years, served many years as Bank of Harpers Ferry president and U.S. Marshal,

and captained a volunteer fire department for a time (SoJ 22 February 1881:2; SoJ 14 December

1932:1).

Apparently, Burleigh's main source of income was his saloon (Figure 2.14, HF-1211,

shows his sign on Park Building 5). Beginning in 1885, four years after his mother purchased

WL16, he obtained a liquor license. He continued to obtain licenses virtually every year

through 1914, when the town went dry.

Evidently the Burleigh saloon was in Park Building 5 from the 1880s, when he started,

into the first years of the twentieth century (HF-1211, Figure 2.14). Next door, J.H. Renner's

oyster saloon was in Park Building 7 until the early '90s. The 1905 licenses specified that Harry

E. Rockenbaugh was in White Hall and T.J. Burleigh was in the Burleigh building (locations

were not given most years). In 1909, 1910, and 1912, however, the notices of licenses put

Burleigh in White Hall (FA 11 March 1905:2; FA 8 May 1909:2; FA 21 December 1912:2; SoJ

17 May 1910:2).

Prohibitionists were making this a period of uncertainty for saloon-keepers. Licenses

were sometimes denied, then renewed a few months later. It is no wonder the 1912 fire

insurance map (Figure 2.10) shows Park Building 5 vacant and Park Building 7 used for hay and

feed storage.

Unfortunately, the enumerator's records for 1890, which was the first time the Burleighs

were counted in Park Building 16, are not available. Both the 1900 and 1910 censuses show

a large household, including up to seven children, in-laws, and a boarder or servant (U.S.

Census 1900:80B; U.S. Census 1910:190).

As one of the town's better-known families, the Burleighs often received mention in the

newspapers ranging from illnesses to weddings, a son in college, social and sport events (FA 29

August 1903:2; FA 3 December 1904:3; FA 18 December 1909:2; FA 25 December 1909:2; FA
3 February 1912:2; FA 25 June 1910:2; VFP 18 February 1915:3; FA 20 November 1909:2).

Physical aspects of the Wager Block can be found in the historic documents. The 1894

and 1902 fire insurance maps give little detail, just buildings and their porches. A privy on the

north edge of WL16 near Park Building 5 was first depicted on the 1907 version. Hog Alley

wall (which actually existed since 1856) was added on the 1912 map.

The Lower Town streets were dirt (or mud) and gravel until the 1920's. HF-648 (Figure

2.6) is the scene in 1886 looking up High Street. Slate sidewalks lined each side, and a stone

slab crosswalk aided pedestrians across the street at the foot of the stone steps. In this

photograph, all but the top of Park Building 15 is hidden from view, but much of the front of

Building 16 is visible. A banner was hanging from the balcony (for a political campaign?) over
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Figure 2.14. HF-1211, Pc ing 7 during its saloon years.

an older version of the front porch, which was wooden with two wide steps and no rails. A new
front porch with iron railing was installed in 1910 (FA 28 May 19 10: 2).

8

o

Architect Alan Walmer (1964:14), on the basis of two photographs (one misdated), stated that the porch

was redone in 1892.
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In 1903, the Wager block probably got sewer service. The newspaper announced that

a contractor was laying sewer pipe out to the river for the owners of properties in the square

bounded by Potomac, Shenandoah, and High Streets, which may refer to the Wager Block (FA

9 May 1903:2).

Into the Twentieth Century (1914-1956)

Documentary information on the Package 118 area for much of the first half of the

twentieth century is scarce. In 1952, the State of West Virginia began purchasing Lower Town
properties and soon turned them over to the National Park Service to create Harpers Ferry

National Monument.

As for text sources, the U.S. Census enumerators' returns after 1910, were not available

for research on this project, and the fire insurance maps ceased after 1933. The few extant

photographs and maps suggest this was a period of decline, especially along Potomac Street.

Repairs to buildings were few and the additions were simple wooden structures. Some buildings

stood vacant.

Although other sources provide few details, the deeds show that WL16 remained Burleigh

property whereas the Lot 15 buildings changed hands several times before 1952. Park Building

7, which had been sold around 1911, was sold again in 1928 and 1941. Park Buildings 6 and

15 were sold together in 1923 and 1941, but Park Building 6 was sold separately in 1946 and

1948.

The available photographs show little about the neighborhood, but HF-1220 (Figure

2.15), taken around 1939, is fairly helpful. Wager Block was crowded, at least in terms of

structures (not all visible in this photograph). In addition to Park Building 6, other wooden

structures sat on the Lower Wager Block lots. Park Building 15, as already noted, had been

enlarged by enclosing the areaway on the south side and adding another floor on the kitchen

wing. A garage had been erected in the narrow space between Park Building 5 and Hog Alley

wall. There was a small addition on the rear of Park Building 7. The high railroad

embankment in the foreground of HF-1220, constructed early in the period, covered the ruins

of the armory and walled in the river side of Potomac Street.

Lot 15. Little detail about Park Building 15 has surfaced. The fire insurance maps still

showed it a millinery shop as late as 1922, but perusal of the newspaper files suggests that the

town's milliners were located elsewhere. Therefore, the designation on the map may be an

uncorrected carryover from previous editions. The 1933 edition (Figure 2.16) showed Park

Building 15 in use as a boarding house.

By 1933 Harry Rockenbaugh had owned all of WL15 for 10 years. Before that, during

the first five years of the century, Rockenbaugh kept a saloon in Park Building 7 (FA 27 April

1901:2; FA 30 April 1904:3; FA 11 March 1905:2; SoJ 15 April 1902:2; SoJ 2\ April 1903:2).

He went to work as a town policeman in 1910 (FA 5 February 1910:2; U.S. Census 1910: 192).

In 1923, Rockenbaugh purchased Park Building 15 and part of its lot from the Hopwood
heirs. Five years later he acquired Park Building 7 from Conner's widow (Deed Book 123, 28

March 1923:141; Deed Book 147, 28 March 1928:371). But for the 1920s and 1930s, when

the Rockenbaughs owned all of WL15, nothing indicates whether or not they personally used
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Figure 2.15. HF-1220, neighborhood view from embankment, c. 1939.

any part of it. Apparently Harry died in 1941, shortly after selling Park Building 7. His son

Aldridge soon sold Park Building 15 (Deed Book 154, 28 July 1941:535). When the next

owner, C.W. Demory, sold Park Building 15 in 1948, the deed referred to it as the former post

office building (Deed Book 171, 5 January 1948:17).

Charles Demory probably purchased Park Building 15 as an investment. He had long

operated general merchandise stores in Harpers Ferry Lower Town and Camp Hill and owned

several buildings on High Street. In 1946 he advertised that he would soon retire (FA 12

October 1912:3; SoJ 24 August 1920:4; SoJ 22 March 1933:1; SoJ 21 October 1942:1; SoJ 29

May 1946:6). No information has been found concerning the last few years before Park

Building 15 was sold to the state by Eben and Mary Fritts who bought it in 1948 from Demory
(Deed Book 171, 5 January 1948:17).

Some information about Park Building 7 has already been noted. T.M. Conner

purchased it around 1911 and his widow Laura sold it to Rockenbaugh in 1928. The fire

insurance maps for this period show it had been changed from feed and hay storage to a store

by 1922. During the years when Park Building 7 was owned by Rockenbaugh, a 1933 map
shows it as a dwelling with a small shed off the northwest corner. HF-1220 (Figure 2.15) shows
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it was still white. The last private owner was Luke Loveless, who purchased Park Building 7

in 1941 (Deed Book 154, 28 July 1941:535).

Park Building 6, which was shown on the 1912 Sanborn map as a carpenter shop, was

vacant on the 1922 edition. At the time it was still owned by the Hopwood heirs. They sold

it, along with Park Building 15, in 1928 to Rockenbaugh. The 1933 fire insurance map shows

it in use for storage (Figure 2.16). It was purchased along with Park Building 15 in 1941 by

Demory, but he sold it separately in 1946 (Deed Book 170, 9 August 1946:354). Apparently

R.L. Stephenson was acting as an agent, because four days after he acquired it, he sold it to

Luke Loveless (Deed Book 170, 13 August 1946:355). As Loveless had purchased Park

Building 7 in 1941, this gave him control of the Potomac Street end of WL15. No information

about Park Building 6 during the 1940s surfaced in the available documentary sources.

Next door on WL16, Park Building 5 apparently was abandoned, while Park Building

16 remained the Burleigh family residence. After the saloons were closed in 1914, T.J. seems

to have limited his activities to the bank and town government (FA 7 January 1922:1; SoJ 5

August 1919:2). In November 1932, both Thomas Sr. and Thomas Jr. fell seriously ill.

Thomas Jr., about 43, died by the end of the month, but his father, 80, lived until December

13. The nature of the illness was not recorded, but the Thomas Sr.'s cause of death was "Fell

from bed to floor about 4 weeks ago fracturing rib" (Register of Deaths 1905-1949:19; SoJ 23

November 1932:1; SoJ 30 November 1932:1; SoJ 14 December 1932:1).

Photographs and maps depict little change on WL16 during the 1914-1952 period.

According to the Sanborn maps, Park Building 5 was vacant up through 1933 and its condition

in the 1950s photographs suggests it remained vacant although the space alongside Hog Alley

was filled by a garage.

The Burleighs sold all of WL16 to West Virginia in 1952. By 1957, the rear porch with

its second floor gallery was collapsing and the pargetting was deteriorating.

Oddly, the privy shown previously on the fire insurance maps was not on the 1933

version. Yet the photograph NHF-181 (Figure 2.17), shows it still standing in 1956, further

evidence that the Sanborn maps must be used with care.

In 1923 the Harpers Ferry town council declared Hog Alley — called "Burleigh's Alley"

at the time ~ would be one way. Apparently the volume of motor vehicle traffic and parking

in Lower Town were becoming a problem (FA 22 September 1923:1). The dirt streets with

roaming pigs had gone the way of the neighborhood's drinking establishments.
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Figure 2.16. 1933 Sanborn-Perris Fire Insurance Map.
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Figure 2.17. HF-181, Park Building 5, rear view.
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APPENDIX 2.A

Appraisal of the personal property of Frederick Augustus Roeder, delayed until four years after

his death because of the Civil War. Original was recorded in run-on style, reproduced here in

standard ledger format for clarity. Filed on August 3, 1865 by S.V. Yantis, T.W. Potterfield,

and Isaac Fouke (Will Book 1864-1881, pp. 20-21).

1 mahogany bureau $ 8.00

1 paper painted 6.00

1 bedstead bed and bedding 35.00

1 ditto 25.00

1 ditto single 13.00

1 trunnel [trundle bed] 10.00

3 carpets 25.00

6 cane seat chairs 7.50

1 washstand 2.00

1 ditto fine .50

1 sofa 20.00

1 corole stand [console] 1.25

1 fancy 4.00

1 large looking glass 5.00

2 small [?] 3.00

1 wooden clock 1.00

1 brass [?] 2.00

1 double barrel rifle, 1 swiss rifle 1.00

1 Hall rifle 2.00

1 lot of books 6.00

1 cane seat rocking chair 3.00

6 common chairs 2.50

3 tables 10.00

5 Venetian window blinds 10.00

1 common rocking chair 2.50

2 stoves 7.50

1 marble slab for Candy Manufacture 1.00

1 pine sofa 3.00

1 copper kettle and 2 copper pans 4.00

1 broken showcase 1.00

Whole amount $ 230.75 [sic]
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CHAPTER 3

ARCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AND STRATIGRAPHY

Jill Y. Halchin

and

Can C. YoungRavenhorst

Before presentation of the archeological fieldwork and findings of 1991, mention is

needed for three previous investigations of the Upper Wager Block. To one degree or another,

all three projects contributed to understanding of the archeological record. Information about

features located by Walmer (1964a, 1964b) and Gardner (1974) are incorporated in Chapter IV

which interprets data about structures and landscape features. Package 110 findings will be

discussed, albeit briefly, alongside the Package 118 results in the current chapter because the

analyses and interpretation in the remainder of the report rely on artifacts from both projects.

PREVIOUS ARCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Excavations by Historic Architect

During his investigation of Park Building 16 in 1964, Alan Walmer (1964a) undertook

excavations under the house (Figure 3.1). In addition to test pits "to locate depth of fndns. &
condition of earth," he dug through hearths and cut a trench across both basement rooms. His

notes mention artifacts but give no description, provenience, or information about their

disposition. He provides imprecise information about the trenches' location, width, depth, and

stratigraphy and about the hearths.

Gardner's Excavations

In 1973, William Gardner's (1974) crew from Catholic University excavated large areas

of Lots 15 and 16 (Figure 3.1). They dug along a portion of the rear wall of Park Building 7

(shown only in photos, not in the report), in the Park Building 6 area, along the foundation for

a rear addition to Park Building 7, along the rear porch of Park Building 16, and the east and

north sides of Park Building 16A. Records and provenience controls for this project may be

characterized as limited to non-existent. The artifacts are preserved at the Museum and

Archeological Regional Storage facility (MARS) in Lanham, Maryland.

Package 110

Under a series of directors from Denver Service Center, a large proportion of the Wager
Block was excavated archeologically during the 1970s. During work by Catherine Blee, the
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Figure 3.1. Plan of Walmer and Gardner excavations.

emphasis was the Lower Block -- around and under Park Buildings 8, 9, 10, 11, 11A, 12 and

12A - plus Park Building 15 (Blee ca. 1978). Later, Scott Carpenter followed by John Pousson

completed work in the Upper Wager Block in the yards of Park Buildings 5,7, 15, 16, and 16A

(Pousson 1986). Figure 3.2 shows excavation units in the block.

For the purpose of integrating as much data as possible in the current project, pertinent

artifacts and field records from the Package 110 investigations were retrieved from storage at

MARS. The Package 110 report and field notes were consulted in planning the 1991 strategy

and in interpreting the stratigraphy. Artifacts and faunal specimens from a number of Package

1 10 proveniences were used by Package 118 archeologists in special analyses (see later chapters)

which provide interpretation beyond that possible in the earlier project.

Because the Package 118 analysis and interpretation incorporates data from previous

archeology in the area and because the Package 110 project report has been published, no

lengthy review of Pousson's report will be included in this report.
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Figure 3.2. Plan of Package 110 excavations.

ARCHEOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY

Data Collection

In preparation for field work in the summer of 1991, all reports, notes, and photographs

that describe recent ground-disturbing activities in the area were reviewed to determine where

excavation units could be located. Other factors in selections of excavation units included

historical and landscape issues. In order to avoid confusion, numbering of excavation units and

features was continued from Package 1 10. Work began in June with two excavation units in Lot

15 between Park Buildings 7 and 15, followed by seven excavation units in Lot 16 between Park

Buildings 5 and 16, and two excavation units under Park Building 16.
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Figure 3.3 Plan of Package 118 excavations.

Grid. The Package 110 datum was reestablished and used to create a baseline for

positioning excavation units. This point is the inside corner of two retaining walls marking the

south edge of the Upper Wager Block (see Figure 3.3). Once work moved to Lot 16, a second

datum on a modern concrete cistern was used for elevations only. Excavation units were laid

out using tape and transit methods. Where they abutted Package 110 units, discrepancies of less

than one-tenth ft were noted.

Excavation unit designations followed procedures standard at Harpers Ferry. Datum was

arbitrarily called N500/E500 so that all excavation units anywhere in the Wager Block would

be north and east of 0/0. Each excavation unit was designated by its northeast corner. During

Package 110, excavation units were designated by the corner nearest datum, which was 0/0.

Within Unit Proveniences. Using the proveniencing system currently used for archeology

at the park, each soil layer in each excavation unit below the sod was considered a single stratum

and given a letter (A, B, C, etc.). Any stratum thicker than 0.5 ft was subdivided (B-l, B-2,

etc.) into arbitrary levels, usually 0.5 ft unless believed sterile or disturbed. Features were

numbered, with strata and levels within each separated whenever the feature proved to be deep
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or internally complex. If part of a feature found in the Package 110 investigation was

encountered in 1991, the previously-assigned feature number was used.

Excavation. Sod and any modern features such as shale paths were removed without

screening or artifact collection. Crew members used shovels, trowels and, where soil was hard

or rocky, mattocks and geologist's picks for digging.

Recording. A separate record was kept for each provenience giving elevation readings,

soil color and texture, inclusions such as brick, slate, coal, coal cinders, oyster shell,

stratigraphic relationships, and a general list of artifacts. A unique number was assigned to each

bag of artifacts and soil samples kept.

Photographs and plans were made of the top of each stratum, but additional visual

records were made to show details at other points. All profiles were drawn, except when the

excavation unit wall was also a stone wall or when it showed only a recent disturbance. In

Excavation Unit 51, where profiles would not show two major features, a cross-section was

drawn during excavation.

All measurements were made using the engineer's scale which divides a ft into tenths and

hundredths, thereby making calculations in terms of decimals. In nine excavation units,

elevations were recorded by transit with reference to one of the two datums. For Excavation

Units 55 and 57, line-of-sight was impaired by Park Building 16 walls, so depths were read with

line levels then tied to the datum by transit.

Artifacts. All soils below the sod were screened through 1/4-inch hardware cloth. Wet
privy soil was water screened. All artifacts, historic and prehistoric, were bagged. Materials

abundant in Harpers Ferry sites ~ brick, slate, coal, coal cinders, oyster shell - were sampled.

Sampling was necessary as well for the abundant floral remains in the two privies (Features 213

and 292).

Soil Samples. Portions of soil from most excavation units were preserved for several

types of analyses. In most excavation units, these samples were retrieved from a fresh column

cut into the excavation unit wall after excavation was completed. For the privies, this was not

possible, so samples were collected of each stratum or level prior to its excavation. Also a

sample of screened soil was collected from each provenience to be floated for microflora.

Analysis

Artifact Processing. In the lab, the artifacts were washed (delicate materials were

brushed) and rebagged for cataloging and labeling. Cataloging was done according to standards

set by the National Capital Region, and information was computerized using the Automated

National Catalog System software. The hotel privy (Feature 292) provided an anaerobic

environment in which organic materials were well-preserved. Over 30 artifacts of wood, bone,

leather, horn, and cloth required expert treatment. They were gently rinsed with water, sprayed

with disinfectant to retard fungus, then kept moist and refrigerated. Actual cleaning and

preservation was conducted by the conservation division at the Harpers Ferry Center.
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Minimum vessel analysis of ceramics and glass was conducted on selected strata and

features considered most likely to provide findings significant to interpretation of the site.

Recent strata and disturbances as well as features such as post holes and ditches were eliminated

from this procedure. Later chapters on specific research topics will present the findings and

methodology of minimum vessel analysis.

Pollen, Phytolith, Macroflora, and Parasites. Three groups of soil samples were sent

to Paleoresearch Labs in Golden, Colorado, where microscopic plant parts and parasites were

identified. Samples from Excavation Unit 47 in Lot 15 provided information about changes in

general backyard and neighborhood vegetation. The samples from the two privies — one used

in the first three decades of the nineteenth century and the other about one hundred years later -

- showed more than vegetation. They proved to be rich repositories of data about diet and

health. Chapter 6 comprises the report of the methodology, findings, and basic interpretation

of these special analyses.

Faunal Analysis. Identification of faunal specimens, butchering practices, and

calculations of available meat were conducted by Joanne Bowen in Williamsburg, Virginia.

Bones from a number of Package 110 proveniences were included to increase the coverage and

sample size. Specimens from recent deposits, disturbances, trenches, post holes, and

inadequately-documented excavation units were not included.

Drawings. Maps, plans, and profiles for this report were created by staff archeologist

John Ravenhorst using AutoCAD. The illustrations included are intended as representations and

not a complete record of all drawings made in the field. In some cases, time constraints and

stone walls hampered full recording of Package 110 excavation units. When profiles of such

excavation units were needed to fully interpret the site, profiles were recreated using the adjacent

profiles, plans, and elevation readings.

STRATIGRAPHY AND ARTIFACTS

Summary ofMegastrata

The area presently called the Upper Wager Block cannot be considered a single site.

During different periods of the past it has been subdivided, and the lot lines and rights-of-way

shifted on occasion. Rather than provide a fragmented, unit-by-unit description of soils, this

chapter will describe the deposits and related features in terms of meaningful spatial-temporal

units. Details of each excavation unit excavated in 1991 can be found in the excavation

summaries in Appendix III. Pousson described the 1979-80 findings, which will be noted in this

chapter, as needed, to present a comprehensive overview of the project area. Because the

Package 118 data has never been presented, it will be emphasized in the megastrata descriptions

which follow. All 1 10 proveniences were re-evaluated for this report in light of the addition of

the Package 118 data, so interpretation sometimes differs from that of Pousson.
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Each stratum, level, and feature in Lots 15 and 16 was assigned to a megastratum

corresponding to one of the various time periods discussed in the history chapter. By combining

strata into larger proveniences, sample sizes are increased and interpretation is streamlined.

Unfortunately, repeated episodes of disturbances beginning in the mid-nineteenth century

removed many deposits and truncated features. This leaves gaps in the stratigraphic record and

forces archeologists to rely on artifacts alone to date some features. For example, grading of

Lots 15 and 16 in 1981 removed more than a foot of deposits in some areas. This phenomenon

is evident in the various profiles in this chapter.

As with the stratum designations, labeling of megastrata begins at the surface with

Megastratum I representing the park years. The discussion in this chapter, however, will follow

a chronological sequence. Table 3.1 summarizes the megastrata used in analysis.

Table 3.1. Megastrata for Wager Lots 15 and 16.

Megastratum Time Period Cultural Context

I late 1950s to present National Park Service

II early to mid twentieth century two lots: dwellings, shops

III late nineteenth century two lots: dwellings, Burleigh and

other saloons

IV 1840s to 1860s combined with V on basis of

artifact analysis

V-A 1840s to 1860 two lots: taverns, Roeder home &
bakery, last stable

V-B late 1830s subdivision and construction

VI 1800 to late 1830s backlot & outbuildings of Harpers

Ferry Hotel

VII prehistoric prehistoric

VIII prehistoric sterile

The review of historic documentation shows the Upper Wager Block was not always

divided by fences, crowded with buildings, and owned by different people. In fact, it began

under a single owner and function early in the nineteenth century, was subdivided with a mixture

of residences and small enterprises, then finally reunited under the National Park Service in the

mid-twentieth century. Therefore, interpretation for some megastrata will consider the entire

area as a single unit, while for other megastrata, the lots are treated individually.

In a few of the 1991 excavation units, the lowest artifact-bearing deposits, Megastratum

VII, (see Appendix II) produced prehistoric lithics and ceramics, although a few such materials
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appeared higher, especially in Megastratum VI. In any event, the scarcity and dispersion of the

prehistoric finds suggests that no coherent prehistoric component exists at the site. Rather, these

materials were probably redeposited by high water.

Documented historic use of the Upper Wager Block began in the first years of the 1800s.

For more than three decades the area was the backlot of the Harpers Ferry Hotel with service

outbuildings. The period ended in the mid- 1830s, around the time railroads reached the

community. Archeologically, this is Megastratum VI.

Megastratum V dates to the 20-25 years prior to the Civil War. It begins with the razing

of the Harpers Ferry Hotel, the subdivision of the area into private lots and construction of Park

Buildings 7, 15, and 16 (Megastratum V-B). Park Buildings 5 and 16A were constructed later

in the period (Megastratum V-A). The Roeder bakery, White Hall Tavern, and other small

enterprises as well as dwellings replaced the hotel complex. Lot 16 started out slightly narrow,

but was widened in the mid 1850s when Hog Alley was created.

No evidence was found of any deposits or features resulting from the years of Civil War
occupation, or the decade or two afterward. Very possibly in cleaning the yards and removing

debris left by soldiers (who dismantled outbuildings and windows), the property owners had the

yards graded. Later owners may also have done considerable cleaning. Another possible reason

for the stratigraphic gap is flooding. Inundations in 1870 and 1877 could have swept away the

1860s deposits or prompted extreme clean-up measures.

Close analysis of the ceramics and glass showed that the Megastratum IV assemblage

closely resembles the pre-war Megastratum V, so the two were combined for interpretation.

Megastratum IV was originally thought to encompass the years after the Civil War when families

repaired their homes and tried to re-establish businesses.

Megastratum III, marked by the revival of the Potomac Street drinking establishments,

is present archeologically in the form of features. This megastratum has been split to reflect

artifact evidence. However, IIIA and IIIB no doubt overlap. Generally, function and uses of

the two lots during the period differed little from those of the two preceding megastrata — the

pattern of saloons, shops, and dwellings continued. Park Building 6 was constructed at this

time.

Megastratum II represents the first half of the twentieth century, when the Burleighs

owned Lot 16, and while Lot 15 ownership and residents changed several times. Park Buildings

5 and 7 housed saloons until they were permanently closed in 1914. There is sporadic

documentary evidence for other small businesses in addition to domestic uses of the buildings

during this period, however the archeological record is sparse.

This gap in materials dating beyond the turn of the century may be attributed to major

floods in 1924 and 1936, although too little is understood about the nature of these floods to

reach any firm conclusions about their destructive power. More likely, the gap may have been

caused by grading and other restoration work not recorded during the early years of park

ownership.

The activities producing Megastratum I are attributed to park service maintenance crews,

contractors, interpreters, and archeologists.
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Harpers Ferry Hotel (1803-1837) - Megastratum VI

Pousson referred to this layer as Stratum H, considering it to be the "surface of the area

prior to its development" (Pousson 1986:70). By this he meant before construction of Park

Buildings 7 and 15 but, lacking intensive historic research, he did not emphasize the relationship

to the early hotel.

Soils. This deposit was found in many excavation units during Package 110 and 118

excavations, however, no clear surface was discernable, suggesting the upper part of the deposit

was removed, possibly when the hotel was razed. Nearly a foot deep in some places, the

grayish occupation zone faded into the redder subsoil below (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). Generally

it was dark brown (10YR4/3-3/3) homogeneous silty clay. There were fewer inclusions than

in layers above, but for the most part the list is the same: shale, brick, charcoal, oyster shell.

The notable exception is coal, which was lacking in Megastratum VI.

Features. Only Feature 292 is clearly associated with this megastratum (Figure 3.6).

This large privy was near the back of the hotel yard, although the inaccuracies of the old maps

hamper accurate assessment of relationships of structures. Although the east edge of the pit was

located in 1980 in Excavation Unit 35 (upper wall stains were called Feature 222), the main part

of the feature was identified as a privy and excavated in 1991 in Excavation Units 54, and 56.

Edges reached into Excavation Units 50 and 52 also.

Due to later disturbances in the area, no evidence of the actual privy shed was found.

The Feature 292 pit itself measured 10 ft north-south, 5 ft east-west, and 8 ft deep, including

about 4 ft of organic fill (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Its excavators dug through at least 8 ft of clay

to an extremely hard layer of sand and waterworn gravel deposited by the river in the past.

Slanting shovel marks were clearly visible on the near-vertical walls of the pit.

No sign of the use of lime or soil to reduce odor was encountered in Feature 292,

although the lack of artifacts indicate the privy was cleaned. When use of the privy ended, the

upper portion of the pit was filled with coal cinders. In fact, the cinders may have been spread

over much of the area at one time, but this layer remained only in the Excavation Unit 35 area

(Stratum K). This cinder deposit is considered Megastratum V-B.

Artifacts. Hotel Yard Scatter Assemblage. The Hotel Yard Scatter assemblage within

Megastratum VI consists of 1417 artifacts recovered from selected levels of Excavation Units

24, 34, 35, 44, 45, 47, 48, 51, 52, and 53.

Over one-third of the assemblage is ceramic (36.3%, n=514), principally pearlware

(n = 164) and whiteware (n = 161). Decorative techniques of these ceramics include painting,

molded designs and transfer prints in various colors. Also identified within the ceramic

component are utilitarian earthenwares and stonewares, pieces of a bone china saucer, various

pieces of porcelain, 23 pieces of ball clay tobacco pipes and one stoneware marble.

Glass artifacts are only 17% (17.1%, n=242) of the assemblage, nearly half of which

are identified as flat (n = 100) or window (n=22) glass. Container glass (n = 1 12) constitutes

most of the remaining glass component with identified bottle types that include alcohol, wine and

extract.
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Figure 3. 4. North cross section through Excavation Units 44, 48 and 45.

Excavation Unit 33

(reconstructed)

Excavation Unit 51 Excavation Unit 29

(reconstructed)

Excavation Unit 28

(reconstructed)

Excavation Unit 30

(reconstructed)

peet 2

Roman numerals denote Megastrata

Figure 3.5. North cross section through Excavation Units 33, 51 ,29, 28 and 30.
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Figure 3. 6. Plan offeatures in Lot 16.

Excovation Unit 50 Excavation Unit 56 Excavation Unit 54

VI

Roman numerals

denote Megostrata

Figure 3. 7. East cross section ofFeature 292 and Excavation Units 50, 56,

and 54.
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Excavation Unit 52 Excavation Unit 54

Roman numerals

denote Megastrata

Figure 3.8. North cross section of Feature 292 and Excavation Units 52

and 54.

The assemblage of the Hotel Privy includes 16,703 artifacts recovered from Excavation

Unit 35 Level J Feature 222 (excavated during the Package 1 10 project) and levels of Feature

292 within Excavation Units 50, 52, 54 and 56 (excavated during the Package 118 project).

Only a very small proportion (6.9%, n = 1160) of the assemblage consists of ceramic (n=363),

metal (n=313), glass (n=390) or other synthetic or mineral material. Over 90% (93%,

n = 15,543) of the assemblage is floral or faunal materials.

Of the 363 ceramic sherds cataloged, 140 were identified as whiteware or other refined

paste earthenwares such as pearlware (n=53), creamware (n=50), or porcelain (n=20).

Decorative techniques included transfer printing and painting in various colors and molded

motifs. Utilitarian coarse earthenwares (n=58) and stonewares (n= 10) were also found within

the assemblage in small quantities.

There were several interesting items within the metal component (n=313) of the

assemblage. Personal and clothing items consist of 18 straight pins, two buckles, four coins and

14 shank buttons. Miscellaneous tools, hardware and other items include a lock plate, two

padlocks, a triangular file, a bayonet blade, a musket ramrod and one piece of lead shot. The
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four coins recovered consist of two Spanish coins, one dated 1777 (Yeoman 1963:2) and the

other dated 1782, a large cent with an illegible date (Yeoman 1963:74-75), and a dime with a

partial date of 181? (Yeoman 1963:104). One of the most unusual items cataloged from this

assemblage is a small tin lantern with a glass lens, small wick and a fuel reservoir in the base.

There were at least 16 snuff storage bottles and two vials within the glass component

(n=390) of the assemblage. Among the other pieces of container glass cataloged were five

complete bottles including three amber/brown bottles with chamfered corners and an olive glass

wine bottle. Other glass items cataloged include two glass beads, one button and several pieces

of tableware.

Other interesting items from the assemblage include two buttons, one of gutta percha and

one of jet, and window caulking material. Two gun flints recovered were both made in the

French fashion, one consisting of chalcedony and one of chert/flint. Among the many unique

and interesting items recovered are several pieces of architectural wood, pieces of printed paper,

15 wooden buttons and a large amount of variously colored and woven fabrics, textiles and

string. Unusual wooden items included a tent peg, a bakers sieve, several matches, a small

furniture drawer of walnut or hickory wood, a bucket with paint or whitewash, a cane tip with

a silver ferrule and a toy top with a metal tip. One item of possible prehistoric manufacture was

found ~ a bifacially worked triangular piece of quartzite.

Just over 13% of the total assemblage (13.4%, n=2246) is composed of faunal materials

such as shell, leather, bone and other animal materials. Oyster shell (n=66), egg shell (n=9)

and hair (n=8) were among the unmodified faunal materials recovered. Also found were pieces

of woven wool or felt (n=62), fragments of leather shoes and laces, and buttons of shell (n=5),

bone (n=42) and/or keratin (n = l). Several items with handles of antler/bone were cataloged

including a two-tine fork and a folding knife. Preliminary sorting of the faunal materials divided

the bone into identifiable and unidentifiable fragments of bird (n=299), fish (n=92), mammal
(n = 1363) and bone of unidentified class (n=206). Further discussion of faunal remains may

be found in Chapter 9.

The largest proportion (79.6%, n = 13,296) of the assemblage is composed of floral

materials. There was a great diversity of seed, nut and other plant remains found. Corn cobs,

bark, pine cones, leaves, unidentified dried fruit-like items and a sycamore ball were all

cataloged. Abundant nut shells for black walnut, english walnut, almond, hickory, peanut

(actually a member of the Leguminosae family genus Arachis) and chestnut were found.

Coconut, brazil nut and hazel nut shells were found in very small quantities. Cherry pits

(n = 8715) were by far the most numerous floral material recovered. Large quantities of other

pit/seeds recovered included plum (n = 1574), squash (n = 1728), persimmon (n = 391) and peach

(n = 106). Smaller amounts of the seeds for cantaloupe (n = 17), black haw/dockmackie (n =72)

and grape (n = 30) were found. Fairly small quantities of American hophornbeam, horse nettle,

raspberry and basswood were recovered. Cummings and Puseman discuss findings from

controlled samples of floral materials in Chapter 5.

Pre-War Changes 1837-1860 - Megastrata V and IV

This stratigraphic group found largely in WL16 excavation units also includes WL15 Strata

D and E and WL16 Stratum D in Pousson's report.
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Soils. Very little of 1840s and 1850s occupation was found in the Upper Wager Block,

although some features are associated with those years. The layers are not contiguous over the

entire upper block or even one lot; rather they are large, dissimilar lenses found in discrete

areas. Megastratum V-B represents the construction years early in the period and closing of the

privy (Feature 292), while Megastratum V-A includes later changes and a small occupation

deposit.

Originally thought to represent a post-war occupation, Megastratum IV is now considered

to differ little from Megastratum V. It consists only of a small area over the then-filled privy.

The presence of lenses of plaster or mortar and brick fragments suggest building renovations.

On Lot 15, the bottom of Megastratum V was marked by construction rubble (shale

spalls, lime, and sand) lying directly above the Megastratum VI silt (Figure 3.4). This was

observed in Excavation Units 44 (Feature 265 Level l)
1

, 45 (mortar lens within Stratum F), and

48 (Strata N and O). A micro-thin occupation layer was isolated above the construction layer

in Excavation Unit 48 (Stratum M). Strata H and I in Excavation Unit 47 (an uneven compact

layer of mostly clay over a sandy layer containing mortar fragments) probably represents a

construction episode for nearby Park Building 5 which was built in the mid- 1850s. Stratum H
was dark brown (10YR3/3) mottled with brown (10YR5/4) and Stratum I was dark yellowish

brown (10YR4/4) with very pale brown sand (10YR7/3-7/4).

Encountered in Lot 15 is a deposit of soil (Feature 268) used to fill the privy (Feature

269) which is also found in Megastratum V-A (Figure 3.9). The artifact-poor clay continued

east of the pit as Stratum G in Excavation Unit 44, and possibly included Stratum L in

Excavation Unit 48.

Adjacently in Lot 16, several of the features discussed below are related to building

construction. Strata D, E, and F in Excavation Unit 55, under the north end (1850s addition)

of Park Building 16 appeared to be near-sterile clay and shale fill that may have been added

prior to construction of the original building or the first addition. Evidently all occupation-

related soil that accumulated prior to construction of the addition was removed at some point in

the past, because no intact artifact bearing deposits were found in Excavation Unit 55.

The upper two levels of Stratum E in Excavation Unit 50 by the Hog Alley wall and the

associated builders' trench (Feature 293) also belong to Megastratum V-A. The compact, dark

yellowish brown (10YR4/3-4/4) silty clay of Strata E-l and E-2 yielded few artifacts and closely

resembled the soil below the trench, suggesting the whole area was covered by fill.

Stratum J in Excavation Unit 35 (and a small area in Excavation Unit 50 called Feature

288 Strata B and C) was deposited in the years following subdivision of the lots (Figure 3.8).

This thick layer of silty loam overlay the coal cinders used to seal the privy (Feature 292). It

was generally dark yellowish brown to dark brown (10YR4/4-3/3) and contained bits of brick,

shale, charcoal, plaster, and cinders. The original extent of this deposit is not clear due to more

recent pipe trenches and other destruction of early strata. Nevertheless, the profiles suggest that

Pousson (1986:70-71) interpreted the shale layer in Excavation Unit 44 as a possible paving or walkway

around Feature 269, a privy. However, the stones were small and widely-spaced and they rested on a thin layer

of mortar, precisely the same sequence found in Excavation Unit 48. Pousson (1986:70-71) did consider the mortar

lens within Stratum E in Excavation Unit 45 to be related to the construction of Park Building 7 and Feature 266,

the builders' trench.
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Figure 3. 9. Plan offeatures in Lot 15.

it may have filled a depression immediately east of Feature 292, which was already closed. Two
whole bricks and fragments of others at the northwest corner of the deposit in Excavation Unit

50 may be related to a building in the area. Indeed, future excavations may prompt

reclassification of the deposit as a feature. The Megastratum IV deposits were found in the same

area, overlying Stratum J. The soil (Stratum C in Excavation Units 52, 54 and 56) was

generally sandy to clayey loam, brown and dark brown (10YR 4/3 and 10YR 3/3). The
presence of building rubble suggests disturbance or construction such as the third floor addition

to Park Building 16 and/or the construction of Park Building 16A.

One layer recorded in Excavation Units 24 and 31, just outside the rear door of Park

Building 5, is most likely associated with the years after the building's construction in the mid-

18505.
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Features. During Package 110 excavations, a wood-lined privy pit (Feature 269) was

partially excavated in Excavation Unit 44, located midway between the rear walls of Park

Buildings 7 and 15 (Figures 3.4 and 3.9). The pit cut through the shale construction level of

Megastratum V-B and Megastratum VI. Excavators dug over four ft into the southwest corner

of the feature, recovering a few artifacts from the darker soil around the wood lining (Feature

269) but very little from the clay fill (Stratum G and Feature 268).

Two builders' trenches for the retaining wall off the southwest corner of Park Building

7 (Feature 249) and the rear wall of Park Building 7 (Feature 266) were encountered by

excavators. Stratigraphically both belong to Megastratum V.

Feature 283 was found in Excavation Unit 48 while cleaning the unit's north wall prior

to recording profiles. Only a narrow edge (0.3 ft) was visible, making interpretation difficult.

It appears as a basin-shaped pit about 0.9 ft thick and 2.8 ft wide, beginning with the

Megastratum V and cutting VI deposit. It consisted of unblended sandy and clayey soils of dark

yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and brown (10YR 4/3) with tiny pockets of sand and shale,

suggesting a relationship with construction. Iron stains and possible wood fragments were

observed.

Features in Lot 16 belonging to Megastratum V include the Hog Alley wall and, in one

excavation unit, its builder's trench. The northern 62 ft of the wall, designated Feature 195 for

Package 110, was the west wall of the stable John Wilson constructed on Lot 17 after the

Roeders took possession of Lot 16 in 1844. In Excavation Unit 50, excavators did not push to

the base of the wall due to time constraints — the foundation extended deep into compact clay

subsoil. They did, nevertheless, identify the builder's trench (Feature 293), which comprised

a thin gravel deposit extending out from the wall in a matrix identical to the near-sterile, silty

clay present at that level. Pockets of unmixed lime were present alongside the wall.

Stratigraphically Feature 293 marks the mid- 1840s.

About 20 ft east of the rear wall of Park Building 16, excavators in Excavation Unit 35

in 1980 found the remains of a iron hoop circumscribing humic soil and pieces of shale, which

seemed to be packed along the inside of the hoop. Only a narrow portion of Feature 218 was

contained within the unit, but it cut through Stratum K consisting of the cinders used to seal the

large privy (Feature 292). Pousson (1986:85) suggests this may have been a stone-lined barrel

used for gardening.

Immediately below Feature 218 was Feature 220 (Feature 288-D in Excavation Unit 50).

Of unknown extent, this lens of soil extended along the north edge of the unit, dipping in the

northwest corner. As observed in the southeast corner on Excavation Unit 50 in 1991, the

matrix was indistinguishable from the soils above called Excavation Unit 35, Stratum J and

Excavation Unit 50, Feature 228 Strata B and C. However, the surface of Feature 220 was

marked by a layer of thick copper sheeting fragments, some of which had curled edges and holes

punched in corners, and roofing slate fragments (Figure 3.7). Additional stratigraphic data from

Package 118 seems to confirm Pousson's (1986:82) suggestion that Feature 220 is the result of

a later construction event such as one of the Park Building 16 enlargements or construction of

16A.

Two features, both found in Package 110 excavation units, provide information about

Park Building 5, the last house built in the pre-war years. In Excavation Units 24 and 31, inside

the corner formed by the rear wall and addition of the building, excavators found remnants of
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Figure 3.10. North profile of Excavation Unit 24.

the original builders' trenches — Feature 188 along the west wall and Feature 194 along the wing

(Figure 3.10).

In the same excavation units, outside the back door of Park Building 5, evidence of a rear

porch was found (Figures 3.6 and 3.10). Feature 175/211 was about 4.5 wide and extended

about 9 ft along the back of the building. Vertical board-and-batten sheathing enclosed the outer

edges of the porch.

Artifacts. The Roeder assemblage of Megastratum V consists of 4913 artifacts recovered

from selected strata and features of Excavation Units 35, 50, 52, 54 and 56.

Just over a quarter of the assemblage is composed of metallic artifacts (28.9% n = 1421),

mostly nails (n = 1165) and unidentified ferric fragments (n = 179). Interesting metal artifacts

include a knife blade, fragments of a file, a spoon, one piece of lead shot, several straight pins

and clothing fasteners (buttons, hook-and-eyes, etc.), crown cap closures, a lock part, and a

fragment of a stove plate.

Ceramic artifacts are only 22.4% (n = 1100) of the assemblage and consist mostly of

whiteware (n=666) with various molded, transfer printed or sponged designs. The remainder

of the ceramic assemblage consists of utilitarian earthenwares (n=208) and stonewares (n = 14),

a mix of pearlware (n = 119), creamware (n=23), porcelains (n = 8 including toy tea set pieces,

bone china and buttons), refined redwares (n=9), and other ceramic items. These items consist

of several pieces of clay tobacco pipes - one with a molded design of a turbaned head, four

marbles and one piece of a black basalt cup.

Glass artifacts are 31.8% (n = 1563) of the total assemblage. Most of these artifacts

consist of flat/window (n=705), unidentified body/rim (n=446), vessel (n=3), or
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container/bottle fragments (n=333) of various colors including clear, olive, amber, and shades

of green. Identified bottle forms include alcohol, medicinal, wine, and vials. Tablewares

(n = 17), of both leaded and unleaded glass, include identified forms of tumblers and stemware.

One piece of mirror glass, a milk glass lid liner, two marbles, three buttons, and 13 pieces of

lamp chimney glass are the only items of note within the glass component.

The faunal component of the assemblage consists of 70 pieces of egg shell, several

samples of oyster shell, 696 pieces of bone and several bone artifacts. The bone is mainly large

(n=8), medium (n = 199), small (n=3) and unidentified mammal (n=208) with small

components of bird (n = 110), unidentified class bone (n = 167) and fish (n= l). Bone artifacts

consist of a piece of a bone toothbrush, six bone buttons and/or button parts and one unidentified

object of carved bone.

Other items of note within the assemblage include a button and three unidentified objects

of jetstone, a limestone marble, slate pencils and a Fox Creek Lanceolate projectile point from

the Late Middle Woodland period. Also within the assemblage are samples of coal, slag, cinder,

roof slate and brick.

Changing Centuries (1880s - early Twentieth Century) - Megastratum III

Soils. After a significant chronological gap in stratigraphy, late nineteenth-century

occupation of the Upper Wager Block is represented by numerous features and a few occupation

deposits. In some cases these are distinguished as III-B for the 1880s- 1890s and III-A for the

years around the turn of the century.

Behind Park Building 7 (Figure 3.4), Package 118 excavation showed the lowest deposit

in the megastratum to be a thick layer of coal cinders (Excavation Unit 47 Stratum G and

Excavation Unit 48 Stratum K). Above the cinders, a layer of fill or otherwise disturbed soil

was found in Excavation Unit 47 (Stratum F) and Excavation Unit 48 (Stratum H/G), although

it is unknown whether they are the same strata. Both were a brown-to-dark yellowish brown

(10YR4/4-4/3) sandy silt with river cobbles, brick, coal, and coal cinders. Related deposits

showing similar sequences of coal cinder lenses over silty/sandy soils were excavated in 1979-80

in Excavation Unit 44 (Strata C, D, and possibly E) and in Excavation Unit 45 (D, E, and

possibly C).

A portion of a probable occupation deposit of Megastratum HI was found outside the

back door of Park Building 5. There, Stratum C (including the Feature 181 area) pre-dates a

wooden porch, which also belongs to the megastratum.

Also included in Megastratum III is a small remnant occupation found under Park

Building 16 in Excavation Unit 57, located near the southeast corner of the southernmost room

(Figure 3.11). Although the remainder of the excavation unit had been destroyed by recent

stabilization and drain installation, an area of just over 1 ft square in the southwest corner of the

excavation unit proved to be a stratified occupation deposit about 2.5 ft deep. The upper

portion, called Stratum D, was clayey loam (10YR 3/3 mottled with 4/4) and contained charcoal

and abundant eggshell. Below this appeared bits of a possible structural feature consisting of

a north-south board fragment with lime and, below the wood, a slab of cut limestone jutting

from the profile. From the wood down to sterile, the soils were dark, greasy humic loams

(10YR 4/4-4/2), compact but friable, with large proportions of coal dust, charcoal, and eggshell
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(sometimes appearing as large shell fragments

smashed in situ). Beginning with the wood and

lime, the area was dug as Feature 310.

Excavation Unit 57

VIII
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Figure 3.11.

Unit 57.

South profile of Excavation

Features. Two trash pits, Features 262

and 263 were found in Excavation Unit 45

adjacent to the northwest corner of Park Building

7 during Package 110 excavations (Figure 3.9).

Pousson (1986) noted that while both began

within the same stratum, 262 may have been

slightly earlier than 263.

Feature 262 was 3.65 ft deep and about 3

ft in diameter at the top, changing to a square of

1.9 ft by the base (Figure 3.4). Less than half of

Feature 263 fell in Excavation Unit 45, but it was

at least 2.5 ft deep and approximately 5 ft in

diameter at the top.

A post at the end of a brick walk to Park

Building 6, first found in 1973 by Gardner

(1974), was relocated (Feature 273) in

Excavation Unit 47 in 1991. Because grading in

the 1980s had further disturbed the area, the

stratigraphic origin of the post was uncertain and

there was no sign of the brick walk in Excavation

Unit 47.

A relatively early drain was found crossing Lot 15 in Excavation Unit 47 in a southwest-

northeast direction, cutting Stratum G and filled with the cinders of Stratum F. The drain had

a square cross section about 0.6 ft wide and 0.6 ft deep, with darker organic sides and bottom,

all that remained of the board lining. The fill was waterborne silty sand, also with a high

organic content.

Several post holes dating after the drain and deposition of the coal cinders, but probably

still within Megastratum III, were also found in Excavation Unit 47. Earthmoving activities in

the vicinity have since destroyed the lower 0.5 ft of these post holes, so it is impossible to

determine whether they were contemporaneous. Typically, each measured 0.5 ft to 0.8 ft in

diameter and contained whole or large pieces of brick, probably used to hold the post while the

hole was filled around it. Two of these post holes (Features 277 and 278) were distinctly of this

type, however Feature 276 was larger, less distinct, and contained little of the large brick. Two
other post holes remnants containing large brick pieces (Features 275 and 279) were located

nearby in Excavation Unit 48. Both cut Stratum G, but since the upper layers of the post holes

were distrubed, it is unknown what relationship they might have had to each other or to those

in Excavation Unit 47.

Another trash-filled feature (Feature 184) dating to the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries (Megastratum III-B) was found in Lot 16, although interpretation is difficult due to

ambiguities in the recording of Excavation Unit 29 and destruction of the tops of features in the
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area (Figure 3.5). Re-evaluation of Package 110 field notes and artifacts, combined with

Package 118 findings, strongly suggests that Feature 184 was the west end of a long trench

alongside the Hog Alley wall used for trash disposal from the 1890s into the early years of the

twentieth century. The trench included Stratum D in Excavation Unit 28 and approximately

measured 3 ft north-south by 11 ft, and possibly as much as 17 ft east-west. It was over 2 ft

deep with its top truncated by grading. The trench cut Megastrata VI and VII and dipped about

1.5 ft into subsoil below the cultural levels.
2

An unmortared shale pad (Feature 179) may have been a replacement for an earlier wooden

porch behind Park Building 5 (Figure 3.10). The pad stretched at least 10 ft north-south and

some 3 ft to 4 ft east-west.

Two other possible rear porches for Park Building 5 may date to Megastratum III. The
later one consists of a board stain aligned with two post holes (Features 180, 174, 199) which

apparently cut through most, if not all, nineteenth century strata. This may have been part of

the porch depicted on the Sanborn maps beginning in 1894.
3

Feature 209 is a stone wall perpendicular to the Hog Alley wall, about halfway between

Park Buildings 5 and 16. Although interpreted by Pousson (1986) as belonging to the early

twentieth-century privy Feature 213, further excavation of the privy in 1991 suggests Feature

209 may have been an earlier wall reused for the privy. The east and south edges of Feature

213 were not held by stone walls, merely wood. In fact, Feature 209 could be the east wall of

an earlier privy west of Excavation Unit 33 or related to one of the early stables. The wall,

topped by a single course of brick, was traced downward about 3 ft from the surface in 1980.

The shed for the privy (Feature 213), removed by the park in the late 1950s, is partially

visible in a couple of photographs taken at the time (Figure 3.12). It showed up on the Sanborn-

Perris maps beginning in 1907 which indicates it was in place around the turn of the century.

The door was on the west side, and a path of brick edged with vertical shale (Feature 214)

crossed the yard toward Park Building 16. The pit was lined with vertical boards held with

wide-spaced horizontal cleats. The upper portion was 4 ft square, but a couple of ft down the

walls narrowed to about 3 ft. In 1980 about 3 ft of privy fill was excavated, while a strip about

0.6 ft wide along the east edge was dug 2.5 ft deeper in 1991. An unexcavated portion of the

lower part of the privy pit remains for future research.

Unlike the privy (Feature 292) used a hundred years earlier, Feature 213 did not contain

the same variety and quantities of artifacts and food remains. It did, however, contain coal and

2The relationship of Feature 184 to stone walls in the area is likewise unclear. Previously it was felt that

Feature 183 was a stone privy enclosing fill called Feature 184. Package 118 excavations proved conclusively that

Feature 184 was not a privy. Interpretation presented in this report considers the very shallow Feature 183 to post-

date Feature 184 and its equivalent, Stratum D in Excavation Unit 30. The nature and stratigraphic position of

Feature 185, a somewhat deeper east-west stone wall, remains cloudy.

3Pousson (1986:82) interpreted the shale pad (Feature 179) and the board-and-post hole configurations as part

of the early Feature 175/211 porch. But the view taken in this report that these represent a series of porches is

based on re-examination of the artifacts and field notes. Also, Pousson expressed concern that the porch found

archeologically was narrower than the one on the Sanborn-Perris maps beginning in 1894. Recent historical

research has cast doubt on the accuracy of those maps.
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Excavation Unit 51

A - 7.5YR 4/6 w/ Coal lens

B - 10 YR 3/2 Silt loan */ gravel

C - 10 Y(? 3/1 Silt loan */ gravel and clay pockets

D - 10 YR 3/3,4/6 Mottled clay »/ silt loan

£ - 10 YR 4/4 Clay i/ cinders

F - 10 YR 3/2 Loose w/ sandy texture

G - 10 YR 3/1,3/3 Cinders

H - 10 W 4/4 */ Rust nottling

f - 10 YR 3/3

J - 10 YR 3/2,3/3 Slit loan w/ coal

Figure 3.12. West profile of Excavation Unit 51.

cinder waste from stoves. The internal stratigraphy exhibited numerous lenses and pockets

sagging toward center of the pit. Irregularities, especially next to Hog Alley wall, point out the

possibility the privy was cleaned on occasion. Several feet from the top of the feature (the

original surface is unknown due to grading), excavators encountered pieces of several boards

lying east-west within the pit. These may be part of the pit lining that collapsed. No layers of

lime were noted.

Artifacts. Burleigh Privy Assemblage. The Burleigh privy assemblage from within

Megastratum III (1880s - early twentieth century) consists of 3169 artifacts recovered from all

levels of Feature 213 within Excavation Unit 51. Only 17.4% (n=553) of the artifacts contained

within this assemblage are not faunal or floral remains. Nearly half of the non-organic artifacts

are glass (5.7%, n= 181) fairly evenly divided between flat (n=63) and unidentified (n=36)

glass and container glass (n=79). The only glass item of note is a small milk glass button.

Metals made up another 4.9% of the assemblage (n = 154) with most of the identified pieces

being nails (n = 129). Only four metallic items of interest were recovered — a clothing snap of

cupric alloy, a .58 caliber minie ball, a ferric knife, and a coin. The coin, probably a pre- 1857

large cent, (Yeoman 1962:65) is copper and is lVa inches in diameter, but due to corrosion no

date or design could be discerned. The ceramic component of the assemblage (1.2%, n = 37)

is over half whiteware (n=25), most of it undecorated, with only nominal representations of

pearlware (n=2), creamware (n = l), and porcelain (one button). The remaining ceramics are

utilitarian earthenwares (n = 8). The only identified vessel form within the ceramic assemblage

is a chamber pot of undecorated whiteware. Other items recovered within this assemblage

include a brown plastic comb and samples of roof slate, coal, cinder, and brick. The largest
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portion of the assemblage is floral remains. Over 80% (82.5%, n=2616) of the assemblage is

either wood (n=48) or nut and seed remains (n=2568). Although no analysis has been

conducted on the wood, preliminary sorting of the nut and seed remains indicates a large

quantity of stone fruit, principally cherry (n=2325), with some plum (n=25) and peach (n = l).

Other identified seeds consist of persimmon (n=65), grape (n=37), squash (n=26), unidentified

pit/seeds (n=37), and cantaloupe (n=2). Identified nut shells within the assemblage include

hazel nut (n=3), brazil nut (n=3), chestnut (n=8), english walnut (n=l), acorn (n = l), and

peanut (n= 10).

Faunal remains consist of 28 pieces of egg shell, two pieces of oyster shell and 142

fragments of bone. Preliminary sorting of the bone indicates that it consists of large (n=8),

medium (n=55), small (n = l) and unidentified (n=46) mammal, bird (n= 14), fish (n=7) and

unidentified bone fragments (n = ll).

Burleigh Saloon Assemblage. The Burleigh Saloon assemblage within Megastratum III

(1880s - early twentieth century) totals 1145 artifacts recovered from Strata D of Excavation

Unit 28 and selected levels of Excavation Unit 51 Feature 184. Almost half of the artifacts

recovered are glass (49.6%, n=568) and nearly another quarter are metal (22.5%, n=258).

The remainder of the assemblage consists of ceramics (11.3%,n= 129), various synthetic (n=3)

artifacts, floral (seven pieces of wood), faunal (shell and bone) and miscellaneous (mortar,

cinder, stone) materials.

Glass artifacts of note within this assemblage include three small buttons and a leaded

glass marble. Other leaded glass items include a candlestick holder, several pieces of tableware

including an etched tumbler rim, and at least one clear, leaded glass vial. Also included in the

assemblage are at least four clear strapped flasks, one flask embossed "WARRANTED/FLASK,"
and several medicinal bottles. An 1893-1897, aqua-blue J.C. McGraw Harpers Ferry Brewery

bottle (Hull-Walski and Walski 1993: Figure 17.22), a brown glass bitters bottle, and a bottle

with the logo "P. Welty & Co.", were among the recovered embossed pieces.

The majority of the metal component (n=258) of the assemblage are nails (n = 169) and

unidentified metal fragments (n = 18). Interesting metal items recovered include two knife

blades, an 1893 Liberty Head penny (Yeoman 1962:93), a door hinge, and two pieces ofjewelry

— a man's copper finger ring and a woman's cupric ring with blue plastic beads. The only other

metal item with an associated date is a clothing snap stamped "* PAT SEP 8 85."

The ceramic component of the assemblage consists of whiteware (n=81), other white

(n=8), red (n= 13) or buff (n=3) paste earthenwares (n = 16), stonewares (n=5), items of ball

clay (n=6), and porcelain (n=ll). One item of note within the earthenwares includes a piece

of ca. 1880-1882 majolica with a molded and painted polychrome overglaze decoration in cream,

green and pink (Lehner 1988:345-346). Identified forms include a chamber pot, table plates,

a cup, and two butter pats. There are five pieces of tobacco pipes in this assemblage, three of

ball clay and two of stoneware. One of the stoneware pipe bowls is molded with an overall

ribbed design and has "FINEER" near the top edge on one side. Three ball clay marbles and

two porcelain marbles are also included. Other porcelain items include two buttons, one doll's

leg, the leg of a figurine, and a lightning stopper marked "TRADE MARK" with a spread-

winged eagle on top and "PAT'T/K. HUTTER/FEB 7/1893" on the base.
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Synthetic items consist of a fragment of a hard rubber ball, a band of plastic, and a piece

of bakelite. Stone items include a piece of roofing slate, a slate pencil, and a piece of building

shale.

Faunal materials recovered within this assemblage consist of three pieces of shell and 171

fragments of bone. Preliminary sorting indicates that almost half of the bone is mammal (n=81)

with a nearly identical amount of bone of unidentified class (n=79). There is only a nominal

representation of bird (n= 10) and fish (n = l) within the assemblage.

Park Building 7 Saloon Assemblage. The assemblage attributed to the Park Building 7

saloon within Megastratum III (1880s - early twentieth century) consists of artifacts recovered

from Excavation Unit 45 Features 262 and 263. There are 949 artifacts within this assemblage.

Well over half of these artifacts are glass (68.8%, n=653) with the great majority of these being

identified as fragments of window glass (n=550+). Glass artifacts of note consist of one milk

glass button, one light blue, round glass bead, a clear glass medicine bottle (three-piece, cup-

bottom mold with a wide-mouthed packer finish), and 1 1 pieces of glass tableware. Over 97%
of the metal included within this assemblage are nails (n = 82) or unidentified ferric fragments

(n=85). The ceramic component of the assemblage is slight (18.1%, n = 107) and consists

mainly of whiteware (n=51) and utilitarian stone- and earthenwares (n = 17). Ceramic items of

note include a porcelain doll's head, a porcelain calico button (black dots and circles), three ball

clay tobacco pipe fragments, and a gilded porcelain plate and cup. Decorative treatments of the

whitewares include underglaze transfer prints in blue, purple and black slips, and sprigging.

Other items recovered within this assemblage include a bone handled, full-tanged knife carved

with chevrons, a complete bone toothbrush, a bone toothbrush handle, two pieces of leather, and

a black rubber comb.

Burleigh Yard Assemblage. The assemblage ascribed to the Burleigh Yard area consists

of artifacts recovered from Excavation Unit 30 Level E and Feature 191, excavated as part of

the Package 1 10 project, and Excavation Unit 57 Level D and Feature 310, under Park Building

16, excavated during the Package 118 project (Figures 3.5, 3.11, and 3.6).

The artifacts recovered during the earlier Package 110 project included such items as

metal spoons, a plastic medallion, parian doll parts, a metal toy soldier, several marbles,

buttons, and beads. Two unique items are an eye glass lens and a piece of 35mm camera film.

Artifacts from the Package 118 excavations also included some marbles, buttons, and

beads. Several pieces of a toy porcelain tea set, pieces of plastic combs, tobacco pipe fragments

of ball clay, and red/colorless flash glass were recovered during both excavations. Parts of two

religious items were recovered: a black glass fragment of a cross/crucifix found during the

Package 1 10 excavations and a fragment from a crucifix figurine of gilded porcelain recovered

during the Package 118 excavations.

The Package 118 excavations produced a variety of bone and other faunal remains.

There were 205 bone fragments, not including carved or modified artifacts (i.e., buttons,

toothbrushes, etc.) The 205 bones were catalogued as identifiable or unidentifiable bird (40),

fish (29), mammal (129) or unidentified class (n=7). Clam shell, oyster shell and egg shell

were also found in the assemblage.
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Early to Mid-Twentieth Century (c. 1900-1952) -- Megastratum II

Soils. Only sparse, thin deposits attributable to the first half of the twentieth century

were found in either Package 1 10 or 118 archeological investigations. In many cases, the rubbly

nature of these lenses leads to the conclusion that they are disturbed and those that exist are

early. Most likely this has resulted from grading and other actions taken in preparing the area

for public interpretation.

Features. Features on the other hand, are abundant, especially ones related to sanitation -

- sewer lines, drain pipes, and a privy (Figures 3.4 and 3.9). Feature 282 in Excavation Unit

48 proved to contain a 4-inch iron pipe. It runs northeast-southwest behind Park Building 7, and

is undoubtedly the same pipe recorded earlier in Excavation Unit 45 (no feature number

assigned). A second 4-inch iron pipe (Feature 267) parallels Feature 282 to its west. It was

located in Excavation Unit 44 in 1981.

Sometime after installation of these drain pipes, but within the Megastratum II years, a

large addition was put on the back of Park Building 7. Feature 254, the brick and stone

foundation, was found in Package 110 excavation units and, during grading, John Pousson

observed destruction of most of this feature. He also noted a large shale slab near its southwest

corner and proposed it was a step outside a door (Pousson 1981).

After removal of the large addition, a 1-inch water pipe was installed, running parallel

to the retaining wall, then along the rear wall of Park Building 7 (Pousson 1986).

Straddling the line between Lots 15 and 16, just off the southwest corner of the Park

Building 5 wing, is a cistern probably constructed sometime during the first half of the twentieth

century. The cylindrical brick vault is now capped by a modern concrete slab. The cistern is

10-12 ft in diameter and has a central brick filter wall. No archeology has been conducted to

ascertain its stratigraphic position — probably a difficult task due to grading around it. No pipes

have been clearly associated with the cistern.

In Lot 16, a drainage feature (Feature 190/191) cut through the east end of the trench

along Hog Alley wall, including Feature 184 (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Feature 190 was a box-like

construction with drain pipes to conduct water into and out of the silt trap. The floor was

mortared and the stone walls were roughly perpendicular to the Hog Alley wall. A 5-inch

terracotta pipe (Feature 196) fed water into the box through the west wall near its top, while a

10-inch pipe through the lower south wall provided outflow. The interior of this silt trap was

about 2 ft east-west, 4.5 ft north-south and some 2.5 ft deep.

Connections of Feature 190/191 and the various terracotta drains lacing Lot 16 are

unknown. Feature 165 is a 10-inch line running east toward Potomac Street north of Park

Building 5. Pousson surmised Feature 190/191 drained into it. Sections of two smaller pipes

were located in Excavation Units 28 and 32 in 1980. Feature 217, running northeast-southwest

through Excavation Unit 35 seems to be the same as Feature 301 in Excavation Unit 54, and

may be related to pipe fragments close to Park Building 16A noted by Gardner (1974). In the

vicinity, Feature 287 runs parallel to 301 then turns east to parallel the Hog Alley wall. What
happens before it reaches Feature 209 is unknown.

Also found in the Park Building 16 yard and belonging to Megastratum II, or an earlier

stratum, is brick and shale pavement and a foundation located by Gardner (1974). As mapped
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during that investigation, it consisted of a brick walk slightly more than 3 ft wide along the north

side and northeast corner of Park Building 16A, plus a layer of shale around the foundation of

the small structure at the east end of 16A (Feature 139). Due to insufficient recording of

stratigraphic data by Gardner and subsequent destruction by backhoe and grading, the

archeological record of the paving and foundation is lost. Excavation Unit 53, at the center of

Park Building 16A's north wall, failed to show any paving remained there. Indeed, the feature

as reported by Gardner did not have distinct outer edges, suggesting earlier damage.

National Park Service Years -- Megastratwn I

Under National Park Service control since the late 1950s, the ground of the Upper Wager
Block has been disturbed by building stabilization, restoration, installation of utilities,

archeology, and public interpretation activities. The degree to which each event was recorded,

photographed, and reported varies considerably; however, the archeological record contains a

web of modern cables, drains, post holes, and ditches throughout the area. Rather than give

detailed descriptions of such recent features, the discussion that follows incorporates non-

archeological sources to give a picture of the situation.

Stabilization and repairs. In 1989, historian Stan Bumgardner and architect Krista Pace

collected park administrative records and other sources concerning repairs and changes to the

park's historic structures. These documents report the type of work done but no details.

Perusal of the indices (on file with the park's historical architect) shows the buildings were

reroofed and painted, deteriorating walls were "stabilized" or "rehabilitated," drainage systems

were installed, and structures deemed non-historic (i.e., post-Civil War) were removed. Figure

3.13 shows locations of known disturbances.

The stabilization of Park Building 16, in the mid 1960s, included injection of a special

concrete mixture into the soil beneath the east wall foundation (Prepakt Reporter 1968:6-7).

Archeological investigation in 1991 (Excavation Unit 57) encountered this hardened soil and a

concrete foundation above it.

In other cases, wall repairs to the historic buildings included digging a ditch along the

outside of a wall thereby removing traces of original builders' trenches. Two cases were

recorded in 1980. In Excavation Units 9 and 10, a backhoe trench was found along the east wall

of Park Building 15. Near the rear door of Park Building 5, Excavation Units 24 and 31

revealed a smaller hand-dug trench.

Concrete floors were poured under Park Buildings 15 and 16A, and a 1920s concrete

floor in the north room of Park Building 16 was removed in 1964 (Walmer 1964). A pipe ditch

was dug to direct condensation from a large air conditioner installed in Park Building 16A in

the early 1980s.

Utilities. In 1979 a trench was dug diagonally through the narrow yard between Park

Building 5 and the Hog Alley wall. The sketch made in 1979 by the monitoring archeologist

shows a larger area opened near the northwest corner of the building. Water and sewer lines,

presumably laid earlier, run through the area (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13. Plan of disturbances and utilities.

The following year, a large backhoe trench was dug for electrical and water lines along

the rear walls of Park Buildings 15 and 16A. Archeologists were not permitted to complete their

excavation unit adjacent to 16A.

During the 1991 season, two electrical lines across Lot 15 from Park Building 5 toward

Park Building 16A were noted. The deeper one was found in the corner of Excavation Unit 48,

while the ditch for the other line is visible on the surface. Several park maintenance staff

members recalled that both were installed during the 1980s.

However, no one working in the park in 1991 had knowledge of a steel utility box

encountered in Excavation Unit 47, despite its late stratigraphic position. A ditch extends

southward from the box, and no doubt in other directions. The raised pattern on its top

resembles telephone junction boxes elsewhere in the park.

Pipes of various types frequently show up in archeological excavations of Lots 15 and

16. While the historic drains will be examined in a later discussion of sanitation, there are

recently-installed pipes that should be noted at this point.

In Excavation Unit 57, located in the south basement room of Park Building 16, a T-

shaped pipe connection was uncovered. This may be the drain along the "north" wall noted in
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the index for 1963
4

. The perforated terracotta pipe, laid in a gravel-filled ditch, was intended

to draw groundwater out of the building. The edge of a gravel bed which probably contained

a similar pipe was visible in the north profile of Excavation Unit 55 in the north room.

A deep ditch running east from the back porch of Park Building 16 was found in the

1991 excavations. Artifacts and the uneven soil compaction indicated recent origin, so work on

this feature was halted before its contents (wire or pipe) were discovered. No park employees

recall anything of the ditch's origin. As Park Building 16 has no electricity, this ditch most

likely contains a pipe tied to one or both of the modern drains under the building. The ditch

runs directly under the shale path, suggesting it was dug in 1981 when the path was installed.

Grading and landscape features. Grading of the Upper Wager Block was conducted in

May 1981 and monitored by John Pousson of Denver Service Center. He noted a number of

features impacted by the heavy equipment, made sketches of previously unrecorded features, and

recorded excavation for the shale paths. Changes in the surface may be seen in the profiles

(Figures 3.4 and 3.5).

Public Interpretation. Evidence of public interpretation in the Upper Wager Block shows

such activities have caused minimal damage; nevertheless the impacts are detectable

archeologically.

Behind Park Building 16 a faint rectangular depression was visible in 1991. Park staff

members report that interpreters sometimes had a large iron rack over a charcoal fire for

cooking demonstrations in that location. Again, the disturbance was limited to the sod. Nearby,

adjacent to Park Building 16A, a number of candle stubs recalled "Old Time Christmas"

celebrations.

4
Architects in Harpers Ferry call the northeast wall "north" while that same wall is "east" according to the

archeologists' grid.
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CHAPTER 4

A SMALL TOWN URBAN ENVIRONMENT:
CHANGING CULTURAL LANDSCAPE IN THE UPPER WAGER BLOCK

Jill Y. Halchin

The Harpers Ferry Hotel, 1803-1837 (Megastratum VI)

For much of the first 37 years of the nineteenth century, the Harpers Ferry Hotel sat

facing Shenandoah Street, one of the main thoroughfares through town. Scarce and skimpy

written sources tell us that the main hotel, apparently a rambling collection of frame structures

and additions, was serviced from several outbuildings which sat on the Upper Wager Block to

the north of the hotel — in the Package 118 project area. The west side of the hotel property

was marked by an unpaved road later known as High Street. On the east ran a narrow alley

with "grog shops," shacks, and livery stables on the near side and the U.S. Armory on the far

side along the Potomac River. The armory canal separated private and public land.

Little archeological evidence of the hotel outbuildings has been found, although

differences in the 1803 and 1837/38 maps show that their number and locations changed over

the years. As already noted, distortions in these maps make them unsuitable for precisely

locating structures. Blee (ca. 1978:130-136) reported stone foundations and post holes dating

to the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century, under Park Building 11 A, likely belonging to

one of the frame structures which formed the main hotel.

The hotel service buildings probably included a stone structure later incorporated as the

kitchen wing for Park Building 15 (Blee ca. 1978:334-335). Also, a long building, no doubt the

stable, stood approximately in the area later sold as Lots 16 and 17.

In the stable's vicinity, if not adjoining it, was a large privy (Feature 292), evidently not

on either of the maps. However, no evidence of a shed over the 5 ft by 10 ft pit was found

archeologically due to ground surface disturbance.

While few features remain from the hotel years, many archeological units in both

Packages 110 and 118 hit a thick grayish silty-to-clayey layer containing artifacts relating to the

hotel. No distinct occupation surface with sheet refuse was ever encountered, pointing to some

type of cleanup in the late 1830s after the hotel was razed. The privy, however, preserved a

large amount of kitchen waste and other items. The loss of original ground surface means a lack

of information concerning the grade of the hotel property.

One final note on the hotel years should be recorded. During excavations it was

observed that coal was absent from Megastratum VI deposits. Very possibly, coal was little

used in Harpers Ferry until the railroads reached the town in the mid- 1830s, about the time the

hotel closed. In Chapter 6, Larsen and Lucas present their interpretation of ceramic and glass

from hotel contexts.
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Prosperity, Late 1830s (Megastratum V-B)

Beginning in the late 1830s, new brick and stone buildings replaced the hotel complex,

although the stable and privy may have remained. John Wilson, who had new buildings on

Shenandoah Street was operating this new complex (Figure 4. 1). The subdivision of the Wager
land gave Lower Town a formal spatial organization it had previously lacked. While older

buildings and topographic features such as bedrock cliffs were incorporated into the new plan,

new traffic patterns and focal points were created. The lots were long, narrow urban plots

intended to put many building fronts along each street. In the case of the Upper Wager Block,

this meant larger storefronts and dwellings on High Street, with the stables and warehouses on

the lower end of the lots facing the alley along the armory.

Did the division of the area into discrete parcels lead to landowners installing fences

around their properties? Provisions in a Park Building 7 right-of-way deed and a line of stones

south of Park Building 15 (Feature 139) show a fence along that accessway (Blee ca. 1978:310).

Archeological investigations have avoided fence lines due to the presence of NPS fences. When
considering property lines, it should be remembered that Frederick Roeder owned Park Building

7, sometimes using it as a warehouse for his bakery/confectionery business which was located

behind Park Building 16. Unless he had permission to cross Lot 15, he had to move supplies

out the front of Park Building 7 and up the street to the lower end of Lot 16.

Lot 15. Lot 15 deposits belonging to Megastratum V do not appear to be occupation

layers. Some resulted from construction of Park Building 7, and perhaps Park Building 15, at

the beginning of the period in the late 1830s (Megastratum V-B).

Feature 269, probably a privy, belongs to the years after construction of Park Buildings

7 and 15, although it cannot be assigned specifically to V-A, or V-B, or both. Relatively little

of the feature was excavated in 1980, making it very likely that deposits from privy use are

preserved intact for future research into the pre-Civil War years in Harpers Ferry.

Gardner's excavations uncovered part of the original Park Building 7 ~ a "deeply buried

foundation wall" that starts somewhere under Potomac Street and runs about 6 ft west from the

modern sidewalk parallel to Park Building 7's north wall (Gardner 1974:32, Figure 24). This

served as a retaining wall for steps down to a cellar door. Other evidence of the original front

half of the building may remain under the street.

Lot 16. As discussed in Chapter 2, John Wilson apparently had stables on Lots 16 and

17 for many years. He leased the lots in 1838, and gave up Lot 16 in 1844 and Lot 17 in 1856.

The 40 ft by 100 ft dimensions of the 1840 stable (if not exaggerated by the newspaper) means

the structure was too large to be contained on one lot. However, the 30 ft by 60 ft stable

recorded in 1844 was located on the lower end of Lot 16. So far, only one possible remnant

of one of these early stables has been found archeologically. When uncovered in 1980, the stone

wall jutting south from the Hog Alley wall (Feature 209) was assumed to be part of a privy

(Feature 213), but the lack of stone on the other privy edges casts doubt on this interpretation.

This unidentified wall is just under 70 ft west of the original Potomac alley, posing the

possibility it belongs to the 1844 stable.
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Figure 4.1. Late 1830s (Megastratum V-B) landscape re-creation.

The last of Wilson's stables, how ever many existed, stood on Lot 17. Because it was

most likely constructed in the mid- 1840s, not long after the first stage of Park Building 16 was

erected, it has been assigned to Megastratum V-A.

Park Building 16 began around 1844 as two rooms, one per floor, sharing a wall with

Park Building 15. Architect Walmer's tests in 1964 showed no substantial foundation for Park

Building 16.

Park Building 16A dated from Megastratum V, but excavations so far have revealed only

disturbed soil and fill along walls. A concrete floor prevents archeological testing inside.

Considering the fact that it is detached from the main building and the war claims testimony

about the bakery behind Park Building 16, it has been argued that Park Building 16A was the

bakery and that it was constructed at the same time or very shortly after Park Building 16 was

started. One characteristic of Park Building 16A challenges this interpretation: the small
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chimney appears too small for a wood-fired bake oven or a fireplace for boiling candy. Family

descendent Isabel Flanagan (1992) asserts that Park Building 16A was the bakery, but many of

her recollections of family stories, such as the location of the shops, are ambiguous or

contradictory.

Two other features possibly dating to the Roeder years are a small stone foundation off

the east end of Park Building 16A (Feature 139) and a stone paving alongside Park Building

16A. Since Gardner uncovered both, they have been graded away. One possible interpretation

of Feature 139 is that it was an external bake oven.

More Changes, 1840s-1860s (Megastratum V-A)

Construction and implementation of the neighborhood renewal plan of Armory

Superintendent John Symington during the mid- to late 1850s again changed the physical

character of the neighborhood (Figure 4.2). First, 25 ft was trimmed from the front of the

lower ends of the lots for widening Potomac Street, and a wall was erected between the street

and the armory canal. Second, Lot 17 was turned into an alley. Third, Park Building 16 was

enlarged and Park Building 5 constructed. The overall effect of these changes was to compress

residents' and business activities into smaller yards within an urban block of narrow lots

bounded by streets. Through its part, the government intensified the pattern begun with the

division of the Wager Reservation in order to install social controls through organization,

privatization of property, and creation of boundaries between government and civilian areas.

Lot 16. As already discussed, documentary and architectural data show Park Building

16 was extended the first time to the Wilson stable wall, probably after the Roeders bought Lot

17 in 1848. Sheet copper and roofing slate fragments found in Feature 220 in Units 35 and 50

suggest the buildings on Lot 16 had slate roofs during the period; a logical decution considering

that Roeder operated a bakery which would have produced smoke and sparks up its chimney.

Construction of Hog Alley involved demolition of most of Wilson's hotel stable on Lot

17. Its north and south foundations were extended eastward to Potomac Street to serve as

retaining walls for Hog Alley. The break between the earlier and later wall segments were

noted in Unit 28 (Pousson 1986). The bottom of the wall found in that unit showed the later

extension was about 1 ft shallower than the stable wall. Next, Park Building 16's third story

was added, its north wall resting atop the old stable foundation. The bakery in Park Building

16A had a wood house and shed attached to it. Megastratum IV, originally believed to represent

a post-war occupation, actually dates to the pre-war Roeder years. The inclusion of a significant

quantity of building rubble in this stratum suggests association with one of the 1850s

construction episodes involving Park Buildings 16 and 16A.

The Roeders constructed Park Building 5 on the lower end of Lot 16, fronting the newly-

widened Potomac Street like a twin to Park Building 7 next door. Excavations in 1980 revealed

a rear porch (Feature 175) that was probably an original detail of the house. It was about 5 ft

deep and probably extended to the northwest corner of the house. Either it was an enclosed

porch or a low stoop edged with vertical board-and-batten sheathing.

Despite the large proportion of the lot already explored archeologically, no privy dating

to Megastratum V has been found. In can be hypothesized that a Roeder privy was located at
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Figure 4.2. 1840s through 1860s (Megastratum V-A) landscape re-creation.

the lower (east) end of the lot, perhaps in the area affected by the street-widening or construction

of Park Building 5, or along Hog Alley wall in the narrow sideyard north of Park Building 5.

Lot 15. The widening of Potomac Street meant the Roeders lost the front half of Park

Building 7 — sometimes a bakery and confectionary warehouse, and sometimes the White Hall

drinking establishment. The building's replacement facade was nearly identical to the new Park

Building 5.

No documentary or archeological evidence has yet been found concerning the actual Park

Building 15 structure from the mid- 1840s through 1850s. Nor are there any yard deposits other

than those that appear to be fill. The privy (Feature 269) between the buildings may have

remained open during the period.
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Post-War Shock

Beginning in late July 1861, Federal troops used the Upper Wager Block buildings for

officers' quarters, post office, bakery, stables, and storage. Yet no deposits or features related

to that occupation have been found archeologically ~ graffiti on the walls of Park Buildings 15

and 16 is the only physical evidence.

According to war claims testimony given by family members (many years after the fact),

the soldiers removed windows and dismantled outbuildings for materials to be used in

constructing army camps. Park Buildings 5 and 7 undoubtedly suffered from their time as

stables and feed storage. J.J. Kern estimated repairs at $1,000 and he valued the entire property

with three buildings at $2,000 in currency of the period (Court of Claims 1906). Considering

the lack of information on Park Buildings 5 and 7 from the post-war years, it may be those

structures remained in poor condition until the 1880s when the Burleighs purchased the property.

Like the war years, archeological evidence of the decades following the war has so far been

elusive. Several possibilities for loss of the strata can be suggested: clean-up after the Civil

War occupation, the 1870 flood (which reached some 5 ft above datum and well into the lower

floors), and purchase by new owners in the 1880s.

Economic Revival and Saloons, Late Nineteenth Century (Megastratum III)

Both the documentary and archeological records revived in the 1880s, giving the

impression of economic renewal in the Upper Wager Block. After many years of ownership by

the Downey and Roeder-Kern families, the properties changed hands. Possibly the new owners

made repairs, and there was more construction on WL15. Visually this revival in construction

changed the appearance of the neighborhood, further covering land with buildings ~ buildings

of light frame construction that lacked the statement of permanence and wealth implied in the

earlier stone and brick buildings surrounding them (Figure 4.3).

The scope of the landscape data is limited to what can be seen in the photographs (some

of uncertain date) and excavations of foundations. As with earlier megastrata, Megastratum III

yard deposits are rarely encountered in excavations, making it impossible to determine the grade

at the time. However, several trash pits and a small sample of Park Building 16's basement

provide critical data.

Lot 15. The two trash pits within 5 ft of the rear wall of Park Building 7 (Features 263

and 264) seem to be related to a saloon in that structure. Determination of responsibility for the

pits is problematic, because Park Building 7 owners had no right to use any land around the

structure during this period. Only for some five to six years in the mid- 1870s did both Park

Building 15 and its lot and Park Building 7 belong to the same owners — Charles and Charlotte

Hopwood. Nevertheless, the preponderance of tumbler and bottle glass in both pits point to an

association with the saloon in Park Building 7.

Sometime after use of the pits, a large addition was constructed on the rear of Park

Building 7. Traced by Gardner and Package 1 10 excavators, although largely destroyed by the

1981 grading, this shallow brick-over-stone foundation could have supported only the lightest

of frame sheds, probably one story. It reached about 17 ft into the backyard virtually filling the
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Figure 4.3. Late nineteenth-century (Megastratum III) landscape re-creation.

space between Park Buildings 7 and 15. Plaster remaining on the west wall of Park Building

7 shows the framing boards were exposed on the interior. Possibly this addition did not last

long — it never appeared on any Sanborn map between 1894 and 1933, nor did it show in any

known historic photograph (admittedly, camera angles are not the best for including it).

What may be one of the earliest drains in the neighborhood (Feature 281) runs southwest

to the north edge of Lot 15. Installed somewhat earlier than the iron and terracotta pipes, it

appeared to be a board-lined trough, or pipelike affair made of boards, and it had become filled

by sediments.

As best as can be determined from deeds and maps, the space between Park Buildings

5 and 7 remained open, but fenced from the street during the late nineteenth century. However,

the only excavations in that area were conducted by the Gardner project, and it is not clear how
deeply he dug. He did, nevertheless, trace the outline of the foundation for Park Building 6

(Gardner 1974, Figure 3), a two-story frame building constructed before the late 1890s, as

shown by photographs. The brick and shale foundation of the building did not extend the full

width of the space between Park Buildings 5 and 7. Instead the south end doors of the building
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gave access to an enclosed alley alongside Park Building 7.
1 Gardner also found a brick walk

stretching southwest from a door in the rear (west) wall of Park Building 6, ending at a post

about 10 ft from the door. Despite the loss of stratigraphic evidence, the feature can be dated

to the late nineteenth century (Megastratum III) on the basis of evidence in photographs and

maps which show an addition covered the area of the walk during the twentieth century. This

addition was built sometime before the 1907 Sanborn-Perris map, and it stood into the 1950s

(NHF-289).

Several other small post holes from unknown uses (perhaps fences, pens, or clotheslines)

have been excavated in the Lot 15 yard. Too few post holes have been found to discern clear

patterns, and the tops of all so far have been cut, making it impossible to determine

contemporaneity. Nevertheless, they appear to belong to the years of Megastratum III.

Lot 16. Evidently the area along the Hog Alley wall near the Park Building 5 end of the

lot was used for trash from the Burleigh saloon in that building. As explained in Chapter 3,

interpretation of the trash area is confused by ambiguous field records from Unit 29. The entire

area may have been a long open trench about 3 ft wide or there may have been more than one

trash pit along the wall during the period.

A small piece of a roughly contemporaneous domestic deposit was located under Park

Building 16. Curiously, Stratum D, Feature 310, lay below the floor level suggested by the

plaster line on the walls. Because the presence of intact strata with charcoal lenses and eggshell

argue against displacement, it may be that it was a root cellar gradually filled up with floor

sweepings. Alan Walmer's notes on his architectural investigation in 1964 report very briefly

a conversation with Mae Ramey, granddaughter of Frederick and Anna Maria Roeder.

According to Mrs. Ramey's mother, a Roeder, the room was the kitchen and dining room.

Sanitation: Sewers and Shades on Saloons, Early to Mid-Twentieth Century (Megastratum II)

During the first half of the century, a few additions were made, but by and large the

major changes seem to have been in building uses (Figure 4.4). Park Buildings 5, 6, and 7

shifted away from saloons to shops, storage, and/or abandonment.

In 1903, the newspaper announced that the property owners of the square bounded by

Potomac, Shenandoah, and High Streets had hired a contractor to lay sewer pipe out to the river

(Farmer's Advocate 9 May 1903:2). Iron and terracotta drains appear archeologically in the

Upper Wager Block about that time. Later disturbances altered the historic grade and obscured

stratigraphic relationships of the pipe trenches, but artifactual data confirm their twentieth-

century origin.

Lot 15. The 1933 Sanborn-Perris map shows a small shed off the northwest corner of

Park Building 7. This might be an incorrect version of the larger addition, or a late privy shed,

or it could be yet another structure. Photographs taken during the late 1950s show the large

Gardner (1974:32) interpreted the brick paving of this alley as a very late sidewalk, but photographs show

the area was covered by Building 6.
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Figure 4.4. Early to mid-twentieth-century (Megastratum II) landscape re-creation.

frame addition was gone, replaced by a small bathroom shed (with plumbing) against the rear

door of the building. During grading in 1981, it was observed that the door and grade outside

had been lowered for installation of this very late bathroom (Pousson 1981). Next door, Park

Building 6 was extended even farther into the yard sometime during the first decade. It showed

up on the 1907 Sanborn map. Neither the Park Building 7 bathroom nor the Park Building 6

addition has been recorded archeologically, and it is likely that any foundations have been graded

away.

At least two iron drain pipes (Features 267 and 282) cross Lot 15, running from

southwest to northeast down the slope toward Potomac Street, including a smaller iron water

pipe found in Package 110 units.

Lot 16. Although some of the pipes running through the Lot 16 yard date to the park

years, several terracotta pipes and a silt clean-out pit belong to the first years of the century.
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Encountered in several excavation units, the pipes' functions and relationships with each other

are unknown. They include Feature 217/299 and 287 in the upper yard behind Park Building

16 and Feature 196, which emptied into Feature 191.

Feature 191 was a small rectangular stone box with a mortar bottom adjacent to the Hog
Alley wall. According to Pousson (1981), outflow from Feature 191 went into the 10 in

terracotta pipe, Feature 165. Pousson suggested it was built as a place for silt to settle and be

cleaned out. The large proportion of personal items and children's toys found in Feature 191

suggests this drainage feature remained open in an area where children played.

Given the reference suggesting installation of sewer lines in 1903, and the presence of

several lines in the backyard, it seems odd to find hints that the Burleighs did not have indoor

plumbing. In response to a question about the matter, Isabel Kern Flanagan (1992) reported she

had no recollection of a bathroom in the house when she visited as a child. Also, Privy 213

appears to have been used well into the twentieth century: its shed is visible in photographs

taken in the late 1950s. Remnants of a brick walk from the Park Building 16 porch to the privy

were found in 1980.

Maps and photographs show a simple frame garage was installed in the space between

Hog Alley wall and Park Building 5. Because of construction and demolition of the garage and

utility lines in this space (Pousson 1981) no archeological tests have been conducted here.
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CHAPTER 5

POLLEN, PHYTOLITH, PARASITE, AND MACROFLORAL ANALYSIS

Linda Scott Cummings
and

Kathryn Puseman

INTRODUCTION

Pollen, phytolith, parasite, and macrofloral analyses were conducted on samples from two

privies, Features 292 and 213, situated on Lot 16, Package 118, Harpers Ferry National

Historical Park, West Virginia. These privies are believed to represent a hotel occupation

during the 1830s (Feature 292), and the early twentieth century (Feature 213). The Package 118

area consists of Lots 15 and 16, located in Lower Town Harpers Ferry, between Potomac and

High Streets. Prior to 1836, these lots served as part of the rear service area of the Harpers

Ferry Hotel, and contained several outbuildings, including a stable. In 1837, the area was

subdivided and sold, and the hotel was torn down. New structures were built on these lots.

Over the years, these structures served many functions, including taverns, saloons, restaurants,

various businesses, residences, and a bakery. The armory was located across Potomac Street

to the east, and major roads, canals, and railroads passed by the Package 118 neighborhood.

This probably would have resulted in many travelers, as well as armory workers (prior to the

Civil War), visiting the Package 118 buildings. The Package 118 analyses provide information

about the neighborhood in general, and about such aspects as the mixed business/residential

environment and the variation in household consumption. Pollen, phytolith, and macrofloral

analyses of the privy samples may reflect use of indigenous and introduced species of plant

resources as food, and refuse disposal behavior. Parasite analysis will aid in the understanding

of health and hygiene in the neighborhood. In addition, a column from Excavation Unit 47, Lot

15, was examined for pollen and phytoliths in order to provide information concerning the

environment, historic foodways, ornamental plants, and possible gardening activities in the area.

METHODS

A chemical extraction technique for flotation is the standard procedure used for the

removal of pollen from the large volume of sand, silt, and clay with which they are mixed. This

particular process was developed for extraction of pollen from soils where preservation has been

less than ideal and pollen density is low.

Hydrochloric acid (10%) was used to remove calcium carbonates present in the soil, after

which the samples were screened through 150 micron mesh. Zinc bromide (density 2.0) was

used for the flotation process. The samples were mixed with zinc bromide while still moist,
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immediately after centrifugation to remove the dilute hydrochloric acid and water. All samples

received a short (10 minute) treatment in hot hydrofluoric acid to remove any remaining

inorganic particles. The samples were then acetolated for 3 minutes to remove any extraneous

organic matter.

A light microscope was used to count the pollen to a total of 100 to 200 pollen grains at

a magnification of 500x. Pollen preservation in these samples varied from good to poor.

Comparative reference material collected at the Intermountain Herbarium at Utah State

University and the University of Colorado Herbarium was used to identify the pollen to the

family, genus, and species level, where possible.

Pollen aggregates were recorded during identification of the pollen. Aggregates are

clumps of a single type of pollen and may be interpreted to represent pollen dispersal over short

distances, or the actual introduction of portions of the plant represented into an archeological

setting. Aggregates were included in the pollen counts as single grains, as is customary. The

presence of aggregates is noted by an "A" next to the pollen frequency on the pollen diagram.

A " + " on the pollen diagram indicates that the pollen type was observed outside the regular

count while scanning the remainder of the microscope slide.

Indeterminate pollen includes pollen grains that are folded, mutilated, and otherwise

distorted beyond recognition. These grains are included in the total pollen count, as they are

part of the pollen record.

Extraction of phytoliths from these sediments was also based on heavy liquid floatation.

Hydrogen peroxide (30%) was first used to destroy the organic fraction from 50 ml of sediment.

Once this reaction was complete, 50 ml of sodium pyrophosphate (0. 1 molar solution) was added

to the mixture to suspend the clays. The sample was then sieved through 150 micron mesh (or

53 micron mesh if no large calcium oxylate crystals were expected). The sample was allowed

to settle for two hours, then the supernatant which contained clay was poured off. This settling

time allowed the phytoliths to settle to the base of the beaker. The samples were mixed with

water, allowed to settle for two hours, and the supernatant discarded several times until the

supernatant was clear. The last two times the sample is allowed to settle the time is reduced to

one hour. This procedure removes most of the clays. Once most of the clays were removed,

the silt and sand size fraction was dried. The dried silts and sands were then mixed with zinc

bromide (density 2.3) and centrifuged to separate the phytoliths, which will float, from the other

silica, which will not. Phytoliths, in the broader sense, may include opal phytoliths and calcium

oxylate crystals. Calcium oxylate crystals are formed by prickly pear cactus {Opuntia) and are

separated, rather than destroyed, using this extraction technique since it employs no acids. Any
remaining clay is floated with the phytoliths and is further removed by mixing with sodium

pyrophosphate and distilled water. The samples are then rinsed with distilled water, and then

alcohols to remove the water. After several alcohol rinses, the samples are mounted in Canada

balsam for counting with a light microscope at a magnification of 500x.

Methods for extracting parasites from the privy samples were designed to be as

compatible as possible with those used by Reinhard (1992), since his study was the first to

evaluate parasites at Harpers Ferry. The object of this processing was to separate organic debris

containing parasite eggs from inorganic soil components. Twenty ml of soil was used for each

sample since the sediments were relatively organic. Lycopodium spore tablets were added to

each sample to provide a method of determining total quantity of parasites eggs per milliliter of
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privy soil. Each spore tablet contains 13,500 spores. Lycopodium tablets and privy soils were

added to 50 ml of 10% hydrochloric acid and agitated. The privy soil and fluid mixture was

screened through 150 micron mesh to allow all microscopic particles, including parasite eggs,

to pass through while larger organic and inorganic particles were retained. The remains passing

through the screen were allowed to stand for 12 hours, and the supernatant discarded. The

sediment was concentrated by centrifugation into centrifuge tubes. Samples were washed with

water and centrifuged prior to being boiled for 30 minutes in 72% hydrofluoric acid. This step

was repeated since not all of the inorganic fraction was destroyed. Once the majority of the

inorganic particles had been destroyed with HF, the remaining privy sediment was centrifuged

and rinsed with water. Microscope slides were made to evaluate the samples for parasites at this

point. Parasites were not readily visible in many of the samples. Therefore, samples were

concentrated in four dram glass storage vials through centrifugation. A mixture of AFA was

added to the vials and the samples shaken thoroughly. The mixture of AFA and privy sediment

was allowed to settle approximately 24 hours. Several samples exhibited organic plugs at the

top of the AFA. These were sampled and microscope slides made. Other samples did not

exhibit a characteristic organic plug at the top of the AFA. Instead, the top of the sediment at

the AFA/sediment interface was sampled and microscope slides made. Microscope slides were

examined at a magnification of 200x and Lycopodium spores were recorded. The number of

parasite eggs per milliliter of soil was calculated using the number of Lycopodium spores

recovered as a standard.

The macrofloral samples were floated using a modification of the procedures outlined by

Matthews (1979). One liter of sample was added to approximately three gallons of water. The

sample was stirred until a strong vortex formed, which was allowed to slow before pouring the

light fraction through a 150 micron mesh sieve. Additional water was added and the process

repeated until all visible macrofloral material was removed from the sample (a minimum of 3

times). The material which remained in the bottom (heavy fraction) was poured through a 1 mm
mesh screen. The floated portions were allowed to dry.

The light fractions were passed through a series of graduated screens (US Standard Sieves

with 2 mm, 1 mm, .5 mm and .25 mm openings) to separate charcoal debris and to initially sort

the seeds. The contents of each screen were then examined. Charcoal and wood pieces larger

than 2 mm in diameter were broken to expose a fresh cross-section and examined under a

binocular microscope at magnifications up to 80x. The material which remained in the 2 mm,
1 mm, and .5 mm sieves was scanned under a binocular stereo microscope at a magnification

of 8x, with some identifications requiring magnifications of up to 40x. A portion of the finest

material in the .25 mm screen was also examined under a magnification of 8x. The material

which passed through the .25 mm screen was not examined. The coarse or heavy fractions were

also examined. Macrofloral remains were identified using manuals (Martin and Barkley 1973;

Musil 1978; Schopmeyer 1974) and by comparison with modern and archeological references.

Estimates of seed and seed fragment frequencies were calculated from the sort of a portion of

the total volume floated and are represented in the macrofloral table by an asterisk (*). The

term "seed" is used to represent seeds, achenes, caryopses, and other disseminules. Remains

were recorded as charred and/or uncharred, whole and/or fragments.
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BACKGROUND

The question of health and sanitation practices at Harpers Ferry is important throughout

the town, as well as for all periods of occupation. Ford (1991) notes that historic documents

indicate resistance to modernization of sanitary facilities. Improvement of sanitation facilities

was carried out largely on an individual or household basis. The driving force behind the efforts

for modernization and for sanitary facilities was the economic rewards associated with increasing

tourism. This study is the second at Harpers Ferry to address parasitism. Previous work at

three latrines (Features 21, 99, and 132) discuss privies in use from the 1890s into the early

twentieth century (Reinhard 1992). That study, like this one, provides evidence of intestinal

roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides) and whipworm (Trichuris trichiura) eggs as indicators to

address the efficiency of sanitation. Recovery of these parasite eggs is empirical evidence of

infective parasites transmitted by feces. Infection results largely from poor sanitation practices;

therefore, recovery of parasite eggs may be used as evidence of poor sanitation.

Intestinal roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides) is a large parasite and commonly coexists

in the intestine with whipworm (Trichuris trichiura) (Beck and Davies 1976:86). It is common
in the mountainous areas of the southeastern United States, as well as on the fringes of many

of the southern cities even in modern populations. The adult female roundworm averages 30

cm (nearly 12 in) in length, while the adult male averages 20 cm (8 in) in length. Both are

approximately 5 mm (nearly 1/4 in) in diameter. Eggs produced by the female may be either

fertile or infertile. The fertile eggs are more round in shape than are the infertile eggs. Both

types were noted in this study. Infertile eggs may be the result of faulty fertilization, egg laying

prior to fertilization, or absence of males. An adult female intestinal roundworm may produce

200,000 eggs per day. These eggs are passed with the feces and thus may be introduced into

soils.

Larvae appear within the eggs usually within three weeks if conditions are ideal.

Hatching takes place only after ingestion of the eggs. Eggs hatch in the small intestine where

they burrow into the intestinal wall and enter the circulatory system. The small worms migrate

to the heart and lungs, usually within seven days after infection. While in the lungs, the

roundworms grow considerably in size, and are then not able to pass back across the capillary

walls. Instead, they migrate along the bronchial tree and trachea to the pharynx, where they are

swallowed. Gravid females are noted in the intestine between five and eight weeks after initial

infection. Both male and female roundworms have relatively short life cycles, surviving only

a year, at most, before being passed from the intestinal tract. The eggs, which have heavy shell

layers, are resistant to environmental changes within the soil. Both heat and desiccation,

however, will kill roundworm ova. Careless defecation habits spread viable eggs to local soils,

which may remain infective for five years. Children playing in areas of contaminated soil

usually become infected through contact of invariably dirty hands with the mouth. If night soil

is used as fertilizer, infections may be contracted through eating raw vegetables. Transmission

through water may be caused by improper drainage of surface waters, thus polluting wells and

local water sources, such as rivers. Use of privies or indoor toilets, as opposed to promiscuous

defecation close to the home, are important in preventing infections (Beck and Davies

1976:87-90).
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Symptoms accompanying intestinal roundworm (Ascaris) infection include fever and

cough, occasional bloody sputum, and pneumonitis, particularly with a heavy infection and

during the stages when the larvae migrate from the intestinal tract into the lungs or through the

lungs. The condition may be referred to as Ascaris pneumonia. No eggs are present in the stool

at this point, since the worms are immature and have not yet reached the intestinal tract. Most

symptoms are associated with the presence of the adult worms in the intestinal tract. Protein

malnutrition may result from a heavy worm burden, particularly in growing children, if the diet

is poor. Occasionally, worms may group and ball up, causing intestinal obstruction, again

usually in children. Because roundworms have an affinity for small orifices, they may migrate

into the common bile duct or pancreatic duct, or block the airway if they migrate into the larynx

or trachea. Death may be caused by Ascaris infestation through severe pulmonary invasion or

an unrecognized migration of worms that result in asphyxia or obstruction of an essential organ

(Beck and Davies 1976:87-90).

Whipworm (Trichuris trichiura) resembles a buggy whip and may average 40 mm (nearly

16 in) in length for the female. They have a thinner wall than do roundworm eggs. Unlike

roundworm (Ascaris) , which lives free and unattached in the small intestine, whipworm lives

primarily in the cecum, where it attaches itself to the intestinal wall. In heavy infestations,

however, they may be found along the entire colon including the rectum. Whipworms are

longer lived than roundworms, living for several years and producing eggs for discharge in the

feces. The eggs develop into an infective larval stage within the eggshell in three to six weeks.

Adverse conditions may delay development for several months or even years. Once the embryos

are ingested, the larvae hatch in the jejunum, penetrating the intestinal villus, where they develop

for three to ten days. The adolescent worm moves into the cecum, where it develops into an

adult. Ninety days are required between ingestion and production of a gravid female (Beck and

Davies 1976:84-86).

Infections are common in areas of high humidity and hard clay soils which hold moisture.

Dense shade and warm climate are both necessities. Infection is usually heaviest among children

since hand to mouth contact in areas of soil pollution is a common vector in spreading these

parasites. Whipworm eggs are less resistant to environmental changes, so infection may be

more spotty than roundworm (Ascaris), with which it often co-occurs (Beck and Davies 1976:84-

86). Light infestations with whipworm may produce no symptoms. Abdominal pain sometimes

mimicking appendicitis, vomiting, constipation, fever, distension and flatulence, headache,

backache, anorexia, and weight loss have all been associated with infestation by this parasite.

If the infection is heavy, bloody diarrhea and emaciation may result. Prolapse of the rectum

may also occur with heavy worm burdens. Fatalities are rare even in malnourished and

neglected children. Whipworm is more difficult to treat than roundworm since the worms are

embedded in the intestine (Beck and Davies 1976:84-86).

While pollen, which is produced in the flowers of plants and distributed on the wind or

by insects, is relatively well understood, phytoliths have become important in archeological

studies only recently. Phytoliths are silica bodies produced by plants when soluble silica in the

ground water is absorbed by the roots and carried up to the plant via the vascular system.

Evaporation and metabolism of this water result in precipitation of the silica in and around the

cellular walls. The general term "phytolith", while strictly applied to opal phytoliths, may also

be used to refer to calcium oxylate crystals produced by a variety of plants, including prickly
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pear cactus (Opuntia). Opal phytoliths, which are distinct and decay-resistant plant remains, are

deposited in the soil as the plant or plant parts die and break down. They are, however, subject

to mechanical breakage, erosion, and deterioration in high pH soils. Phytoliths are usually

introduced directly into the soils in which the plants decay. Transportation of phytoliths occurs

primarily by animal consumption, human gathering of plants, or soil movement caused by

erosion, wind, water, or ice.

Types of grass short-cell phytoliths recovered from this site include Festucoid,

Chloridoid, and Panicoid. Elongate phytoliths are of no aid in interpreting either paleoenviron-

mental conditions or the subsistence record because they are produced by all grasses. Elongate

phytoliths are easily broken in the soil, and because each fragment is counted as an individual

phytolith, soil movement that serves to break the phytoliths would also increase the relative

frequency of this type. For these reasons, Elongate phytoliths were not included in the phytolith

count. Phytoliths tabulated to represent "total phytoliths" include the grass short-cells, buliform,

pillow, prickle, and Phoenix-type. Frequencies for phytoliths and other bodies are calculated

by dividing the number of each type recovered by the "total phytoliths".

The Festucoid class of phytoliths is ascribed primarily to the Subfamily Pooideae and

occurs most abundantly in cool, moist climates. However, Brown (1984) notes that Festucoid

phytoliths are produced in small quantities by nearly all grasses. Therefore, while they are

typical phytoliths produced by the Subfamily Pooideae, they are not exclusive to this subfamily.

Chloridoid phytoliths are found primarily in the Subfamily Chloridoideae, a warm-season grass

that grows in arid to semi-arid areas and require less available soil moisture. Chloridoid grasses

are the most abundant in the American Southwest (Gould and Shaw 1983:120). Panicoid

phytoliths occur in warm-season or tall grasses that frequently thrive in humid conditions. Twiss

(1987: 181) also notes that some members of the Subfamily Chloridoideae produce both bilobate

(Panicoid) and Festucoid phytoliths. "According to Gould and Shaw (1983: 1 10) more than 97%
of the native American grass species (1,026 or 1,053) are divided equally among three

subfamilies Pooideae, Chloridoideae, and Panicoideae" (Twiss 1987:181).

Buliform phytoliths are produced by grasses in response to wet conditions (Irwin Rovner,

personal communication January 1991), and are to be expected in wet habitats of floodplains and

other places. Phytoliths referred to as "pillows" are the same as those reported by Rovner

(1971). While these phytoliths are described, no taxonomic nor environmental significance has

been assigned. They most probably represent grasses.

Other phytoliths recovered in this study include trichomes — produced by a variety of

grasses, and ridged elongates — typical of conifers. Other forms noted include crystal cubes of

the type produced by elm (Ulmus). Palm family-type (Palmae) phytoliths were also present, and

may represent edible plants in this family including coconut (Cocos) or date (Phoenix).

Diatoms and sponge spicules were also noted. Diatoms indicate wet conditions. Sponge

spicules probably represent freshwater sponges that live in rivers. Their presence in these

samples probably indicates wind transport of riverine deposits. Their recovery in upland soils

is noted to accompany loess deposits derived from floodplains in Illinois (Jones and Beavers

1963).

Pollen, phytolith, and macrofloral analyses of the privy deposits and yard sediments

identified remains of several types of plants. Many of these plants represent potential and/or

probable food resources, while others represent weeds and/or ornamental plants that probably
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grew nearby. These plants will be discussed in the following paragraphs to provide basic

information concerning their origins and uses. Pollen, phytoliths, macrofloral remains, and

parasites recovered from the various archeological units will be discussed together, by

provenience, following these ethnobotanical paragraphs.

Edible and Economically Important Plants

Serviceberry (Amelanchier) are small trees or shrubs of North America, Asia, and

Europe. The many different species hybridize easily with each other, and they all produce

edible berries which are typically purple, but can be also be red, blue, or black. Berries may
be eaten raw, cooked, or dried, and may be used like blueberries. American Indians drank a

bark tea to expel worms, and used it to bathe children with worms (Foster and Duke 1990:290).

Serviceberry (Amelanchier) shrubs have been used for wildlife habitats, watersheds, shelterbelts,

and as ornamentals. They are often found growing in recently burned or newly populated

clearings, in disturbed areas, in woods, thickets, prairies, swamps, and along streams and roads

(Angell 1981:150-152; Fernald 1950:760; Kirk 1975:97-98; Peterson 1977:220).

Milkvetch or astragalus (Astragalus) are members of the pea or legume family

(Fabaceae). Swedish coffee (Astragalus boeticus) was first cultivated in the Mediterranean

region. In parts of Germany and Hungary, it was grown for its seeds which were roasted,

ground, and used as a substitute for coffee. Unripe ground plum (Astragalus caryopus) is eaten

both raw and cooked in the Mississippi region (Hedrick 1972:74).

The mustard (Brassica) group includes broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, brussels sprouts,

collards, kale, kohlrabi, turnips, mustards, rutabagas, and rape. This large genus of about

eighty species includes many cultivated and weedy varieties. Many varieties were introduced

from Europe and Asia, such as black mustard and green mustard (B. nigra and B. oleracea).

Black mustard (B. nigra) is one of the most widespread mustards in the United States, and is the

chief source of commercial mustard. Cabbage, brussels sprouts, broccoli, cauliflower, kohlrabi,

and kale are all different varieties of B. oleracea. Mustards are annual, winter annual, or

biennial herbs with yellow, four-petaled flowers. The young leaves are rich in Vitamins A, Bl,

B2, and C, and may be boiled as greens. Seeds are used whole as seasonings in pickle recipes

or ground to make hot mustard. Some weedy species can cause damage to grain and flax crops.

Wild mustards may be found in waste places, grain fields, pastures, neglected fields, cultivated

areas, in ditches, and along banks of streams (Hedrick 1972:100; Martin 1972:64-65; McGee
1984:196; Muenscher 1987:232-236; Peterson 1977:64).

Angola pea or pigeon pea (Cajanus-lype) is also a member of the Fabaceae (pea or

legume family). A native of the East Indies, this plant is cultivated in the West Indies, tropical

America, and Africa. The peas may be eaten young, when it is similar to an English pea, or

when the pea is old, when it makes an excellent ingredient for soups (Hedrick 1972:124).

Red peppers (Capsicum) are cultigens introduced from tropical America. This group has

many different varieties including chilies, cayenne pepper, and pimentos. Fruits ripen to a

yellow, red, or black color. Peppers are used to add a hot, spicy flavor to many dishes.

Cayenne pepper may be used to stop bleeding or to treat sore throats, colds, chicken pox,

backaches, and a number of other ailments (Hedrick 1972:135-135; Heinerman 1983:23-26;

Kearney and Peebles 1959:755-756).
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Watermelons {Citrullus vulgaris) are natives of southern Africa that came to the Americas

with the slave trade. Watermelons are now cultivated all over the world, and the number of

varieties has increased. There are differences in size, shape, color of rind, color of flesh, and

color of seeds between the different varieties (Hedrick 1972:169-172; McGee 1984:184).

Watermelons are usually eaten raw, and the rinds may be pickled.

The "seeds" of coriander {Coriandrum sativum) are actually the dried, complete fruits.

They are carminative and aromatic, and have been used as a flavoring and by distillers for

thousands of years. Coriander was introduced from Eurasia, but plants were cultivated in

American gardens prior to 1670. The young leaves may be put into soups and salads.

Coriander fruits or "seeds" may be harvested in June and July. Coriander plants are found in

waste places, although they are mainly spread through cultivation (Fernald 1950:1093; Hedrick

1972:191; McGee 1984:207).

Hawthorn {Crataegus) are shrubs or small trees with sharp, pointed thorns on the stems

and branches. There are hundreds of species in North America that all hybridize readily and

all produce edible berries. Berries are usually red, but can also be yellow, orange, black, blue,

or purple. Berries can be eaten raw or cooked in jams and jellies. Berries and flowers can be

steeped into a tea that dilates coronary vessels, reduces blood pressure, and acts as a direct and

mild heart tonic. Hawthorn acts to "normalize" the heart by either stimulating it or depressing

it, depending on the need. Hawthorns are most abundant in the eastern and central United

States, and are found in woods, thickets, and along streams (Angell 1981:83-84; Foster and

Duke 1990:236; Hoffman 1988:200; Kirk 1975:99-100).

Cucumber (Cucumis sativus) is a native of India or Africa that has been under cultivation

for 4,000 years (McGee 1984:200). Cucumbers are reported to have been cultivated in Virginia

in 1609 (Hedrick 1972:208-211). Today there are many different varieties ranging from small

gherkins to the large English varieties. Cucumbers are most often consumed raw, either in their

natural state or as pickles.

Squash and pumpkin (Cucurbita) are natives of the Americas, and some species have

been cultivated for 9,000 years. Numerous varieties are now cultivated. Summer squashes,

such as zucchini and yellow squash, are eaten when soft and immature. Winter squashes (acorn

squash, turban squash, etc.) and pumpkins are allowed to mature into hard, starchy fruits which

will keep for months (Hedrick 1972; McGee 1984:200).

Clove {Eugenia) is a member of the Myrtaceae (myrtle family) and native to the

Moluccas. The cloves commonly used in cooking are the unexpanded flower buds of this

evergreen tree. Cloves were known to the Greeks and Romans, and throughout the

Mediterranean country. Cloves were imported into Europe during the Middle Ages and were

sold at Frankfurt, Germany, around 1450 (Hedrick 1972:259). Cloves may be used in a variety

of manners, such as for seasoning hams, in the preparation of foods such as spaghetti and

lasagna, and in baking.

Fig {Ficus) is a native of Asia minor that was imported into the Mediterranean area and

used by the Egyptians 6,000 years ago. The fig reached the United States around 1790,

although it was not commercially cultivated until the 1900's (McGee 1984). Figs can be eaten

raw, preserved, dried, and canned. Cultivated figs are not commonly grown in northern states.

Strawberry {Fragaria) is naturally found in both Eurasia and the Americas, with the

American varieties producing larger berries. In the eighteenth century, a French engineer named
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Frezier brought some of the large American species back to Europe and began breeding today's

modern varieties (McGee 1984: 183-184). Wild strawberries are smaller and more flavorful than

the domesticated ones. The leaves and berries are rich in Vitamin C, and a leaf tea was used

to prevent scurvy and to treat diarrhea. Wild strawberries are perennial herbs found in

meadows, fields, woods, hillsides, and forest edges (Angell 1981:20; Kirk 1975:90).

Strawberries are commonly eaten fresh, or cooked in pies, jams, jellies, and preserves.

Huckleberry (Gaylussacia) is a native of North America. This small, deciduous shrub

has blue or black berries which ripen from July through September. Black huckleberry (G.

baccata) is the most widespread and common huckleberry, especially in the eastern United

States. Huckleberries are often an important food for animals, and are found in dry or moist

woods, thickets, and clearings. Huckleberries may be eaten raw, but are often cooked and

strained because of their many hard seeds. Berries are used for pies, puddings, jams, jellies,

muffins, and pancakes (Angell 1981:110,198; Hedrick 1972:288; Kirk 1975; Schopmeyer

1974:427-428).

Members of the Lamiaceae (mint) family are often grown for use as flavoring, as tea,

or as medicine. Motherwort (Leonuris) is a perennial herb that was introduced from Europe.

It is reported to have sedative, hypotensive, and antispasmodic effects, and has been used to treat

insomnia, neuralgia, spasms, fevers, and stomachaches. A leaf tea was used as an aid in

childbirth, for asthma, and for heart palpitations. Motherwort is useful in the treatment of

menstrual and uterine conditions, as well as heart and circulatory disorders. Motherwort

(Leonuris) is often found growing as a weed in pastures, waste places, and along roadsides

(Fernald 1950:1228; Foster and Duke 1990:162; Hoffman 1988:200; Krochmal and Krochmal

1978:136). Chia or sage (Salvia) is a strongly aromatic annual or perennial herb or shrub that

was commonly used as a seasoning. Sage was documented in American gardens in 1806,

although it is believed to have been used even earlier. A leaf tea may be used to treat coughs,

colds, fevers, sore throats, stomach gas, and worms. Crushed leaves are used as an antiseptic

and to relieve skin wounds and cuts. Sage oil can be rubbed on the skin to keep mosquitos and

gnats away, and strong solutions may be sprayed on garden vegetables as a natural insecticide.

Sage (Salvia) may be found growing wild in prairies, plains, fields, waste places, and along

roadsides (Hedrick 1972; Heinerman 1983:54-55; Kirk 1975:84; Krochmal and Krochmal

1978:198; Medsger 1966).

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) was domesticated in Mexico and was noted to have

been cultivated by Thomas Jefferson in 1781 in Virginia. The fruits were called "love apples"

in England, but were only grown as ornamentals (McGee 1984:202). It was not until

approximately the mid- 1800s that tomatoes began to gain popularity (Hedrick 1972:343-345).

Tomatoes are often consumed raw and in salads, although they are also used in sauces, stews,

and soups. Tomatoes may also be included in preserves and jams, either alone or in

combination with other fruits. The plant is very adaptable, sometimes re-seeding the following

year in garden or compost areas.

Apple (Malus) species are natives of North America, Europe, and Asia. Most species

under cultivation were natives of Europe and Asia that have been naturalized in North America.

Cultivated varieties were introduced to the Americas in the seventeenth century, and new

varieties were developed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. There are currently about

7,000 varieties of apples with different sizes, colors, and flavors (McGee 1984: 182; Schopmeyer
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1974:531-534). Apple seeds contain a small amount of cyanide. Apples are eaten raw, made
into cider and sauces, and are used in pies, jams, jellies, and preserves.

Tobacco (Nicotiana) includes many species that were cultivated in various areas of the

New World, as well as China. Nicotiana tabacum is the main species historically cultivated in

America (Hedrick 1972:384-387). Tobacco is noted to have been used for medicinal purposes

in Europe during the reign of Henry IV. Tobacco has been under cultivation in Virginia since

1586 (Hedrick 1972:387). While modern tobacco practices include harvesting the tobacco prior

to flowering, and definitely prior to seeding, it is likely that harvesting practices have changed

through time. Experimental recovery of tobacco pollen from cigarettes and chewing tobacco in

the 1970s by the senior author resulted in recovery of Nicotiana pollen from these tobacco

products in the laboratory.

Beans (Phaseolus) include numerous species and varieties. Green beans, scarlet-runner

beans, lima beans, common beans, and kidney beans all belong to the genus Phaseolus. Beans

have been widely cultivated and may be eaten as a green vegetable, or dried and used in soups.

Different varieties of beans have been cultivated in different portions of the world (Hedrick

1972:428).

Tomatillo or ground cherry (Physalis) was domesticated in Mexico and naturalized in

Eastern North America. The berries may be eaten raw or cooked and made into preserves and

pies, but taste best when fully ripe. Boiled berries are frequently used in sauces such as chile

verde and green chile. Some species are commercially cultivated for their berries. Ground

cherries are found in moist to medium dry, open ground throughout the West (Kirk 1975).

The young shoots of pokeweed or pokeberry (Phytolacca americana) are often cooked

as potherbs, and Millspaugh (1974:558) notes that "the young shoots make an excellent substitute

for asparagus." The peeled shoots can also be boiled and pickled. The roots, seeds, and mature

stems contain phytolaccin and are poisonous. The berries are reported to be poisonous when

green, but the ripe berries can be cooked and made into pies and jellies. Although poisonous

when eaten, the roots and other parts of pokeweed and pokeberry (Phytolacca) plants have been

used medicinally. The root has been used as an emetic, and as a treatment for fevers and other

illnesses. Millspaugh (1974) reports that the root mixed with lard was used for skin diseases,

while Angell (1981) cites that poultices of dried pokeweed and pokeberry (Phytolacca) leaves

were used. Pokeweed is locally common from Maine to Minnesota and southward, but seldom

becomes a serious weed. It is found in thickets, meadows, cultivated fields, pasture lands, waste

places, and open places, mostly on rich, gravelly soils (Kirk 1975:232; Martin 1972:50;

Muenscher 1987:197; Peterson 1977:46).

The Prunus group includes cherries, plums, peaches, almonds, apricots, and nectarines.

These fruits are called stone fruits or drupes. While many species of native plums and cherries

are found in the United States, most cultivated varieties are natives of Europe, west Asia, and

Caucasus. Many of these fruits have been cultivated for thousands of years. Peach, cherry,

plum, apricot, and nectarine pits all contain a small amount of hydrocyanic acid, which is

destroyed by cooking. Many Prunus trees and/or shrubs are planted as ornamentals. Wild

cherry and plum species may be found growing in woods, prairies, fields, pastures, and along

roadsides, fences, and streams (Angell 1981:44-46; McGee 1984:183; Schopmeyer 1974:658-

670). Cherries and plums are eaten fresh, canned, or made into pies, cakes, jams, jellies, and

preserves.
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Pear (Pyrus) is a native of Europe and Asia which was introduced to North America in

the seventeenth century. Pears were cultivated in Europe for thousands of years. Pears, like

apples, are pome fruits, meaning it has a compartmented core. Pears do not preserve as well

as apples, and are more prone to tree and storm damage. The fruit ripens from mid-July to

October, and may be green, yellow, russet, red, or a combination of these (Hedrick 1972:473-

474; McGee 1984:182-183; Schopmeyer 1974:689-691). Pears are eaten fresh, or cooked and

prepared in a variety of ways.

Currant (Ribes) includes a variety of currants and gooseberries. These berries may be

picked from wild or cultivated bushes. Currants vary in sweetness or tartness (acidity) and may

be eaten raw, or made into puddings, tarts, pies, baked goods, or even alcoholic or non-

alcoholic drinks (Hedrick 1972:494-502). American Indians used a root-bark tea to expel worms

and treat kidney ailments (Foster and Duke 1990:248).

The raspberry (Rubus) group includes blackberry, cloudberry, dewberry, salmonberry,

thimbleberry, wineberry and yellowberry. All species of Rubus produce edible berries which

can be eaten raw or made into cobblers, jams, jellies, and pies. The fruit can also be used in

cold drinks, teas, and salads and is easily dried and preserved. The fruit of some species is even

used to make a liquor. The dried leaves can be used to make tea, and tender blackberry shoots

can be added fresh to salads. Raspberry (Rubus) plants are commonly found in sunny thickets

and mountainous areas, especially at higher altitudes (Angell 1981; Hedrick 1972; Medsger

1966; Peterson 1977).

Blueberry, cranberry, and bilberry (Vaccinium) are natives of North America and other

temperate and arctic regions of the world. They are deciduous or evergreen shrubs that are

found in the wild in North America and Europe. Commercial blueberries and cranberries were

cultivated from American varieties, and many different varieties have been developed and

selected for size and taste. Blueberries and huckleberries (Gaylussacia) are very similar and

may hybridize. Vacciniuma berries may be red, black, or purple, but are usually blue, often

with a white powder. Berries are eaten raw, cooked, dried, and in pies, jellies, jams, muffins,

and pancakes. Blueberry, cranberry, and bilberry (Vaccinium) plants need acidic soils and grow

on fire-blackened land, and in bogs, tundras, and barrens (Angell 1981:108; Hedrick 1972:585-

586; McGee 1984:185; Schopmeyer 1974:840-843).

Many different species of grapes (Vitis) are native to the United States and produce edible

fruit. Some cultivated grapes, such as the Concord grape, were derived from wild species

(Medsger 1966:53-59). The seeds of the wild species are often large for the size of the berry.

Grapes can be eaten raw or used in jams, jellies, cold drinks, and for making wine. Generally,

wild grapes need more sweetening than cultivated grapes (Peterson 1977). The young leaves

can be cooked as greens or used to wrap meat for baking. "In various parts of the world,

including the West in pioneer times, grape leaves soaked in water were used as a poultice for

wounds." Internally and externally, the leaves would cure snake bites and disorders of the

internal organs (Peterson 1977). Wild grapes are found throughout the Southwest and Northeast

growing in thickets and edges of woods (Medsger 1966:53-59).

Corn (Zea mays) is a New World cultigen that has been an important cultivated food and

has become a common garden plant. Corn may be cooked in a variety of ways. Fresh ears of

corn may be cooked and eaten either on or off the cob. Kernels may be parched, soaked in
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water and boiled to make hominy, or dried kernels may be ground into a meal. Popcorn comes

from a genetic variation of Zea mays. The dried kernels are heated until they pop.

Weeds

Muenscher (1987:3) describes weeds as "those plants that grow where they are not

wanted. Whether a plant of a given species is considered a weed depends not only on its

characteristics and habitats, but also on its relative position with reference to other plants and

man." Weeds are often able to thrive in diverse and adverse circumstances. They are

commonly found in disturbed areas or in places undesirable to other plants. Many weed species

produce enormous quantities of seeds, and these seeds are often widely dispersed. Other weed

species are capable of reproducing vegetatively. These factors combine to produce a plant that

is very successful in competition with other plant species. The word "weed" is assigned here

to those plants that most likely represent native vegetation that were probably considered weeds

and not eaten by the various occupants of Lots 15 and 16. Some of these genera and families

also include cultivated flowers, and are so noted below.

Pigweed {Amaranthus) is a weed that commonly grows along roadsides and waste places

and in disturbed ground. Some species grow in moist ground, while other species are cultivated,

such as Celosia or cockscomb (Fernald 1950:602-604).

Goosefoot (Chenopodium) is primarily an annual weed, often flowering in the late

summer and autumn. The tiny flowers grow in clusters and can produce tens of thousands of

seeds per plant. The essential oil distilled from flowering and fruiting American wormseed (C.

ambrosoides) was (until recently) used against roundworms, hookworms, dwarf tapeworms, and

intestinal amoeba (Foster and Duke 1990:216). Goosefoot is commonly found in cultivated

fields, waste places, in open woods or thickets, and on stony hills (Fernald 1950:592-596;

Martin 1972). Goosefoot is an opportunistic weed, often establishing itself rapidly in disturbed

areas.

Rattlebox (Crotalaria) is a weedy, annual legume whose seeds lie loosely within the pods.

When the pod is dry, the loose seeds rattle in it. Rattlebox grows in a variety of habitats

including dry sandy soils, bogs and savannahs, in fields and waste places, and along roadsides

(Fernald 1950:889; Muenscher 1987:278-279).

Recovery of Poaceae seeds is almost expected since grasses are one of the most widely

distributed families in the world. Specifically, crabgrass and fingergrass (Digitaria) are weedy

annuals of warm and temperate regions. Small crabgrass (D. ischaemum) and large crabgrass

(D. sanguinalis) were introduced from Europe and can become serious weeds, especially small

crabgrass. These introduced species, as well as native species, are widespread in the eastern and

southern United States and are locally common everywhere else. Some species are believed to

have styptic properties. Crabgrass or fingergrass may be found in lawns, pastures, cultivated

fields, waste places, and along roadsides and ditchbanks (Fernald 1950: 190; Martin 1972:22-23;

Muenscher 1987:125-127). Goosegrass (Eleusine indica) is a widespread annual in the eastern

United States that was introduced from Asia. It is a common urban weed found in grasslands,

gardens, lawns, vacant lots, cultivated areas, and waste places (Martin 1972:19; Muenscher

1987: 129). Setaria are native and introduced annual or perennial grasses. European species are

especially troublesome weeds, although their seeds are important resources for wild birds.
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Italian or foxtail millet (S. italica) was cultivated in prehistoric times, and is still grown in the

United States as a hay crop. Palmgrass (5. palmifolia) is a native of India that is often grown

in greenhouses as an ornamental plant. Bristlegrass and foxtail (Setaria) may be found in moist

meadows, rich soils, dry ground, fields, gardens, pastures, lawns, and waste places (Hitchcock

1971:718-726; Martin 1972:26).

Flax (Linum), an annual herb, is the source of linen and linseed oil. Some species were

introduced from Europe where they had been cultivated for thousands of years. Flax seeds

were once used for skin and mouth sores, colds, coughs, fevers, inflammations, rheumatism,

gout, as a laxative, and mixed with lime water to relieve burns. Flax plants may be casual

weeds of waste places, prairies, thickets, open woods, and clearings (Fernald 1950:940-943;

Peterson 1977:178; Weber 1976:233-234).

Mallow or cheeseweed (Malva) are biennial or annual weeds that were introduced from

Europe and Asia as ornamentals. The young stems and leaves can be boiled and eaten like

spinach, or used to thicken soups and stews. The cheese-shaped disks of young, green fruits can

be eaten raw. Mallow and cheesewood (Malva), especially common mallow (A/, neglecta) is

widespread throughout the United States and can be found in dry, grassy fields, meadows,

cultivated areas, waste places, lawns, farmyards, and gardens (Britton and Brown, Volume 2

1970:514-516; Kirk 1975:27; Martin 1972:83; Muenscher 1987:311-313; Peterson 1977:108).

Carpetweed (Mollugo) is a prostrate annual that was introduced from tropical America.

This plant gets its name from the low, dense mat it forms when it grows. The whole plant of

Indian chickweed (M. verticullata) may be used as a potherb. Carpetweed may be found in

gardens, lawns, fields, and waste places, especially in sandy soils (Fernald 1950:608; Kirk

1975:50; Martin 1972:51; Muenscher 1987:199).

Wood sorrel (Oxalis) is a perennial, low-spreading plant with clover-like leaves. Some
grow as weedy wild flowers, while others are grown as ornamentals. The sour leaves may be

used in salads or steeped in water to make a drink. A type of rhubarb pie may be made from

the sour stems. True wood sorrel (O. acetosella) was cultivated in gardens as a minor

vegetable, but was never used extensively. Wood sorrel is found in rich, damp woods, banks,

prairies, roadsides, fields, waste places, and open woods (Kirk 1975:29; Martin 1972:73;

Medsger 1966:165; Niering and Olmstead 1979:667-669; Peterson 1977:104).

Knotweed and smartweed (Polygonum) plants contain an acrid juice which causes

smarting. Most species are annuals, but a few species are perennials. The peppery leaves of

certain species may be eaten raw in salads or cooked like spinach. Knotweed and smartweed

can become troublesome weeds, but are important foods for song birds, gamebirds, and

waterfowl. Knotweed and smartweed species are partial to moist soils in pastures and cultivated

fields, along ditches, and on trampled ground about yards, paths, roadsides, and waste places

(Kirk 1975:56; Martin 1972:40-42; Muenscher 1987).

Purslane (Portulaca) is a weedy annual with fleshy leaves and small, black seeds. This

plant is one of the better known wild edibles and is considered very nutritious. The leaves and

stems are rich in iron and contain Vitamins A and C, calcium, phosphorous, and small amounts

of omega-3 fatty acids. The whole plant may be cooked and seasoned like spinach, or added

raw to salads. If the plant is not entirely removed from the ground, fleshy stems will take root

and mature to seeds. Even when hoed, the stems can stay alive for a long period of time.

Portulaca may represent either weedy purslane or the cultivated ornamental, rose moss (P.
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grandiflora). Purslane is found in gardens, cultivated fields, lawns, and waste places; mostly

on rich soils (Kirk 1975:46; Martin 1972:52; Muenscher 1987; Peterson 1977:72).

Dock or sorrel (Rumex) are mostly perennials with edible leaves and leaf stems. Some
species are native to the United States, while others were introduced from Europe. Sour dock

and garden sorrel (R. acetosa) is a European dock that is sometimes grown in gardens as a

potherb. Native species sometimes become weeds in meadows and pastures, especially on low,

wet ground. Dock or sorrel plants are widespread in meadows, pastures, fields, lawns, swampy
or marshy places, and along roadsides (Martin 1972:38-39; Muenscher 1987:172-180).

Bulrush or threesquares (Scirpus) are annual or perennial sedges common in the eastern

United States. Bulrushes have cylindrical, bullwhip-like stems, while threesquares have

triangular stalks. Bulrush and threesquares (Scirpus) plants may be found in woods, thickets,

meadows, pastures, ricefields, ditches, swamps, bogs, marshes, and in other low, wet places

(Britton and Brown, Volume 1 1970:326; Martin 1972:31; Muenscher 1987:151).

Sesuvium or sea-purslane (Sesuvium) are usually prostrate, annual herbs of tropical and

warm-temperate regions. These plants are usually natives of sea-coasts and saline regions,

although S. Portulacastrum is a generic type found in southern states (Britton and Brown,

Volume 2 1970:34; Fernald 1950:606).

Many species of catchfly and campion (Silene) are widespread and common in eastern

North America. 5. stellata often grows in wildflower gardens pollinated by butterflies and

moths. Other species may be boiled and eaten like spinach. The fresh leaves are slightly bitter

due to a harmless amount of the toxin saponin. Catchfly and campion are found along

roadsides and railroads, and in fields, meadows, thickets, gardens, open woods, and waste places

(Muenscher 1987:209; Niering and Olmstead 1979:459-461; Peterson 1977:34).

Buffalo bur (Solarium rostratum) is native farther west in North America, and is

naturalized to the eastern portion of the United States as an aggressive weed (Fernald

1950:1254).

Chickweed or starwort (Stellaria) is a small, prostrate or erect weed. S. media is an

edible cosmopolitan weed that resembles spinach when boiled, and is a favorite food of chickens

and wild birds. Chickweed and starwort are common in rich woods, rocky slopes, waste places,

cultivated ground, roadsides, gardens, lawns, and disturbed areas (Kirk 1975: 44; Medsger

1966:146; Niering and Olmstead 1979:461-462).

Many species of clover (Trifolium) have been introduced from Europe, although others

are native to North America. Four-leaf clover (T. repens) is a familiar weed found in lawns.

T. pratense is one of the most common perennial clovers and is planted as a hay and pasture

crop. Clovers are high in protein and may be eaten raw, but are best when boiled, or soaked

in salt water for several hours. A tea may be made by steeping dried flowers in hot water.

Clovers are found in a variety of habitats including old fields, roadsides, prairies, dry woods,

gardens, and lawns (Kirk 1975:100-101; Martin 1972:67; Niering and Olmstead 1979:540-542;

Peterson 1977:56).
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RESULTS

Excavation Unit 47

Excavation Unit 47 is located in the "yard" area of Lot 15, between Park Buildings 7 and

15. A column from this excavation unit was examined for pollen and phytoliths to identify local

vegetation. The samples examined from Excavation Unit 47 represent a prehistoric deposit

(Stratum K), and depositions between 1803 and the 1880s (Tables 5. A. 1 and 5. A. 2). The pollen

record (Figures 5.1, 5.2, and Tables 5. A. 5, 5. A. 8) exhibited some obvious differences between

the single prehistoric sample and the overlying historic deposits. The prehistoric sample (22)

exhibited a larger quantity of arboreal or tree pollen than did the historic samples. A greater

variety of trees were represented as were larger frequencies of hickory/pecan (Carya), chestnut

(Castanea), oak (Quercus), and willow (Salix). The pollen record also exhibited small quantities

of alder (Alnus), birch (Betula), hazelnut (Corylus), walnut (Juglans), pine (Pinus), and

basswood or linden (Tilia), all representing local trees. The pollen record also notes

considerable evidence of grasses, forbs, and shrubs. The forest was probably not a uniformly

dense forest, but rather included large cleared areas. This is suggested by relatively large

quantities of grass family (Poaceae) pollen, as well as clover (Trifolium) pollen. Various

composites are also noted, as are members of the Cheno-am group, mustard family

(Brassicaceae), nightshade family (Solanaceae), and sumac family (Anacardiaceae). Pollen

preservation was moderately good in this sample, as only a moderate to small quantity of

Indeterminate pollen was noted.

The phytolith record from the prehistoric sample (22) exhibited a large quantity of

Panicoid phytoliths (Figure 5.3), indicating that tall grasses were relatively abundant prior to

historic occupation at Harpers Ferry. Festucoid, or cool season grasses, were also relatively

abundant. Only Chloridoid or grasses preferring warm dry conditions were rare. Phytoliths

representing plants other than grasses were relatively scarce and include Cyperaceae and a ridged

elongate typical of conifers. A single palm family (Palmae) phytolith was also recovered from

this level, indicating at least some mixing between the prehistoric and historic sediments. Both

sponge spicules and diatoms were present, indicating growth of these small animals in relatively

wet areas.

The pollen record from historic deposits from Excavation Unit 47 exhibited a severe

reduction in arboreal pollen accompanied by a large increase in Gramineae (grass family) pollen

in the lowest sample (21), representing 1803 to 1838. This may represent aggressive forest

cutting, as well as an expansion of the naturally grassy areas, and presence of lawns. At the

same time, the quantity of white clover (Trifolium pratense) pollen increases, indicating that as

the lawns proliferated, so did clover. Sedges (Cyperaceae) also appear to have been more

abundant in or next to the lawns, as a small quantity of Cyperaceae pollen was recovered from

sample 21. During the late 1830s, represented by sample 20, the pollen record exhibited a slight

increase in arboreal pollen, specifically oak (Quercus) pollen, suggesting a local increase in

oaks. At this time, there are also declines in both the grass family (Poaceae) and white clover

(Trifolium pratense) pollen, suggesting a possible slight reduction in lawns. Sample 19,

representing the mid- 1800s, exhibits a further increase in arboreal pollen, primarily as a result
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of the increase in pine (Pinus) pollen. Pines often grow as first stage successor trees, and may

represent growth of pines in areas where other trees have been cut from the forests. It is

interesting to note that the grass family (Poaceae) frequency declines slightly and white clover

(Trifolium pratense) pollen declines dramatically in this sample, as Low-spine Asteraceae pollen

rises. The rise in Low-spine Asteraceae indicates an increase in weeds at this time, as ragweed

was a common member of this group. Elm (Ulmus) pollen is also noted during this sample, but

was not present in the previous samples from this unit. Rose family (Rosaceae) and nightshade

family (Solanaceae) pollen were also both present in this sample.

Pollen was relatively sparse in samples 16 and 17, representing the upper strata. This

is largely due to relatively large quantities of charcoal in these samples.

Early in the historic record there is a dramatic drop in Panicoid phytoliths, and a similar

increase in Festucoid phytoliths. This may represent a cultural preference for eradicating the

Panicoid or tall grasses after historic occupation. Festucoid grasses remain the dominant grass

throughout this excavation unit with the exception of sample 19, during the mid-nineteenth

century. During this same level, the pollen record noted an increase in Low-spine Asteraceae,

signifying an increase in weeds, mostly notably ragweed. There was also a drop in white clover

(Trifolium pratense) pollen, indicating that clovers were far less abundant. Park Building 5 was

constructed during the 1850s, and it may be during this interval that we see the disturbance in

both the pollen and phytolith records. The increase in Panicoid grasses suggest that native

grasses were once again allowed to grow unchecked in this area, or that feed, including Panicoid

grasses, was brought in to feed animals housed in the nearby stable. The elevated Buliform

phytoliths noted in sample 20 suggest relatively wet conditions during the late 1830s. At this

time there was also an increase in ridged elongate phytoliths, probably representing conifers.

It is interesting to note that no pine (Pinus) pollen was recovered from this sample. Sponge

spicules and diatoms are particularly abundant in sample 20, as would be expected if conditions

were relatively wet. The combination of elevated Buliform, sponge spicule, and diatom remains

in this sample all combine to provide a signature indicating wet conditions during the late 1830s.

Different forms of elongate phytoliths are produced by different grasses. At present no key

exists to accurately assign these various forms of elongate phytoliths to specific genera. There

is a peak, however, in spiny elongate phytoliths in sample 21.

Corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae-type) starches were recovered from several of the pollen

samples in increasing frequencies from the low to high strata (Figure 5.2). The starch granules

may be present in the soil through decay of grass seeds in the soils. Sample 22, representing

the prehistoric era, exhibited a relatively small quantity of corn/grass family (Z^/Poaceae-type)

starch. Cultural samples 19 and 21, representing the 1803 to 1838 interval and the mid-

nineteenth century, both exhibited much larger corn/grass family (Ze#/Poaceae-type) starch

granule frequencies. In these samples, recovery of corn/grass family (ZealPoaceae-type) starch

granules may result from a cultural phenomenon, possibly discard of flour or meal in this area

or use of oats or other grains to feed animals stabled nearby. The Roeders arrived in the mid

1840s, using nearby Park Building 7 for storing supplies for the bakery and confectionery

business. It is after this time that the Zea/Poaceae-type starch peaks. This pattern of

distribution suggests discard of flour from the bakery in this area. The moderate quantity of

corn/grass family (Z^/Poaceae-type) starch recovered in sample 21 representing the 1830s- 1838

might have resulted from discard of bakery goods or kitchen debris, including flour from the
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hotel kitchen which would have been nearby. Indeed, recovery of phytoliths representing grass

in abundance in this area differs from the paucity of grass short-cell phytoliths noted by Rovner

(1992) behind Park Building 34 in Package 1 16. The recovery of a large quantity of grass short-

cell phytoliths from Excavation Unit 47 in Lot 15 probably reflects growth of grasses in this area

to feed the livestock, use of hay in this area to feed the livestock, or a mixture of these

practices. Poaceae (grass family) pollen may also be elevated in these samples for the same

reason.

Feature 292, Excavation Unit 54

Feature 292, from Excavation Unit 54, was a privy representing the 1830s and 1840s.

The privy was located on Lot 16, just east of and behind Park Building 16 and is related

primarily to the hotel occupation period. It is possible that the privy was used by any and all

of the neighborhood occupants. This privy was an unlined pit measuring 5 ft by 10 ft by 8 ft,

with 4 ft of actual privy deposits. When the use of the privy ended, it was sealed with sterile

coal cinders. Fill of the privy included clothing items, small wooden boxes, utensils,

toothbrushes, amber glass snuff bottles, plant material, and bone. Pollen, phytolith, parasite,

and macrofloral samples were collected from different levels of the privy fill.

Level I. One pollen, one phytolith, one parasite, and one macrofloral sample were

collected from Level I, the lowest privy fill level (Tables 5.A.1, 5. A. 2, 5. A. 3, 5. A. 4, and

5.A.6).

Pollen sample 70 exhibited an elevated mustard family (Brassicaceae) pollen frequency

(Figures 5.1, 5.2, and Table 5. A. 5), suggesting that mustard or mustard seeds were discarded.

The grass family (Poaceae) pollen frequency was similar to that noted in the stratigraphic

samples from Excavation Unit 47, suggesting that grass pollen represents a combination of local

grasses and introducted cultivated cereal pollens such as barley, rye, or wheat. Pea or bean

family (Fabaceae) pollen was present, specifically milkvetch or astragalus (Astragalus-type)

pollen. Tomato (Lycopersicon), pigeon pea (Cajanus-typo), strawberry (Fragaria), bean

(Phaseolus), grape (Vitis), and corn (Zea mays) pollen all represent foods consumed or discarded

by users of this privy. Brassicaeae pollen was elevated in this sample. This suggests the

possibility that a vegetable such as broccoli or cauliflower, which included flower buds, was

eaten. Tobacco (Nicotiana) pollen is present perhaps through use of tobacco products. Clove

(Eugenia) pollen represents the use of cloves as a seasoning. For the clove pollen to have

entered the digestive tract, either the cloves would have needed to be crushed and included in

foods or eaten whole. Corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae-type) starch granules were abundant in

this level, suggesting that starchy foods made from members of this family, possibly including

wheat and/or corn, were consumed.

Phytolith sample 70 exhibited similar quantities of Festucoid and Panicoid phytoliths to

the stratigraphic samples from Excavation Unit 47 (Figure 5.3), indicating that grass short-cells

may be present primarily through use of local dirt in the privy. The elevated sedge family

(Cyperaceae-type) phytoliths and ridged elongates underscore this probability. Elevated sponge

spicules noted in this sample suggest that the privy may have provided excellent conditions for

growth of these tiny organisms. A single fragment of cat hair was recovered from this sample.
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This hair exhibited some deterioration, suggesting that someone using the privy at this time

owned a cat. While it is possible that the cat hair was present in the sample as a modern

contaminant, the fact that the hair exhibited some deterioration suggests that it was present from

the time of privy use.

Parasite sample 70 exhibited a moderate quantity of parasites, including both Ascaris

lumbricoides and Trichuris trichiura (Figure 5.4, Tables 5. A. 4, and 5. A. 5). Roundworm

(Ascaris) eggs were more common than whipworm (Trichuris) eggs.

Macrofloral sample 165, from Level I (Table 5. A. 5), contained a variety of remains.

Raspberry (Rubus) seeds were the most abundant, followed by strawberry (Fragaria),

huckleberry (Gaylussacia), fig (Ficus), tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), blueberry

(Vaccinium), grape (Vitis), and cherry and plum (Prunus) seeds (Figure 5.5, Tables 5. A. 6, and

5. A. 7). Also present were probable serviceberry (Amelanchier), watermelon (Citrullus

vulgaris), cucumber (Cucumis sativus), apple (Malus), and possible pear (Pyrus) seeds. Mustard

(Brassica) and coriander (Coriandrum sativum) seeds may represent seasonings, although

mustard (Brassica) seeds may have resulted from growth of a weedy mustard nearby. Pokeweed

(Phytolacca) may have been grown for use as a food resource, or recovery of seeds may also

have resulted from growth of a nearby weed. One mint family (Lamiaceae) seed may represent

medicinal or other uses of mint. Seeds that most likely represent weeds include pigweed

(Amaranthus), goosefoot (Chenopodium), probable mallow (Malva), smartweed (Polygonum),

purslane (Portulaca), possible bulrush (Scirpus), possible sea-purslane (Sesuvium), and

chickweed (Stellaria). Presence of a variety of weed seeds suggests the probability that dirt was

thrown into the privy, most likely as an attempt to control odor.

Numerous bone fragments, eggshell, fish scale, a squirrel/chipmunk molar, and possible

bead fragment probably represent kitchen and household trash that was thrown in the privy.

Sclerotia were also present. Sclerotia are also commonly called "carbon balls". These forms

are mycorrhizae associations produced in the soil by the fungi Cenococcum graniforme

(McWeeney 1989:227). They are the resting structures of the fungus, and were identified by

Kristiina Vogt, Professor of Ecology in the School of Forestry and Environmental Studies at

Yale University. Sclerotia are small, black, solid or hollow balls that range from 0.5 to 4 mm
in diameter. Sclerotia appear to be ubiquitous and are found with coniferous and deciduous trees

including fir (Abies), common juniper (Juniperus communis), larch (Larix), spruce (Picea), pine

(Pinus), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga) , sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus) , alder (Alnus), birch

(Betula), American hornbeam (Carpinus carliniana), hickory (Carya), American chestnut

(Castanea dentata), hazelnut (Corylus), hawthron (Cataegus monogyna), beech (Fagus),

poplar/cottonwood/aspen (Populus), oak (Quercus), alder bush (Rhamnus fragula), willow

(Salix), chokecherry (Sorbus), and linden (Tilia) (McWeeney 1989:229-230; Trappe 1962). A
couple of pieces of oak (Quercus) charcoal were also recovered. The presence of charcoal (and

coal) in privy samples may represent fireplace and/or stove ashes that were dumped in the

privies along with other household trash.

Level H-2. Level H-2, representing wall slump near the bottom of the privy, was also

sampled for pollen, phytolith, parasite, and macrofloral remains. Pollen sample 68 exhibited

a reduction in pollen that may be attributable to food consumption or discard. Milkvetch and

astragalus (Astragalus-type) pollen was still present, and may represent a local weed or use of
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the roasted seeds in a coffee-type beverage. Tomato (Lycopersicon) pollen was again noted in

a small quantity. Clove (Eugenia) pollen has increased, and two types of starch were noted,

although corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae) starch is more abundant. Panicoid-type phytoliths

were more abundant in phytolith sample 68 than elsewhere in this privy. The quantity noted in

this sample is consistent with the quantity of Panicoid phytoliths observed from the prehistoric

sample. In light of the description of this sample as representing wall slump near the bottom

of the privy, the phytolith record is consistent with an interpretation that this sample was

comprised largely of native soils that were mixed with privy deposits.

Parasite sample 68 exhibited a very low quantity of parasites, which included only

roundworm (Ascaris). Again, the relatively low concentration of parasites would be expected

in sediments that were a mixture of privy deposits and wall slump.

Fig (Ficus) seeds were the most abundant seed type to be recovered from macrofloral

sample 161. Fig (Ficus) seeds, along with raspberry (Rubus), blueberry (Vaccinium),

huckleberry (Gaylussacia), grape (Vitis), tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), strawberry

(Fragaria), apple (Malus), elderberry (Sambucus), tomatillo (Physalis), and cucumber (Cucumis

sativus) seeds, indicate consumption of various fruits and vegetables. Mustard (Brassica),

coriander (Coriandrum sativum), and probable sage (Salvia) seeds may represent seasonings.

Again, pokeweed (Phytolacca) may have been grown as a food resource or may have been

present as a weed. Lamiaceae seeds may represent purposeful use of a member of the mint

family or accidental deposition due to weeds. The possible flax (Linum) seed is probably present

through weedy growth, as are pigweed (Amaranthus)
,
goosefoot (Chenopodium), wood sorrel

(Oxalis), smartweed (Polygonum), purslane (Portulaca), dock (Rumex), possible sea-purslane

(Sesuvium), and white clover (Trifolium pratense-type) seeds. Caryophyllaceae (pink family)

seeds may represent cultivated or weedy flowers. Bone, fish scale fragments, and coal may be

the result of discarded kitchen debris in the privy. Oak (Quercus) charcoal was also present.

Level G-L Pollen sample 61, phytolith sample 61, parasite sample 61, and macrofloral

sample 153 were recovered from privy fill Level G-l.

Pollen sample 61 exhibits an elevated grass family (Gramineae) pollen frequency,

accompanied by milkvetch and astragalus (Astragalus-type), mustard family (Brassicaceae),

currant (Ribes), nightshade family (Solanaceae), tobacco (Nicotiana), clove (Eugenia), grape

(Vitis), and corn (Zea mays) pollen. A very small quantity of grass family (Poaceae) starch was

recorded in this sample. In the pollen record sample 61, 68, and 70 exhibit similarities in that

they all contain milkvetch and astragalus (Astragalus-type) and clove (Eugenia) pollen, which

is absent from all other samples from this privy. This suggests either a difference in food

consumed or perhaps a difference in occupants in nearby buildings at that time.

Phytolith sample 61 exhibited large quantities of Buliform and Pillow-shaped phytoliths,

indicating relatively wet conditions for the growth of grasses that produce these cells. Sponge

spicules were also elevated in this sample, indicating that these small organisms also lived in

abundance. Tracheids were also numerous in this sample in contrast to sample 70 from this

same privy which had only a very small quantity.

Parasite sample 61 exhibited the largest quantity of total parasites in this privy or any

other privy examined from Lot 16. The increase in parasites is primarily the result of a large

increase in roundworm (Ascaris) eggs. Both fertile and infertile eggs were noted in these
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deposits. The quantity of whipworm (Trichuris) eggs was reduced relative to sample 70. The

parasite record suggests that at this point one or more people severely infected with roundworms

were using this privy.

Macrofloral sample 153 contained numerous raspberry (Rubus), strawberry (Fragaria),

tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), blueberry (Vaccinium), huckleberry (Gaylussacia), fig

(Ficus), mustard (Brassica), grape (Vitis), and apple (Malus) seeds, as well as red pepper

(Capsicum), watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris), cucumber (Cucumis sativus), coriander

(Coriandrum sativum), and cherry and plum (Prunus) seeds. These seeds represent a number

of fruits, vegetables, and seasonings. A couple of whole blueberry (Vaccinium) berries and one

unidentifiable charred berry fragment were also found. Phytolacca seeds were again present,

possibly indicating use of pokeweed plants. Weedy plants are represented by pigweed

(Amaranthus), goosefoot (Chenopodium)
,
probable mallow (Malva), smartweed (Polygonum),

purslane (Portulaca), dock (Rumex), possible sea-purslane (Sesuvium), buffalobur (Solanum

rostratum), and probable chickweed (Stellaria) seeds. One nightshade family (Solanaceae) seed

may represent either an edible resource or a weed. Numerous bone fragments, fish scale

fragments, and a possible corset hook fragment indicate discard of household and kitchen debris.

Level F-3. Privy fill Level F-3 is represented by pollen sample 57, phytolith sample 57,

parasite sample 57, and macrofloral sample 149.

Pollen sample 57 contains a limited quantity of pollen that might represent foods

consumed. These include Solanaceae, which probably represents tomatoes, pigeon pea (Cajanus-

type) Fabaceae, and corn (Zea mays). A very small quantity of corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae-

type) starch was also recovered.

Phytolith sample 57 was composed primarily of grass short-cells, probably derived from

local grasses growing in the vicinity of the privy or the soil thrown into the privy. This sample

is conspicuous by the absence of most other types of phytoliths.

Parasite sample 57 records a dramatic drop in both total parasites and roundworm

(Ascaris) parasites. Quantity of whipworm (Trichuris) parasites remained stable when compared

with the previous sample 61 from a lower stratum. This dramatic change in parasite quantity

suggests that either the person or persons heavily infected with roundworm had been cured, had

moved away, or had died. The person or persons infected with whipworm (Trichuris) remained.

Macrofloral sample 149 contained the greatest variety of remains. This sample also

contained the largest quantity of seeds, with raspberry (Rubus) being the most abundant. Other

seeds representing edible resources include huckleberry (Gaylussacia), strawberry (Fragaria),

blueberry (Vaccinium), grape (Vitis), cherry and plum (Prunus), fig (Ficus), tomato

(Lycopersicon esculentum), tomatillo (Physalis), apple (Malus), cucumber (Cucumis sativus), and

elderberry (Sambucus). These seed types were not as abundant as the raspberry (Rubus) seeds.

Mustard (Brassica) and coriander (Coriandrum sativum) seeds most likely represent the use of

seasonings, although a weedy mustard may have been growing nearby. Pokeweed (Phytolacca)

may have been cultivated as a food resource, or may have been growing as a weed. The
Lamaceae and probable motherwort (Leonuris) seeds may represent medicinal and/or other uses

of members of the mint family, or may also be the result of weedy mints growing in the area.

Charred unidentifiable berry fragments may have resulted from the accidental charring of a food

resource during preparation.
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Pigweed (Amaranthus), pink family (Caryophyllaceae), catchfly (Silene), chickweed

(Stellaria), goosefoot (Chenopodium), probable crabgrass (Digitaria), possible rattlebox

(Crotalaria), red clover (Trifolium repens-type), wood sorrel (Oxalis), smartweed (Polygonum),

and purslane (Portulaca) seeds, and dock (Rumex) fruit fragments represent weeds that were

probably growing in the neighborhood. Coal, bone, eggshell, fish bone, fish scale, glass

fragments, and a probable buckle suggest that household and kitchen debris were thrown into

this privy. Numerous carbon balls were also recovered. Pine (Pinus) charcoal was dominant

in sample 149, with probable maple (Acer) present in slightly lesser amounts. Oak (Quercus)

charcoal was also present.

Level F-l. Pollen, phytolith, parasite, and macrofloral samples were also collected from

privy fill Level F-l.

Pollen sample 54 contained pollen similar to that noted in sample 57. Pigeon pea

(Cajanus-typo), grape (Vitis), and corn (Zea mays) pollen were all present, as was a small

quantity of corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae-type) starch. Nightshade family (Solanaceae) pollen,

however, was absent.

Phytolith sample 54 exhibited a wide variety of phytoliths, most of which appear to

represent elements of local vegetation. The single exception was the reappearance of palm

family (Palmae) phytoliths in a small quantity.

Parasite sample 54 displayed very little evidence of parasites. Only roundworm (Ascaris)

eggs were present, and those were noted in a very small quantity; only an estimated 675 parasite

eggs per milliliter of privy soil. Next to sample 68 from Level H-2, this sample exhibits the

smallest quantity of parasite eggs in the privy.

Raspberry (Rubus) seeds were again dominant in macrofloral sample 143 from privy fill

Level F-l, although not the extent that they were in sample 149 from Level F-3. Other edible

resources are represented by strawberry (Fragaria), huckleberry (Gaylussacia) , tomatillo

(Physalis), fig (Ficus), grape (Vitis), blueberry (Vaccinium), tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum),

cucumber (Cucumis sativus), cherry (Prunus), and elderberry (Sambucus) seeds, and possibly

mustard (Brassica), sage (Salvia), and pokeweed (Phytolacca) seeds. Lamiaceae and probable

motherwort (Leonuris) seeds may again indicate use of mint plants, possibly as medicinal

resources. A greater number and variety of weedy seeds were present in this sample, possibly

indicating that greater quantities of dirt were being thrown into the privy, or that weeds were

becoming more numerous (does pollen support this?). These weedy seeds include pigweed

(Amaranthus), goosefoot (Chenopodium), goosegrass (Eleusine indica), wood sorrel (Oxalis),

smartweed (Polygonum), purslane (Portulaca), dock (Rumex), possible bulrush (Scirpus),

chickweed (Stellaria), white clover (Trifolium pratense-type), and red clover (Trifolium repens-

type). A few bone fragments may indicate discard of kitchen debris. Carbon balls were also

recovered. Chestnut (Castanea) and pine (Pinus) charcoal were present.

Level E. Level E, the top of the main privy deposits, is represented by one pollen, one

phytolith, one parasite, and one macrofloral sample.

Pollen sample 50 exhibited a similar pollen record to samples 54 and 57 below it. Small

quantities of mustard family (Brassicaceae), tomato (Lycopersicon), pigeon pea (Cajanus-type),
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and corn (Zea mays) pollen were noted. No corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae) starch was

observed in this sample.

Phytolith sample 50 exhibited a phytolith record very similar to that from sample 54,

including the small quantity of palm family (Palmae) phytoliths.

Parasite sample 50 exhibited small quantities of both roundworm (Ascaris) and whipworm

(Trichuris) parasites. The total quantity of parasites recovered, however, was still relatively

low, although it was higher than in samples either immediately before or after it

stratigraphically.

Macrofloral sample 128, also from Level E, contained less variety and quantity of

remains than did the samples from earlier levels. Edible resources are represented by tomato

(Lycopersicon esculentum) seeds, which are dominant, raspberry (Rubus), grape (Vitis),

pumpkin/squash (Cucurbira), tomatillo (Physalis), apple (Malus), elderberry (Sambucus), fig

(Ficus), strawberry (Fragaria), cherry and plum (Prunus) seeds, and possibly pokeweed

(Phytolacca) seeds. One probable sage (Salvia) seed may indicate use as a seasoning. One

hawthorn (Crataegus) seed suggests use of hawthorn berries, possibly as a medicinal resource.

Weedy plants are represented by pigweed (Amaranthus)
,
goosefoot (Chenopodium)

,
goosegrass

(Eleusine indica), mallow family (Malvaceae), wood sorrel (Oxalis), smartweed (Polygonum),

purslane (Portulaca), and dock (Rumex) seeds. Bone and coal fragments suggest that trash was

dumped into the privy. Carbon balls, as well as oak (Quercus) and maple (Acer) charcoal, were

also present.

Level D. Level D consisted of a wall slump and privy deposit mixture, and was the

uppermost fill from this privy sent for analysis. Pollen, phytolith, parasite, and macrofloral

samples were collected from this level.

Pollen sample 49 exhibited an elevated grass family (Gramineae) pollen frequency, some

of which were large enough to represent wheat, or possibly other domesticated cereals. In

addition, the pollen record exhibited nightshade family (Solanaceae), and probably tomato

(Lycopersicon), although the identification could not be made at the genus level. The variety

of pollen representing foods has declined severely in this sample compared with samples below

it.

Phytolith sample 49 contained phytoliths very similar to samples 50 and 54 in both

variety and quantities observed. Again, a small quantity of palm family (Palmae) phytoliths

were recorded.

Although the total quantity of parasites decreased in parasite sample 49, the quantity of

whipworm (Trichuris) eggs increased. It is possible that the reduction in parasites represents

the mixture of wall slump and privy deposit in this sample. If so, parasitism was more common
in the population using this privy at the time represented by Level D than appears from the

numbers.

Macrofloral sample 125, from Level D, contained only grape (Vitis), raspberry (Rubus),

tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), fig (Ficus), tomatillo (Physalis), and elderberry (Sambucus)

seeds, all edible resources. Bone, fish scale fragments, coal, carbon balls, and probable cedar

(Juniperus) charcoal were also recovered.
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Feature 213, Excavation Unit 51

Feature 213, also a privy, was located at the northern end of Lot 16. It was used during

the first half of the twentieth century, if not earlier, and consisted of a 5 ft
2 wood-lined pit

located next to the Hog Alley retaining wall. A 1957 picture shows that the door of the privy

faced Park Building 16, suggesting that the privy was used by the Burleigh family. It is believed

that Park Building 5 was vacant during most of the privy's existence. Pollen, phytolith, parasite,

and macrofloral samples were again examined from different levels of the privy fill (Tables

5.A.1, 5.A.2, 5.A.4, and 5.A.6).

Level F-2. Level F-2 is the lowest level of privy fill. This level is represented by pollen

sample 15, phytolith sample 15, parasite sample 15, and macrofloral sample 15.

Pollen sample 15 exhibited a small quantity of both mustard family (Brassicaceae) and

clove (Eugenia) pollen, suggesting that mustard may have been consumed, or that Brassicaceae

pollen is present as a member of the weed community (Figures 5.1, 5.2, and Table 5. A. 5).

Recovery of clove (Eugenia) pollen indicates that users of this privy ate food seasoned with

cloves. An unidentified crystal was recovered in large quantities from this sample. The form

is not typical of any foods examined thus far, and similar forms were not recovered in the

phytolith sample from this same level. Therefore, no interpretation of the significance of this

crystal relative to diet may be made.

Phytolith sample 15 exhibited a large quantity of Panicoid phytoliths similar to that

recovered in the prehistoric sample (22) and sample 68 containing wall slump from the other

privy (Figure 5.3). This signature suggests the possibility that this level contained a significant

amount of dirt from an area in which tall grasses grew. The presence of Cyperaceae phytoliths

indicates that members of the sedge family, possibly weedy members, were also common.
Parasite sample 15 exhibited a small quantity of total parasites, which is consistent with

a level containing a mixture of privy deposits and local soils (Figure 5.4 and Table 5. A. 4).

Roundworm (Ascaris) eggs were again the most numerous.

Macrofloral sample 15 contained a few seeds indicative of food consumption, including

raspberry (Rubus), fig (Ficus), cherry (Prunus), grape (Vitis), elderberry (Sambucus), and

possibly pokeweed (Phytolacca) (Figure 5.6 and Table 5. A. 7). Weedy plants are represented

by pigweed (Amaranthus), goosefoot (Chenopodium), carpetweed (Mollugo), and wood sorrel

(Oxalis) seeds. Carbon balls, coal, and hickory/pecan (Carya) charcoal were also present.

Level E-l. Privy fill Level E-l is also represented by one pollen, one phytolith, one

parasite, and one macrofloral sample.

Pollen sample 13 exhibited pollen very similar to that recovered in sample 15. Mustard

family (Brassicaceae) and clove (Eugenia) pollen were both present again. In addition, small

quantities of milkvetch/astragalus (Astragalus-type), nightshade family (Solanaceae), and corn

(Zea mays) pollen also indicate elements of the diet.

Phytolith sample 13 exhibited a declining frequency of Panicoid phytoliths accompanied

by an increasing quantity of Festucoid phytoliths. Other phytolith types were noted in small

quantities and in general appeared to represent local vegetation. Cyperaceae phytoliths were

absent from this sample and a small quantity of palm family (Palmae) phytoliths were noted.
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Figure 5.6. Seeds representing economic plants from Feature 213.

The parasite record in sample 13 exhibited an increase in both the roundworm (Ascaris)

and whipworm (Trichuris) frequencies. Although roundworm (Ascaris) parasite eggs were by

far the most numerous, nearly a tenfold increase in both roundworm (Ascaris) and whipworm
(Trichuris) parasite eggs was noted. This may represent an increase in parasite infestation, a

greater quantity of privy deposits, and/or a lesser amount of soil added to the privy. Recovery

of a much larger quantity of seeds from sample 13 suggests that this level does indeed contain

more privy deposits and less soil fill.

Seeds representing food resources were most abundant in macrofloral sample 13 from

Level E-l. This sample also contained the greatest variety of seeds from edible resources.
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Raspberry (Rubus) seeds were the most abundant, followed by fig (Ficus) seeds. Strawberry

(Fragaria), tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), grape (Vitis), huckleberry (Gaylussacia), and

elderberry (Sambucus) seeds were present in lesser quantities. Two nightshade family

(Solanaceae) seeds may represent an edible resource or a weed. One goosefoot (Chenopodium)

seed, and possibly the Solanaceae seeds, were the only evidence of weedy plants to be

recovered. Bone and coal fragments may represent trash that was discarded in the privy.

Carbon balls were present, as were possible osage orange (Madura) and oak (Quercus) charcoal.

Level D-4. Pollen sample 1 1 ,
phytolith sample 1 1 ,

parasite sample 1 1 , and macrofloral

sample 11 were collected from privy fill Level D-4.

Pollen sample 1 1 exhibited the largest frequency of grass family (Gramineae) pollen

noted in this privy. It is accompanied by a slightly elevated milkvetch and astragalus

(Astragalus-type) pollen frequency, as well as small quantities of nightshade family (Solanaceae),

pigeon pea (Cajanus-type), strawberry (Fragaria), clove (Eugenia), and corn (Zea mays) pollen.

In addition, both solid starch and corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae-type) starch were noted. This

sample also exhibits a relatively large quantity of unidentified crystals. The pollen record

documents consumption of a variety of foods and spices.

Phytolith sample 1 1 continued the pattern of declining Panicoid and increasing Festucoid

phytoliths. This sample also exhibited elevated Prickle phytoliths, common to many grasses,

as well as elevated elongate smooth and spiny phytoliths which are also produced by a variety

of grasses. The quantity of sponge spicules also increases in this sample, suggesting that these

minute organisms lived either in the privy or in soils thrown into the privy. No components of

the phytolith record appear to be representative of food consumption.

Parasite sample 1 1 exhibited an even greater quantity of total parasites than did sample

13 below it. This increase may be attributed solely to an increase in roundworm (Ascaris)

parasite eggs, as the whipworm (Trichuris) frequency declines in this sample. Sample 11

exhibits the largest frequency of total parasites for this privy.

Macrofloral sample 11 contained fig (Ficus), raspberry (Rubus), grape (Vitis), tomato

(Lycopersicon esculentum), and elderberry (Sambucus) seeds, which are all edible resources.

One Portulaca seed suggests that purslane was growing nearby. Bone and coal fragments

suggest disposal of kitchen debris in the privy. Oak (Quercus) charcoal was dominant, with

hickory/pecan (Carya) charcoal also present.

Level D-l. Level D-l represents the highest level of the privy fill still existing (the

original top was removed by grading). One pollen, one phytolith, one parasite, and one

macrofloral sample were examined from this level.

Pollen sample 9 exhibited a moderate quantity of grass family (Poaceae) pollen,

accompanied by small quantities of milkvetch/astragalus (Astragalus-type), tomato

(Lycopersicon), pigeon pea (Cajanus-type), and corn (Zea mays) pollen. The corn/grass family

(Zea/Poaceae-type) starch recorded for this sample was greatly elevated compared with other

samples from this privy. Only a very small quantity of unidentified crystals was noted. This

sample suggests that relatively large samples of corn and perhaps other cereal grains were

consumed in the diet at this time.
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The phytolith record in sample 9 was dominated by Festucoid-type short-cells. Other

phytoliths were consistent with grasses in the local vegetation. Cyperaceae phytoliths are again

noted to be present, as were ridged elongate phytoliths probably representing conifers. A small

quantity of Palmae (palm family) phytoliths were recovered from this sample.

The quantity of total parasites declined drastically in parasite sample 9. The lack of

evidence for soil mixing within the privy deposits may be interpreted as evidence that sanitation

had greatly improved.

Foods are represented in the macrofloral record by raspberry (Rubus), probable tomato

(Lycopersicon esculentum), and elderberry (Sambucus) seeds recovered from sample 9. Purslane

(Portulaca) and goosefoot (Chenopodium) plants were most likely growing as weeds in the area.

Coal and glass fragments indicate trash in the privy. A few carbon balls were also found.

Macrofloral sample 9 contained the greatest variety of charcoal, with pine (Pinus) and

oak (Quercus) charcoal equally abundant. Hickory/pecan (Carya), chestnut (Castanea), ash

(Fraxinus), and possible sweet gum (Liquidambar) charcoal were also present, as was one piece

of uncharred pine (Pinus) wood.

Level A-l. The mixed soils on top of the privy fill, Level A-l, are represented by

pollen, phytolith, parasite, and macrofloral samples.

Pollen sample 8 exhibited evidence of continued presence of foods. The pollen record

contains small quantities of mustard family (Brassicaceae), nightshade family (Solanaceae),

tomato (Lycopersicon), pigeon pea (Cajanus-type), and corn (Zea mays) pollen that may be

present through food consumption. Indeed, the pigeon pea (Cajanus-type) pollen increases in

this sample. A relatively small quantity of corn/grass family (Zetf/Poaceae-type) starch was

noted in this sample.

Phytolith sample 8 was very similar to sample 9 below it. Sample 8 also exhibited a

small quantity of palm family (Palmae) phytoliths, indicating that a member of this family was

consumed.

The parasite record in sample 8 again reflects a very low quantity of total parasites.

Roundworm (Ascaris) parasite eggs were the only type recovered. Continued good hygiene

practices and/or the presence of mixed soils are probably responsible for this low quantity of

parasites recovered.

Macrofloral sample 74, from Level A-l, contained a variety of seeds. Raspberry

(Rubus), elderberry (Sambucus), fig (Ficus), and grape (Vitis) seeds indicate consumption of

fruits. A Lamiaceae seed may indicate use of a member of the mint family, or may be the result

of growth of a weedy mint. A nightshade (Solanaceae) seed fragment may represent an edible

resource or a weed. Pigweed (Amaranthus), purslane (Portulaca), bristlegrass (Setaria), and

chickweed (Stellaria) seeds suggest growth of weedy plants in the area. Bone, coal, glass, and

a possible shingle fragment may represent discard of household or other debris in the privy.

Carbon balls were present. Pine (Pinus) and oak (Quercus) charcoal were again equally

abundant in this sample.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Two privies were sampled for pollen, phytoliths, parasites, and macrofloral remains from

Package 118 in Harpers Ferry National Historical Park in order to provide information about

the neighborhood, diet, and health. These privies represent use from an 1830s- 1840s hotel

occupation (Feature 292), and early twentieth-century domestic use (Feature 213). In addition,

a yard area was sampled for pollen and phytoliths to provide insight into what the local

vegetation consisted of.

Pollen

The pollen record displays evidence that the occupants of Harpers Ferry cut down natural

forested areas to build the town. They increased natural grassy areas or put in lawns, with the

result that in at least some areas, clover (Trifolium) increased as well. One result of cutting the

trees in the vicinity of Harpers Ferry was to reduce the variety of trees in the local forests, and

increase quantities of pine and oak relative to other trees.

Pollen that might represent weedy plants was rare in the samples collected from the yard

area of Lot 15. It was more common, however, in samples from the privy. Pink family

(Caryophyllaceae) pollen was recovered in sample 19 from the yard and in the upper portion of

the hotel privy (Feature 292). Dandelion (Liguliflorae) pollen was recovered sporadically from

these samples. It was noted in the prehistoric sample from the yard area, but not from yard

samples above this. Dandelion also was noted in privy samples from the upper portion of

Feature 292, as well as from both the base and the upper portion of Feature 213, the twentieth

century privy. Mustard family (Brassicaceae) pollen may be present as a result of growth of

weedy plants or consumption of mustards. Sedge family (Cyperaceae) pollen most likely

represents weedy plants and was noted in the early yard area (sample 21), as well as sporadically

throughout Feature 292.

White clover (Trifolium pratense) pollen was noted in relatively large quantities early in

the history of the backyard samples. It was noted throughout most of the samples from the

twentieth-century privy (Feature 213), and is more common in the upper samples of Feature 292

than in the lower samples. Honeysuckle (Lonicera) pollen was noted in sample 61 from Feature

292. Honeysuckle (Lonicera) is a shrub that commonly grows in thickets, as well as the

cultivated honeysuckle. Plantain (Plantago), a common lawn weed, was noted only in Feature

213, the twentieth century privy. Collomia (Collomia-type) phlox family (Polemoniaceae) pollen

were noted in sample 13 from Feature 213, and may represent local weeds or a cultivated

flowers. Smartweed and knotweed (Polygonum) probably represents a local weed and was

recovered only from Feature 292, representing use during the 1830s. Rose family (Rosaceae)

pollen was also particularly abundant in samples from Feature 292, and suggests that throughout

the occupation represented by these privy deposits, rose bushes may well have been planted

somewhere in the vicinity of the outhouse. Dock (Rumex) pollen was also abundant in Feature

292, and probably represents a local weed. Possible sea-purslane (Sesuvium) pollen was noted

in Feature 292, and probably also represents local weeds.
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Of the pollen types recovered from the yard area, none of them represent plants from a

vegetable garden, except possibly mustard family (Brassicaceae) and nightshade family

(Solanaceae). Brassicaceae vegetables that might have been grown include broccoli, cauliflower,

cabbage, turnips, collard greens, and mustard greens. It is far more probable, however, that

recovery of mustard family (Brassicaceae) pollen in the yard samples represents local weeds.

Nightshade family (Solanaceae) pollen may be present through growth of weeds or tomatoes.

Since this pollen type was recovered in frequencies that did not exceed those of the two privies,

it is unlikely that they represent a vegetable garden. Pollen recovered from the yard that might

represent cultivated flowers include pink family (Caryophyllaceae), honeysuckle (Lonicera),

collomia (Collomia-type), phlox family (Polemoniaceae), and rose family (Rosaceae). All of

these pollen types represent plants that could have been present as part of the native vegetation

of this area. Rose family pollen (Rosaceae) was noted in Strata A-E and Stratum H from yard

samples. It may be that roses were being grown in the yard area. Since Rosaceae pollen was

also recovered from Feature 292, it is possible that roses were being picked and used in flower

arrangements, and the old flowers were discarded in the privy. No other indications of a garden

in the yard area were noted in the pollen record. The variety of weeds noted in the pollen

record from Features 292 and 213 overlap in types. Each privy was unique in that they both

exhibited pollen representing local weeds not observed in the other privy.

Pollen recovered from the two privy deposits that appear to represent foods or

condiments is varied. The pollen record exhibited nightshade family (Solanaceae) and tomato

(Lycopersicon), a member of the Solanaceae family, throughout most of the deposits from both

privies. Solanaceae pollen was also recovered occasionally from sediments from Excavation

Unit 47 in the lower portion of Lot 15. Nightshade family (Solanaceae) could not be identified

positively to genus, but may well represent tomato (Lycopersicon). Tomato seeds were

ubiquitous throughout the privy deposits, so recovery of tomato pollen throughout any of these

levels would not be surprising.

Tobacco (Nicotiana) pollen was present in sample 61 and 70 in the lower deposits of

Feature 292. Recovery of tobacco (Nicotiana) pollen suggests that hotel patrons and/or staff

used snuff or chewing tobacco, since ingestion of the tobacco juice or snuffing tobacco would

be most likely to introduce tobacco pollen into the gastro-intestinal tract.

Pea or bean family (Fabaceae) pollen was relatively successfully divided between

milkvetch and astragalus (Astragalus-type) and pigeon pea (Cajanus-type). Milkvetch and

astragalus (Astragalus-type) pollen was recovered from the base of Feature 292. It was absent

from samples above this level within this feature. This pollen may have been introduced into

the privy through cultivation, roasting, and grinding these seeds for use in a coffee-like

beverage, as is reported to have been popular in portions of Germany. It is interesting to note

that milkvetch and astragalus (Astragalus-type) pollen also was recovered from Feature 213,

indicating use during the early twentieth century. Pigeon pea (Cajanus-type) pollen was

recovered from the base of Feature 292, as well as from some of the upper deposits. This

indicates that these peas were also eaten by the hotel occupants. This pollen type was recovered

in the upper portion of Feature 213, indicating that these peas were again consumed during the

twentieth century by different occupants of Park Building 16.

Mustard family (Brassicaceae) pollen was noted to be scattered throughout samples from

both privies. It may be present through accidental introduction of weed pollen from local soils
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thrown into the privy to help keep down the smell. Alternatively, this pollen may represent

mustard that was consumed intentionally as a condiment.

Currant (Ribes) pollen was noted only once in sample 61 from Feature 292. A general

lack of this pollen type throughout the privy records suggests that currants were not widely used.

Any consumption was probably confined to items such as currant jelly or currant wine, neither

of which contain seeds.

Strawberry (Fragaria) pollen was recovered occasionally from both privies. However,

fragaria seeds were far more numerous. Absence of this pollen from the pollen record may not

be used to interpret level of consumption of strawberries in the diets. Recovery of strawberry

(Fragaria) pollen indeed, appears to be fortuitous.

Clove (Eugenia) pollen was noted in the lower deposits from Feature 292, as well as

from the lower deposits from Feature 213. Recovery of clove (Eugenia) pollen is expected

whenever cloves are included as a condiment, because cloves are the unopened flower buds

containing pollen. Cloves would be ingested if they were used as a powder in baking or as

clove fragments, rather than whole clove buds used in cooking. If whole clove buds used in

cooking ham or flavoring a sauce from which they could readily be retrieved, clove (Eugenia)

pollen might not be recovered from coprolitic materials unless the individual eating the cloves

chewed the cloves to release the pollen contained inside.

Bean (Phaseolus) pollen was noted only in sample 70, the lowest sample examined from

Feature 292 associated with the 1830s hotel. Recovery of this pollen was fortuitous, as bean

(Phaseolus) is only rarely represented in the pollen record, even when consumed regularly.

Recovery of Phaseolus pollen documents that the hotel fare included beans.

Corn (Zea mays) pollen was recovered throughout most of the samples examined from

both privies. Corn appears to have been an important element of the diet for the occupants.

Recovery of grass family (Poaceae) starch may represent consumption of corn, and/or other

cereal grains. Larger quantities of corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae-type) starch were noted in

the lower samples of Feature 292 and in one of the upper samples from Feature 213. Elevation

of corn/grass family (Zea/Poaceae-type) starch granules in the privy deposits may coincide with

increased consumption of bakery goods and/or corn. An elevated quantity of corn/grass family

(Zea/Poaceae-type) starch was also noted in sample 19, in Excavation Unit 47, from the yard

provenience associated with the Roeders. This may have resulted from discarding baked goods

or flour in the area or possibly from feeding oats to livestock.

In summary, an 1830s- 1840s hotel privy (Feature 292) exhibited pollen evidence of

consumption of a variety of vegetables including tomato, pigeon peas, beans, and corn. The

corn may also have been consumed as cornmeal, providing carbohydrates. Fruits represented

by pollen from Feature 292 include currant and strawberry. Evidence for condiments includes

the mustard family and cloves. Milkvetch and astragalus (Astragalus-type) may reflect roasting

and grinding astragalus seeds to make a coffee-like beverage popular in Germany, or its presence

as a weed. Tobacco pollen recovered from the lower deposits of this privy suggests that snuff

or chewing tobacco was used.

The pollen record from Feature 213, a privy representing twentieth century use, is similar

to that of Feature 292. Vegetables represented in the pollen record include tomato, pigeon peas,

and corn. Fruits include only strawberries. Condiments include both mustard family and

cloves. Milkvetch/astragalus (Astragalus-type) pollen may again represent roasting and grinding
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of astragalus seeds for use as a coffee-like beverage, or possibly presence of this legume as part

of the weedy component in the yard area. A slight reduction in the variety of foods and

condiments noted in Feature 213 may reflect a reduction in variety in the diet, a reduction in

general use of privies, a reduction in the variety of individuals using this privy, or possibly

collection of samples from a narrow deposit along the wall.

Phytoliths

Phytolith recovery from privies was very similar to that from the lower portion of Lot

15, as sampled in Excavation Unit 47. Festucoid phytoliths dominated all records in most

samples. Exceptions included occasional samples dominated by Panicoid phytoliths. Polylobates

were irregular in occurrence, but represent grasses of the Panicoid group. Chloridoid phytoliths

were relatively rare in the record, representing short grasses that prefer relatively dry conditions.

Chloridoid phytoliths were most abundant, however, in samples from the hotel privy (Feature

292). Forms such as Buliform and Pillow-shaped phytoliths may be used primarily as indicators

of relative wetness. Large quantities of both Buliform and Pillow-shaped phytoliths were noted

only in sample 61 from Feature 292. This suggests that soils may have been added to the privy

to keep down the smell and that soils added in Layer G-l were obtained from a relatively wet

area of the yard or perhaps a sunken area or depression. Elongate phytoliths are produced by

many grasses and are not considered of interpretable value. Spiny elongate forms are noted in

at least some of the cultivated cereal grains. It is interesting to note that these forms are more

abundant in samples from Feature 213, representing the privy with twentieth century deposits.

A very large quantity of elongate spiny phytoliths was also recovered in sample 21 from the yard

area represented in Excavation Unit 47.

Cyperaceae phytoliths may represent weedy sedges growing in the yard. They were

noted in the prehistoric sample (22), as well as the historic sample immediately above it from

Excavation Unit 47. From the privies they were common only in sample 70 from the base of

Feature 292. They were noted in small quantity in sample 49 at the top of Feature 292, as well

as at the base and near the top of Feature 213. Distribution suggests that sedge family

(Cyperaceae) phytoliths probably entered the privy with soils added to the privy deposits. Palm

family (Palmae) phytoliths are noted both in the yard samples and in privy samples. Recovery

of a single palm family (Palmae) phytolith from the prehistoric sample suggests the possibility

of mixing between historic and prehistoric levels in this area. Palmae phytoliths are confined

primarily to samples from the upper portion of the hotel privy (Feature 292). In addition, they

are noted in the lower-most sample from this privy. Palm family (Palmae) phytoliths were also

recovered from Feature 213, representing twentieth century use of this privy. Edible members

of this family include coconut (Cocos) and date (Phoenix). Coconut husk fragments were

recovered from one of the privies. This suggests that the Palmae (palm family) phytoliths

probably represent coconut.

Tracheids may be produced by a variety of plants, and may not be used to identify

specifically any one genus or species. They are commonly produced in greens and leaves, and

thus suggest that leafy green vegetables might have been common in the diet at the time

represented by Level G-l (sample 61).
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In light of the recovery of bean (Phaseolus) pollen from Feature 292, the absence of

Phaseolus hook-shaped hairs in the phytolith record from the privy deposits is surprising.

Starch granules were far less abundant in the phytolith record than in the pollen record

from this site. This suggests that pollen density might have been less than the phytolith density

in these samples.

Parasites

The pattern of parasite egg recovery is distinctive in each of the privies examined.

Feature 292, representing the hotel privy, had levels of parasite infestation that were highest in

the early samples, with the exception of sample 68. It is likely that the presence of wall slump

in this sample artificially lowered the concentration of parasite eggs. Parasite infestation peaked

in sample 61, representing Level G-l. After this level the quantity of parasites declines greatly,

specifically the quantity of roundworm (Ascaris).

Reduction of total parasites, as well as severe reduction in quantity of roundworm

(Ascaris) suggests either an improvement in sanitary conditions, successful treatment of the

parasite infestation with little reinfection, and/or a natural reduction in total parasites as personal

habits changed. It should be noted that only one level indicates a serious infestation of

roundworm (Ascaris), Level G-l, represented by sample 61. This level appears to represent an

anomalous and short-lived condition, rather than a continuing problem of parasite infection.

Feature 213, the privy located in Lot 16 and close to Park Building 5, was used during the early

twentieth century. Park Building 16 was then home to the Thomas Burleigh family, while Park

Building 5 served as a saloon until 1914, after which it apparently became vacant. The location

of the privy door facing Park Building 16 suggests that this privy was used by the Burleigh

household. The parasite record from Feature 213 indicates a relatively slight parasite infestation

in the lowest level examined (F-2). Infestation included both intestinal roundworm (Ascaris) and

whipworm (Trichuris). Samples 13 and 11, representing Levels E-l and D-4, note an increase

in total parasitism, reflecting primarily an increase in roundworm (Ascaris) infestation. The

whipworm (Trichuris) infestation declined slightly in Level D-4. This may represent a period

when young children were present in the Burleigh household. The parasite evidence suggests

that parasite infestation was heaviest during Levels E-l and D-4. A dramatic decline in parasite

egg recovery is noted in Level D-l. This may reflect successful treatment of the parasite

infestation or a change in age of the people using the privy and/or a change in sanitary practices.

However, indoor plumbing is not an explanation in this case, as Park Building 16 was never

hooked up to sewer lines.

It is interesting to note that parasite infestation was greater in Feature 213 representing

the first half of the twentieth century, than it was in Feature 292 representing the 1830s and

1840s. Personal and household hygiene may be factors affecting differences in parasitism

between these two groups of occupants. Use of night soil in household gardens, socio-economic

status, number of people using the privy, and age composition may all have contributed to

individual parasite load. Recovery of roundworm and whipworm eggs identifies the presence

of fecal borne disease. It does not, however, identify all of the health threats that may result

from parasite or bacterial contamination. Protozoa including Giardia lambia and Entamoeba

hystolitica could also have posed health threats to people of this community. Bacteria including
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Salmonella and Shigella could also have caused diarrhea and severe health problems. At

present, there are no methods for recovering protozoa and bacteria.

Macrofloral Remains

The macrofloral remains from Features 292 and 213 indicate that the users had access

to a variety of foods, although these remains differed greatly in quantity and variety recovered.

The hotel privy (Feature 292), contained the greatest number and variety of seeds. Raspberry

(Rubus), fig (Ficus), strawberry (Fragaria), huckleberry (Gaylussacia) , blueberry (Vaccinium),

grape (Vitis), plum and cherry (Prunus), elderberry (Sambucus), pear (Pyrus), apple (Malus),

watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris), and possibly serviceberry (Amelanchier) seeds represent

consumption of a variety of fruits. Vegetables are represented in the macrofloral record from

Feature 292 by cucumber (Cucumis sativum), squash (Cucurbita), tomato (Lycopersicon), and

tomatillo (Physalis) seeds. The smaller quantity of vegetable-type seeds may be due to the fact

that many vegetables such as spinach, broccoli, and potatoes leave no evidence behind.

Spices and herbs appear to have been used in baking and to season foods as evidenced

by coriander (Coriandrum sativum), sage (Salvia), red pepper (Capsicum), and possibly mustard

(Brassica) seeds. Mint (Lamaceae) seeds may also have been used as a seasoning or as a

medicinal resource. Motherwort (Leonuris) and hawthorn (Crataegus) may also have been used

to treat ailments such as heart problems, female problems, and others.

Pokeweed (Phytolacca) may have been used as a food resource and/or was present as a

weed. Other weedy edibles such as purslane (Portulaca), wood sorrel (Oxalis),

smartweed/knotweed (Polygonum), mallow/cheeseweed (Malva), dock (Rumex), catchfly and

campion (Silene), and chickweed/starwort (Stellaria) were most likely present as local weeds that

would have been available for exploitation as occasional food resources. These and other weedy

seeds were probably present as a result of dirt being thrown into the privy, although they could

also have blown in through cracks in the privy walls. Dirt was most likely added as an attempt

to control the smell of the privy.

Recovery of fish bone and fish scale from many of the hotel privy samples (Feature 292)

suggests that fish formed part of the diet. The presence of eggshell in a few of the privy

samples indicates that eggs were present and were probably also part of the diet. A
squirrel/chipmunk molar may indicate that a squirrel was eaten, although it may merely

represent rodent control.

Remains such as bone, glass, coal, charcoal, a probable corset hook, a probable bead,

and a buckle suggest that kitchen, and/or household trash, and fireplace and/or stove ashes, were

thrown into the privy. A privy would have been the most convenient place to throw trash, as

modern disposal elements were not yet available.

Macrofloral remains from Feature 213 represent privy use during the early twentieth

century. Fruits are represented by raspberry (Rubus), fig (Ficus), strawberry (Fragaria),

huckleberry (Gaylussacia), elderberry (Sambucus), grape (Vitis), and cherry (Prunus) seeds,

although they were recovered, by far, in lesser quantities than in Feature 292. Tomato
(Lycopersicon), and possibly nightshade family (Solanaceae) seeds, are the only remains

representing vegetable-type foods. Mint family (Lamaceae) seeds may again indicate the

medicinal use of mint or its growth as a weed. The weedy edibles wood sorrel (Oxalis),
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purslane (Portulaca), and chickweed/starwort (Stellaria) would have again been available for

exploitation. Seeds representing weedy plants are far less numerous and diverse in samples from

Feature 213, possibly indicating that less dirt was being added to the privy. Bone fragments,

coal, charcoal, glass, and a possible shingle fragment again suggest discard of household,

kitchen, and/or fireplace debris. No fish scale or fish bone was recovered from these samples.

This absence may be a result of small sample size and the fact that the deposits sampled

represent a narrow strip along one privy wall. It may also be that fish was not as an important

part of the diet for the Burleighs as it was for the 1830s hotel occupants.

The greater variety and number of macrofloral remains from the 1830s hotel privy

(Feature 292) is initially surprising since they represent older deposits where the seeds would

have had longer to decay. There may be several reasons for the differences in quantity and

variety of remains from Features 292 and 213. One of the most obvious reasons is the

difference in sample size. Samples from Feature 292 were larger, averaging about 1 liter in

size, while the samples from Feature 213 were smaller, about 0.1 liter in size. Another reason

may be the size of the population using the privies. Many different people used the hotel privy

(Feature 292) including travelers, possibly armory workers, and shop and saloon customers.

Hotel kitchen and backlot refuse was also added. It stands to reason that a greater number and

variety of privy users would have resulted in a greater number and variety of remains. Finally,

Feature 292 provided a wet, anaerobic environment resulting in better preservation, whereas

Feature 213 deposits were not completely waterlogged.
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APPENDIX 5.A -- TABLES

Table 5.A.I. Provenience data for pollen samples from Package 118.

Sample

No.

Feature

No.

Unit

No. Stratum Level

Stratum/Level

Description

Pollen

Counted

16 47 A-E Mixed soils, mainly a

control sample

50

17 47 F 1870s- 1880s Insuff.

19 47 H Mid-nineteenth century 100

20 47 I Late 1830's 100

21 47 J 1803-1838 100

22 47 K Prehistoric 100

49 292 54 d Wall slump and privy

deposit mixture, 1830s-

1850s

100

50 292 54 e Top of main privy

deposits, 1830s- 1850s

100

54 292 54 f-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1850s

100

57 292 54 f-3 Privy fill,

1830s- 1850s

100

61 292 54 g-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1850s

100

68 292 54 h-2 Wall slump near bottom,

1830s- 1850s

50

70 292 54 i Lowest privy fill

level, 1830s- 1850s

100

8 213 51 a-1 Mixed soils on top of

privy fill, early 20th

century

100

9 213 51 d-1 Top of privy fill, early

20th century

100

11 213 51 d-4 Privy fill, early 20th

century

100

13 213 51 e-1 Privy fill, early 20th

century

200

15 213 51 f-2 Lowest privy level, early

20th century

137
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Table 5. A. 2. Provenience data for phytolith samples from Package 118.

Sample

No.

Feature

No.

Unit

No. Stratum Level

Stratum/Level

Description

Phytos

Counted

16 47 A-E Mixed soils, mainly a

control sample

200

17 47 F 1870s- 1880s 200

19 47 H Mid-nineteenth century 200

20 47 I Late 1830's 27

21 47 J 1803-1838 200

22 47 K Prehistoric 200

49 292 54 d Wall slump and privy

deposit mixture, 1830s-

1850s

200

50 292 54 e Top of main privy

deposits, 1830s- 1850s

200

54 292 54 f-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1850s

200

57 292 54 f-3 Privy fill,

1830s- 1850s

200

61 292 54 g-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1850s

100

68 292 54 h-2 Wall slump near bottom,

1830s- 1850s

200

70 292 54 i Lowest privy fill

level, 1830s- 1850s

100

8 213 51 a-1 Mixed soils on top of

privy fill, early 20th

century

200

9 213 51 d-1 Top of privy fill, early

20th century

200

11 213 51 d-4 Privy fill, early 20th

century

50

13 213 51 e-1 Privy fill, early 20th

century

200

15 213 51 f-2 Lowest privy level, early

20th century

200
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Table 5. A. 3. Provenience data for parasite samples from Package 118.

Sample

No.

Feature

No.

Unit

No. Level

Stratum/Level

Description

49 292 54 d Wall slump and privy deposit mixture,

1830s- 1840s

50 292 54 e Top of main privy deposits, 1830s-

1840s

54 292 54 f-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1840s

57 292 54 f-3 Privy fill,

1830s- 1840s

61 292 54 g-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1840s

68 292 54 h-2 Wall slump near bottom, 1830s-1840s

70 292 54 i Lowest privy fill

level, 1830s- 1840s

8 213 51 a-1 Mixed soils on top of privy fill, early

20th century

9 213 51 d-1 Top of privy fill, early 20th century

11 213 51 d-4 Privy fill, early 20th century

13 213 51 e-1 Privy fill, early 20th century

15 213 51 f-2 Lowest privy fill level, early 20th

century
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Table 5.A. 4. Concentration values for parasites recovered from Features 292 and 23,

Package 118.

Sample No.

A. lumb.

fertile

A. lumb.

infertile

A. lumb.

Total T. trich.

Total

Parasites

Feature

292

49 225.0 112.5 337.5 675.0 1012.5

50 2430.0 135.0 2565.0 67.5 2632.5

54 675.0 675.0 675.0

57 1856.2 168.8 2025.0 675.0 2700.0

61 61425.0 8100.0 69525.0 675.0 70200.0

68 184.1 184.1 184.1

70 9675.0 225.0 9900.0 1125.0 11025.0

Feature

213

8 45.0 45.0 45.0

9 81.8 81.8 81.8

11 20081.2 2868.8 22950.0 1687.0 24637.0

13 12375.0 1350.0 13725.0 2925.0 16650.0

15 1639.3 96.4 1735.7 385.7 2121.4

A. lumb. = Ascaris lumbricoides

T. trich. = Trichuris trichiura

* All values are eggs/mL of privy soil
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Table 5. A. 5. Provenience data for macrofloral samples from Package 118.

Sample

No.

Feature

No.

Unit

No. Level

Stratum/Level

Description

125 292 54 d Wall slump and privy deposit mixture,

1830s- 1840s

128 292 54 e Top of main privy deposits, 1830s-

1840s

143 292 54 f-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1840s

149 292 54 f-3 Privy fill,

1830s- 1840s

153 292 54 g-1 Privy fill,

1830s- 1840s

161 292 54 h-2 Wall slump near bottom,

1830s- 1840s

165 292 54 i Lowest privy fill level,

1830s- 1840s

74 213 51 a-1 Mixed soils on top of privy fill, early

20th century

9 213 51 d-1 Top of privy fill, early 20th century

11 213 51 d-4 Privy fill, early 20th century

13 213 51 e-1 Privy fill, early 20th century

15 213 51 f-2 Lowest privy fill level, early 20th

century
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Table 5. A. 6. Macrofloral remains from Feature 292, Package 118.

Sample Identification Part Charred Uncharred

No. W F W F

165 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed)

cf. Amelanchier (serviceberry)

Brassica (mustard)

Chenopodium (goosefoot)

Citrullus vulgaris (watermelon)

Coriandrum sativum (coriander)

Cucumis sativus (cucumber)

Ficus (fig)

Fragaria (strawberry)

Gaylussacia (huckleberry)

Lamaceae (mint family)

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

9

1

3

4

1

589*

1713*

1013*

1

392*

1

1

Malus (apple) Seed 5 20*

Malvaceae cf. Malva (mallow, cheesewood) Seed 1 1

Phytolacca (pokeweed) Seed 1 1

Polygonum (smartweed, knotweed) Seed 3

Portulaca (purslane) Seed 7

Prunus (cherry) Seed 20

Prunus (plum) Seed 3

cf. Pyrus (pear) Seed 1

Rubus (raspberry) Seed 2173*

cf. Scirpus (bulrush, threesquares) Seed 5

cf. Sesuvium (sesuvium, sea-purslane) Seed 6

Stellaria (chickweed, starwort) Seed 19

Vaccinium (blueberry) Seed 119*

Vitis (grape) Seed 43 8

Unknown A Seed 9

Charcoal:

Quercus (oak) Present 2

Non-floral Remains:

Bone 3 115*

cf. Bead 1

Sclerotia 48*

Eggshell 1

Fish scale 2

Insect 543*

Squirrel/chipmunk molar 1
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Table 5. A. 6. Macrofloral remains from Feature 292, Package 118 , continued.

Sample Identification Part Charred Uncharred

No. W F W F

161 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed, amaranth)

Brassica (mustard)

Caryophyllaceae (pink family)

Seed

Seed

Seed

6

2

1

Chenopodium (goosefoot)

Coriandrum sativum (coriander)

Cucumis sativus (cucumber)

Ficus (fig)

Fragaria (strawberry)

Gaylussacia (huckleberry)

Lamaceae (mint family)

cf. Salvia (chia, sage)

cf. Linwn (flax)

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato)

Maius (apple)

Oxalis (wood sorrel)

Physalis (tomatillo, ground cherry)

Phytolacca (pokeweed, pokeberry)

Polygonum (knotweed, smartweed)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

2

147*

4

16*

2

1

1

10*

2

3

1

2

3

2

2

Portulaca (purslane) Seed 15 1

Rubus (raspberry) Seed 98*

Rumex (dock, sorrel) Seed 1

Sambucus (elderberry)

cf. Sesuvium (sesuvium, sea-purslane)

Trifolium pratense-type (white clover)

Vaccinium (blueberry)

Vitis (grape)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

3

18

1

27*

13

Charcoal:

Quercus (oak) Present 3

Non-floral Remains:

Bone 27

Sclerotia 263*

Coal X
Fish scale 1

Insect 179*
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Table 5.A. 6. Macrofloral remains from Feature 292, Package 118, continued.

Sample Identification Part Charred Uncharred

No. W F W F

153 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed, amaranth) Seed 3

Brassica (mustard) Seed 67* 3

Chenopodium (goosefoot) Seed 1

Citrullus vulgaris (watermelon) Seed 7

Cucumis sativus (cucumber) Seed 1 1

Coriandrum sativum (coriander) Seed 1

Ficus (fig) Seed 527*

Fragaria (strawberry) Seed 1835*

Gaylussacia (huckleberry) Seed 592*

Malus (apple) Seed 34* 92*

Malvaceae cf. Malva (mallow) Seed 1

Phytolacca (pokeweed, cheeseweed) Seed 1 1

Polygonum (smartweed, knotweed) Seed 2

Portulaca (purslane) Seed 5

Prunus (cherry) Pit 3 1

Prunus (plum) Pit 1 5

Rubus (raspberry) Seed 1984* 25*

Rumex (dock, sorrel) Fruit 12

cf. Sesuvium (sea-purslane) Seed 2

Solanaceae (nightshade family) Seed 1

Capsicum (pepper) Seed 1 1

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato) Seed 956* 1

Solatium rostratum (buffalobur) Seed 1

cf. Stellaria (chickweed) Seed 2

Vaccinium (blueberry) Berry 2 1

Vaccinium (blueberry) Seed 607*

Vitis (grape) Seed 63* 16

Unidentifiable Berry 1

Unknown A Seed 34

Non-floral Remains:

Bone 522*

Sclerotia 91*

Fish scale 3

cf. Corset hook 1

Insect 636*
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Table 5. A. 6. Macrofloral remains from Feature 292, Package 118 , continued.

Sample Identification Part Charred Uncharred

No. W F W F

149 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed, amaranth) Seed 9 3

Brassica (mustard) Seed 6 1

Caryophyllaceae (pink family) Seed 1

Silene (catchfly, campion) Seed 2

Stellaria (chickweed) Seed 1

Chenopodium (goosefoot) Seed 7 2

Coriandrwn sativum (coriander) Seed 1

Cucumis sativus (cucumber) Seed 14

cf. Digitaria (crabgrass) Seed 1

Ficus (fig) Seed 67*

Fragaria (strawberry) Seed 305*

Gaylussacia (huckleberry) Seed 504*

Lamaceae (mint family) Seed 1

cf. Leonuris (motherwort)

Fabaceae cf. Crotalaria (rattlebox)

Trifolium repens-typQ (red clover)

Seed

Seed

Seed

1

1

2

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato) Seed 33* 8*

Malus (apple) Seed 6

Oxalis (wood sorrel) Seed 3

Physalis (ground cherry, tomatillo) Seed 33*

Phytolacca (pokeweed) Seed 7 1

Polygonum (smartweed, knotweed) Seed 10

Portulaca (purslane) Seed 24*

Prunus (cherry) Pit 126 9

Prunus (plum) Pit 2 1

Rubus (raspberry)

Rumex (dock, sorrel)

Sambucus (elderberry)

Vaccinium (blueberry)

Seed

Fruit

Seed

Seed

7471*

246*

24*

3

1

Vitis (grape) Seed 136* 22*

Unidentifiable Berry 2

Unknown A Seed 244* 26*

Charcoal:

cf. Acer (maple, box elder) Sub-Dom. X
Pinus (pine) Dominant X
Quereus (oak) Present X
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Table 5. A. 6. Macrofloral remains from Feature 292, Package 118, continued.

Sample Identification Part Charred Uncharred

No. W F W F

149 Non-floral Remains:

Bone

Buckle

Sclerotia

Coal

Eggshell

Fish bone

Fish scale

Glass

Insect

444*
1

X

X

X
8

1

2

1591
*

143 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed, amaranth)

Brassica (mustard)

Chenopodium (goosefoot)

Cucumis sativus (cucumber)

Eleusine indica (goosegrass)

Ficus (fig)

Fragaria (strawberry)

Gaylussacia (huckleberry)

Lamaceae (mint family)

cf. Leonuris (motherwort)

cf. Salvia (sage)

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato)

Oxalis (wood sorrel)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

14

2

7

1

16

64

37

4

7

1

6

8

6

Physalis (ground cherry, tomatillo) Seed 21 2

Phytolacca (pokeweed) Seed 1 4

Polygonum (smartweed, knotweed) Seed 8 1

Portulaca (purslane) Seed 27

Prunus (cherry) Pit 5 1

Rubus (raspberry) Seed 330 2

Rumex (dock sorrel) Fruit 1

Rumex (dock sorrel) Seed 8

Sambucus (elderberry) Seed 3 5

cf. Scirpus (bulrush, spikebush, threesquares) Seed 3

Stellaria (chickweed, starwort)

Trifolium pratense-type (white clover) Seed 25

Trifolium repens-typQ (red clover) Seed 1

Vaccinium (blueberry) Seed 5

Vitis (grape) Seed 10

Unknown A Seed

Seed

11

8

2
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Table 5. A. 6. Macrofloral remains from Feature 292, Package 118 , continued.

Sample Identification Part Charred Uncharred

No. W F W F

143 Charcoal:

Castanea (chestnut)

Pinus (pine)

Present

Present

X
X

Non-floral Remains:

Bone 10

Sclerotia 259

Insect 159

128 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed, amaranth)

Chenopodium (goosefoot)

Crataegus (hawthorn)

Cucumis sativus (cucumber)

Cucurbita (squash, pumpkin)

Eleusine indica (goosegrass)

Ficus (fig)

Fragaria (strawberry)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

4

5

1

1

1

1

4

15

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato) Seed 203 2

Malus (apple) Seed 4 1

Malvaceae (mallow family) Seed 1

Oxalis (wood sorrel) Seed 3

Physalis (ground cherry, tomatillo) Seed 5

Phytolacca (pokeweed) Seed 2

Polygonum (smartweed knotweed)

Portulaca (purslane)

Prunus (cherry)

Prunus (plum)

Seed

Seed

Pit

Pit

2

13

1

1

Rubus (raspberry) Seed 28 1

Rumex (dock, sorrel) Seed 2

cf. Salvia (sage) Seed 1

Sambucus (elderberry) Seed 2

Vitis (grape) Seed 15 6

Charcoal:

cf. Acer (maple, box elder)

Quercus (oak)

Present

Present

X
X

Non-floral Remains:

Bone 9

Carbon ball 128

Coal X
Insect 73
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Table 5.A. 6. Macrofloral remains from Feature 292, Package 118, continued

Sample
No.

Identification Part Charred

W F
Uncharred

W F

125 Floral Remains:

Ficus (fig)

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato)

Physalis (ground cherry, tomatillo)

Rubus (raspberry)

Sambucus (elderberry)

Vitis (grape)

2

7

2

9

1

53

4

104

Charcoal:

cf. Juniperus (cedar) Present X

Non-floral Remains:

Bone
Sclerotia

Coal

Fish scale

43
3

X
2

W = Whole
F = Fragment

* Indicates an estimated frequency based on the sort of a portion

of the total volume floated

X = Indicates presence in the sample
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Table 5. A. 7. Macrofloral remains from Feature 213, Package 118

Sample

No.

Identification Part Charred

W F
Uncharred

W F

15 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed, amaranth)

Chenopodium (goosefoot)

Ficus (fig)

Mollugo (carpetweed)

Oxalis (wood sorrel)

Phytolacca (pokeweed)

Prunus (cherry)

Rubus (raspberry)

Sambucus (elderberry)

Vitis (grape)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Pit

Seed

Seed

Seed

2

3

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

2

1

Charcoal:

Carya (hickory, pecan) Present X

Non-floral Remains:

Sclerotia

Coal

45

X

13 Floral Remains:

Chenopodium (goosefoot)

Ficus (fig)

Ficus/Fragaria (fig/strawberry)

Fragaria (strawberry)

Gaylussacia (huckleberry)

Rubus (raspberry)

Sambucus (elderberry)

Solanaceae (nightshade family)

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato)

Vitis (grape)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

1

238

46

21

361

1

2

41

15

X

7

9

23

Charcoal:

cf. Madura (osage orange)

Quercus (oak)

Present

Present

X
X

Non-floral Remains:

Bone
Sclerotia

Coal

Insect

37

7

X
23
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Table 5.A. 7. Macrofloral remains from Feature 213, Package 118, continued.

Sample

No.

Identification Part Charred

W F
Uncharred

W F

11 Floral Remains:

Ficus (fig)

Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato)

Portulaca (purslane)

Rubus (raspberry)

Sambucus (elderberry)

Vitis (grape)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

73

4

1

64
2

6

5

4

21

Charcoal:

Carya (hickory, pecan)

Quercus (oak)

Present

Dominant
X

X

Non-floral Remains:

Bone
Sclerotia

Coal

Insect

10

2

X
8

9 Floral Remains:

Chenopodium (goosefoot)

cf. Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato)

Portulaca (purslane)

Rubus (raspberry)

Sambucus (elderberry)

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

Seed

1

3

34
1

2

16

Charcoal:

Carya (hickory, pecan)

Castanea (chestnut)

Fraxinus (ash)

cf. Liquidamba (sweet gum)
Pinus (pine)

Quercus (oak)

Present

Present

Present

Present

Co-Dominant
Co-Dominant

X
X
X
X
X
X

1

Non-floral Remains:

Sclerotia

Coal

Glass

4

X
3
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Table 5. A. 7. Macrofloral remains from Feature 213, Package 118, continued.

Sample Identification Part Charred Uncharred

No. W F W F

74 Floral Remains:

Amaranthus (pigweed) Seed 1

Ficus (fig) Seed 13 37

Lamaceae (mint family) Seed 1

Portulaca (purslane) Seed 3 1

Rubus (raspberry) Seed 203 49

Sambucus (elderberry) Seed 27 2

Setaria (bristlegrass, foxtail) Seed 2

Solanaceae (nightshade family) Seed 1

Stellaria (chickweed, starwort) Seed 1 1

Vitis (grape) Seed 18

Unknown A Seed 1

Charcoal:

Pinus (pine) Co-Dominant X
Quercus (oak) Co-Dominant X

Non-floral Remains:

Bone 18

Sclerotia 9

Coal X
Glass

Insect

cf. Shingle

Snail 1

1

1

1

W = Whole
F = Fragment

X = Indicates presence in sample
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Table 5. A. 8. Pollen types observed in samples from Package 118.

SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME

Arboreal Pollen:

Acer Maple

Alnus Alder

Betula Birch

Carya Hickory, Pecan

Castanea Chestnut

Corylus Hazelnut

Juglans Walnut

Juniperus Cedar

Nyssa Tupelo

Picea Spruce

Pinus Pine

Querous Oak

Salix Willow

Tilia Basswood, Linden

Tsuga Hemlock

Ulmus Elm

Non-Arboreal Pollen:

Anacardiaceae Sumac family

Caryophyllaceae Pink family

Cheno-ams Includes amaranth and pigweed family

Asteraceae Sunflower family

Artemisia Sagebrush

Low-spine Includes ragweed, cocklebur, etc.

High-spine Includes aster, rabbitbrush, snakeweed, sunflower etc.

Tublifloreae Includes eroded Low- and High-spine
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Table 5. A. 8. Pollen types observed in samples from Package 118, continued.

SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME

Non-Arboreal Pollen

Continued:

Liguliflorae Includes dandelion and chicory

Brassicaceae Mustard family

Cyperaceae Sedge family

Eriogonum Wild buckwheat

Eugenia Clove

Poaceae Grass family

Fabaceae Legume or pea family

Astragalus-type Milkvetch, Astragalus

Cajanus-type Pigion pea, Angola pea

Phaseolus Bean

Trifolium pratense White clover

Lonicera Honeysuckle

Malvaceae Mallow family

Montropa Indian pipe

Plantago Plantain

Polemoniaceae Phlox family

Collomia Collomia

Polygonum Knotweed, Smartweed

Ribes Currant

Rosaceae Rose family

Fragaria Strawberry

Rumex Dock

Sesuvium Sea-purslane

Solanaceae Nightshade family

Lycopersicon Tomato
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Table 5. A. 8. Pollen types observed in samples from Package 118, continued.

SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME

Non-Arboreal Pollen

Continued:

Typha Cattail

Apiaceae Parsley/carrot family

Vitis Grape

Zea mays Corn

Starches:

Solid Straches

Zea/Poaceae-type Starch Corn/grass family

Spores:

Monolete

Trilete

Lycopodium cerrnum-type Clubmoss
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CHAPTER 6

MINDING YOUR OWN BUSINESS:
THE HARPERS FERRY HOTEL OF THE 1830S

Eric L. Larsen

and

Michael T. Lucas

INTRODUCTION

In the early nineteenth century, the small industrial town of Harpers Ferry found itself

torn between national and local interests. This conflict can be equated to the "Urban versus

Rural" view previously examined by numerous scholars (Bender 1975; Wurst 1991), but here

focuses more on changing industrial values than urban development.

In 1798, the United States government chose a small community at the confluence of the

Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers as the site for the second of two national armories. Arms
manufacture influenced the town's development until operations were halted by the Civil War.

The armory was abandoned following the war, but its presence left an indelible mark on the

community of Harpers Ferry — making it, today, a nationally significant historical park.

While the industrialization brought by the national armory appears to have dominated the

development of the town, the community of Harpers Ferry retained much of its local flavor.

Situated at the northern end of the fertile Shenandoah Valley and having the transportation

advantage of two rivers, Harpers Ferry's location held obvious advantages as a mill site for

nearby agricultural lands. Flour has proved a more constant industry in the town's history than

arms production. Flour mills ran in Harpers Ferry from as early as the 1750s (Gilbert et al.

1994) until 1889 when the last mill closed (Halchin 1992).

Businesses in Harpers Ferry reflect much of this contrast between national and local

interests. The business environment of the early nineteenth century was generated by both the

industry brought by the armory and the monopoly of private lands held by the Wager family.

These brought growth and increasing potential markets while maintaining control by a local

junta.

Package 118 excavations provide an opportunity to examine the variety of interests

through the archeological record of Wager Lots 15 and 16. A privy and related yard scatter

provide evidence of the business community of the lower town in the 1830s and 1840s. During

this period, these lots were the location of the Harpers Ferry Hotel (established in the early

nineteenth century) as well as several other small businesses. Business seems to have grown and

profited with the establishment of the armory, but ties had to be maintained with the local

community. In this way, businesses were forced to bridge both outside and local interests. In

doing so, businesses in Harpers Ferry helped to further define the community.
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BACKGROUND HISTORY

Located near the armory grounds, the Harpers Ferry Hotel operated from around the turn

of the nineteenth century until 1838 (Snell 1973; Virginia Free Press [VFP] 7 April 1836:4).

An advertisement seeking a new hotel keeper in 1824, described the hotel as a "noted

establishment at Harpers Ferry, VA., consisting of 22 rooms, several of which answer for

parlors, and one, 40 by 20 feet, is suitable for public occasions, with all the necessary out-

houses" (Harpers Ferry Free Press [HFFP] 31 March 1824:4).

Little is known of who operated the hotel during the first decade of the nineteenth

century. In 1814, Basil Williamson was granted a three year lease on the buildings. William

Graham took over operations in 1817 and operated the hotel until 1823. Major James

Stephenson and his wife Ann Stephenson took over from 1824 to 1830. Captain Meriwether

Thompson followed the Stephensons in 1830. The final operators of the Harpers Ferry Hotel

were Nicholas and Isabella Fitzsimmons. Nicholas operated the hotel from 1834 until his death

in 1837. Isabella continued to run the business until the buildings were replaced by Wilson's

building and other structures fronting Shenandoah Street. Apparently Isabella leased Wilson's

new buildings after the subdivision and opened a "House of Entertainment" in 1838 (VFP 12

July 1838:3). An obituary notes Mrs. Fitzsimmons death in 1841 (VFP 25 November 1841:2).

The stable associated with the hotel seems to have remained until the roof collapsed in

early 1840. The origins of the privy found in the Package 118 excavations (Figure 6. 1) appears

to be associated with this large stable and the related hotel operations.

Documentary evidence provides insight into the many functions of a "hotel" of this

period. In the early 1830s, hotels in Harpers Ferry catered to stage traffic connecting the

nation's interior with the cities of Baltimore and Washington, DC (Snell 1973). By the mid

1830s, expensive stage traffic was supplimented by transport on the C&O Canal and, later, the

Baltimore & Ohio and Winchester & Potomac Railroads which, because of the national armory,

all connected at Harpers Ferry. The presence of the armory lent importance to the town of

Harpers Ferry making it a logical stop for travelers in the area. The hotels of Harpers Ferry

provided for their needs.

Besides the assumed provision of accommodations for visitors, the Harpers Ferry Hotel

provided local services as well. Available documentary evidence commonly refers to the hotel

as "tavern" and suggests that it served as a public meeting place for the community (Virginia-

Republican [V-RJ 14 December 1837:4). Dining appears to have been a regular and prominent

function of the hotel, with special occasions making local news (VFP 16 July 1835:3). More
informal meetings are likely to have occurred on a daily basis as townspeople congregated over

food or drinks.

Provision of food and drinks seemed to be a large part of the hotel's business. The

ledger from the Virginia House (VH December 1839-June 1840), operating on Wager Lot [WL]

9 from 1838 to 1850, gives indication of the importance of this service. The ledger (see

Appendix 6. A) lists both receipts of payments and day-to-day expenditures. Receipts for

mealtimes (i.e. breakfast and dinner) are noted for each day as is cash paid for food items such

as cream, butter, cabbage, potatoes, and turkeys. It can be observed, from the extent of these
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Figure 6.1. Plan map showing the location of the privy (Feature 292).
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transactions, that restaurant business was a significant portion of the everyday operations of the

hotel.

The sale of "drinks" was also important to the hotel existence. Individual tabs recorded

in the Virginia House ledger again show the money brought in from this enterprise (Appendix

6. A). Bar business obviously surpassed monies brought in by the provision of lodging.

Boarding for horses was also an important service provided by the Harpers Ferry Hotel.

A ledger from 1823 (Harpers Ferry Hotel [HFH] 1823; see Appendix 6.B), shows this service

was used by both travelers (see entry for M. Ainsworth) and locals (see entries for Townsend

Beckam and M. Garry).

The hotel also served as a common place of business. Notices of land sales held "before

the door" of the hotel are common fare in the local papers (VFP 24 August 1837:3). The front

of the hotel was once a scene for an 1837 public hiring of a slave belonging to the estate of

William Graham (V-R 14 December 1837:3).

Additional services, such as those of traveling doctors and dentists, were available

through the hotel as practitioners established temporary offices in their rooms (VFP 2 April

1835:3; VFP 4 June 1835:3). There is also reference of at least one itinerant artist who offered

to do portraits from the hotel (VFP 21 June 1832:3).

ARCHEOLOGY

Excavations of the Package 118 by the Harpers Ferry archeology staff provides the

opportunity to further explore this business. Although the hotel assemblages do not stand out

as remarkable anomalies to others from this period, careful comparison provides a unique

context for this business' s role in the community. Comparisons are based on a variety of

analyses -- including a minimum vessel analysis of ceramic and glass items; pollen, phytolith,

and macrofloral analyses conducted by Linda Scott Cummings and Kathryn Puseman (Chapter

5); and preliminary faunal data (Burk 1993) - from a 1830s- 1840s privy and an associated sheet

deposit (See Chapter 3 field methods and analytical strategies).

Ceramics

The ceramic data presented here are based on separate vessel counts conducted for the

hotel yard and privy. Although the ceramic assemblages from the privy and yard were relatively

fragmented, a fair amount of data was recovered from both deposits. The degree of

fragmentation in the closed privy deposit is intriguing. Many of the vessels from the privy

consist of one or two small-to-medium size sherds. The sheet deposit, not surprisingly, is even

more fragmented. A total of 70 vessels from the privy and 62 vessels from the sheet deposit

were recovered. Ware type, decorative technique applied, and vessel form were chosen as the

three main criteria of analysis.

Ware Type. The broadest category used to identify individual vessels was distinct

characteristics of the paste, i.e. redware, and/or the glaze, i.e. pearlware and whiteware. All
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ceramic vessels were identified by ware type. Table 6. 1 contains a complete list of all ware

types and their frequencies in the hotel assemblages.

The two hotel assemblages were nearly identical in percentage of ware type. The largest

single group was pearlware vessels comprising approximately one-third of each assemblage. The

distribution of whiteware vessels was similar to the pearlware. This similarity may be

representative of a transition period from pearlware to whiteware during the 1830s. Nearly

equal percentages of pearlware and whiteware present in the assemblages may support a date of

1820s- 1830s for the deposits, especially in the privy. Redware vessels, most of which were

crocks, were also prevalent in both assemblages.

Table 6.1. Ceramic vessels by ware for the hotel context.

WARE TYPE PRIVY YARD REFUSE
# %

Bone China 4 5.71 2 3.23

Chinese Porcelain 2 2.86 3 4.84

Creamware 4 5.71 3 4.84

Ironstone 3 4.29 8 12.90

Pearlware 19 27.14 20 32.26

Porcelain (Unident.) 3 4.29 2 3.23

Redware 12 17.14 10 16.13

Refined Redware - 0.00 1 1.61

Grey Stoneware 4 5.71 2 3.23

Other Stoneware 2 2.86 1 1.61

Whiteware 18 25.71 17 27.42

Yellowware 2 2.86 1 1.61

TOTAL 70 100.00 62 100.00

Decorative Type. The ceramic data suggest a noticeable overall diversity of decorative

types in the hotel yard deposit (Table 6.2). Fewer decorative types were evident in the privy

feature. Although more decorative types were present in the yard scatter, types found in the

yard, but not in the privy, are represented by a single vessel. Therefore, most of the

percentages are similar for both of the assemblages. Transfer printed vessels make up the

largest category present, responsible for over 40% of all vessels in both assemblages. The
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largest discrepancy between the two assemblages is among the undecorated vessels. The larger

percentage of undecorated wares in the privy is primarily a result of the many undecorated

chamber pots present. This phenomena is not an unusual occurrence considering the nature of

the deposits.

Table 6.2. Refined ceramic vessels by decorative type for hotel context.

DECORATION PRIVY
%

YARD
n %

Dipped 2 4.00 3 6.38

Enameled 5 10.00 3 6.38

Lustre - 0.00 1 2.13

Molded - 0.00 1 2.13

Painted 5 10.00 5 10.64

Shell Edge 9 18.00 8 17.02

Sponge - 0.00 1 2.13

Transfer Printed

Underglaze

21 42.00 22 46.81

Transfer Printed Overglaze - 0.00 1 2.13

Undecorated 7 14.00 2 4.26

Unidentified 1 2.00 - 0.00

TOTAL 50 100.00 47 100.00

Beyond the small differences between the assemblages mentioned, they are generally

similar both in number and percentage. The decorative types roughly suggest an 1830s- 1840s

date for both deposits.

There is an assortment of patterns present within decorative categories (Tables 6.3 and

6.4). Transfer printed and shell edged vessels, for example, show an abundance of pattern and

style diversity. A number of colors are also represented in the transfer printed vessels, such as

light blue, dark blue, green, red, and black. Again, a variety of colors among transfer prints

would suggest a post-late- 1820s date for the assemblage (Collard 1984:117-118).

A number of transfer printed patterns were identified for both of the assemblages. These

identifiable patterns yielded a small collection of dates for the assemblages. Identifiable patterns

are listed in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. The dates listed represent the shortest date span available

which may include both pattern production and pottery dates.
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Table 6.3. Tableware by decorative type.

DECORATION PRIVY YARD

Lt. Blue Transfer 7 25.00 - 0.00

Dk. Blue Transfer 2 7.14 1 4.17

Blue Transfer 3 10.71 6 25.00

Red Transfer - 0.00 - 0.00

Green Transfer - 0.00 - 0.00

Black Transfer 3 10.71 4 16.67

Embossed Shell Edge 3 10.71 2 8.33

Evenscalloped Shell Edge 4 14.29 5 20.83

Octagonal Shell Edge 1 3.57 - 0.00

Unscalloped Shell Edge - 0.00 1 4.17

Dipped 2 7.14 3 12.50

Undecorated Creamware 1 3.57 1 4.17

Slipped Yelloware 1 3.57 1 4.17

Porcelain 1 3.57 - 0.00

TOTAL 28 100.00 24 100.00

Both assemblages yielded late- 1820s dates for identifiable patterns. Unfortunately, the

small number of identifiable patterns with firm date ranges limits the amount of information that

can be gleaned from this data. The small number of vessels identified to pattern tenuously

supports a later period of hotel use rather than first decade of the nineteenth century.

One earthenware cup and saucer set and another bone china tea cup contained

unidentified transfer patterns with gilding. The earthenware pattern has been found at other sites

in Harpers Ferry (Kulp and Lucas 1992; Lucas 1993). Gilding on transfer printed teawares,

present in other 1820s and 1830s assemblages in Harpers Ferry, may have represented a

fashionable item for local residents.

Form Type. The ceramics were further organized by form type. Form type (i.e. plate,

platter, bowl, cup, saucer) was identified where possible and then vessels were placed within

functional categories that best suited their use (Table 6.7). Miscellaneous vessels and

unidentified forms were included in the Other/Unidentified category.
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Table 6.4. Teaware by decorative type.

DECORATION PRIVY
%

YARD
%

Gilded Blue Transfer Printed,

Bone China

1 7.69 - 0.00

Gilded Blue Transfer Printed,

Pearlware

1 7.69 - 0.00

Blue Transfer Printed,

Pearlware

2 15.38 3 18.75

Black Transfer Printed,

Pearlware

- 0.00 6.25

Red Transfer Printed,

Whiteware

- 0.00 6.25

Overglaze Transfer Printed,

Bone China

- 0.00 6.25

Blue Painted, Pearlware 1 7.69 6.25

Blue Painted, Canton

Porcelain

- 0.00 6.25

Blue Painted, Chinese

Porcelain

- 0.00 2 12.50

Brown Painted, Whiteware - 0.00 2 12.50

Earthtone Painted, Pearlware 1 7.69 - 0.00

Green and Black Enameled,

Bone China

2 15.38 - 0.00

Red Enameled, Chinese

Porcelain

- 0.00 1 6.25

Red and Black Enameled,

Porcelain

2 15.38 - 0.00

Lustered, Porcelain - 0.00 1 6.25

Unidentified Enameled, Bone

China

- 0.00 1 6.25

Unidentified Enameled,

Porcelain

- 0.00 1 6.25

Unidentified Type,

Bone China

1 7.69 - 0.00

Undecorated, Creamware 1 7.69 - 0.00

TOTAL 13 100.00 16 100.00
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Table 6.5. Decorative transfer printed patterns identified for hotel privy.

Pattern Potter Color Form Date Range Mean
Date

Albion John & William Ridgway Light Blue Platter 1834-1854 1844

Antiquities John Hall & Sons Light Blue Plate 1822-1832 1827

Grecian Scenery Unidentified Light Blue Plate —

Grecian Scenery Unidentified Light Blue Plate —

Oriental Birds John & William Ridgway Light Blue Plate 1814-1830 1822

Oriental Birds John & William Ridgway Black Plate 1814-1830 1822

Mean Dates 7315

Pattern Mean Date = = 1828.8

Number 4

Table 6.6. Decorative transfer printed patterns and makers' marks identified for hotel sheet

deposit.

Pattern Potter Color Form Date Range Mean
Date

Asiatic Scenery Job and John Jackson Black Platter 1831-1835 1833

British Views Henshall & Co. Dark Blue Plate ca. 1795-?? —

Seasons William Adams Black Plate 1830-1840 1835

Unidentified John & Richard Riley Dark Blue Plate 1802-1828 1815

Mean Dates 5483

Pattern Mean Date = = 1827.7

Number 3

Generally the two assemblages show similar percentages among all form types.

Tableware is the largest functional group for both assemblages. Tableware accounted for 40%
(n=28) of the privy vessels and 38.7% (n=24) of the yard deposit assemblage. Most of these

vessels were plates which constituted approximately 30% of each assemblage. Unfortunately,

because of fragmentation, most of the plates in the assemblages remain unidentified in relative

size.
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Table 6.7. Ceramics by form for hotel context.

Function Form
Category

Privy

%
Yard

n %

Tableware Plate 10"

Plate 9"

Plate 8"

Plate 7" or

less

3 4.29 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 i 1.61

_ 0.00 l 1.61

Plate Unid

Diam.
18 25.71 16 25.81

Plate Total 21 30.00 18 29.03

Bowl 2 2.86 3 4.84

Flatware

Mug

Pitcher

Platter

Tureen

- 0.00 1 1.61

1 1.43 2 3.23

1 1.43 - 0.00

2 2.86 - 0.00

1 1.43 - 0.00

Sub Total 28 40.00 24 38.71

Teaware Cup

Saucer

9 12.86 9 14.52

4 5.71 7 11.29

Sub Total 13 18.57 16 25.81

Storage/ Bottle

Kitchen Crock

Dish/Pan

Jug

HoUowware

1 1.43 - 0.00

6 8.57 4 6.45

2 2.86 2 3.23

2 2.86 - 0.00

7 10.00 6 9.68

Sub Total 18 25.71 12 19.35

Other/Unident Basin

Chamber Pot

HoUowware

Unident.

2 2.86 - 0.00

4 5.71 - 0.00

1 1.43 5 8.06

4 5.71 7 11.29

Sub Total 11 15.71 12 19.35

Total 70 100.00 62 100.00
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When sorted by decorative type the tableware assemblages both show large percentages

of transfer and shell edge types (Table 6.3). Transfer printed tableware totaled 53.5% (n = 15)

in the privy compared to 45.8% (n = 11) in the yard. Shell edge comprised 28.5% (n = 8)ofthe

privy and 33.3% (n = 8) of the yard. In considering the percentages of these two types, the

percentages of shell edge seem to be rather low considering that shell edged wares constituted

well over 50% of tablewares in the United States during the 1820s and into the 1830s, declining

slightly by the late 1850s to roughly 40% (Miller and Hunter 1990:5). This discrepancy may
reflect the hotel owner's attempts to supply customers with the latest ceramic wares.

There is also a noticeable variety among transfer and shell edge wares. The light blue

transfer printed pieces, which are abundant in the privy, are again indicative of a post- 1830s

assemblage. There are some earlier types, however, such as the dark blue transfer prints in both

assemblages. The quantity and diversity in the tableware assemblage may indicate specific food

consumption behaviors within the hotel.

Teaware was the second largest functional category for both assemblages comprising

roughly 20% to 25% of both vessel counts (Table 6.4). The smaller percentage of teaware

compared to tableware may reflect less of a reliance on tea drinking. Alcohol likely served as

the main beverage of the establishment. This may be supported by the number of tumblers and

alcohol-type bottles recovered from the privy. Although only two jugs were recovered from the

privy feature, this was probably the result of alcohol being purchased by the barrel rather than

the jug.

A more detailed look at the teaware assemblages reveals a variety of types present.

There are a large number of quality pieces such as the gilded and porcelain wares. This tea

ware may have been reserved for "Dinners" and impressing clientele rather than everyday use.

Other than the absence of jugs in the assemblages, the Storage/Kitchen assemblages do

not reveal any striking features. The Other/Unidentified functional group identifies a few

differences between the vessels such as the number of chamber pots and basins. These vessels

are absent from the yard scatter but comprise over 8% of the privy assemblage. This does not

seem like an extraordinary occurrence considering the nature of the feature. The presence of

fewer unidentified vessels in the privy was also to be expected considering the protected nature

of a privy and subsequent lack of fragmentation.

Glassware

Glassware, though a smaller proportion of the total assemblage, also offers insight into

hotel operations. Like the ceramics assemblage, the glassware shows no striking anomalies.

The forms present and their percentages vary little from what one would expect to find

associated with a household of this period.

Glass was sorted by color, lead content, and originating context. Mending across unit

designations was attempted. Once completed, the minimum number of vessels was determined.

This procedure was done relying first upon vessel bases, then distinct rims and finishes, and

lastly by distinct body sherds. Vessels were assigned to classes and forms when possible.

Class. Glass sherds used for the hotel analysis totaled 390, representing only 2.3% of

the total recovered glass assemblage. From these sherds, 59 distinct vessels were identified.
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Vessels were initially grouped into the broad classes of Container, Tableware, and Lighting.

Use of the term "container" refers to packages (bottles or jars) which contained a product.

Tableware was assigned to glass vessels used at the table or in other food and beverage

presentation. Lighting refers specifically to lamp chimneys. Table 6.8 shows the breakdown

of the different types found within the areas of the hotel assemblage.

Table 6.8. Glass from hotel contexts by class.

Class Privy

# %
Yard

# %
Total

# %

Containers 39 79.6 9 90.0 48 81.3

Tableware 10 20.4 1 10.0 11 18.6

Lighting 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 49 100.0 10 100.0 59 100.0

Containers (79.6%, n=39) dominated the glass assemblage associated with the hotel

privy. The remaining ten vessels were Tableware items. No items were attributed to Lighting.

Nine Containers were identified from the hotel yard. One tableware item was present.

Form. Each class is further divided into readily recognizable forms. For the sake of

reporting, these forms have been grouped into functional categories (see Table 6.9). Container

forms found within the hotel assemblage are Alcohol, Medicinal, Personal, and Unidentified.

No forms were found in the hotel assemblage for the categories of Chemical, Food,

Medicinal/Extract, or Other (these are present in other contexts of the Package 118 project and

appear elsewhere in this report). Tableware forms — identified as Flatware/Dish, Hollowware,

Tumbler, and Unidentified — were each represented within the assemblage. Lighting forms were

not present in either the hotel privy or yard. Forms will be discussed according to provenience.

Containers made up the largest proportion of the glass from the hotel privy with 79.6%

of the vessels.

Five alcohol (10.2%) bottles were identified from the privy. Four were olive colored,

wine type bottles. One wine bottle was complete and identified as an olive colored, free blown

bottle with a hand-applied, laid-on string finish. A fifth alcohol bottle was molded, but also had

a pontil mark.

Seven medicinal bottles (14.3%) were found. Only one bottle appeared to be of the

traditional proprietary medicine type. It was light green in color and obviously molded with an

unidentified embossing. Two vessels were identified as vials. The remaining four medicine

bottles were small, round blown bottles.
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Table 6.9. Forms present in hotel contexts.

Class Form Privy

# %
Yard

n %

Container Alcohol

Chemical

Food

Medicinal

Med./Extr.

Other

Personal

Unident.

5 10.20 i 10.00

- 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00

7 14.29 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00

18 36.73 - 0.00

9 18.37 8 80.00

Sub Total 39 79.59 9 90.00

Tableware Flatware/

Dish

Hollowware

Stemware

Tumbler

Unident.

1 2.04 0.00

1 2.04 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00

8 16.33 1 10.00

- 0.00 - 0.00

Sub Total 10 20.41 1 10.00

Lighting Lamp
Chimney - 0.00

-

0.00

Total 49 100.00 10 100.00

Several had very rough pontil marks making them unable to sit flat on their bases — these may
be small chemical type bottles that rested in a medicine chest or kit.

Snuff bottles were found in abundance within the privy (36.7%). A total of 18 were

counted and categorized as Personal bottles. These amber glass snuff bottles, all blown in a

mold, were roughly identical with glass-tipped pontil marks and hand-formed flared finishes.

Each bottle had roughly a capacity of about one pint.

Nine bottles (18.5%) remain Unidentified. Many of these have pontil marks and appear

to be from the same time period of the hotel use. Two of these unidentified bottles could also
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be included with medicinal forms, but have been separated because of their potential for multiple

uses. One, a complete colorless bottle with chamfered comers and a folded lip, shows some

evidence of illegible embossed lettering on its side. The second was an aqua, square based

bottle (with pontil mark) about the size, shape, and color of an Essence of Peppermint bottle

(Jones 1981). The bottle, however, shows no sign of embossing.

Tablewares, all of leaded and colorless glass, comprised 20.4% of the vessels from the

privy. Of these, it is interesting that all but one of the vessels can be related to drinking

behaviors.

One pressed colorless glass dish was present, but its design remains unidentified. One
colorless glass handle from a pitcher was identified. It showed no decorative pattern.

Eight glass tumblers (representing 16.3% of the total assemblage) were found in the

privy. Five of these were decorated with arched panels. Two tumblers had a pattern of vertical

cut lines similar to the upper elements of the Hamilton pattern (McKearin 1989:405). The last

tumbler was undecorated with a ground base and lip.

Containers also comprised the largest proportion of glass vessels from the hotel yard.

Nine vessels represented 90% of the vessels counted. One form identified as an alcohol bottle

was present in the yard. The bottle's hand-applied, laid-on string finish suggests a wine-type

bottle. The remaining eight containers are unidentifiable. This is largely due to this context

being from a yard scatter, where glass objects are more likely to be broken into smaller pieces

and scattered over larger areas.

Tablewares, represented by a single vessel, ended up being 10% of the total vessels from

the hotel yard. A rim fragment from a leaded, colorless glass tumbler was identified.

DISCUSSION

The glass and ceramic items analyzed provide numerous indications of the nature of life

in the area of Package 118 during the years it served as the hotel service area. The ceramic and

glass vessel data from the privy, for example, seem to indicate a mid- 1830s to possibly early

1840s date for the feature. The transfer printed ceramics in particular point toward a late 1830s

date for the assemblage. The fact that the majority of ceramic vessels indicate an 1830s or later

assemblage, may be a result of the privy being cleaned out. Physical evidence from the

stratigraphy within the feature — particularly evidence suggesting slumping at the sides of the

privy — may indicate at least one cleaning episode and may account for the scarcity of earlier

artifacts. The size and location of the privy suggest it was built and initially used by the hotel,

but dates generated through analysis suggest the privy saw continued use after the hotel ceased

operations. It is likely that the privy was closed when the Roeders moved into Park Building

16 in 1844 (See Chapter 8).

The yard scatter yielded 18 10s- 1830s dates for the assemblage. This sheet deposit

appears to represent the duration of the Harpers Ferry Hotel's existence. The wide date range

coupled with the large artifact recovery area makes interpretation of the assemblage difficult.

There are some interesting behavioral questions, however, that can be pursued given the data

that exists from both assemblages.
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Dining was an integral part of the hotel business. Ceramic data and foodways visible in

the hotel assemblages show evidence of attempts to provide a stylish atmosphere within the

hotel. When compared to domestic assemblages from Harpers Ferry some interesting

distinctions surface.

A comparison of the tableware from the hotel assemblages with the Benjamin Moor
family assemblage (1830s-1840s) reveals some interesting differences. Benjamin Moor held the

prominent position of master armorer during this time period. The Moor family was setting

their table with a large percentage of shell edge wares (68.2%, n = 15) compared to transfer

prints (31.8%, n=7). This seems to be consistent with the national trends mentioned earlier.

The hotel, in contrast, was setting their tables primarily with transfer prints. This is a departure

from local consumption patterns as other domestic sites from this period have similarly high

percentages of shell edge tableware (Kulp and Lucas 1992). The large quantity of transfer

printed tableware in the hotel assemblage may represent an attempt to provide customers with

a fashionable table.

A sample of entries from the daily ledger of the Virginia House, 1838-1850 (See

Appendix 6. A), and a ledger from the Harpers Ferry Hotel, 1823, (See Appendix 6.B) provide

a glimpse of possible food consumption patterns. The Harpers Ferry Hotel ledger lists three

different types of meals being served at the hotel: breakfast, supper, and dinner. Guests were

charged Yl xh cents for both breakfast and supper, but 50 cents for dinner. This may be an

indication of a more extravagant "Dinner" which was possibly the primary meal of the day.

Several individual bills, which list only dinner, may indicate people were coming specifically

to dine. The term "Dinner," however, appears less often than "Supper" in the ledger suggesting

more customers chose the less expensive supper.

The Virginia House ledger only lists breakfast and dinner. Breakfasts were two-thirds

the price of dinners. All dinners were apparently the same price regardless of the time of day.

These data sets provide a clouded picture of what meals were like at Harpers Ferry hotels

during the early nineteenth century. The different meals served at the hotels may have

necessitated distinct dining equipment. Although the Harpers Ferry Hotel ledger predates the

privy assemblage, it may suggest a scenario for archeologists finding the relatively inexpensive

shell edge and the more expensive transfer printed wares. The nicer transfer prints may have

been used for the more formal "Dinners" whereas the shell edge vessels may have served solely

as "Supper" or "Breakfast" vessels. Conversely the large percentage of transfer wares may also

be an indication that some of these wares were incorporated into suppers and breakfasts. This

leaves the possibility for a great variety of combinations of wares available to the hotel owner

according to situational needs.

Evidence of the foods consumed, available through pollen, phytolith, macrofloral, and

faunal analyses, provide additional insight into the foodways of the hotel. This evidence gives

an idea of foods and their availability, but does not suggest the variation noticed in the ceramic

assemblage.

Pollen, phytolith, and macrofloral analyses (Chapter 5) for the hotel privy reveal the

presence of a variety of foods. These analyses show the presence of tomato, peas, beans,

squash, and corn as well as fruits, including raspberry, strawberry, huckleberry, plum, cherry,

pear, apple, and watermelon. Many other seeds, pits, and nuts were evident in the assemblage

including walnut, almond, peanut, and peach (Chapter 5). With the exception of figs and
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coconut, most items found in the privy were not exotic and would have been regular fare in the

local markets. It is worth keeping in mind that Harpers Ferry enjoyed the advantages of close

proximity to the fertile Shenandoah Valley. Availability of a variety of food items was not a

problem.

A preliminary sampling of the faunal materials from the privy also suggests the likelihood

of local sources for foods (Brett Burk, personal communication 1993). Cow, pig, and sheep

dominate the assemblage. The immature pig bones suggest a local source for pork. This is in

keeping with historical data showing that hogs roamed the streets of Harpers Ferry (Ford 1993).

With the hotel stable at the rear of the property, a hog pen would not have been out of place.

The presence of large cuts of meat does indicate participation in the market economy, but there

was some emphasis on home-grown animals.

Differences in food service may also be visible in the teaware present in the privy

assemblage. Teawares were found in smaller quantities than tableware, but comprised many
high quality wares. The small quantity may be an indication that these wares were used

primarily for evening "Dinners" or special occasions. The quality of the wares is evident in the

large numbers of porcelains in the assemblage. The London shaped bone china printed tea cup

with gilding from the privy context, for example, would have been almost four times more

expensive than a similar shaped printed earthenware teacup without gilding (Miller 1991).

Certainly cost is not an overriding factor but this, coupled with the moderate percentage of

teaware in general, may indicate infrequent use of these items by the hotel. The high quality

teaware present may represent items used to fulfill expectations of travelers.

Glassware from the hotel privy and yard assemblages also suggest variations in dining

and service practices. Tumblers, found in abundance in the hotel privy, show a diversity of

decorations. The identified designs range from plain to ornate pressed patterns. The majority

of tumblers, however, appear to be the heavy "bar" type tumblers with the arched panels. These

were likely to have been associated with the alcohol beverage service available in the hotel.

Through much of the nineteenth century, empty bottles were considered a commodity

because of their potential reuse (Busch 1987). An alcohol bottle may not represent alcohol use

at the site where it was found - it may well have contained ketchup or other household products.

The same is true for many of the medicine bottles. However, improved manufacturing

techniques and increasing bottle specialization during the nineteenth century led to decreases in

the value of bottles and their reuse. Analysis of lag time, not attempted for this study, provides

insight into the changing practices of reuse. It becomes increasingly apparent that bottles and

glass cannot be interpreted in isolation.

The possibility that bottles were reused should not preclude interpretation of the

assemblages. The bottles found within the privy and yard scatter can still provide insight into

the 1830s in Harpers Ferry. The alcohol bottles are more interesting when associated with the

numbers and proportion of tumblers found at the site. Together, these artifacts suggest evidence

of drinking behavior rather than reuse at the site.

Historian William J. Rorabaugh, in his book The Alcoholic Republic: An American

Tradition (1979), rates American alcohol consumption at the start of the nineteenth century

among the highest in the world. The national temperance movement that began in the 1830s was

a reaction to American overindulgence. By the 1840s, people were changing consumption
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habits. The temperance movement, tied with many of the social reforms of the mid-nineteenth

century, used moral improvement in the argument against the evils of drink.

The community of Harpers Ferry underwent similar changes early in the nineteenth

century. Statistics generated by the Total Abstinence Society of Harpers Ferry for 1841, give

some idea of the amount of liquor consumed during this period (Table 6. 10). Rorabaugh uses

similar statistics generated by temperance organizations explaining that in testing them against

other sources (such a store ledgers and production records) the discrepancy was small

(Rorabaugh 1979:228). The source should still be considered, so the numbers may be inflated.

The hotel ledgers from the Harpers Ferry Hotel and Virginia House, however, give some

indication of alcohol consumption during this period and make clear the importance of alcohol

sales to the hotel business.

Table 6. 10. Report of liquor consumption for 1841 by the Total Abstinence Society of Harpers

Ferry.*

Alcohol Type Gallons % $ % of $

Brandy 4050 10.2 12,150 16.6

Gin 1845 4.7 5,535 7.6

J. Spirits 615 1.6 1,845 2.5

Rum 2160 5.5 3,240 4.4

Whiskey 28182 71.2 42,273 57.8

Wine 2715 6.9 8,145 11.1

Total 39,567 100 73,188 100

'2500 Inhabitants averaged 16 gallons at $28.50 per person (Virginia Free Press 4 Nov. 1841).

In an 1830s hotel or tavern, much of the alcohol was dispensed from barrels to bottles

or decanters and then to the customers (Busch 1987). In this process bottles would be used and

reused as part of daily operations, therefore the presence of alcohol bottles is not necessarily a

direct indication of volume of consumption. Bottles may find their way into the archeological

record when they have been broken or are otherwise no longer useable. A similar interpretation

applies to the number and proportion of tumblers found in the hotel context. Although the

question of reuse clouds determination of actual consumption, the presence and proportions of

alcohol bottles and tumblers are good indicators of the importance of alcohol service to everyday

hotel operations.

The Harpers Ferry Hotel provided many additional services as part of its daily

operations. The 1823 hotel ledger also shows the importance of livery services. These were

used by local townspeople as well as by lodgers. The hotel privy was located nearby the stable
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and may reflect much of the activity of this service. Several items can be associated with stable

activity including a metal horse grooming brush, horse shoes, and wagon parts. These items

also support the notion that the privy existed while the stable was extant and likely used in

association with stable activities.

The medicine bottles present in the hotel privy may evidence an additional service

provided through the hotel. The 1830s was a period of transition in medicine, when a general

reaction against the perceived harsh practices of medical professionals was growing in the

country (Larsen 1993a). This was the beginnings of the patent and proprietary medicine boom
of the nineteenth century as people sought to treat themselves. The bottles from the hotel

assemblages provide a look at this transformation.

Evidence of medicines from archeological contexts usually is seen through diverse

medicinal forms including specially decorated and embossed bottles of the proprietary medicine

era. The increasing use of embossed bottles was partly the result of changing technology for

bottle manufacture in the nineteenth century, but is also tied with increasing consumerism.

However, medicinal bottles from the hotel privy did not fall exclusively into these easily

identifiable forms. Many bottles from the privy were generic medicinal forms (i.e. vials and

chemical bottles) with no extant labels — indeed the vessels identified as snuff bottles may also

have held medicinal compounds. Some of the bottles had very rough pontil marks that would

have interfered with the bottles' ability to sit upright. These bottles may well have been part

of a "physicians kit" that often were compartmentalized to hold bottles of different medicines

(see examples of mid-century medical kits in Dammann 1983:47-63). These bottles may well

be evidence of the traveling health professionals that worked from the hotel or may be the result

of deposition from Dr. Garry, an early resident of nearby Park Building 15.

Few "patent" or proprietary medicines are clearly evident in the hotel assemblage.

Proprietary forms may also go unrecognized. The assemblages date from the start of the boom
in proprietary medicines, but prior to many of the technological changes that diversified bottle

forms. This was a period of rivalry between forms of medicine that generated a competition for

customers — a competition that proprietary medicines would eventually dominate to the 1880s

(Larsen 1993a). The value of an empty bottle during the early nineteenth century again enters

into interpretation. Bottle reuse must be considered during this period of transition when

proprietary medicine makers likely used traditional medicinals. The bottles associated with the

hotel may not be recognizable for their proprietary use. The proportion of medicinal bottles

present in the hotel privy is interesting when coupled with historical evidence of services offered

by an 1830s hotel.
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CONCLUSION

The outward, public functions of the hotel are outlined in the historical record. The

archeology on the other hand, gives us an avenue toward understanding the daily public and

private practices conducted at the site. Through a synthesis of the archeological evidence and

the historical documentation we can begin to discover some of the symbolic dimensions that

underlie the functions of the hotel.

The early nineteenth century hotel at Harpers Ferry was the location of significant

negotiation between national and local interests. Because of this, it can be argued that the hotel

held an important function within the community. As a public "institution" and site for cultural

transactions, the hotel helped to facilitate community identity.

It was a private establishment tied to the transportational and industrial changes occurring

at Harpers Ferry. This connection must have been clear to the hotel's operators as older hotels

closed and new competitors opened closer to the major modes of transportation (Snell 1973).

The 1830s was also a time of change in armory operations as the facilities were expanded and

a new industrial discipline was introduced to increase factory productivity (Larsen 1993, Lucas

1993, Shackel and Lucas 1993). The industrial character of the community was heightened by

new businesses on Virginius Island. The hotel profited from the expanded transportation

network, armory operations, and other industries. A larger town and greater interest in

manufacturing made for more hotel business.

The hotel played an important role in the local community as well. It helped sustain and

reshape the cultural fabric of Harpers Ferry by providing a place for business including public

sales, livery services, formal dinner parties, and food and drink for local residents. The hotel

was a place where information was transferred both publicly and privately — consciously and

unconsciously.

The front steps of the hotel were a gathering place where people could conduct their own
business as well as observing or participating in other's business. The exchange of tangible

property on the steps of the hotel was a significant process in the lives of many residents of

Harpers Ferry. The sale of real estate, for example, could function as a tool to be used in

forming hierarchy, and social exclusion and inclusion in the community through competition for

the control of power within the community.

There were also more subtle social transactions at work. The gathering together of

people to witness the sale of physical property provided an opportunity to discuss public and

private matters with other members of the community. This gathering of people in the public

space in front of the hotel was a chance to exchange intangible property in the form of

information. There was also an ongoing discourse in the interior of the hotel.

The interior of the hotel appears to have provided many services to both the citizens of

Harpers Ferry and those just passing through. Due to the diversity of local and non-local

clientele the hotel keepers had to continually negotiate the material accoutrements offered to

patrons in order to sustain and potentially maximize business. In the process of doing so they

made choices that may have served to exclude and include people in activities within the

building.
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The many data recovered from the archeological record mirror the complexity evident

in the historical documents, but also provide a unique insight into this complexity. Archeology

presents the ongoing daily constructions of life in the hotel whereas the historical documents

concentrate on single historical episodes. The subtleties of daily events such as meals, drinks,

stabling horses, and doctor visits are visible in the archeological record. Items such as alcohol

bottles, ceramic plates, medicinal bottles, tea cups and saucers, snuff bottles, tumblers, and

horse combs were used over long periods of time by many different hotel customers and staff.

Many of these items may have served multiple purposes such as various liquids being dispensed

from the alcohol bottles, or a variety of ceramic wares suitable for various meal arrangements.

The general profile of the hotel provided by the archeology and historical documentation

is that of social and cultural mediator. The interpretation proposed here suggests that the many
functions of the hotel outlined in the historical documents and exhibited in the archeological

record are, in part, the result of a conscious effort by the hotel operator to maximize business

potential. Growth and expansion are good for business, but at the same time the hotel must

function within the community of Harpers Ferry and its predominant interests. Service to a wide

range of customers with individual reasons for patronage, necessarily challenged the hotel to

provide an environment conducive to non-conflictive social interaction. In doing so, the hotel

served to negotiate between conflicting ideologies and aided the transition toward a new

community identity that included the new national industrial ethic.
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APPENDIX 6.A

Ledger from the Virginia House:

December 1839 - June 1840
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Harpers Ferry National Historical Park ~ Ace. No. 44, Cat. No. 289.

Account Book — Dec 1839 through June 1840 (probably associated with Virginia House

located on WL 9 operated as Hotel, Tavern from April 1838 though 1850).

Sample Entry

1840

January 29 Rec'dof J. 1.50

Harris 1.50

our stranger 1.50

30 Rec'd for Breakfast .50

31 Rec'd for Breakfast 1.75

Gentle Man's Lodging .25

Mr. Manwell [?] bill 1.12VS

Rec'd for Dinner 1.00

do. Dinner .50

Rec'd at Bar 5.21

27.59

February 2 Gentle Man's Bills 6.50

Stage Fare 4.00

Fitzpatrick 7.25

Rec'd for Dinner 3.50

3 Rec'd Stage Fare 4.00

Gentle Man's Bills 1.00

Rec'd for Dinner 1.00

Rec'd at Bar 26.00

4 Rec'd of Mr. Carter [?] 5.25

Dinners 1.50

Dinner .25

Gentle Man's Bill 1.25

S.H. .75

Bar .94

Contra

Jany

$64.19

29

30

Febury 1st

Cream .12 V4

Cream .12 lA
Mr. Burnes for Wood 5.00

Mustard .12 '/4

Market .25

Vinegar .12 14

Cream .37 V4

W. Clarke Cash 1.00

Mr. S. Cain for Butter 9.90

for corn .37 %
.12 Vi

Cash per Tim Bobbins .50

Sugar .50

Sam'l Gibson 3.00

Molasses .12 '/$

for Cabbage .50

Market .50

Mr. Beckham 5.00

27.59

Cash paid for .43 3/4

Coffee 1.00

Market .50

Sugar .50

John Williams 1.00

Cream & .25

Paid W. Evans for 8 Turkey 8.00

" Peter Mills for Wood 5.25

Molassas .12 V4

Mr. Butler for Wood 5.00

for Eggs .25

Mr. Miller for potato 1.50

John Williams 1.00

Cash Paid for Sugar .50

Paid OByrns for Wagon 38.00

Salt .12 14

for Mustard .12 Vi

Market .12 V4

for Market .25

Cream .25

$ 64.19
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Harpers Ferry National Historical Park -- Ace. No. 44, Cat. No. 289.

Account Book — Dec 1839 through June 1840 (probably associated with Virginia House

located on WL 9 operated as Hotel, Tavern from April 1838 though 1850).

Sample Entry

1840

May

June

itry 1840 Contra Cr.

Cash May 28 Cash paid for Market

for Bread

.50

.25

28 Rec'd for Breakfast

Rec'd for Dinner

.50

.75

.12 '/4

Cash paid for Market .25

Rec'd for Stage Fare 3.00 Carrell

Cow Feed

6.00

.37 'A

29 Rec'd for Breakfast 2.50

Rec'd for Dinner 1.00 29 Cash for .06 %
Jamy Brown 15.00

30 Rec'd for Breakfast .50 John Williams 7.00

Rec'd for Dinner 1.50 J.S. Whit...[enah] 8.00

Dinner 8.75 [ Inedurud ...?
) 3.63

Stage Fare 5.00 For Fish

" Radishes

.37 lA

.06 W

31 Rec'd for Breakfast 1.50 Cash paid for Eggs .40

1 Rec'd for Breakfast 3.00 30 Cash paid for Butter 3.50

Rec'd for Dinner .75 Butter

Henry

2.50

50.00

3 Rec'd for

[$ 28.75]

31

Lemmons & Beets

Samuel Gibson

Cash paid for market

Wm Clark apt

Market

Cash paid for Rices

.50

1.00

.50

1.00

.25

.12 */i

June 1 For Fish & Salt .37 V4

Smithfield CW. Lourd H.F.

[Tampik] 40.00

Beets & Lettes .25

Cash paid for Market .12 U
Market .10

[Bra...
] .56

[ Saul W.H. Bron J 23.00

Niswarner apt 1.61

Cash for Market .25

Cash for Lettes .12 */i

Bread .12 Vi

Cash for peas .50

Corn Meal & Chickens 1.37 V4

Market Mustard .25

Cash for & Market .25
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Harpers Ferry National Historical Park — Ace. No.44, Cat. No. 289.

Account Book ~ Dec 1839 through June 1840 (probably associated with Virginia House

located on WL 9 operated as Hotel, Tavern from April 1838 though 1850).

INDIVIDUAL TABS - Located at Back of Ledger

May

June

May

John Hall

26 To Sundries at the Bar $ 9.81 !4

To
| | | | | |

| Drink .50

9 To
| | | | | |

| Drinks .37 V4

15 To
| | | ! | | |

.75

Paid $ 11.43 3/4

Jackson Wright

6 To Sundries at the Bar 1.25

7 To 4 glasses of Drink .25

8 To 6 glasses of Brandy .37 Vi

17 To Breakfast and grog .31 W
23 To 8 glasses Drink 6 glass .87 V4

24 To Dinner & Drink .62 »/i

New book 3.68 3/4

John Gibson

May 9 To Lodging .25

10 To Breakfast .25

19 To 10 days of Board at 1 $ 10.00

28 Return

29 To 4 glasses of Drink .25

June 11 To Stage back to Martinsburg 2.00

To Dinner .37 Vz

21 To 2 Meals 50 & 1 Lodging .75

Christen Crepps

April 16 To Sundries Brot Over 2.00

May 21 To
| | | | | | | ! I

.56 W

New book $ 2.56 W

February

March

A. Foster

8 To 10 glasses of Drink .62 'A

9 To 18 glasses of Drink 1.12 Vi

To 4 glasses Drink .25

Champain 2 Bottles 2.00

To 8 glasses of Drink .50

To 1 Bottle Champain 2.00

10 To 4 glasses of Drink .25

To 4 glasses of Drink .25

To 4 glasses of Drink .25

11 To 6 glasses of Drink .37 14

13 To 8 Drinks .50

14 To 2 Drinks .12 xh
To 2 of Champain 4.00

2 Drinks .12 Vi

19 To Cash Lent 1.00

21 To 4 glasses of Drink .25

22 To 6 glasses of Drinks .37 'A

23 To Cash Lent apt.

Cash in full $ 5.00

1.00

To 6 glasses Drink .37 M
26 To 8 glasses .50

1
I I I i i i ii i i i I i i I i I M i 1 i

i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 i 1

1

! I
2.25

$16.12 V*
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APPENDIX 6.B

Ledger from the Harpers Ferry Hotel
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Harpers Ferry National Historical Park — Ace. No.44, Cat. No. 284.

1823 Ledger from Harpers Ferry Hotel located on WL 13-16 (last year of William Graham's

lease and operation).

Harpers Ferry Jany 16 1823

Mr. Schnidamon

To Hay .37 Vi Harpers Ferry Jany 19th 1823

2Vi Gal. Oats .31 Vi

1 Supper .37 Vi Henry Hamilton

Lodging .25 To 2 Dinners $ 1.00

Beer .03 By Cash .37 Vi

1 Grog .06 !4 — _
Breakfast .37 Vi To Sisters Bill .62 Vi

$ 1.12 Vi

George Perry

To 1 gallon oats .12 Vi

Orias Crampton

To 2 Dinners 1.00

Towsand Beckam "
1 grog .06 %

To 1 gal. Beer .12 lA 1 do. .06 14

Hay (8 Nights) 1.50

$ 1.12 Vi

Mr. Ivens

To Supper .37 Vi

erry Jany 18 1823 " Lodging .25

By Cash $2.50

Wm Long To 1 grog .06 M
To 2 grogs .12 Vi 1 glass toddy .12 Vi

" 1 pt. Beer .06 % brandy .06 M
1 qt. do. .12 Vi 3 grogs .18 3/4

2 grogs .12 Vi 3 do. .18 3/4

do. .06 14 2 Days Boarding 2.50

M. Greenfield

To whiskey .18 3/4

Supper .37 Vi

1 Lodging .25

2 gals, oats .25

Hay .31 Vi

Grog .06 !4

1.43 3/4

Blanchard

To 3 grogs .18 3/4
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Harpers Ferry National Historical Park ~ Ace. No. 44, Cat. No. 284.

1823 Ledger from Harpers Ferry Hotel located on WL 13-16 (last year of William Graham's

lease and operation).

Harpers Ferry April 1 1 1 823 Harpers Ferry April 12 1823

Mr. Rup

To Supper

Lodging

pt. Beer

Breakfast

.37 V4

.25

.06 14

.37 Vi

1.11 'A

M. Garry

To 1 Horse to Hay

Stage Passengers

To grogs
| | |

.18 3/4

4 Chickens 1.00

$ 1.18 3/4

William Small

To Supper
" Breakfast

Dinner

Bottle Cider .25

3 Days Boarding 3.75

$ 4.00

M. Ainsworth

To pt. Beer .06 %
5 gals, oats .62 U
Hay 2n 1 day .75

Supper .37 'A

3 Lodging .75

grog
!

.06 '4

2 Breakfasts .75

$ 3.37 M

Mr. Robertson

To Amount pg 57 1.25

2 glasses wine .25

1 do. .12 l
/t

2 glasses toddy .25

1 do. wine .12 lA
urogs

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.50

Cocktail .12 '/*

Wine & Sugar .12 «/4

1 glass toddy .12 Vi

2.87 V4

Boarding 7.00

1.00

10.87

By cash 8.00

Balance 2.87 V4

6.27





CHAPTER 7

WHERE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MEET: A COMMUNITY
BAKER AND CONFECTIONER IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY HARPERS FERRY

Michael T. Lucas

INTRODUCTION

During the 1840s and 1850s, Harpers Ferry, Virginia, experienced a period of significant

economic growth. This growth period was spurred by a number of events, including the

breakup of the Wager land and business monopoly which allowed for a greater diversity of

business establishments, and a greater infusion of commercial trade brought by the Chesapeake

and Ohio Canal, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and the Winchester and Potomac Railroad.

Prosperity was halted, however, by a single factor: the Civil War. The town forfeited much to

the war, including the national armory and other industries. This chapter first reviews the

historical context from the 1840s to the beginning of the Civil War and the recovery of the town

following the war. Archeologically recovered materials attributed to a local business family,

along with historical documentation, are used to create a view of life in Harpers Ferry during

the 1840s and 1850s.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Local Community

Historical documentation suggests that Harpers Ferry was a thriving community during

the last two decades prior to the beginning of the Civil War (Lucas 1993a; Chapter 2, this

report). The cultural environment in the town reflects a diversity rather than uniformity of

attitudes and ambitions. People were testing the waters of their new, increasingly industrialized

environment to varying degrees. Some people saw the changing national culture as progress

while others viewed this movement as a threat to traditional social customs. In either case, the

residents of Harpers Ferry actively responded to outside influences by channeling and

reconditioning them to suit individual schemes or by simply resisting change (Lucas 1993c).

Following the war, the town slowly rebounded as local businesses returned. Ongoing

transformations in Harpers Ferry and nineteenth-century American society in general combined

to form an atmosphere distinct to the town.

One particularly important change came with the breakup of the Wager monopoly on land

holdings in 1835. During the early nineteenth century, the Wager family owned all land in

lower town Harpers Ferry outside government holdings. The Wager family used this power to

regulate the number and types of businesses that could operate in lower town (Lucas 1993a;
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Snell 1973:5). This resulted in a general lack of competition and a high cost for consumer

goods. After the estate of James B. Wager was declared bankrupt in 1835, and many of the

family landholdings were sold off, a larger quantity and variety of businesses were established.

Increased competition for a share of the consumer market created a thriving business

environment in the community. The economy also flourished due in part to the improvement

of transportation lines coming into town.

Changes in the complexion of the market place only partially reflect the degree of access

to consumer goods and business competition. Larger issues relating to consumer behavior are

apparent. Town residents were presented with an increasing array of choices during the 1840s

and 1850s. How they interpreted their cultural surroundings and chose to construct their lives

through the consumption of material goods is paramount to understanding the environment in

Harpers Ferry prior to the start of the Civil War.

Participants in the town economy included the operators of drygoods stores, bakeries,

stables, and other shops. One local baker is examined here to explore issues of the community

on the pre-war prosperity.

Roeder Family (1844 - 1861)

In 1838, John Wilson assumed control over Wager Lots 16 and 17 through a ten year

lease from Noah and Sarah Swayne. This lease required that Wilson build houses on both lots

fronting High Street within five years (Chickering and Ramakrishna 1993:6). The Frederick A.

Roeder family took control over Lot 16 in 1844 by assuming a lease on that portion of the

property. There is some disagreement about the exact construction date of Park Building 16 and

its builder (Chickering and Ramakrishna 1993). However, historical evidence shows that the

building was constructed sometime between 1838 and 1844. It also seems likely that the

Roeders moved into Park Building 16 shortly after assuming control of the property in 1844.

They continued to live in the building after Anna Marie's and Frederick's deaths in 1861,

although occupation during the Civil War temporarily forced them out.

The 1850 census lists the Roeder household as Frederick A. Roeder (41), Mary A.

(Anna Marie) Roeder (31), Mary L. (7), Matilda (5), Augustus H. (3), and James R. (1) (United

States Census 1850). Both Frederick and Anna Marie are listed as natives of Germany and their

children as native Virginians, showing that the parents immigrated sometime before 1843.

Little historical documentation on the Roeder family has been recovered at this point.

Frederick Roeder apparently acquired considerable wealth and properties through his baking and

confectionery business (Chickering and Ramakrishna 1993:9). Author Joseph Barry, a fellow

Harpers Ferrian and friend to Frederick Roeder, simply noted that "...by industry he had

accumulated a considerable property" (1903: 108). Regardless of how their wealth was obtained

the Roeders were economically secure throughout the 1840s and 1850s.

The Roeders were politically active and strong in their political convictions. Frederick

Roeder was elected to the Harpers Ferry city council at least four times during the 1850s (Spirit

ofJefferson [SoJ] 9 May 1851:2, 11 May 1852:2, 12 May 1857:2, 5 May 1859). Roeder was

popular within the voting population but some of his political and moral views were rare in the

state of Virginia. Barry (1903:108) notes that Frederick Roeder was a supporter of the
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Republican party and an opponent of slavery. The family was also devoted to the government

and the preservation of the union (Barry 1903:108; Chickering 1992 ).

Historical information relating to the Roeder bakery and confectionery is generally

scarce. An appraisement of Frederick Roeder's estate in 1865 lists items likely related to the

family business including 1 marble slab for candy manufacture $1.00, 1 copper kettle & 2

copper pans $4.00, and 1 broken show case $1.00 (Appendix 7. A).

The sale of baked goods to the workers at the national armory was apparently common
by the 1840s. Purchasing cakes at the armory gate gave workers an opportunity to take

unauthorized breaks thereby pacing their work (Smith 1991). The Roeder bakery and

confectionery, which was located adjacent to the armory yard, would have been ideally situated

to supply workers with cakes. Unfortunately, specific documentation has not been located that

would link Roeder to this phenomena. There may have been other bakers from Harpers Ferry

such as B. Sweetman or W. Richards who were responsible for supplying the armory workers.

The Roeders apparently enjoyed success in the baking and confectionery business through the

1850s despite competition with other bakers for the local market.

Although the 1850s marked a decade of prosperity for the Roeders, the 1860s were filled

with tragedy. On July 4, 1861, shortly after the death of his wife Anna Maria, Frederick

Roeder was killed by a sniper (Chickering and Ramakrishna 1993: 12). Joseph Barry (1903: 108)

illustrates the tragic irony of Roeders death at the hands of a Union soldier, stating that Roeder,

"...the first who lost his life at Harper's Ferry at the hands of the union army, was a warm
friend to the government and one who would have sacrificed, all the property he possessed to

preserve the union of the states".

ARCHEOLOGICAL DATA

Data presented in this section represents the archeologically recovered materials that are

most likely associated with the Roeder occupation of Park Building 16 (Megastrata IV and V).

During vessel analysis, data from Megastrata IV and V were separated to determine if there

were artifact differences warranting separate analyses. Due to a mix of artifacts containing

numerous crossmends, the two megastrata were combined to form one assemblage. One small

area consisting of five, 5 ft
2
excavation units located in the center of the backyard of Park

Building 16 contained the only materials associated with the Roeder occupation of the site. The

other excavation units are associated with the hotel privy.

Archeological data analyzed in this chapter include only ceramic and glass artifacts.

Other data, including buttons, marbles, pipe fragments, and metal objects, were also recovered,

but were sparse and subsequently excluded from analysis in this chapter. The ceramic and glass

data presented here are based on vessel counts conducted on all of the strata targeted for

analysis. A comprehensive list of artifacts that were not analyzed are presented in Chapter 3.
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Ceramics

The vessel data gathered was analyzed according to specific criteria such as ware type,

decoration, and vessel form. These criteria were chosen because they provide a wide range of

information that can be applied to questions pertaining to social behavior. Makers' marks and

decorative patterns were also examined to determine date ranges and matching sets.

Ware Type. Ceramic ware type constituted the broadest category that was analyzed

(Table 7. 1). The ceramic assemblage contained a diversity of ware types. Most of the ceramic

vessels were either red paste wares or whiteware. Whiteware was particularly common in the

assemblage comprising 62% (n=98) of all wares. Redware vessels were less prevalent at 12%
(n=20) of the assemblage. All other wares comprised smaller percentages of the ceramic

assemblage.

Table 7.1. Ceramic vessels by ware type.

Ware Type # %

Black Basalt 1 0.64

Bone China 3 1.91

Creamware 2 1.27

Ironstone 5 3.18

Pearlware 6 3.82

Porcelain (Unidentified) 6 3.82

Redware 20 12.74

Refined Redware 3 1.91

Rockingham 1 0.64

Brown Stoneware 3 1.91

Grey Stoneware 2 1.27

Other Stoneware 1 0.64

Whiteware 98 62.42

Yellowware 4 2.55

Unidentified Refined 1 0.64

Total 156 100.00

Most of the ceramics in the assemblage were types commonly available in the United

States between the 1830s and 1850s. Two noticeable exceptions are the black basalt and

creamware vessels. The black basalt is an especially interesting anomaly. Black basalt is found

more often in assemblages dating to the first quarter of the nineteenth century and earlier.

Possibly more intriguing is the fact that black basalt has not been recovered from other sites in
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Harpers Ferry. Like most of the other ceramics in the assemblage, the black basalt and

creamware vessels make up small percentages of the total vessel count.

Decorative Type. Decoration of particular vessels was recognized according to the

primary decorative technique applied. Since refined wares were marketed according to

decoration during the nineteenth century (Miller 1980), only refined ceramics (i.e. whiteware,

pearlware, and ironstone) were analyzed for this study due to the great diversity of styles and

monetary values placed on them. A diversity of ceramic decorative types and ware types was

present in the assemblage. A wide array of ceramic decorative types, available during the 1830s

and 1840s, was apparently being purchased by the Roeder family during that time. A
comparison with the ceramic assemblage from Harpers Ferry Park Building 40, dating to the

1870s, further supports an 1840s- 1850s date for this assemblage. A major difference between

the two assemblages is the predominance of molded ironstone and undecorated white pasted

wares in the Park Building 40 assemblage and their absence in the Roeder assemblage (Lucas

1993b). Decorative types present are listed in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2. Refined ceramic by decorative type.

Decoration # %

Dipped 7 5.69

Enameled 2 1.63

Gilded 1 0.81

Molded 7 5.69

Painted 9 7.32

Shell edge 18 14.63

Sponge 5 4.07

Sprig Painted 11 8.94

Transfer Print 53 43.09

Undecorated 7 5.69

Unidentified 3 2.44

Total 123 100.00

Transfer printed vessels were at least three times as common as any other decorative

type. The second largest class of ceramics was shell edge vessels, most of which were plates.

As the table illustrates, all other decorative types present each comprise less than ten percent of

the total assemblage.
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Form Type. The ceramic vessels were also broken down by form type within functional

categories. For comparative purposes the ceramics were grouped as tableware, teaware,

storage/kitchen, or other/unidentified vessel forms.

Table 7.3 shows the distribution of form types within the assemblage. Tableware

consisting of plates, platters, bowls, mugs, and unidentified flatware was the largest functional

group. Plates were the largest form type at 27.39% (n=43) of the total vessel assemblage.

There were a number of unidentified tableware vessels and table bowls also in the assemblage.

There are a variety of decorative types among tablewares present in the assemblage,

especially on plates. Comparing the plates by decorative type indicates that the household was

purchasing primarily transfer print and shell edge plates (Table 7.4). A variety of pattern and

color types among these two primary decorations is evident. The shell edge plates ranged from

motifs such as impressed bud and other even scalloped types, to embossed examples such as

rope and bough. The transfer prints were similarly diverse in pattern type and colors. A variety

of color transfer prints included blue, light blue, dark blue, black, green, and red. The patterns

were also diverse and, like the shell edge wares, there were few matching vessels suggesting

purchase of sets.

Teawares were less prevalent than the tablewares in the Roeder assemblage.

Approximately one-third of the total assemblage (28%, n=44) was teaware. Cups were the most

prevalent teaware vessel form in the assemblage (15%, n=24). Unidentified teawares were

those vessels that could not be positively identified as a specific form such as creamer, sugar,

or teapot.

Teawares were also grouped by decorative type. As Table 7.5 illustrates, painted wares

dominated the assemblage. Most of these vessels were decorated with sprig-style painted floral

motifs. Transfer print teawares were also common in the assemblage. The distribution of

decorative types and patterns mirrors the rest of the assemblage in its diversity.

Makers Marks and Decorative Patterns. Fifteen of the 53 transfer print vessels recovered

were identified by pattern. Most of these patterns were produced by known potters and are thus

datable, either by pattern or pottery date range. Table 7.6 contains a full listing of all the

vessels with identifiable patterns. The patterns were located in Staffordshire Romantic Transfer

Patterns (1978) and Staffordshire II Romantic Transfer Patterns (1986) by Petra Williams and

Marguerite R. Weber. "Date Range" represents the production span of the pattern or particular

pottery, while "Mean Date" is the mean production date for the pattern. An overall mean date

for the assemblage was also calculated.

An analysis of the identifiable patterns reveals a general diversity in the assemblage.

Only two patterns were found on more than one vessel. "Palestine" by William Adams was one

of the most popular transfer print patterns during the second quarter of the nineteenth century.

There were three Palestine vessels in the Roeder assemblage. Three Sirus pattern vessels were

also present. There were red and blue examples of both of these patterns. Given the diversity

of the assemblage in general there may have been an attempt to match different patterns on the

table according to color shade due to the lack of access to designs purchased in previous years.

It is not inconceivable that the household may have also found the mixture of colors and styles

desirable.
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Table 7.3. Ceramic vessels by form.

Functional Category Form H %

Tableware Plate 10"

Plate 9"

Plate 8"

Plate 7" or Less

Plate Unid Diam.

1 0.64

2 1.27

- 0.00

4 2.55

36 22.93

Plate Total 43 27.39

Bowl

Mug

Platter

Flatware

Unident.

Tableware

10 6.37

1 0.64

2 1.27

1 0.64

8 5.10

Sub Total 65 41.40

Teaware Cup

Saucer

Unident. Teaware

24 15.29

14 8.92

6 3.82

Sub Total 44 28.03

Storage/kitchen Bottle

Crock

Jug

Pan/Dish

Hollow Ware

Unident.

Storage

1 0.64

12 7.64

1 0.64

3 1.91

11 7.01

2 1.27

Sub Total 30 19.11

Other/unident Basin

Toy Saucer

Chamber Pot

Hollow Ware

Unident.

1 0.64

1 0.64

1 0.64

6 3.82

9 5.73

Sub Total 18 11.47

Total 157 100.00
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Table 7.4. Plates by decorative type.

Decoration # %

Painted 1 2.33

Mold 1 2.33

Shell Edge 15 34.88

Transfer Print 25 58.14

Undecorated 1 2.33

Total 43 100.00

Table 7.5. Teaware by decorative type.

Decoration # %

Dipped 2 4.55

Enameled 1 2.27

Gilded 1 2.27

Incised 1 2.27

Molded 5 11.36

Painted 7 15.91

Slip Decorated (Other) 1 2.27

Sponge 5 11.36

Sprig Painted 10 22.73

Transfer Print 7 15.91

Undecorated 4 9.09

Total 44 100.00

The majority of mean dates for the identifiable patterns fall within the 1830s through the

1850s, and the combined mean ceramic date is 1840 for all of the patterns. These results

correspond with the site's occupation by the Frederick Roeder family.

Glass

The small glass sample size and the large number of unidentified glass vessels complicate

interpretation using the glass data. Another element hindering interpretation is the fact that most

identifiable bottles are cataloged by general functional categories, such as alcohol or medicinal,

which prohibit a more detailed sketch of specific behaviors. The glass vessel data has been

further grouped into three broad categories: containers, tablewares, and lighting.
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Table 7.6. Decorative transfer printed patterns identified for Roeder assemblage.

Pattern Potter Color Form Date Range Mean
Date

Amoy William Ridgway Blue Bowl 1830-1834 1832

Columbian Star John Ridgway Purple Basin 1830-1840 1835

Isola Bella William Adams & Sons Light Blue Plate 1849-1864 1856.5

Medina William Ridgway Light Blue Plate 1830-1854 1842

Palestine Ralph Stevenson Dark Blue Plate 1810-1832 1821

Palestine William Adams Blue Plate 1836-1864 1850

Palestine William Adams Red Plate 1836-1854 1850

Palestine William Adams Red Teacup 1836-1854 1850

Sicilian Unknown Black Muffin Unknown —
Singanese Ralph Hall & Co. Light Blue Saucer 1841-1849 1845

Sims James & Thomas Edwards Light Blue Plate 1839-1841 1840

Sims James & Thomas Edwards Light Blue Unid. 1839-1841 1840

Sims James & Thomas Edwards Red Platter 1839-1841 1840

Tuscan Rose Francis Morley & Co. Light Blue Plate 1814-1837 1835.5

Victoria Samuel Alcock & Co. Blue Bowl 1830-1859 1835.5

Mean Dates 25766.5

Pattern Mean Date = = 1840.5

Number 14

A vessel count yielded 44 glass vessels including 1 lamp chimney, 12 tablewares, and

31 containers. Table 7.7 illustrates this distribution of vessels. A cursory examination of the

glass data failed to reveal any anomalies. A further breakdown of the vessels into functional

types produced similar results (Table 7.8). Like the ceramics, the glass vessel types suggest a

pre-war date for the assemblage. A large percentage of the containers from the assemblage were

unidentified alcohol bottles, mostly with brandy or champagne/wine type finishes (Jones and

Sullivan 1989).

An even larger percentage of vessels were unidentified container types. Three brandy

finish bottles and one champagne/wine finish bottle were identified as alcohol types. In addition

to these alcohol bottles one personal/snuff bottle with a folded lip and three medicinal types with

flared finishes were recovered. A general date of 1850s was placed on three of the alcohol

bottles due to the presence of pontil marks (Larsen 1993b). A comparison with the Park

Building 40 glass data (ca. 1865-1881) provides further evidence supporting a pre-war date for

the assemblage (Larsen 1993a). One interesting difference between the two assemblages is the
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presence of three-piece "Rickets" type molded bottles in the Park Building 40 assemblage and

the absence of this vessel type in the Roeder assemblage. Many of these containers are

represented by distinct body or base fragments that could not be identified to a specific type.

Table 7.7. Distribution of glass vessels.

Context Containers Tableware Lighting Total

Roeder 31 12 1 44

Table 7.8. Glass vessel class and form.

Class Form # %

Container Alcohol

Chemical

Food

Medicinal

Med./Extr.

Other

Personal

Unident.

11 25.00

— 0.00

~ 0.00

5 11.36

— 0.00

— 0.00

1 2.27

14 31.82

Sub Total 31 70.45

Tableware Flatware/Dish

HoUowware

Stemware

Tumbler

Unident.

~ 0.00

4 9.09

3 6.82

3 6.82

2 4.55

Sub Total 12 27.27

Lighting Lamp Chimney 1 2.27

Total 44 100.00
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CONCLUSION

A number of interesting hypotheses can be generated from the archeological data

recovered. Although factors such as a small recovery area and minimal glass vessel data are

problematic, some conclusions were drawn about the artifact assemblage.

After reviewing the archeological data, one of the first conclusions about the artifact

assemblage was its apparent temporal affiliation. The majority of material goods recovered and

analyzed are pre-war in origin, confirming that the assemblage was purchased by the Frederick

Roeder family. This allows for some preliminary speculations about life in the Roeder

household during the 1840s and 1850s.

Little is known about the Roeder family business, but it seems it was a prosperous

venture. Unfortunately, the methods used by the family to conduct their business is unknown.

Before the 1850s, bread baking was considered a handicraft in production and distribution

(Panschar 1956:32). Bakers sold their goods directly from the shop prior to 1850, and during

the second half of the nineteenth century they began practicing house-to-house distribution

(Varilek and Walker 1983:59). These handicraft practices probably describe the bakery of

Frederick Roeder. Before the 1850s, bakeries were inexorably linked to the community by

providing daily staple foods, allowing bakers to garner strong ties with community members and

sustain their businesses (Panschar 1956:39). The fact that residents had to travel to the Roeder

home to purchase baked goods or candies also strengthened this mutual relationship. Besides

selling goods from their shop, the Roeders may have employed other strategies, such as selling

cakes to armorers or wholesaling to local hotels, as a means of attaining additional income. It

is likely, however, their business was in home craft tradition of baking and distributing

perishable goods to a local market. The archeology provides little insight into the nature of their

business, but it does provide clues about their private domestic lives.

Conclusions about temporal affiliation can be drawn from the glass data present in the

assemblage, but few proclamations about specific behaviors are possible. The ceramic data is

more varied, however, and consists of a larger sample than the glass. The ceramic tableware

data is similar to the hotel assemblage (Chapter 8) in the small number of matching dishes.

There is a large percentage of tableware in the assemblage, yet it seems the table was set with

a range of transfer print patterns in a variety of colors. A variety of wares may be due to a lack

of availability or perhaps a desire for a variety of patterns and/or colors at the table. Other

intriguing aspects of the ceramic assemblage are worthy of further speculation.

The tableware assemblage is noticeably larger than the other functional groups, but the

difference between the teaware and tableware percentages does not appear to be startling.

Considering that tableware pieces were most often used on a regular basis, a greater number of

these vessels were used and indeed broken and discarded. The smaller percentage of teaware

vessels should not simply be interpreted as meaning the Roeders were drinking tea less or cared

little about the tea ceremony.

In overall perspective the assemblage does not seem particularly unusual compared to

other antebellum sites in Harpers Ferry (Lucas 1993a). The only anomalous occurrence in the

entire assemblage is the black basalt teaware vessel. This is the only example of black basalt
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known to be recovered in Harpers Ferry. This ware type may have been available in town but

in small quantities and thus absent in archeological excavations to date. Also, black basalt ware

was popular much earlier than the occupation of the site by the Roeders. One possible

explanation is that the item was purchased by the Roeder family in Germany and transported to

the United States along with other personal possessions such as the Stevenson "Palestine" pattern

plate. Considering most of the ceramic dates are from the 1840s, it is possible the Roeders

purchased most of their wares around the time they moved into Park Building 16.

The Roeder ceramic and glass assemblages do not automatically demand, or reveal, an

explanation. They may seem like typical artifact assemblages from the 1840s, to a researcher

of nineteenth-century material culture, but there are subtle processes of acculturation at work that

are not outwardly evident. Within particular cultural systems there are often varying responses

and adaptations to prevailing dominant themes (Little 1994; Lucas 1994).

The Roeders became part of American society upon their arrival to the United States, and

established a business that helped stimulate Harpers Ferry's cultural and economic environment.

They may have also influenced their social environment through their power to purchase material

goods and interpret their usage. Subsequently, they were actively making choices that both

guided, and were guided by, social conditions in Harpers Ferry.
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APPENDIX 7.A

Appraisal of the personal property of Frederick Augustus Roeder, delayed until four years after

his death because of the Civil War. Original was recorded in run-on style, reproduced here in

standard ledger format for clarity. Filed on August 3, 1865 by S.V. Yantis, T.W. Potterfield,

and Isaac Fouke (Will Book 1864-1881:20-21).

1 mahogany bureau $ 8.00

1 paper painted 6.00

1 bedstead bed and bedding 35.00

1 ditto 25.00

1 ditto single 13.00

1 trunnel [trundle bed] 10.00

3 carpets 25.00

6 cane seat chairs 7.50

1 washstand 2.00

1 ditto fine .50

1 sofa 20.00

1 corole stand [console] 1.25

1 fancy 4.00

1 large looking glass 5.00

2 small [?] 3.00

1 wooden clock 1.00

1 brass [?] 2.00

1 double barrel rifle, 1 swiss rifle 1.00

1 Hall rifle 2.00

1 lot of books 6.00

1 cane seat rocking chair 3.00

6 common chairs 2.50

3 tables 10.00

5 Venetian window blinds 10.00

1 common rocking chair 2.50

2 stoves 7.50

1 marble slab for Candy Manufacture 1.00

1 pine sofa 3.00

1 copper kettle and 2 copper pans 4.00

1 broken showcase 1.00

Whole amount $ 230.75 [sic]
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CHAPTER 8

POLITICS AND LIQUOR: CERAMIC AND GLASS ANALYSIS
OF THE BURLEIGH OCCUPATION OF WAGER LOT 16

Eric L. Larsen

INTRODUCTION

Bridget Burleigh purchased Wager Lot 16 in 1881 and resided there with her youngest

son, Thomas J., his wife Mattie, and their daughter Mary E. (Chapter 2). When Bridget

Burleigh died in 1894, the property came under the control of Thomas J., who was already a

prominent figure within the town.

Thomas J. Burleigh served as town constable, president of the Bank of Harpers Ferry,

captain of a volunteer fire company, and member of the local Democratic Executive Committee

through the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Thomas operated a saloon in Park

Buildings 5 and 7, first obtaining a liquor license in 1885. His saloon appears to have been his

primary source of income until it was closed in 1914 with state prohibition.

Thomas Burleigh's first wife Mattie died in 1890. He remarried prior to the turn of the

century to Mary Stoutzenberger. The 1900 and 1910 censuses note a large household with up

to seven children, in-laws, and a boarder or servant (U.S. Census 1900: 80B; U.S. Census

1910: 190). The Burleigh household was closely tied with the Burleigh saloon in both proximity

and inhabitants. T.J. Burleigh's brother-in-law, Henry C. Stoutzenberger, lived in the Burleigh

household and worked as bartender in the saloon.

The Burleigh Saloon was caught in the controversy over the prohibition of alcohol in

Harpers Ferry. During the late nineteenth century, local newspapers note the sway of attitudes

as liquor licenses were granted and withheld and the controversy over the sale of spirits.

Thomas Burleigh, who served as a town councilman (SoJ 7 Jan. 1902:2; 9 Jan. 1912:2), was

probably a significant player in this political contest.

The Burleigh assemblage reflects Lot 16's use as a combined residence and business.

Like the Harpers Ferry Hotel (Chapter 6) and Roeder (Chapter 7) assemblages, the Burleigh

contexts allow an opportunity to further trace the businesses and development in the lower town

of Harpers Ferry into the early twentieth century.

ARCHEOLOGY

Evidence of the Burleigh occupation of the site was found scattered across the site area.

Much of the context appears to have been affected by the Park Service's Package 110

restorations. Package 118 excavations and re-analysis of Package 110 archeology located the

Burleigh assemblage within Features 184, 191, 213, and 310, and Excavation Units 28 and 57.
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These features and levels represent late nineteenth- through early twentieth-century occupations

of the site, Megastrata II and III, respectively.

The assemblage was derived from six proveniences — four proveniences are features and

the remaining two are associated strata. Features 191 and 213 are associated with Megastratum

II, while Features 184 and 310 are designated as Megastratum III. Strata found in Excavation

Units 28 and 57 have also been associated with the Burleigh occupation encompassing the years

represented in Megastratum II and III. From these proveniences, three areas have been

identified for analysis. These are the Burleigh yard (from Features 191 and 310 as well as strata

from Excavation Unit 57), the Burleigh saloon (from Features 184 and Excavation Unit 28), and

the Burleigh privy (from Feature 213).

The Burleigh yard represents the duration of the Burleigh occupation of Park Building

16. The majority of the assemblage, however, was comprised of artifacts recovered from

Feature 191. Feature 191, found in Excavation Unit 30, was a twentieth-century drain clean-out

adjacent to the Hog Alley wall in WL16. This 3.5 ft by 5 ft stone box cuts a late nineteenth-

century trash pit (Feature 184) found along the wall, thus postdating the pit. Other artifacts

from this period were found within Excavation Unit 57. Located in the ground floor of Park

Building 16, Excavation Unit 57 was found to be disturbed with the exception of a small area

(approximately 1.5 ft
2
) near the inside corner. Strata within Excavation Unit 57 and Feature 310

(identified within the small undisturbed area of Excavation Unit 57) are associated with the

Burleigh occupation of the site.

Artifacts from the late nineteenth-century occupation of the site were found within a

possible trash pit running east-west along Hog Alley wall and associated with the Burleigh

Saloon. Portions of this feature were excavated as Package 1 10, Excavation Unit 28. Another

portion of this trash-filled pit was found in Package 118 and identified as Feature 184. Due to

ambiguities in the excavations of Excavation Unit 29 (located between Excavation Units 28 and

51) these proveniences were initially maintained as separate entities, however, several

crossmends were found suggesting an association between the two.

Feature 213 was an early twentieth-century privy. The assemblage from the 5 ft
2 wood-

lined privy was limited to the small area of about an .8 ft strip, running north-south, excavated

in Excavation Unit 51. Questions arose about use of data from earlier excavations of this privy

and so this information was not used. Vessel counts from the Burleigh privy are hampered by

this loss, and so add very little to the analysis of the Burleigh occupation of the site.

A conservative minimum vessel count was done for proveniences associated with the

Burleigh family's occupation of the site. All ceramic and glass artifacts from these proveniences

were considered for this analysis.

Ceramics were sorted by ware type and provenience during the cataloging process. Once

mending across unit designations was completed, the minimum number of vessels was

determined along with their vessel forms. Vessel forms such as plates, platters, cups, and

saucers were also subdivided by ware and primary decorative type.

Glass was sorted by color, lead content, and originating context. Once mending across

unit designations was completed, the minimum number of vessels was determined. This

procedure was done relying first upon vessel bases, then distinct rims and finishes, and lastly

by distinct body sherds. Vessels were assigned to types and forms when possible.
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CERAMIC DATA

Ware Type. A primary criterion used in the vessel count was ware type. Ware type

refers to characteristics of the body (or paste) and glaze of the vessel.

The largest ware type categories found in the Burleigh assemblage were whitewares,

redwares, and ironstone (white granite). Whiteware was found in greatest proportion in each

of the yard, saloon, and privy areas identified above. Table 8.1 provides a summary of ware

types by area.

A piece of late nineteenth-century majolica was identified with the saloon context. This

piece can be dated to ca. 1880-1882 (Lehner 1988:345-346). Other ware types were found only

in small proportions consistent with a late nineteenth-century context.

Table 8.1. Ceramic vessels by ware and context.

Ware Type Burleigh Yard Burleigh Saloon

# %
Burleigh Privy

# %

Creamware - 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00

Ironstone 10 16.39 4 11.11 - 0.00

Majolica - 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00

Pearlware 2 3.28 3 8.33 - 0.00

Porcelain 5 8.20 1 2.78 - 0.00

Redware 6 9.84 9 25.00 1 7.14

Rockingham - 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00

Grey Stoneware - 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00

Other Stoneware 3 4.92 1 2.78 - 0.00

Whiteware 33 54.10 14 38.89 12 85.71

Yellowware 2 3.28 - 0.00 1 7.14

Total 61 100.0 36 100.0 14 100.0

Decorative Type. Ten decorative types were identified in the Burleigh assemblage (Table

8.2). Decal refers to a polychrome design applied over the glaze. Dipped wares are a group

of refined wares with slip decoration applied, i.e. mocha, common cable, and slip banded (Lucas

1993a:45). Enameled refers to tin glazed wares. Gilded wares have applied gold designs, most

often on the rims or edges of the vessels. Molded vessels are undecorated with the exception
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Table 8.2. Refined ceramic vessels by decorative type and context.

Decoration Burleigh Yard

# %
Burleigh Saloon

# %
Burleigh Privy

# %

Decal 5 10.00 1 4.17 - 0.00

Dipped 3 6.00 1 4.17 2 16.67

Enamelled 2 4.00 - 0.00 1 8.33

Gilded 1 2.00 1 4.17 - 0.00

Molded 11 22.00 7 29.17 1 8.33

Painted 4 8.00 2 8.33 1 8.33

Shell Edge 2 4.00 1 4.17 - 0.00

Sponge 1 2.00 - 0.00 1 8.33

Transfer Print 3 6.00 1 4.17 - 0.00

Undecorated 18 36.00 10 41.67 6 50.00

Total 50 100.00 24 100.02 12 99.99

of molded designs in the body. Painted vessels are hand painted, usually under the glaze. Shell

edge are molded and/or painted edge decorated vessels. Sponge includes vessels decorated in

styles applied by sponging, i.e. sponge, spatter, and cut sponge (Lucas 1993a:45). Transfer

print vessels are decorated using a design inked on paper and applied (usually) under the glaze.

Undecorated, as the name suggests, is used for vessels having no decoration.

Undecorated and molded vessels dominated the Burleigh assemblage. Fifty-eight percent

of the vessels from the yard assemblage and 70% of the saloon assemblage were undecorated

or molded vessels. Remaining decorative types are present in lower proportions probably

reflecting preferences of the late nineteenth century. A summary of all decorative types is

available in Table 8.2.

Vessel Form. Vessel forms are generalized categories derived primarily from the

manufacturer's terminology. Forms include designations such as plate, cup, saucer, bowl,

crock, and chamber pot. Again, sample sizes from the three areas representing the Burleigh

occupation are small and proportions may not be very reliable (tables found in Appendix 8.

A

are divided by provenience and give a greater sense of division that is not readily apparent in

Table 8.3.

Tablewares from the Burleigh Yard, comprising much of the refined earthenwares,

represented nearly 32% (n = 19) of the ceramics from the yard context (see Table 8.3). Of this

number, most vessels were plates (n = ll) of various sizes. Six tableware bowls and a baker

were also present.
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Table 8.3. Burleigh ceramics by form and context.

Category Form Yard

n %
Saloon Privy

n %

Tableware Plate 10"

Plate 9"

Plate 8"

Plate £ 7"

Plate Unid. Diam.

4 6.56 - 0.00 - 0.00

i 1.64 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 l 2.78 - 0.00

i 1.64 - 0.00 - 0.00

5 8.20 5 13.89 i 7.14

Plate Total 11 18.03 6 16.67 i 7.14

Baker

Bowl

Butter Pat

Unident.

Tableware

1 1.64 1 2.78 - 0.00

7 11.48 3 8.33 - 0.00

- 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00

1 1.64 1 2.78 - 0.00

Sub Total 20 32.79 12 33.33 i 7.14

Tea Ware Cup

Saucer

13 21.31 4 11.11 - 0.00

10 16.39 3 8.33 2 14.29

Sub Total 23 37.70 7 19.44 2 14.29

Storage/Kitchen Bowl

Crock

Flower Pot

Hollowware

3 4.92 - 0.00 - 0.00

4 6.56 7 19.44 - 0.00

1 1.64 1 2.78 1 7.14

2 3.28 3 8.33 - 0.00

Sub Total 10 16.39 11 30.56 1 7.14

Other/Unident. Toy Pitcher

Toy Saucer

Chamber Pot

Hollowware

Unidentified

1 1.64 - 0.00 - 0.00

2 3.28 - 0.00 - 0.00

1 1.64 - 0.00 1 7.14

1 1.64 6 16.67 4 28.57

3 4.92 - 0.00 5 35.71

Sub Total 8 13.11 6 16.67 10 71.43

Total 61 100.0 36 100.0 14 100.0

Teawares from the yard represent the largest group of identified forms. Cups and

saucers (n=23) represent 38% of the total ceramic forms. It is interesting that teawares

predominate in the yard assemblage as it may show the closest tie with the household. Nine

teaware vessels were present from the cellar area of Park Building 16 (see Appendix 8. A, Table

8. A. 2). A total of fourteen vessels, seven cups and seven saucers, were found in Feature 191.
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Storage and kitchen wares usually are coarse wares made into more utilitarian forms.

Crocks (n=4) and bowls (n=3) made up the majority of the 16.7% (n = 10) of storage/kitchen

forms found in the yard context.

Other and unidentified forms comprised only 13.3% of the ceramic vessels from the yard

area. A toy pitcher was found along with two toy saucers. One chamber pot and one

hollowware vessel were also identified. Only three vessels could not be identified.

The saloon assemblage contained a very similar percentage of tablewares ~ 31.4%

(n = 1 1). Diameters of five of the six plates could not be determined. Three bowls were found

along with one baker and one unidentified tableware.

Teawares from the saloon, only 20% (n=7), were found in lesser amounts than in the

yard assemblage. Four cups and three saucers were identified. The lesser proportion of

teawares may reflect a different usage for this context although the numbers are too small to

draw conclusions.

The number of storage and kitchen vessels from the saloon assemblage (31.4%, n=ll)
matched the number of tableware vessels. Most of the vessels were identified as crocks (n=7).

The remainder were identified as hollowwares (n = 3) and a single flower pot (n = l).

Six vessels, making up the remaining 17.1% from the saloon, were identified simply as

hollowwares. No toys or chamber pots were identified within the saloon assemblage. No
vessels remained unidentified from this context.

The privy, Feature 213, provided very little data with which to work. Only 14 vessels

were identified from the useable portion of the privy.

Only one tableware item was identified from the privy — a plate of an undetermined

diameter. Two saucers representing teawares were found. A flower pot was identified as the

only storage/kitchen form. Other and unidentified forms (n = 10) included one chamber pot, four

hollowware vessels, and five unidentified vessels representing 71.4% of the assemblage.

Decorative Patterns and Makers ' Marks

No significant patterns are apparent through the minimum vessel analysis. As stated

above, undecorated whitewares predominate the assemblage. This occurrence is fitting with the

time period associated with the assemblage.

Two makers' marks were noted in the vessel count. One, on the base of an undecorated

whiteware found in Feature 213, remains unidentifiable. The other mark, on the majolica plate

found in Feature 184, was from the Phoenixville Pottery indicating its manufacture between

1880 and 1890 (Lehner 1988:345). This plate had a cauliflower design and no other matching

vessel was found.

Glass Data

The glass vessel count may provide additional information about the Burleigh occupation,

though, like the ceramic vessel count, sample sizes are small. Glass was first divided into broad

categories, or classes, and then further categorized to specific forms.
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Class. Classes used for this analysis are broad categories limited to container, tableware,

and lighting. Use of the term "container" refers to packages (bottles or jars) which contained

a product. Tableware is used for glass vessels used at the table or in other food and beverage

presentation. Lighting refers to glass associated with lamps (for example lamp reservoirs) but

are mainly represented by chimneys.

Vessel analysis for the Burleigh contexts identified a total of 91 vessels. Most of these

were found in the yard and saloon areas. Table 8.4 shows a breakdown by class for each of the

contexts of the Burleigh assemblage.

A total of 43 vessels were identified within the Burleigh Yard assemblage. Of these, 33

were container, nine were tableware, and one was lighting.

Table 8.4. Numbers of each class by context.

Class Yard

# %
Saloon

# %
Privy

# %
Total

# %

Container 33 76.7 30 75.0 5 62.5 43 47.3

Tableware 9 20.9 10 25.0 2 25.0 40 44.0

Lighting 1 2.3 - 0.0 1 12.5 8 8.8

Total 43 100 40 100 8 100 91 100

A total of 568 glass artifacts were recovered as part of the Burleigh Saloon assemblage.

From these, 40 vessels were counted in association with the late nineteenth-century saloon

operated by the Burleighs in Park Building 5. Thirty vessels were identified as containers and

10 identified as tablewares.

Glass sherds found within the Burleigh Privy numbered 181. From these, only eight

vessels were identified from the privy. Of these, there were five containers, two tableware

vessels, and one lamp chimney.

Forms and Markings. Each class was divided into recognizable forms and then further

grouped into "functional" categories (see Table 8.5). Container forms found within the Burleigh

assemblage include: alcohol, food, medicinal, medicinal/extract, and unidentified. No forms

were found in the Burleigh assemblage for the categories of chemical, personal, or other (these

are present in other contexts of the Package 118 project and appear elsewhere in this report).

Tableware forms identified as flatware/dish, hollowware, stemware, tumbler, and unidentified

were each represented within the assemblage. Lighting forms were limited to lamp chimneys.

All forms will be discussed according to the contexts in which they were found.

Of the 33 containers identified with the Burleigh Yard (see Table 8.5) 12 were alcohol,

6 were medicinal, 3 were medicinal/extract, and 12 were unidentified. Containers comprised

76.7% of the vessels within this context.
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Table 8.5. Burleigh glass by form and context.

Type Form Yard

# %
Saloon

# %
Privy

# %

Container Alcohol

Chemical

Food

Medicinal

Med./Extr.

Other

Personal

Unident.

12 27.91 19 47.50 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 2 5.00 - 0.00

6 13.95 3 7.50 - 0.00

3 6.98 1 2.50 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

12 27.91 5 12.50 5 62.50

Sub Total 33 76.74 30 75.00 5 62.50

Tableware Flatware/

Dish

Hollowware

Stemware

Tumbler

Unident.

2 4.65 1 2.50 0.00

- 0.00 2 5.00 - 0.00

2 4.65 - 0.00 1 12.50

2 4.65 6 15.00 1 12.50

3 6.98 1 2.50 - 0.00

Sub Total 9 20.93 10 25.00 2 25.00

Lighting Lamp
Chimney 1 2.33 - 0.00 1 12.50

Total 43 100.00 40 100.00 8 100.00

Of the 12 alcohol bottles, 10 were found within Feature 191, one in Feature 310, and one

in Excavation Unit 57 (see Appendix 8.B, Table 8.B.1). Feature 191 held three flasks, one

embossed "REGISTERED/ Vi PINT" on its side. Two beer bottles were found with

embossments suggesting that these were "GERMAN" brand beer bottles. The German Brewing

Company, formed in 1901, purchased the brewery in Harpers Ferry in 1909 and probably used

the property for distribution of their Cumberland, Maryland-made product (Hull-Walski

1993:17.21). One wine bottle and a 3-piece (Rickets type) molded liquor bottle were found in

Feature 191. One bottle was identified as alcohol because of an embossment on the side reading

"..LL HALF PINT". The remaining two alcohol bottles were identified only as molded
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technique unknown. The alcohol bottle from Feature 310 was an olive colored bottle with an

unknown mold technique. The alcohol bottle from Excavation Unit 57 was represented by a

brandy finish of brown glass.

Six medicinal bottles were identified from the yard assemblage. Five medicine bottles

were identified from Feature 191. Of these, two were paneled medicinal forms common in the

late nineteenth century. One was embossed "STONEBRAKER/BALTIMORE" on a side panel

and dates from 1870-1915 (Akerson 1990). Two bottles were identified as vials. The last

medicinal bottle from Feature 191 was an aqua, 2-piece molded bottle with a cup bottom and

a prescription finish. One medicine bottle found in Feature 310 was aqua colored, made in a

2-piece mold with a hinge bottom, and had a folded finish.

Three bottles were identified as medicinal/extract. Two small paneled bottles were

present in Feature 191. One was an aqua bottle made with a cup bottom. The other was a

brown glass molded bottle. Another small paneled bottle was found in Excavation Unit 57 with

a cup bottom and an unknown molding technique.

Tableware from the Burleigh yard comprised 20.9% of the vessels counted from this

context. Of the nine tableware there were two flatware/dish, two stemware, two tumbler, and

three unidentified tableware items. The two flatware/dish fragments were found in the Burleigh

yard. A fragment of a pressed, lead glass cake salver was found in Feature 191 and a dish made

of milk glass was found in Excavation Unit 57. Two pieces of stemware were found: one

molded piece from Excavation Unit 57 and a pattern molded piece from Feature 310. Patterns

for these were not identified. One tumbler was represented by a rim fragment from Feature

191, although no distinctive pattern could be determined for this vessel. A tumbler fragment

was also found in Excavation Unit 57.

Three vessels identified as tableware remain unidentified. One was saucer-like and made

of milk glass, and the other two were colorless vessels. All three were found associated with

Feature 191.

Only one lamp chimney fragment was found in the Burleigh yard comprising 2.3% of

the vessel count from this context. The lamp chimney was found in Excavation Unit 57 in Park

Building 16.

Thirty vessels from the late nineteenth-century saloon context were identified as

containers — 19 were identified as alcohol, two as food, three as medicinal, one

medicinal/extract, and five unidentified. These 30 containers represent 75% of the vessel count

from the Burleigh saloon context.

Of the 19 alcohol bottles found in the saloon context, 10 were identified as flasks. Three

flasks were found in Feature 184 and the remaining seven from Excavation Unit 28. Two flasks

were made in a 2-piece mold with a cup bottom and a double bead finish and were embossed

"WARRANTED FLASK" on their side. Another had a capacity mark "F Vi PT." embossed on

the cup bottom base. Two of the flasks had the number "7" (probably a mold mark) embossed

on the base. Two bottles were identified as beer bottles. One bottle, having a blob top finish

for a Hutchinson type stopper, was recognized as a local "J.C. MCGRAW" bottle used between

1893 and 1897 (Hull-Walski and Walski 1993). The second beer bottle was represented by a

brown glass fragment with "HOST.../...UMBU..." embossed on it - probably a bottle from the

Hosteter Brewery in Cumberland, Maryland. Remaining alcohol bottles were portions of molded

liquor bottles.
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Two food bottles were found in Excavation Unit 28: one milk bottle and the other a

wide-mouthed bottle with a packer finish. Both of these are machine made bottles dating to the

early twentieth century, and both were found within Excavation Unit 28, level Dl. Most of the

other glass vessels were found in levels D2 to D4. Level Dl may evidence some mixing with

levels above this context. The food bottles may well be related to the twentieth century Burleigh

occupation of the site ~ similar to what was found in nearby Feature 191.

Three medicine bottles were found in the Burleigh Saloon context. Two were found in

Excavation Unit 28. Of these, one bottle had "PATENTED 1884/DR. PETZOLD'S/GENUINE/
GERMAN/BITTERS/INCPT 1862." This oval, amber bottle is molded with both ribs and

panels and has a brandy finish. Baltimore city directories have Dr. Petzold listed as early as

1870 to 1895 (Ring 1980:373-374). The second medicine form found in the saloon context has

been identified as a portion of an olive colored "UDOLPHO WOLF'S//AROMATIC/
SCHNAPPS//SCHIEDAM" bottle. This aromatic schnapps was trademarked in 1882 (Fike

1987:187). A light green glass vial was identified within Feature 184.

One medicinal/extract bottle was present in the saloon context. The aqua base fragment

found was embossed with "C J". The base fragment was complete enough to tell that the bottle

was a small paneled bottle with chamfered corners.

Five bottles remain unidentified as to form. Three were found in Excavation Unit 28.

Of these, two had incomplete embossments. One had "...ERS/...TERED/...OWNM...". The

other was embossed "...RO & ..." on its side. Two were found in Feature 184. These both

had base markings. One can be identified as a "PUTNAM" bottle, while the other had only a

"W" embossed on the base.

Tableware from the Burleigh Saloon comprised 25 % of the vessels counted from the

context. Of the ten tableware vessels counted, there was one flatware/dish item, two

hollowwares, six tumblers, and one unidentified tableware vessel. A possible berry dish, was

found in Feature 184. The specific pattern of this colorless, pattern molded dish has not been

identified. The two bowls (hollowwares) found within Feature 184 were colorless molded bowls

and have not been identified by specific pattern. Of the six tumblers that were in the saloon

context, three were found in Feature 184 and the rest were in Excavation Unit 28. All tumblers

were made from leaded glass and one of the tumblers from Feature 184 had an etched flower

and leaf motif. One leaded tableware vessel from Feature 184 was unidentified. Interestingly,

no lighting glass was identified in the saloon context.

In Featue 213 (the privy), five containers were identified, but because the pieces were

extremely fragmented no form could be discerned. Two tableware forms were present in the

privy context ~ one stemware and one tumbler. Both were leaded glass and pressed molded,

but no pattern could be associated with them. One lamp chimney was also identified among the

privy glass.

CONCLUSION

The Burleigh assemblage analyzed for Package 118 allows a limited look at the occupants

of Park Building 16 from the 1890s through the turn of the century. Little can be decisively

concluded from the small sample sizes represented, however, the assemblage shows similarities

to other contemporary sites excavated in the Park. Site specific analysis, however, is made
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more difficult by the fragmentation of the assemblage by both space and time. Although they

overlap, the different areas used for analysis represent different time periods of Burleigh

occupation. Despite this, examining relationships between areas may still suggest changing and

specialized use of the yard over time.

Ceramics from the Burleigh assemblage show some common characteristics with vessels

associated with the boardinghouse occupation of Park Buildings 34 and 35 (Lucas 1993b). Both

of these ceramic assemblages have ambiguous uses ~ the Burleigh assemblages very likely

represent both the household and the associated saloon business, while the boardinghouse

ceramics were, at the same time, a household and a business assemblage. Both show similar

proportions between tablewares, teawares, and utilitarian vessels. The boardinghouse

assemblage, however, shows a higher percentage of transfer prints. This may be the result of

either a long occupation represented by the Burleigh assemblage or the differences between the

saloon and boardinghouse businesses.

The Burleigh yard and saloon assemblages show the use of very functional whitewares

with little decoration — a style that seems appropriate to public places at the turn of the twentieth

century (Forty 1986). The boardinghouse, however, in providing a "home" or private space,

may have desired (or allowed) more decorative wares. This may also reflect the use of older

ceramics or less fashionable items by the boardinghouse.

The proportion of vessel forms appears to be similar to other households of this time

period (compare with Hurst assemblage in Lucas 1993b). Even with the small samples and their

scattering across the yard, comparisons of the areas identified are interesting. For example, the

proportions of tablewares present in the yard and saloon areas are remarkably similar. The

variety of decorative types found among the refined wares are also very similar.

The proportions of teawares differ, however, with a smaller proportion associated with

the saloon area. A greater proportion of storage and kitchen vessels were also found associated

with the saloon area. This may, despite the small sample size, suggest some differentiation in

yard space and use.

The glass assemblage may give further evidence of these differentiations. Again,

comparisons between areas are hampered by fragmentation, but evident similarities and

differences may be useful. The proportions of containers are similar between areas, but the

forms are different. The saloon area turned up a greater number of alcohol forms as well as a

greater percentage of tumblers and hollowware vessels. This is likely related to the daily

functions of the saloon.

Alcohol bottles and tumblers were part of the furniture of a saloon. This does not mean,

however, that one could expect to find these items in significant numbers. Liquor was bought

in quantity, decanted into bottles, and then dispensed to customers.

The most unpleasant duties of the bartender are in the morning, when the bottles and

decanters, reduced by the draughts of the day and night previous have to be refilled; the

tumblers, used just previous to closing, washed, and everything put in order for the day's

operations [Busch 1984:69].

These items were re-used as part of daily business and, therefore, may not have been discarded

until unserviceable.
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Again, comparison with assemblages from Package 116 are interesting. Alcohol forms

from both the Park Building 36 assemblages show comparable percentages (Larsen 1993b; Lucas

1993b). One might expect greater numbers of alcohol related artifacts in the Burleigh

assemblages because of their relationship with the saloon, but this does not prove true. The

boardinghouse glass (keeping in mind that it represented a larger household and a larger

assemblage) showed greater percentages and diversity in alcohol bottles. Reuse by the saloon

and changing behavior toward alcohol consumption (Larsen 1993a) may explain these

differences.

Historian William J. Rorabaugh (1979:225-233) generated statistical data with which he

noted a change in alcohol consumption over the nineteenth century. These statistics show an

overall reduction in the amounts of alcohol consumption, but Rorabaugh also notes an increase

in "binging." Drinking in the early nineteenth century was regular and done within social

spheres. By the end of the century its use was less frequent, but often practiced alone and to

excess. The archeology may reflect this trend. New variety in bottle forms and sizes provided

for greater choices in purchasing and may have allowed greater portability to drinkers. No
longer tied to the tavern, users could take their alcohol with them in whatever form they

preferred.

The largest percentage of vessels, both ceramic and glass, represented in the Burleigh

assemblage may well be related to the saloon. This interpretation is made more intriguing when

the saloon is examined in its turn-of-the-century context.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the people of Harpers Ferry and

surrounding areas were in a state of controversy over the temperance issue. Harpers Ferry and

nearby Charles Town, were hold-outs in a "dry" county until West Virginia state prohibition was

passed in 1914 (predating federal prohibition by five years). Local newspapers give some

insight into this controversy (Spirit of Jefferson [SoJ] 1880s- 19 14). Periodically, businesses

would be refused liquor licenses only to regain them later (SoJ 8 June 1911:4, 16 January

1913:2). The Burleigh saloon was in the middle of this battle. In fact, Thomas Burleigh, as

town constable and sometimes council member, may well have been an influential member of

the "liquor interests" that kept the local saloons and the brewing industry alive until state

prohibition closed them down.

Local historian Joseph Barry (1903) provides an anecdote of the changes brought with

the military's control of the armory in the 1840s. "Drunkenness" was forbidden under the

military superintendency. This was resented by workers who remembered earlier days when

buckets of whiskey hung in armory workshops,

from which it was their custom to regale themselves at short intervals. It is said, indeed,

that this license was carried to such excess ... that an order was issued, prohibiting the

drinking of spirituous liquors in the shops — a command which, at the time, was deemed

arbitrary and which was evaded through the ingenious plan of the men's putting their

heads outside of the windows, while they were taking their "nips" [Barry 1903].

Armory records available in the National Archives do indeed show an early leniency

towards alcohol use by factory workers, even to the profit of the Armory Superintendent who
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owned part interest in a local distillery (Smith 1977). However, Barry's account should also be

considered in the context of its retelling — the turn of the twentieth century.

Through Joseph Barry's story and the newspaper account of the town's often forceful

battle against prohibition, alcohol takes on an almost symbolic nature. It seems to represent a

stand against the changes brought with industrialization and factory discipline. Industrialization

and the social norms surrounding alcohol consumption seem to have been linked in the small

town of Harpers Ferry. For this reason, the attention given here to alcohol-related artifacts may
prove useful in future comparisons with late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century sites in

Harpers Ferry.
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APPENDIX 8.
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Table 8.A.I. Ceramic vessels by ware for Burleigh contexts.

Ware Type FEAT. 184

§ %
FEAT. 191

n %
FEAT. 213

# %
FEAT. 310

# %
UNIT 28 UNIT 57

Creamware - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 4.35 - 0.00

Ironstone 3 23.08 8 22.22 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 4.35 2 22.22

Majolica 1 7.69 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

Pearlware 1 7.69 1 2.78 - 0.00 1 6.25 2 8.70 - 0.00

Porcelain - 0.00 2 5.56 - 0.00 3 18.75 1 4.35 - 0.00

Redware 3 23.08 2 5.56 1 7.14 3 18.75 6 26.09 1 11.11

Rockingham - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 4.35 - 0.00

Grey

Stoneware . 0.00 . 0.00 . 0.00 . 0.00 1 4.35 . 0.00

Other

Stoneware . 0.00 3 8.33 . 0.00 _ 0.00 1 4.35 _ 0.00

Whiteware 5 38.46 20 55.56 12 85.71 9 56.25 9 39.13 4 44.44

Yellowware - 0.00 - 0.00 1 7.14 - 0.00 - 0.00 2 22.22

Total 13 100.0 36 100.0 14 100.0 16 100.0 23 100.0 9 100.0

Table 8. A. 2. Refined ceramic vessels by decorative type for Burleigh contexts.

Decoration Feat. 184 Feat. 191

# %
Feat. 213

a %
Feat. 310

# %
Unit 28

n %
Unit 57

Decal 1 10.00 5 16.13 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

Dipped - 0.00 3 9.68 2 16.67 - 0.00 i 7.14 - 0.00

Enameled - 0.00 - 0.00 1 8.33 2 15.38 - 0.00 - 0.00

Gilded - 0.00 1 3.23 - 0.00 - 0.00 i 7.14 - 0.00

Molded 3 30.00 6 19.35 1 8.33 3 23.08 4 28.57 2 33.33

Painted - 0.00 3 9.68 1 8.33 - 0.00 2 14.29 1 16.67

Shell edge 1 10.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 2 15.38 - 0.00 - 0.00

Sponge - 0.00 - 0.00 1 8.33 1 7.69 - 0.00 - 0.00

Transfer print - 0.00 1 3.23 - 0.00 2 15.38 1 7.14 - 0.00

Undecorated 5 50.00 12 38.71 6 50.00 3 23.08 5 35.71 3 50.00

Total 10 100.0 31 100.0 12 100.0 13 100.0 14 100.0 6 100.0
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Table 8.A.3 Ceramics by form for Burleigh contexts •

Category Form Feat. 184 Feat. 191

%
Feat..113

%
Feat..310

%
Unit 28

# %
Unit 57

%

Tableware Plate 10"

Plate 9"

Plate 8"

Plate < 7"

Plate Unid

Diam.

- 0.00 2 5.56 - 0.00 2 12.50 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 11.11

1 7.69 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 6.25 - 0.00 - 0.00

3 23.08 4 11.11 1 7.14 1 6.25 2 8.70 _ 0.00

Plate Total 4 30.77 6 16.67 1 7.14 4 25.00 2 8.70 1 11.11

Baker

Bowl

Butter Pat

Unident.

Tableware

- 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 4.35 - 0.00

- 0.00 6 16.67 - 0.00 - 0.00 3 13.04 1 11.11

0.00 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 7.69 _ 0.00 . 0.00 1 6.25 . 0.00 _ 0.00

Sub Total 5 38.46 13 36.11 1 7.14 5 31.25 6 26.09 2 22.22

Teaware Cup

Saucer

1 7.69 7 19.44 - 0.00 3 18.75 3 13.04 3 33.33

2 15.38 7 19.44 2 14.29 1 6.25 1 4.35 2 22.22

Sub Total 3 23.08 14 38.89 2 14.29 4 25.00 4 17.39 5 55.56

Storage/

Kitchen

Bowl

Crock

Flower Pot

Hollowware

- 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00 1 6.25 - 0.00 1 11.11

2 15.38 2 5.56 - 0.00 1 6.25 5 21.74 1 11.11

1 7.69 - 0.00 1 7.14 1 6.25 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 2 5.56 - 0.00 - 0.00 3 13.04 - 0.00

Sub Total 3 23.08 5 13.89 1 7.14 2 12.50 8 34.78 2 22.22

Other/Unid. Toy Pitcher

Toy Saucer

Chamber Pot

Hollowware

Unident.

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 6.25 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 1 2.78 - 0.00 1 6.25 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 1 2.78 1 7.14 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

1 7.69 1 2.78 4 28.57 - 0.00 5 21.74 - 0.00

- 0.00 1 2.78 5 35.71 2 12.50 - 0.00 - 0.00

Sub Total 1 7.69 4 11.11 10 71.43 4 25.00 5 21.74 - 0.00

Total 13 100.0 36 100.0 14 100.0 16 100.0 23 100.0 9 100.0
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Table8.B.l. Burleigh glass type by provenience.

Area Containers Tableware Lighting Total

Feat. 191 22 5 - 27

Feat. 213 5 2 1 8

Feat. 184 7 8 - 15

Feat. 310 7 1 - 8

Unit 28 23 2 - 25

Unit 57 4 3 1 8

Totals 68 21 2 91

Table 8.B.2. Burleigh glass assemblage by provenience.

Container

Forms

Alcohol

Chemical

Food

Medicinal

Med./Extr.

Other

Personal

Unident.

Feat. 191

# %
Feat. 213

# %
Feat. 184

# %
Feat. 310

%
Unit 28 Unit 57

# %

10 37.04 - 0.00 4 26.67 1 12.50 15 60.00 1 12.50

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 2 8.00 - 0.00

5 18.52 - 0.00 1 6.67 1 12.50 2 8.00 - 0.00

2 7.41 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 1 4.00 1 12.50

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

5 18.52 5 62.50 2 13.33 5 62.50 3 12.00 2 25.00

Sub Total 22 81.48 5 62.50 7 46.67 7 87.50 23 92.00 4 50.00

Tableware

Forms

Flatware/

Dish

Hollowware

Stemware

Tumbler

Unident.

1 3.70 0.00 1 6.67 0.00 0.00 1 12.50

- 0.00 - 0.00 2 13.33 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

- 0.00 1 12.50 - 0.00 1 12.50 - 0.00 1 12.50

1 3.70 1 12.50 4 26.67 - 0.00 2 8.00 1 12.50

3 11.11 - 0.00 1 6.67 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00

Sub Total 5 18.52 2 25.00 8 53.33 1 12.50 2 8.00 3 37.50

Lighting

Lamp
Chimney

- 0.00 1 12.50 - 0.00 - 0.00

-

0.00 1 12.50

Total 27 100
1

8 100 n? 100
1

*
100 25 100

1
«

100
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CHAPTER 9

ACQUIRING MEAT IN A CHANGING WORLD

Joanne Bowen
and

Elise Manning

INTRODUCTION

In May 1993, a total of 3,912 bone fragments excavated from Harpers Ferry National

Historical Park were submitted to Colonial Williamsburg's Faunal Laboratory for analysis.

Working under the direction of Joanne Bowen, Elise Manning analyzed these remains and

completed the butchery analysis. Jeremiah Dandoy and Stephen Atkins assisted in the

identifications, and Gregory Brown assisted with data entry and computer analysis.

On a daily basis the faunal lab staff deal with faunal remains dating to the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries. Chopped and broken into unfamiliar cuts of meat with uneven, jagged

edges, these bones reflect the foodways of an earlier time in our nation's history. While

attempting to describe to interpreters and students how diet in the colonial period differs from

our diet, we encounter cultural values about the food we eat and assumptions about our historical

past.

The average American's ideas about food and foodways collapse history into timeless

beliefs which directly conflict with archeological evidence about the past. Four examples

illustrate this point. First, a surprisingly small percentage of wildlife appear in the faunal

remains, a fact that modern Americans claim cannot be true, since they "know" that settlers

survived on wild animals until herds of livestock became established. Second, surprisingly large

amounts of beef appear in these assemblages. Some Southerners react intensely, claiming that

pork was virtually the only meat that they consumed as children. Third, faunal remains

demonstrate that colonial butchering techniques differ from modern market methods, showing

that colonists invariably chopped carcasses. Some modern Americans who participate in a

market economy find this hard to believe, claiming the bone chips that would have found their

way into various meat dishes are totally undesirable. Fourth, heads and feet are present in every

faunal assemblage, regardless of the social and economic status of the individuals associated with

these remains. Some Americans react intensely to this observation, proclaiming disbelief and

disgust. These assumptions about past foodways work to reinforce the present, leaving what

foods were eaten, how they were obtained, and the values they imbued as timeless truths.

Confronted with discrepancies between archeological data and accepted historical

interpretations, the Colonial Williamsburg faunal experts have worked to resolve them, first by

carefully controlling for biases present in the archeological data, and secondly by re-examining

historical sources that have been used to justify interpretations. Re-analysis of this data has

shown historical interpretations tend to be more cultural statements about the present than factual

statements about the past.
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In order to learn when and how foodways have changed since the initial colonization of

this continent, facts need to be sorted from contemporary interpretations because the nineteenth

century brought fundamental changes in the production, marketing, and processing of animals

and animal products that altered not only how North Americans obtain our food, but also

attitudes about what is good and not good to eat. These cultural truths cloud our vision of the

past; what is needed is to find a way to view the past more in its own terms.

While this alone is a strong motivation to take on the analysis of nineteenth-century

faunal collections, there are other compelling reasons for studying nineteenth-century faunal

remains. The period between 1800 and 1900 was a time of great change, a period when
provisioning systems were transformed from a strong subsistence-based agriculture to a fully

commercialized system that brought with it the specialization of all aspects of the provisioning

system in the United States. How did these changes affect the production, distribution,

processing, and consumption of foods? How was the diet affected? What happened to the

American sensibility about foods?

Faunal remains from Harpers Ferry National Historic Park offer the perfect opportunity

to examine these changes and their impact on the food procurement strategies of several different

households. In the early nineteenth century, Harpers Ferry was a growing community in a

predominantly rural region. Neither fully urban nor rural, this town exhibited many of the

qualities of rural life, yet as a center of transportation and an industrial hub it supported a

population dependent upon commercially-produced foods. Does the provisioning system in

Harpers Ferry reflect the dual nature of the town, part rural and part urban? Were families

totally dependent upon commercially-produced foods? If not, in what ways did they intersect

with the countryside? Which households depended totally upon commercial foods? Which
families supplemented these foods with animals raised at home?

Faunal analysis can assist in answering many of these questions, particularly when the

analysis of this data is combined with extensive documentary analysis. Age data obtained from

domestic mammal remains can reveal whether animals were being raised commercially or by

individuals for their own consumption. Supportive evidence can also be found in butchery

patterns and element distributions for cattle, pigs, and sheep. The report that follows includes

detailed descriptions of the faunal data, methods used to analyze them, and an effort at

interpretation.

Although assemblage sizes from this project were small and only one reliable kill-off

pattern could be obtained from all of the assemblages, evidence obtained on cattle husbandry

during the first half of the nineteenth century substantiates the commercialization of this industry.

Deserving of more attention, however, is the systematic use of documentary evidence on

specialized husbandry practices.

The relative dietary estimates and element distributions also are deserving of more

attention. They show graphic evidence of changes from large cuts of meat that would have

served an entire household to be smaller individual-sized pieces (Bowen 1976; Deetz 1977).

Future documentary research on the Harpers Ferry provisioning system will help place these

changes into the economic and social context of a society that was shifting into a commercially-

driven society, where virtually every phase of the food provisioning system was removed from

the household.
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Another important contribution to be made with this data is to determine how butchering

methods evolved as the marketing of meat became increasingly commercialized. For some time

now it has been clear that fundamental changes in the marketing and processing of animal

products brought about changes in butchering methods. During the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries commercially produced animals were raised, taken to market, slaughtered, and

butchered, and the cuts of meat sold to consumers. Cooks would continue the butchering

process in the kitchen, using chopping tools like a cleaver or knife to break up the meat into

smaller pieces. However, the industrialization of animal production and food processing

absorbed secondary butchering into the commercialized food system. Gradually, cooks came

to purchase meat in even cuts sawn to the size they wanted. Now, many generations later, few

know how to use a cleaver or knife to break up meat into smaller pieces.

Part of this is due to changing butchering techniques and tools. During the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries chopping tools such as cleavers, knives, and axes were used to butcher

carcasses. By the early nineteenth century, however, mechanical, power-driven saws gradually

took the place of the chopping tool. To record when and how this change occurred, in our

analysis of Harpers Ferry remains, the type and location of butcher marks on every identifiable

fragment was recorded. Although a detailed analysis of these findings is beyond the scope of

this report, in the future an intensive analysis of this data should be able to identify when, and

how, this change occurred. Ultimately, the combined analysis of this data with documentary

evidence can help to unlock the changes that occurred in the diet and foodways of a rural

nineteenth-century town.

While research with primary documents is beyond the scope of this project, the analysis

of Harpers Ferry faunal remains has generated many questions that historical sources can

answer. With careful analysis these sources can assist and enhance our archeological study of

subsistence in a complex society. Working with both documentary and archeological sources

we can generate powerful statements on the provisioning system with all its ramifications. We
can both identify the broad outlines of a provisioning system undergoing great change, plus spell

out how different households participated in this provisioning system. Using the terminology

commonly employed in prehistoric archeology, faunal evidence can identify household

"subsistence strategies" in complex societies (Bowen 1990). Throughout this chapter we point

out how future historical research can enrich knowledge of Harpers Ferry's provisioning system.

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Using information obtained from stratigraphic analysis, six assemblages were derived

from: a hotel operated by several managers including William Graham and Major James

Stephenson and his wife Ann Stephenson; the Frederick Roeder household; and a saloon run by

the widow Bridget Burleigh and her son Thomas Burleigh, Jr. The faunal remains have been

grouped into the following assemblages:
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\ssemblage Probable Period Number of

of Deposition Bone Fragments

Hotel Yard 1800-late 1830s 408

Hotel Privy 1803-1837 1960

Roeder 1840s- 1860 726

Burleigh Saloon Late 19th-early 20th century 242

Burleigh Yard Late 19th-early 20th century 443

Burleigh Privy Late 19th-early 20th century 133

Following standard practice in zooarchaeology, all bone fragments submitted for analysis

were first sorted into "identifiable" and "unidentifiable" categories. The unidentifiable bone,

fragments which could not be taken to at least the taxonomic level of Order, were sorted by

class (mammal, fish, bird, etc.), and element type (long bone, rib, tooth, etc.). Each bone was

then examined for evidence of burning and other types of modification, weighed, and the data

was entered into a custom-designed microcomputer program used by Colonial Williamsburg's

Department of Archaeological Research.

Then, working with a comparative collection housed and maintained in Colonial

Williamsburg's Department of Archaeological Research, the remaining bone fragments were

identified. By working with morphological characteristics, each bone was identified to the

lowest possible taxonomic level. The taxon, bone element, side, portion of the element, tooth

wear, state of epiphyseal fusion, general condition, taphonomic modifications, evidence of

burning, and butcher marks were all recorded and entered into the computer program.

Recovery techniques always have a great effect on zooarchaeological analysis. For

example, if soil is not screened during excavation, studies have shown that most of the small

mammal, birds, fish, and amphibian remains will be lost. If soil is sieved through 14 in mesh

screens, some of the larger elements from these smaller animals will be recovered. By using

other methods, such as flotation and screening soil through window screen or Vs in hardware

mesh, it becomes possible to recover bones from most of the smaller animals as well (Shaffer

1992). At Harpers Ferry soils were put through !4 in mesh screens and flotation samples were

collected.

Zooarchaeologists use several methods to estimate the relative dietary importance of

various species. Whether a zooarchaeologist bases his/her faunal analyses on the number of

individual specimens (NISP), minimum number of individuals (MNI), minimum weight, or

biomass, the goal is to measure relative dietary importance. Statistically, the measure is ordinal

meaning these estimates are not absolute measures of abundance. Rather, the information is

relative — each measure provides information on the abundance of each taxon only in relation

to others identified in the sample. In other words, we can say that cattle were more important

than pigs, but not that cattle provided x pounds of meat and pigs v pounds.
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Each statistical method, with its own inherent strengths and biases, provides a different

measure of relative importance. By computing all four estimates of relative importance, we can

take advantage of the strengths of each as Charles Cleland (1970) so ably demonstrated in his

study of Ft. Michilimackinac. Unfortunately, most zooarchaeologists have discarded one or

more methods in their work. Computing all four quantifiable methods allows for comparisons

to be made between Harpers Ferry data and other faunal data from similar contexts.

The most basic method of quantification of faunal remains is simply to count the number

of bone fragments. Known as the NISP (Number of Identified Specimens), this estimate

measures the relative abundance of identified bone fragments of different taxa. Although the

NISP simply counts the identified fragments, it does sort out the taxa contributing the large

amounts of meat to the diet from those contributing minimal amounts of meat. Using this

method zooarchaeologists have shown that humans from many cultures and differing subsistence

regimes have relied on only a few animals to provide the bulk of their meat diet. A wide and

diverse range of animals provides variety and a way to live through seasons when the preferred

animals are relatively scarce (Grayson 1984).

However, there are enough weaknesses in this estimate of relative abundance that it

should only be used in conjunction with other measurements. Some classes of vertebrates, such

as fish, have many more bones than either mammals or birds. Since this technique counts only

identified bones, not the living animals from which they came, the relative abundance of fish

could thus, in principle, be exaggerated. Another problem is that it lumps together highly

fragmented bones from an undetermined number of living animals (the normal type of deposit)

with the remains of complete skeletons (as in animal burials, or carcasses of commensal animals

that found their way into a trash deposit).

NISP also assumes that all specimens are equally affected by preservational factors,

chance, and deliberate breakage. Bones break during many phases of butchering, food

preparation, or disposal, and the effect on bones is not consistent with all taxa (or even among
all bones from a single skeleton). Butchering, for example, does not affect large and small

animals equally. Small animals such as chickens are often left more or less intact, while larger

animals such as cattle, pigs, and sheep are cut into multiple pieces during the initial butchering

and subsequent preparation for consumption.

Additionally, different elements within a skeleton have differential preservation

characteristics. For example, compact bone such as the bones in the joints of the foot (the

carpals and tarsals) have a better chance of preservation than cancellous bone (the open-matrix

form found underlying compact bone in the joints of long bones). Once long bones are broken,

the soft cancellous bone is exposed and degradation can occur rapidly, particularly if the bone

is left exposed to changing weather conditions, human trampling, dogs, or rodents.

The result, in practice, is that NISP over-represents the larger animals with relatively

hard bones that are broken into many pieces during butchering or food preparation. Although

the NISP may not provide a very helpful measure of the relative importance of animals, the

method can help to assess the extent of breakage in the assemblage.

From a statistical point of view the most important problem with the NISP is that of

interdependence (Grayson 1984). The NISP assumes the bones being counted are representative

of the sampled population, and that each item is independent of every other item. However,
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there is no way to demonstrate which bone fragments came from different individuals across an

entire faunal sample.

From an interpretive standpoint, the most important problem is that the NISP represents

the number of fragments identified to taxon, and only that. In its pure form, the method

considers only the number of bones and not the relative size of the various living animals from

which they came. It provides neither the information on the relative importance of individuals

or their relative contribution to the diet. Many zooarchaeologists have come to the conclusion

that this technique cannot provide an accurate assessment of the relative dietary importance of

various species (Cruz-Uribe 1988; Grayson 1984; Klein and Cruz-Uribe 1984).

A common alternative to the NISP method is the "minimum numbers of individuals"

(MNI) technique. The MNI is the smallest number of individual animals that can be accounted

for by the recovered bone fragments (White 1953). For each taxon, the MNI is calculated by

determining the smallest number of individuals represented for each element, taking into

consideration differences in age, sex, and size. MNIs are determined for each element, then a

figure for the entire skeleton is determined. Most often, the minimum number of individuals

is determined simply by counting the most commonly occurring unique element (e.g. the left

humerus). Gross differences in size, age, and sex are also considered.

The MNI estimates bypass problems present in the NISP method in that they naturally

correct for the differential number of bones in fish skeletons, as well as the presence of complete

skeletons. Since it views the data in terms of individual animals, the method also produces data

more comparable to information on livestock found in historical sources (Bowen 1975; Breitburg

1991). Probate inventories, tax records, and farm records tend to list numbers of individuals,

not numbers of pounds of meat. Such comparability has been mostly overlooked in historical

archeology, despite the obvious potential. Some exceptions are the work of Bowen (1975) and

Breitburg (1991).

However, accurate estimations of dietary importance based on the MNI require a large

number of bones, since infrequently-occurring animals are over-represented in small assemblages

(Grayson 1984). It has been suggested that the total MNI in an assemblage must be at least 200

before an accurate assessment of relative importance can be made (Grayson 1984; Reitz and

Scarry 1983; Wing and Brown 1979).

In computing MNIs at the Colonial Williamsburg laboratory, efforts are made to produce

the most reliable estimates possible. Many zooarchaeologists compute this estimate using their

computer programs rather than physically re-examining the bones. The Williamsburg lab works

on the assumption that there are far too many variables to consider which are glossed over or

left out of these programs. Therefore, all bones identified to species are laid out for visual

comparison. The relative size, portion of element, and age of each bone are taken into careful

consideration. The results are worth the additional effort, and can be seen in the close

correlation between meat weight and biomass estimates.

There are serious statistical flaws with the MNI technique, however, since the values are

dependent on the thoroughness of the analyst, the units of aggregation, and sample size.

Particularly for small samples, it tends to overinflate the importance of less common species and

thus provides a skewed picture of their true dietary importance. Lastly, even with an adequate

sample size, it does not provide a true relative dietary estimate. Large and small taxa are given

equal weight, with the result that, for example, one pig and one cow are seen as equally
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important in dietary terms. They provide an estimate of the relative importance of individuals,

not meat, and they therefore do not reflect the dietary importance of different taxa.

A method estimating the amount of meat represented by the MNIs, often called the meat

weight method, counters this misrepresentation by multiplying the number of individuals by the

average amount of useable meat for a given taxon. When average weights for colonial livestock

are used, a rough estimate of the relative dietary importance in terms of the actual proportion

of meat produced becomes possible. Since it relies on the MNI as one of its multipliers,

however, this data set suffers from the same problems inherent in the MNI method. Further,

it assumes that estimated average weights are correct for earlier periods (not always certain or

even likely) and that variation in size within an assemblage is not a significant factor.

A final technique which is rapidly becoming a standard measure in zooarchaeology is

known as the "biomass" or "skeletal mass allometry" method. Largely developed by Elizabeth

Reitz at the University of Georgia, this method relies on the weight of the bone itself to

determine relative meat weights. It is based on the basic principle of allometry that any two

dimensions of an animal grow in a relatively-predictable exponential curve, from which a

equation relating the two can provide meat estimates (Reitz and Cordier 1983; Reitz and Scarry

1983). This estimate, therefore, provides a balance to the NISP, MNI, and meat weight

methods. It successfully counters the problem of interdependence, since it accounts for the

presence/absence of partial and complete skeletons. It does not depend strongly on thoroughness

of assemblage composition, and fragmentation is not a problem. It does, however, require that

each bone (or sets of bones) be weighed individually, and the allometric factors are not

necessarily as precise as might be wished. Additionally, it was introduced to historical

archeology only relatively recently, and thus is not suitable for comparative purposes with

assemblages analyzed in previous years.

Taphonomy and Butchering

The nineteenth century was a period where virtually every aspect of foodways changed,

including the production, distribution, preparation, and consumption of foods. In the Northeast,

agriculture shifted from a predominantly subsistence orientation to a well-developed,

commercially-driven system. Large urban populations created a demand for food which farmers

responded to by adopting specialized animal husbandry techniques that would produce animal

products more efficiently for this market. Distribution systems specialized to take produce to

cities. Increasing numbers of middlemen, such as drovers, butchers, and shop keepers,

purchased animals and animal products from farmers and sold them to urban consumers who
became more distant from the producer (Crabtree 1990; Zeder 1988, 1991). As the processing

of meats became more distant from the consumer, butchering techniques changed. The Harpers

Ferry materials, which date to the time period when this transformation occurred, can provide

important evidence on how butchering and cuts of meat changed with development of the

marketing system.

The determination of which cuts of meat are represented in a faunal assemblage begins

with the careful analysis of taphonomic modifications. Identifying alterations resulting from

natural processes such as temperature variation that can dry out, split, or otherwise degrade

bone, carnivores and rodents that chew bone, and human feet that can further fragment bone,
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is the first important step. Identifying modifications resulting from butchering is equally

important, particularly for bone which has been butchered with a cleaver or ax, since

modifications resulting from percussion tools look much like stress fractures resulting from

temperature variation (Bonnichsen 1989; Gifford 1981; Johnson 1985; Lyman 1984).

This information provides the building blocks for assessing what particular cuts of meat

looked like and how they changed over time. During the identification phase of this project,

marks left by carnivore and rodent teeth were noted, as well as bones that were "worn"

(meaning the bone had been altered, but the cause could not be identified). The locations of the

modifications on the bone (i.e. proximal, distal, etc.) were also noted.

Butchering marks were recorded similarly. Chop marks (seen as shears, conchoidal and

spiral fractures, platforms, and various scars) and saw marks were recorded according to their

location on the bone. Using a system developed by Dienje Kenyon (1992), Manning developed

a code for different types of saw marks. The following is an outline of Kenyon 's butchery

characteristics which were adopted for this study. Characteristics identified include:

1

.

Presence or absence of hinges or hinge scars at the end of sawn bone.

2. Curvature of the sawn edge: straight, convex, or concave.

3. Profile of bone with two sawn edges: a parallelogram or trapezoid.

4. The thickness of cut with two sawn edges: recorded in millimeters.

5. Nature of saw scars on sawn surfaces: smooth, circular, parallel, or erratic.

6. The presence of ragged flake scars on the edge of the bone.

7. The presence of preparatory or trial scars.

While the identified bones were laid out to determine the MNI, a further assessment of

butcher marks and other modifications was made. Element by element, we worked through the

cattle, swine, and sheep/goat remains, recording on element sketches the locations of butcher

marks and alternations made by dogs, rodents, and undetermined sources. Later, this data was

collated on diagrams of the complete skeleton (see Appendix 9. A).

A more systematic analysis of this data, which takes into careful consideration

taphonomic problems along with the types of butcher marks, should make it possible to identify

butchery patterns and cuts of meat as they changed through time. Ultimately, by analyzing this

data in light of documentary evidence showing who raised and slaughtered livestock, who
purchased professionally butchered meats, and the overall food system in which these individuals

lived, it should be possible to determine (1) when and how the commercialization of butchering

occurred, and (2) what animals were raised and butchered at home and which animals were

raised commercially, butchered professionally, and sold in marketplaces and stores.

Cuts ofMeat

Determining the social and economic status of households has been a primary goal of

many historical zooarchaeologists (Crader 1984, 1992; Lyman 1987; Reitz 1987; Schulz and

Gust 1983). Many status-oriented faunal studies base their analyses on the differential presence

of various cuts of meat in the assemblages. The presence of feet and heads, thought to be the

less valuable cuts, are seen to be the primary indicator of low social and economic status. The
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presence of fleshier cuts, such as the round and loins, are interpreted as being the more valuable

and therefore the primary indicator of high status households (Crader 1984; Miller 1984; Mudar

1978). Relative values for different cuts of meat have been established for the late nineteenth

century from the documentary records (Schulz and Gust 1983). However, the relative meat

values for the seventeenth through the early nineteenth centuries are not known, and therefore,

attempts to determine status from these early assemblages have failed.

In general, status studies are problematical because faunal analysts have not been able

to identify distinctive characteristics of high- and low-status diets. Particularly in seventeenth-

and eighteenth-century assemblages, "low" and "high" quality cuts of meat are found intermin-

gled in both high- and low-status assemblages. While comparing a high-status with a low-status

seventeenth-century site in Virginia, Henry Miller (1984) found very few differences in the

distribution of particular elements. Similar species and cuts of meat were present in similar

proportions on both sites, and in both sites, elements from "high-quality" cuts made up the

majority of the bones (Miller 1984:360). Diana Crader (1992) also looked for the presence of

different cuts of meat to define the status of slave households associated with Monticello's faunal

assemblages. In her comparative study of two faunal assemblages associated with Thomas
Jefferson's household and a slave household, respectively, she found a greater number of "low-

quality" cuts in the slave assemblage and a greater number of "high-quality" cuts in the main

household assemblage. However, like Miller, she found both high-quality cuts in the slave

assemblage and low-quality cuts in the main household assemblage (Crader 1984, 1990).

When urban households depend upon a market system for their food supplies, their

choice of types and cuts of meat is constrained by the variety provided by the procurement

system (Maltby 1979, 1982, 1985:62-65). Zeder (1988), in fact, has shown that the more

removed the consumer is from the production of foods, the more the procurement system

controls his/her subsistence. In procurement systems where the consumer has direct ties to the

producer, a wide variety of animals are available. Few legal restrictions exist on where

slaughtering can occur, and households tend to slaughter animals in locations near their homes.

Faunal assemblages excavated from sites located in these systems show proportions of bone

elements similar to those found in the complete skeleton.

In procurement systems where households have only indirect access to animal products,

and markets are the primary source of food, the range of foods are usually more limited than

in systems where consumers have direct ties with producers. Urban demands on rural

production exert pressure on the production of livestock, and farmers respond by raising

livestock specifically for sale. Those animals sent to market are much more likely to be at their

optimum weight for maximum meat return (Zeder 1988: 12-13). Characteristically, these market-

oriented procurement systems control where animals can be slaughtered, where meat can be

sold, and how waste parts are to be discarded.

In these market-oriented procurement systems, restrictions apply to certain animal parts

and their availablity to consumers (Maltby 1985:63). This intensive and regulated flow of

produce from rural areas to urban kitchens should leave its distinctive mark on faunal

assemblages left by urban households in the form of differential slaughter patterns and presence

or absence of skeletal parts (Maltby 1985:62-65). By showing which elements are consistently

present or absent in rural and urban assemblages associated with different ethnic and status
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groups, it is possible to determine which parts of a carcass were available to, and preferred by,

various households.

The analyses of the cuts of meat represented by the Harpers Ferry assemblages is based

on MNIs calculated for specific body parts (i.e. cranium, mandible, scapula, radius, etc.). We
consider element distributions based on MNIs to be superior to distributions based on NISPs

despite some professional disagreements about the merits of NISPs' ability to show body-part

distributions (Marshall and Pilgram 1993). The NISP almost always includes large numbers of

head and foot bones since there are a disproportionate number of these in comparison to other

bones. The figures, however, actually do not reflect the relative proportion of meat for these

bones for several reasons. First, there are, for example, 6 phalanges and approximately 10

ankle or wrist bones in each limb of a sheep or cow, along with upwards of 20 elements in a

single mammal skull. Limb bones contain many fewer elements. Second, bone breakage that

occurs during butchering, cooking, disposal, and, afterwards, by a range of natural processes,

inflates the number of head fragments, since even small fragments of teeth and cranial bones are

more often identifiable to species, while many limb bones are not. Third, since feet, including

the carpals, tarsals, and phalanges, are mostly compact bone, they tend to preserve better than

other bones containing high proportions of soft cancellous bone. Teeth, of course, are even

more durable. Therefore, we believe that element distributions based on NISPs are, for the

above reasons, inadequate representations of cuts of meat.

Is the analysis of element distributions based on MNIs more accurate? Marshall and

Pilgram (1993) have recently examined problems encountered in the use of NISP vs. MNI
figures to quantify body-part representation. They found that bones from medium-sized

mammals tend to be more easily identified than bones from larger mammals because they are

usually found in a more complete state. Large mammals tend to be butchered into many pieces,

with the result that they are harder to identify. Consequently, the MNIs for large mammals
under-represent the actual numbers of animals present in relation to MNIs established for

medium-sized mammals. They conclude that MNIs from different-sized taxa are not

comparable, and that they therefore do not serve well as indicators of body-part representations

(Marshall and Pilgrim 1993:262-263).

To test whether the MNIs from the Harpers Ferry faunal remains were indeed influenced

by differential identifiability, ratios of identified to unidentified fragments were determined for

cow remains relative to pig, sheep, goat, and artiodactyl bones. Comparing these ratios it is

apparent that, in this case, differential fragmentation was no more an issue for cattle than

medium-sized mammals. No statistically meaningful discrepancy was found, leading us to

conclude that MNI data for the large and medium-sized mammals are indeed comparable.

Animal Husbandry and Specialized Economics

Zooarchaeologists have described characteristics common in faunal assemblages from

different types of economies. In unspecialized economies, where urban dwellers have direct

access to foods produced in the countryside and the demand is such that it is possible to feed

residents with foods produced with unspecialized husbandry methods, similarities should exist

between the rural and urban assemblages. There is no special production of livestock, and those

animals found in urban assemblages should be the same ages as those found in rural
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assemblages. The variety and relative importance of different animals should be similar to what

is found in rural assemblages. Finally, since in these small-scale market systems there are few

legal restrictions on butchering, selling, and disposal of butchering refuse, cuts of meat in urban

assemblages should represent the entire animal, as they usually do in rural assemblages (Bowen

1994; Crabtree 1990; Maltby 1979, 1985; Zeder 1988).

In contrast, when urban demand out-distances what the unspecialized economy can

produce, farmers begin to raise livestock specifically for the purpose of supplying the urban

market. Then, and only then, are specialized husbandry principles adopted. In regions with

large-scale markets, farmers tend to send the younger animals to market, keeping a diverse age

group for their own consumption. Age profiles for rural and urban assemblages, therefore, tend

to be distinct. Urban dwellers no longer maintain direct contact with producers, so they depend

almost exclusively on purchases from the market and retail stores. Consequently, they tend to

have a narrower range of animals to choose from than rural dwellers, and assemblages from

these urban sites show a narrower range of animals than rural sites (Reitz 1987). Finally, in

these market systems, governments tend to regulate the distribution and sale of animals and

animal products. Often locations where animals can be slaughtered are restricted, and even what

parts of the animals can be sold are regulated. Thus we find in urban assemblages from highly

urbanized market systems irregular distributions of body parts.

The determination of the age at which an animal was slaughtered is important because

it provides data critical to the study of animal husbandry and agricultural economics. Different

types of agricultural economies and approaches to animal husbandry will produce recognizable

patterns in slaughtering ages. The age at which livestock are slaughtered, therefore, is a direct

reflection of the uses to which they are put. In a subsistence level of a mixed husbandry system,

domestic animals served multiple purposes (including draft and/or dairy products, wool, and

meat). Only when they have outlived their usefulness as live animals will they be slaughtered

for their meat. The faunal remains of animals from this type of economy will show a high

proportion of older animals (Bowen 1975). More specialized agricultural economies, in which

animals are raised for one specific purpose (i.e., beef or dairy), will kill off their livestock as

soon as they have reached their optimum weight, or after their productivity has declined (Blakely

and Bade 1985; Bundy, Diggins, and Christensen 1982).

Several aging techniques, ranging from criteria such as relative size and characteristics

of the bone to more scientific data on the aging process, are used to determine the age at death.

General criteria used include the relative size of bone and the bone's degree of grainy softness

or hardness. More precise data is obtained by assessing the degree of fusion of the epiphysis

of the long bone, tooth eruption, and the degree of tooth wear. Although tooth eruption and

wear patterns provide more accurate age information than epiphyseal fusion rates, the Harpers

Ferry assemblages did not contain enough mandibles and maxillae from which kill-off patterns

could be reconstructed.

The technique of epiphyseal fusion aging is based on general developmental morphology.

There are three growth areas in a typical mammalian long bone: the shaft (or diaphysis) and an

epiphysis on either end separated by cartilage which is progressively ossified as the epiphyses

"fuse" to the shaft. The rates at which these epiphyses fuse vary on either end of the same bone

and among different elements. By noting which epiphyses are fused and which are not in

animals of known age, the sequence of bone fusion can be determined. This sequence appears
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to be consistent for a species, but the exact ages at which the epiphyses fuse vary in ways not

fully understood. In females and castrated males, for example, the fusion process appears to be

delayed. It also varies with different breeds of the same species and with diet and environmental

factors.

Even though the exact ages at which these bones fuse can vary, the process and sequence

of bone fusion remains the same and thus can serve as a guide to relative age. Following

Raymond Chaplin (1971), as he has outlined in The Study ofAnimal Bonesfrom Archaeological

Sites, the fused or unfused condition of the epiphysis of the limb bones were recorded whenever

possible for the cow, sheep/goat, and pig.

In reconstructing these kill-off patterns, the effects of taphonomic processes on bone need

also to be considered (Maltby 1979, 1985). Since soft immature bone will not survive as well

as more mature bone, it is generally accepted that the younger animals will be under-represented

in the archeological kill-off patterns. These kill-off patterns, therefore, probably under-represent

the young and the data should be taken as only relative.

As bone fragments were identified, stages of the epiphyseal fusion of long bones for

cattle, sheep/goats, and pigs were noted. Average ages of fusion were taken from Silver (1969).

However, too few long bones were recovered to be able to reconstruct reliable age profiles for

any animal except cattle in the Hotel Privy assemblage.

TAXA IDENTIFIED

Twenty-seven taxa were identified from the six Harper's Ferry faunal assemblages (Table

9.1). Analyses of all six assemblages, ranging in date from the first quarter of the nineteenth

century through the early twentieth century, indicate a diet dependent on a few domestic species,

although fish and a few wild species provided a certain amount of variety. The phenomenon of

reliance on domestic foods, with some preference for variety in the form of wild foods, is

consistent with dietary patterns exhibited in other historic faunal assemblages from the eastern

United States.

While each of the six faunal assemblages varied in the number and type of taxa

encountered, they are consistent overall in the ranking of the importance of specific animals to

the diet. The primary contributor of meat was the cow (Bos taurus), while the pig (Sus scrofa)

provided a substantial portion of meat. The sheep or goat (Ovis aries/Capra hircus) represented

only a small percentage of meat attained from domestic mammals. Chicken (Gallus gallus) and

turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) were the major contributors of meat from domestic fowl. Present

in smaller numbers were domestic surface-feeding ducks (Anas platyrhynchos) and domestic

geese (Anser anser). Fish were represented by three major families, including the freshwater

catfish (Family Ictaluridae), herring (Family Clupeidae), and the temperate basses (Family

Moronidae). Wild mammals, including the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), beaver

(Castor canadensis), eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus), and other small mammals were

present, but represented only a few individuals, and thus provided a small contribution to the

overall diet.
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Table 9.1. Taxa identified in the Hotel, Roeder, and Burleigh assemblages.

Latin Name Common Name Assemblages*

HY HP R BS BY BP

Class Osteichthyes Bony Fish X X X X X
Family Clupeidae Herring X
Alosa sapidissima American Shad X
Clupea harengus Atlantic Herring X
Family Cyprinidae Minnow or Carp X
Family Catostomidae Sucker X X X
Family Ictaluridae Catfish X X
lctalurus punctatus Channel Catfish X
Lepomis spp. Sunfish X
Pomoxis annularis White Crappie X
Morone americana White Perch X
Morone spp. Temperate Bass X
Order Testudines Turtle X
Class Aves Bird X X X X X
Class Aves/Mammalia III Bird/Small Mammal X X X X X
Family Anatidae Swan, Goose, or Duck X
Goose spp. Goose X X X
Anser anser Domestic Goose X X X
Duck spp. Duck X X X
Anas spp. Dabbling Duck X
Anas platyrhynchos Domestic Duck or Mallard X X
Rallus elegans King Rail X
Family Phasianidae Grouse, Partridge, or Pheasant X X X X X
Meleagris gallopavo Turkey X X X X X
Gallus gallus Chicken X X X X X
Colinus virginianus Bobwhite X
Class Mammalia Mammal X X X X X
Class Mammalia I Large Mammal X X X X X
Class Mammalia II Medium Mammal X X X X X
Class Mammalia III Small Mammal X X X X
Didelphis virginiana Opossum X
Blarina brevicauda Shorttail Shrew X
Sylvilagus floridanus Eastern Cottontail X X
Order Rodentia Rodent X
Marmota monax Woodchuck X
Sciurus carolinensis Eastern Gray Squirrel X X
Family Castoridae Beaver X
Rattus spp. Old World Rat X X X X
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Table 9.1. Taxa identified in the Hotel, Roeder, and Burleigh assemblages, continued.

Latin Name Common Name Assemblages;*

HY HP R BS BY BP

Rattus norvegicus Norway Rat X X X X
Rattus rattus Roof Rat X X
Order Carnivora Carnivore X
Canis spp. Dog or Wolf X
Canis familiaris Dog X X
Procyon lotor Raccoon X X
Lutra canadensis River Otter X
Felis domesticus Domestic Cat X X
Order Artiodactyla I Sheep, Goat, Deer, or Pig X X X X X
Order Artiodactyla II Sheep, Goat, or Deer X X X X
Sus scrofa Domestic Pig X X X X X
Odocoileus virginianus White-Tailed Deer X X X
Bos tauruslEquus sp. Domestic Cow, Horse, or Ass X X X X X
Bos taurus Domestic Cow X X X X X
Ovis aries Domestic Sheep X X X
Copra hircus Domestic Goat X
Ovis aries/Capra hircus Domestic Sheep or Goat X X X X X
Subphylum Vertebrata Other Vertebrate X X X

* HY=Hotel Yard, HP=Hotel Privy, R=Roeder, BS=Burleigh Saloon, BY=Burleigh Yard,

BP=Burleigh Privy.

Fish

All six of the Harper's Ferry assemblages contained fish remains. The Roeder, Burleigh

Yard, Burleigh Privy, and Hotel Privy provided fish which could be identified to family or

species; these represent three major groups, including anadromous fish, semianadromous fish,

and freshwater fish. Three major taxonomic families were present, including freshwater catfish

(Family Ictaluridae), herring and their relatives (Family Clupeidae), and the temperate basses

(Family Moronidae).

Anadromous Fish. The herrings are an anadromous species, which live throughout most

of the year in salt or brackish waters, but migrate upriver to spawn. Representatives of the

herring family include the American shad (Alosa sapidissima), and the Atlantic herring (Clupea

harengus). As early as March these species migrate up into the Chesapeake Bay for spawning.

From late March on through April, the Atlantic herring move up into the large rivers and small
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streams, returning to the ocean by summer. Spawning activities of the American shad occur

from April to May in the open areas of large rivers and small streams. By summer they, like

the herring, return to the ocean (Mansueti and Hardy 1967).

Semianadromous species. Semianadromous species include the temperate basses (Morone

spp.), which is represented by the white perch (Morone americana) and the striped bass (Morone

saxatilis). During the cold winter months the white perch stay in deep channel water, and in

the spring they move into estuarine areas of the bay. By March they migrate upstream to tidal-

fresh or low brackish water to spawn. The striped bass remains in rivers throughout the year,

with only a small percentage migrating to the bay or possibly the ocean. Spawning occurs from

mid-April through June in tidal-fresh to slightly brackish estuarine water. They do not appear

to spawn within any tributaries (Lippson and Moran 1974).

Freshwater Fish. Freshwater fish recovered from the Harpers Ferry's assemblages

include catfish, minnow, sucker, and sunfish. The channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) lives

in lakes and larger rivers. This species is most easily procured during the spring and early

summer months when they move upstream to spawn.

The sucker family (Family Catostomidae) primarily inhabits fresh water, but also exists

in tidal-fresh and brackish waters. In the spring they are present in the rivers and small streams

to spawn, but in the winter they migrate to deeper waters (Lippson and Lippson 1984).

The sunfish (Lepomis spp.) is represented by the white crappie (Pomoxis annularis) which

inhabits protected areas of silty tributaries and lakes. During spawning season these fish both

build nests in slightly deeper water than preferred by other sunfish, nesting in water up to about

eight feet deep (McClane 1974).

Seasonality. Herrings show strong seasonal migratory patterns by migrating to the bay

in late March or early April as the waters warm, and by returning to the ocean at the end of

summer. During spawning the herring family school in great numbers which allows for more

effective capture by seines. The semianadromous species, i.e. the temperate basses, also tend

to school during the spawning season. They remain within the area year round, but both move
to deeper water during the winter months. Freshwater catfish can be caught from March to

mid-November, but in the winter months they move off the tidal flats, to the channel's edge, to

a depth of 10 ft to 12 ft. When the water temperature reaches below 60 degrees Fahrenheit they

will not feed (Dean Fowler, personal communication 1991).

The sucker family can be caught throughout most of the year and tend to school more

or less during spawning season. The sunfish family stays close to their home habitat,

occasionally schooling. They orient to structures or cover and will remain in a particular area

throughout the year.

Amphibians and Reptiles

Only one turtle carapace fragment was recovered from the Hotel Yard assemblage.

Certain turtles, such as the snapping turtle and the slider/cooter family, are considered good

eating. Others, such as the musk turtle, are not usually eaten and are considered commensal
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animals which wander onto a site and die; their remains thus becoming part of the site deposit.

The one turtle fragment could not be identified even to family, however, and is therefore not

considered as part of the dietary estimates.

Birds

Birds represented in the Harpers Ferry assemblages include domestic and wild species

belonging to the Family Phasianidae (grouse, partridges, and pheasant), Family Anatidae (geese

and ducks), and the Family Rallidae (rails, gallinules, and coots).

Wild Fowl. Only two wild bird taxon were identified in the assemblages. One small

game bird, a bobwhite (Colinus virginianus) was identified from the Hotel Privy assemblage.

A gallinaceous bird like the chicken, it has a heavy body, heavy bill, and short rounded wings

that are built for life on the ground. They are capable of bursts of full flight, but are more

capable runners that forage on the ground for seeds and insects. Abundant in brush, abandoned

fields, and open pinelands, but avoiding deep forests, the bobwhite was probably readily

available in this region (Johnsgard 1975).

One king rail (Rallus elegans) bone was identified in the assemblage. This species

inhabits the eastern half of the United States, although absent from the more mountainous

regions. It lives near both inland freshwater and brackish swamps, and prefers a diet of

crustaceans and water insects which it usually catches standing in water. It tends to be somewhat

secretive, and is easily camouflaged in brush and reeds adjacent to water. When alarmed, it is

capable of flying a short distance after which it again drops into the cover of vegetation

(Johnsgard 1975; National Geographic Society 1987).

Domesticated Fowl. The majority of bird bones recovered from the Harpers Ferry

assemblages could be attributed to the domestic chicken (Gallus gallus). Both immature and

adult individuals were identified. Chickens could easily be kept by individual households,

furnishing a supply of eggs and a year-round source of fresh meat (Bowen 1990).

The turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) is represented in five of the Harpers Ferry

assemblages. When the east coast was first colonized, the wild turkey, a woodland bird,

inhabited the vast forests. As land became cleared they adapted to open fields, savannas, and

meadows as they foraged for insects, berries, and other foods (Bent 1963:329). Wild turkeys

had been taken to Europe during the Spanish conquest of Central America, were domesticated,

and reintroduced to North America (Powell 1990). These birds then continued to breed with

their wild progenitor. Because of this close association and interbreeding, it is impossible to

osteologically distinguish between wild and domestic turkeys. For this analysis, the turkey is

considered a domestic animal.

The dabbling, or surface-feeding, ducks are represented in the assemblage by the

domestic duck or mallard {Anas platyrhynchos). It is impossible to distinguish morphological

differences between the domestic duck and mallard, but the remains recovered from these

assemblages were quite large and compared well with domestic ducks found in the Smithsonian

Institution's comparative collection. For analytical purposes, we are assuming they are remains

of the domestic duck. The mallard ranges throughout much of the Northern Hemisphere. They
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prefer shallow brackish waters, but some will inhabit bay and coastal marshes, estuarine rivers,

or other environmental niches. Although "tipping-up" in the shallows of fresh and salt water

marshes is their common way of feeding, mallards will dive at times to obtain their food

(Raitasuo 1964). Though the ducks are mainly vegetarians, dieting on pondweed, wild rice,

bullrushes, smartweed, and a variety of other submerged or emergent plants, they will also eat

some mollusks, insects, and small fish (Martin et al. 1951).

The domestic goose (Anser anser) was identified in several of the assemblages. Other

goose bones were encountered, but none were sufficiently diagnostic to designate as either the

domestic bird or its closely-related wild cousin.

Mammals

The faunal remains from the various Harpers Ferry assemblages indicate the utilization

of both domestic and wild mammals.

Commensals. Present in the assemblages are the remains of commensal taxa, including

the shorttail shrew (Blarina brevicauda), the Old World rat (Rattus sp.), the domestic cat (Felis

domesticus), and the domestic dog (Canis familiaris). A large number of rat remains were

identified from the Hotel Privy, and are represented to a smaller extent in the Burleigh Yard and

Burleigh Saloon assemblages. In the Hotel Privy assemblage many of the rat bones (mandibles

and crania) showed evidence of disease, possibly a form of actinomycosis. This disease is

usually evident in the cranium and mandible, and often suggests poor sanitation (Baker 1980).

Wild Mammals. Wild game identified in the assemblage include the opossum (Didelphis

virginiana), eastern cottontail (Sylivlagusfloridanus), eastern gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis),

woodchuck (Marmota monax), beaver (Castor canadensis), raccoon (Procyon lotor), river otter

(Lutra canadensis), and the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus). All of these mammals
have adapted to life near humans and, therefore, would have been readily available for hunting.

The opossum (Didelphus virginiana) is a nocturnal omnivore that prefers areas of

deciduous woodlands associated with a stream system. It also inhabits areas of grassland and

marshes. Its distribution in these habitats is determined by the seasonal abundance of food,

water, and the availability of den areas (Gardner 1982).

The eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus) prefers a vegetative habitat of perennial

grasses or a dense, low growing scrub environment. It is a herbivore, preferring grasses and

a wide variety of plants (Chapman et al. 1982).

The eastern gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) prefers a mature hardwood habitat with

a dense undergrowth. Its range may vary depending on food availability, population size, and

age. It consumes a diversity of foods including acorns, a variety of nuts, fruits, seeds, certain

tree barks, fungi, and insects (Flyer and Gates 1982).

The raccoon (Procyon lotor) is a nocturnal omnivore which inhabits areas near water

sources. It is abundant in fresh- and saltwater marshes, hardwood swamps, and floodplain

forests. Omnivorous and opportunistic when it comes to food habits, it consumes both plants

and animals, although plants overall are more important in the diet (Kaufman 1982). Active
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throughout winter, except on days that are unusually cold, these animals could have been hunted

year-round.

The woodchuck (Marmota monax) is found throughout the northeastern and central areas

of the United States. It lives in pastures, brushy and rocky ravines, and woods, where it

excavates deep burrows in which to nest. Burrows, with at least two openings, extend to a depth

of 5 ft with an extensive tunnel system sometimes extending 30 ft. The woodchuck is diurnal,

being most active in early morning and late afternoon, but may be seen at night in the early

spring (Burt and Grossenheider 1964). Its diet consists mainly of grasses, alfalfa, and corn

when it is available.

The beaver {Castor canadensis) is found almost entirely throughout the United States,

and remains active throughout the year. The beaver is nocturnal and lives in lakes, ponds,

rivers and streams. Those that live near rivers dig a burrow which incorporates an underwater

entranceway. Dams and lodges are constructed by those beavers living in lakes and slower

moving water. Beavers feed on bark and small twigs, showing a preference for aspen, poplar,

birch, maple, willow, and alder (Burt and Grossenheider 1964).

The river otter (Lutra canadensis) once occupied one of the largest geographic areas of

any North American mammal (Toweill and Tabor 1982:688), and is still relatively abundant

along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. They are found in the lower portions of streams and rivers

and in estuaries, and only rarely in heavily settled areas. Mainly eating fish, along with a few

crustaceans, amphibians, insects, birds, and mammals, they are almost entirely aquatic. With

a beautiful pelt, however, they have been important to fur traders for centuries.

The white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) is the largest of the wild mammals
represented in three of the assemblages. An adaptable herbivore, deer inhabit most

environmental settings and consume a diversity of foods, selecting the most nutritional and tasty

foods available. Their activity within a region depends on a number of factors, including

population size, season of the year, and weather conditions (Hesselton and Hesselton 1982).

During the early colonial period they were quite prevalent, and large numbers of deer remains

are found on the earliest historic sites. Beginning in the mid-seventeenth century in the coastal

region of the Chesapeake, deer populations declined, as evidenced by the decreasing number of

bones found on archeological sites from this time period (Miller 1984).

A combination of factors brought the decline of the deer. As land was developed into

plantations and farms, deer habitat became more circumscribed. Because the huge influx of

settlers looked to the deer for sustenance, and to a lesser degree for sport, the deer population

was hunted for meat and skins and greatly depleted. How quickly deer populations declined

depended on how quickly an area was built up and the resulting human population. Generally,

the decline was felt throughout the region by the late eighteenth century. The diminished deer

population, coupled with the increasing utilization of pig and cow, greatly curtailed the presence

of deer in the diet.

Domestic Mammals. The domestic cow (Bos taurus) was the most important source of

meat in all the Harpers Ferry assemblages. This is not only indicated by large number of cow

and calf bones, but by the biomass and the amount of meat they would have provided. The

primary role of cattle in the diet is found in the majority of historic faunal assemblages in the
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east. The percentage of cow present in the assemblages at Harpers Ferry ranges between 29%
and 75 % of the total biomass figures.

Cattle arrived with the earliest English colonists. They, like the better known pig,

flourished in their new environment and soon became the primary contributor to the diet

throughout the Chesapeake, Northeast, and South. As early as the mid- 1600s, herds had become

established well enough that beef became the mainstay of the colonists' diet, a position it has

held until at least the 1800s and possibly throughout the twentieth century (Bowen 1991).

Another major contributor to the meat diet is the domestic pig (Sus scrofa). Pig was

present in all six assemblages and contributed between 10% to 23% of the biomass. Regardless

of its relative percentage in terms of faunal quantification, it is clear that the domestic pig was

an important food source from the initial years of settlement on through the twentieth century.

It was an efficient, inexpensive animal for farmers to raise, and its easily-salted flesh was almost

perfect for use as a year-round source of preserved meat. Allowed to roam in the woodlands,

it fed on mast, roots, and whatever was available. It required little care, was a prolific breeder,

and rapidly grew to slaughter weight. In addition, pigs provided 65-80% of dressed meat per

individual after slaughter, in comparison to cattle which provided only about 50-60% (Reitz et

al. 1985).

Domestic sheep (Ovis aries) or goats (Capra hircus) also provided a certain amount of

meat in the diet at Harpers Ferry. Though far less significant than either beef or pork, they

ranked higher in importance than any other category of animals, including the domestic fowl,

wild mammals, and fish. In faunal analysis, sheep and goat bones are usually placed in the same

category, as, despite outward appearances, osteologically they are quite similar. Distinctions

can be made between sheep and goat only by a few characteristics of specific elements. Only

the larger Hotel Privy assemblage, which was well preserved, provided bones with distinguishing

characteristics which could be attributed to either sheep or goat.

Other categories were utilized for grouping bones of medium sized animals which could

not be identified to species. These groupings include two categories of the Order Artiodactyla

(even toed ungulates): Artiodactyla I, which encompasses sheep, goat, deer, and pig, and

Artiodactyla II, a more specific group that includes sheep, goat, and deer, but not the more

osteologically-distinguishable pig.

FAUNAL ANALYSIS

Although the most common goal of faunal analysis is to reconstruct broad subsistence

patterns and the adaptation of a site's occupants to their environment, in practice faunal studies

focus primarily on household consumption patterns. In assessing a household's diet, faunal

analysts focus on determining the meat diet and preference for certain cuts of meat, interpreting

these consumption patterns as the result of environmental constraints, cultural values, or the

household's social and economic status (Bowen 1990, 1992). This focus on the household level

of analysis has narrowed our views on what environmental, economic, social, and cultural

variables actually influence dietary patterns. We need to look at the much broader context of the

subsistence system as it shapes the household's selection of foods. Subsistence studies should
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also show how the household is part of a community and how the community's and region's

system of food production and distribution are a vital influence on any household's consumption

pattern (Bowen 1986, 1990, 1992; Henn 1985; Landon 1987a, 1987b; Maltby 1985; Zeder 1988,

1991).

Often analyses of urban faunal assemblages have assumed that the provisioning system

present in early American urban centers was like today's highly commercialized system. The

prices of different meats are determined by market forces, and individual choices are governed

by the economic status of the household (Schulz and Gust 1983). For studies focusing on the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, this may have been true, since by this time rapid

transit systems had increased the availability of many foods. Residents living in every city, as

well as many small towns in the United States, had come to depend on, and expect,

commercially-produced meats. However, this approach has limitations which several

zooarchaeologists have pointed out (Henn 1985; Landon 1987a, 1987b; Lyman 1987). Lyman

(1987) questioned the narrow criteria used to rank cuts of meat, pointing out that the amount of

available flesh per cut of meat was an important factor to be considered. Henn pointed out the

assumption that all households participated in the market economy on a full-time basis is invalid.

She wrote:

...even in rural areas it was common practice for working class households to

keep livestock, such as goats, pigs, and poultry, and to grow vegetables for

domestic use. Butcher shop purchases or preparation of household livestock

could have been considered luxuries for this segment of the population [Henn

1985:207].

Henn spoke to poorer families living in small communities that were fully integrated in highly

commercialized economies, but her statement is equally appropriate for households of all wealth

groups living in towns and small cities with developing economies. Today in Third World

countries, and historically throughout most of our country's past, there were several alternatives

to commercially-produced foods.

In small commercial centers such as these towns and cities with developing economics,

the individual had a much greater role in provisioning his or her family. Many raised animals

on their property or simply let them roam about town. In general, there was extensive contact

between rural producers and urban consumers. Urban dwellers who owned nearby farms, or

those who had kin or friends living in the countryside, could obtain foods without participating

in the market economy. This provisioning system was based on a one-on-one relationship

between the supplier and consumer which could also be found in the market place as well.

Farmers brought foods to town to sell either at the marketplace or from carts on the street.

Middlemen, as we know them today, had a relatively small role to play.

Although many small commercial centers provided market options to individuals, not all

households participated. Those who lacked subsistence resources were dependent upon the

market and retail stores for their food supplies. It was the poor household or newcomer who
came to towns looking for work who lacked rural contacts. Dependent on markets, peddlers,

and provisioned for food supplies, these peoples' diets were far more restricted (Zeder 1988).
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When cities grew, all phases of the food system, including the production, distribution,

and processing of meats, became specialized. Intimate business relationships gave way to

impersonal relationships. To meet the increased demand for food, farmers adopted specialized

and more efficient forms of animal husbandry. Distribution systems become more specialized;

middlemen took over the sale of farm goods and butchers increasingly took over the slaughtering

and processing of farm animals. As market systems grew, governments generally assumed a

strong regulatory role, often forcing the slaughter of animals outside of town and regulating the

disposal of "waste parts" such as the head and feet (Maltby 1985; Zeder 1988).

In these specialized market systems, exchanges of animal products would be transacted

consistently on a large scale and organized either through redistributive or marketing

mechanisms. As the rural producer and urban consumer diverged, so did their diets. For

example, "waste parts" from cattle, pigs, and sheep were kept from the urban consumer which

contributed to a change in the urban consumer's dietary patterns. The end result was that urban

residents lost direct contact with the rural producer, even with the living animal.

Faunal remains found in urban assemblages contain evidence from which we can obtain

a measure of the scale of the urban market system. Age profiles from domesticated cattle, pigs,

and sheep show the mark of specialized forms of animal husbandry. These help to define the

presence of a market economy. The variety and relative importance of different animals show

whether markets constrained the availability of wild animals; element distributions of the major

domestic mammals indicate the restriction of certain portions of the carcass such as the heads

and feet; and the presence of saw and chop marks on bone fragments can indicate the presence

of professional butchers operating in a fully-commercialized system. Taken as a whole, these

pieces of evidence provide a measure of the extent to which the provisioning system has become

specialized (Zeder 1988). The discussion that follows will provide the context of Harpers

Ferry's provisioning system as it evolved during the nineteenth century, and analyze the Roeder

and Burleigh households' faunal remains to determine how they participated in the developing

commercial economy. Finally, assessments of the Burleigh Saloon and Hotel Privy assemblages

will suggest how public eateries obtained foods.

The Provisioning System at Harpers Ferry

Harpers Ferry was a small town located in a rural area that was settled during the early

nineteenth century when the commercialized production of food was getting underway. Harpers

Ferry grew as a commercial center because of its location at the confluence of the Potomac and

Shenandoah Rivers. Due to the water power potential it was a natural place for trade and

tradesmen. From 1751-1782, millwright Robert Harper operated here. By 1806/07 a small

canal was built adjacent to the Shenandoah River and by 1833 the C & O Canal had reached

Harpers Ferry from Washington, D.C. By 1834 the railroad provided direct links with

Baltimore and by 1836 a line to Winchester, Virginia was built (see Halchin Chapter 2).

Private entrepreneurs prospered as they developed mills, machine shops, taverns, and

hotels. During the first three decades of the nineteenth century only one hotel in town is known
to have existed, but by 1835 there were two taverns, four hotels, and eighteen stores in town.

By 1850 the Harpers Ferry population reached over 1,800 residents served by three taverns, two

hotels, and forty-two stores (see Halchin Chapter 2).
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What was the provisioning system in Harpers Ferry, and how did it change through time?

A systematic study of documentary sources, such as probate inventories, tax assessments, and

town ordinances, would provide an overall picture of the system and how it functioned in town,

as well as how households of different economic status and ethnic affiliations tended to

participate. It would help establish how public eateries such as the hotels and saloons obtained

foods (e.g., Bowen 1990). Such a study would provide the economic and social context needed

to interpret archeological assemblages associated with specific households and public

establishments. Future research examining rural connections either through family, rural

landholdings, or social ties, will help identify which families had personal networks to draw on,

and which lacked connections and had to rely on commercially-available foods.

Given the rural location and small size of the community, Harpers Ferry residents no

doubt had many ties with friends and kin living nearby. Those lacking connections, possibly

the newcomers to the region (maybe the German Roeder family for example), would have

depended on resources available in town. Some might have owned nearby farms to supply

themselves with foods. Some may have kept a milk cow and/or chickens. Many kept pigs

which were allowed to wander through town. Multiple references to pigs running about town

freely until the early twentieth century indicate that keeping pigs was a common way for

households to supply themselves, and it seems safe to assume that at least the Roeders and

Burleighs could have kept pigs, as might any of the hotel managers.

The presence of a growing number of stores in town, and even a slaughter house for a

few years, strongly suggests that the Roeders, Burleighs, and hotel managers could, and

probably did, purchase much of their food. Meats could be purchased from a variety of sources.

Stores kept bacon, hams, shoulders, sides, lard, mackerel, shad, and herring (Spirit ofJefferson

[SoJJ 1849:281). Stores sold both fresh and salted foods brought by train, from nearby farms,

or supplied by townspeople. Advertisements indicate that butchers sold from meat wagons and

butcher stands as late as 1919 (Virginia Free Press [VFPJ 6 May 1919, 29 March 1919).

A variety of meats were available on a regular basis at public eateries like hotels and

saloons. In 1846, an advertisement in the Spirit of Jefferson claimed that Carrell's Western

Exchange in Harpers Ferry, at the dining point on the B & O Railroad, had daily for "dinner,

ham, beef, veal, mutton, fowls, along with a plentiful supply of vegetables, and pastries" (SoJ

5 June 1846). In 1850, E. H. Carrell occupied the large hotel, which was capable of serving 300

passengers. Offered daily were roast beef, mutton, veal, fowl, boiled ham, corned beef, soup,

and fish in season (Larsen and Lucas this volume).

Home hog production remained an economic tradition, even in town into the early

twentieth century. Newspaper references indicate that this practice remained a yearly activity.

Many newspaper references describe locals butchering, often with a strong sense of pride, and

in a manner that implies this was a home-based activity, not a commercial event:

Robert Crum and John Longerbeam butchered 200 pound hog in 10 minutes [FA

4 December 1915].

Butchering seems to be the order of the day. Both in Harpers Ferry Bolivar and

the surrounding territory. Some large porkers have been killed within a few miles

of said towns. Jr John T. Potts of Engles killed 2 weighing 551 and 610 pounds
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respectively. Howard Cole of Sandy/Hook killed 2 weighing 460 and 465 pounds

each. John Noose butchered 2 which furnished him 1200 pounds of pork

weighing 560 and 640 pounds respectively. Daniel Noose had 2 weighing 461

and 444 pounds each and Mr Charles Harrison killed one which dressed 515

pounds. The last 3 families all live in Sandy/Hook. Quite a number have been

killed around Bolivar weighing from 350 to 450 pounds [SoJ 12 December 1929].

Research systematically incorporating tax assessments, agricultural census records,

probate inventories, town ordinances, store accounts, and newspaper advertisements will

someday provide a fascinating account of the small town's relationships with the nearby

countryside and how it was drawn into a growing national market system. Records may identify

the broad outlines, showing the networks individuals maintained in the context of an increasingly

industrialized society. Analyses of archeological bones can help identify when and how
households were drawn from a world oriented towards subsistence agriculture into a new world

where foods were produced, distributed, and processed commercially.

Animal Husbandry in a Specialized Economy

Clearly, cattle husbandry had become specialized in some regions by early nineteenth

century. The settlement of territories west of the Alleghenies into the Ohio and Mississippi

Valleys during the early decades of the nineteenth century was one of the great colonizing

movements of modern times (Bidwell and Falconer 1925:147; Danhof 1969). Moving with few

interruptions westward, settlers established farms in what had been hardwood forests and

prairies. The building of the C & O Canal eased immigration, providing a highway first to

settlers moving west and later a highway for sending agricultural products back east to feed the

growing urban populations.

As early as 1805, lean horned cattle were driven from the Ohio Valley across the

mountains to Baltimore. Increasingly from that time to 1850 droves of cattle and hogs became

a common sight for travelers. Two grades of cattle were driven eastward: (1) stock or store

cattle, three-year old grass-fattened steers sold to eastern farmers to be fattened for market, and

(2) corn-fed animals partly raised in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, then purchased by Ohio graziers

who had access to rich land that produced better crops of corn than wheat. Allowed to feed on

the left-over grain and ears of corn, swine also benefited from this abundance. Once fattened,

they too, were slaughtered by meat-packers and the barrelled meat was sent eastward. After the

completion of the Erie Canal had lowered transportation rates, western grain and provisions

entered the markets of the Atlantic seaboard, competing with and eventually undermining the

products of eastern farms.

During this time industrial growth drove the development of a specialized form of animal

husbandry. As a population engaged in manufacture and non-agricultural pursuits grew in the

east, a market for animal products also grew. Though subsistence-oriented or generalized

animal husbandry is efficient for consumption purposes, it is not cost-effective for marketing

purposes. Farmers responded by specializing; for example, raising cattle for either milk or beef

rather than for milk, beef, draft, and hides. Depending on the quality of land, farmers focused
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on one phase of cattle raising. Beef farmers grass-fed young cattle, then sold them to different

farmers who had land rich enough to produce grains to fatten yearlings.

Beginning in 1830, western cattle found their way to the Boston market. By the time the

railroads had become established, freight rates came down and increasingly western farmers

began to ship livestock eastward (Bidwell and Falconer 1925:227). Farmers surrounding urban

centers also began to produce livestock to supply the growing non-agricultural population.

Those living near large centers such as Boston, New York, and Philadelphia found a ready and

available market for their products.

Harpers Ferry's participation in this commercial activity is shown by the accounts

recorded in the local newspapers. By 1849, Harpers Ferry butchers were able to compete with

the Baltimore market for cattle raised in Loudoun County (VFP 1 March 1849). Men such as

Mr. S.W. Strider in 1851 supplied the Harpers Ferry market with the "best meat," and in 1860

James H. Holt of South Bolivar sent the newspaper some of his "fine beef (VFP 23 October

1851; VFP 23 February 1860).

Unfortunately, the faunal assemblages described in this report were so small that only

the largest, the Hotel Privy, contained enough bone fragments to produce reliable age data, and

that only for cattle. In the Hotel Privy assemblage there are 47 long bones with epiphyses in

various stages of fusion, enough to be able to explore the agricultural economy that was

developing during the early nineteenth century.

The age profile drawn from this data (Figure 9.1) shows two distinct groups of

individuals: 80% were young adults aged roughly between two and three years old, and 20%
were older adults aged over four years of age. The extreme predominance of cattle in the two

to three year group indicates that specialized cattle husbandry was probably practiced by the

early decades of the nineteenth century in the Harpers Ferry area.

In specialized economies cattle are raised to produce either milk or meat. Specialized

beef husbandry is aimed at the most economical and efficient raising of cattle from the time of

their birth to when they are slaughtered. Most commonly, calves are born in the spring, raised

on grass in the summer, then, depending on the amount and types of available grass and grain,

are either kept and fattened during the winter or are sold as "feeders" to farmers with sufficient

grain resources. In the following spring they are again put on pasture lands, and during the

second fall put into feedlots, finished, and sent off to the slaughter house. Today these cows

are slaughtered between 18 and 24 months (Blakely and Bade 1985; Bundy et al. 1982).

However, if cattle were being raised for the primary purpose of dairying, the kill-off

pattern produced would be a group of very young calves and another group of older adults. The

first group would be comprised principally of young bull calves which are quickly weaned,

fattened, and then slaughtered for the veal market. Only those males intended for use as

breeding bulls or oxen are raised to maturity. Females are raised to provide milk and healthy

calves, and killed when they can no longer perform this function effectively.

Raised to produce quantities of milk and strong calves, a dairy cow will be kept in the

herd as long as she produces one or the other. Once she no longer produces strong calves or

her milk production drops off, she will be fattened and sent to the slaughter house. A modern

productive cow might be kept as part of the milking herd for as long as 12 years, but in today's

highly competitive market they tend to be slaughtered at a much younger age.
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Age Distribution

Hotel Privy

Bos taurus (Domestic Cow)
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N=48

Figure 9.1. Kill-offpattern for cattle, Hotel Privy assemblage. (Based on Chaplin [1971] and

Silver [1969]).

Since in a specialized market both dairy and beef cows tend to end up in the slaughter

house, we need to consider a kill-off pattern produced by a combination of both types of cattle

husbandry. In this case, we should expect to find a fair number of veal calves, a large

proportion of young individuals aged from 18 to 24 months old, and finally a large group of

dairy cows, breeders, and oxen.

The Hotel Privy cattle kill-off data seems consistent with specialized husbandry practices.

The two to three year age group probably were raised for beef, while the older group were

raised for either draft or dairy purposes. Veal calves were present, but in proportions that could

not be determined from the age data. Unfortunately, the calf bones identified in this assemblage

did not have epiphyses.

A comparison of this kill-off pattern with a number of New England kill-off patterns

from late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century urban sites, shows over 80% were killed in

the youngest age group — before 18 months. A number in this group are young veal calves, but

substantial numbers of young adult-sized individuals are also in this group. Why the difference?
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Do cattle fattened on corn and other grains mature faster than those fattened on grass? Clearly,

more research needs to be done on this problem.

A more detailed analysis is needed that explores specialized cattle practices during this

period both in the local area, as well as in the west. How were farmers in the region

participating in the developing commercial economy? Were cattle fattened on grass or grains?

If a difference could be demonstrated, would it be possible to identify cattle raised locally and

in the West?

Butchering

Although zooarchaeologists encounter butchery evidence as they analyze faunal remains,

few have dealt with butchery-related problems in print. With the notable exceptions of Lyman
(1987), Kenyon (1992), Otto (1984), and Crader (1992), zooarchaeologists have tended to leave

their observations as a laboratory function. Yet butchering data hold fascinating information on

the transformation in foodways that occurred during the nineteenth century, along with the

industrialization of food production, distribution, processing, and consumption of foods.

In working with seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and early nineteenth-century faunal remains,

it has become apparent that a fundamental change occurred in butchering techniques. In recent

years, as assemblages came into the Colonial Williamsburg laboratory for analysis, technicians

worked with the archeologists to establish tightly dated assemblages. Our goal was to maintain

archeological integrity, but create the largest possible assemblage for statistical purposes. The

intent was to find small tightly-dated assemblages from privies and trash pits that would be

analyzed separately as distinct units, but also combining several small assemblages to be

combined into macro-assemblages capable of producing reliable kill-off patterns and relative

dietary estimates. Through this, sometimes tedious, archeological analysis has come the

opportunity to observe when the butchering technique shifted from chopping to sawing and to

formulate ideas on how and why this change occurred.

The earliest sawn food remains appear in urban sites. In every nineteenth-century faunal

assemblage are sawn bones, mixed in varying proportions with chopped bone. It appears that

increasingly in the nineteenth century saws were used to butcher meat. In all the early

nineteenth century Harpers Ferry faunal assemblages, for example, much of the bone has been

sawn. Large cattle bones are most frequently sawn, but occasionally pig and sheep/goat bones

are sawn (Burk 1992). In an assemblage dating to the turn of the nineteenth century, the

Narbonne House in Salem, Massachusetts, are sawn calf bones (Bowen 1982).

Documentary sources, although they do not provide any specific description of what,

how, or why saws were adopted, in general back up the archeological record. However, sources

dating to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries show or describe only chopping instruments.

Diderot (1978) in the seventeenth century, depicted butchers with cleavers, knives, and broad

axes, but no saws. Drawing of markets and butcher shops from eighteenth-century London show

broad axes and cleavers, not saws. Saws begin to appear only during the late eighteenth century

or early nineteenth century. William Henry Pyne reported in 1806 that in London "even our

butchers use the saw" (Pyne 1971:57 [1806]). Later in the century, in 1846 in New York,

Edward Hazen wrote that, "In large cities and towns, the meat is chiefly sold in the market-
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house, where each butcher has a stall rented from the corporation. It is carried there in a cart,

and cut into suitable pieces with a saw, knife, and a broad iron cleaver" (Hazen 1846:57).

That both instruments continued to be used throughout the nineteenth century by even the

professional butcher is indicated in E. Knight's Knight's, American Mechanical Dictionary,

where he lists meat-saws and metacarpal saws along with the cleaver, butcher knife, and

cleaving knife (Knight 1875:1233, 2035). McArthur, Wirth, and Company's catalog (1900:27-

30) on butchers' supplies show that even in 1900, cleavers, referred to as packing house pork

cleavers, beef splitters, market cleavers, and lamb cleavers were advertised along with saws, of

which he lists the specialized types: the high flat steel back for use on heavy beef, the pork

packers' saws, and dehorning saws. Each had a distinctively different shape.

Even though trade catalogs show that cleavers were sold to butchers until the turn of the

twentieth century, and U.S. Department of Agricultural bulletins show that home producers used

saws, cleavers, and axes until the early twentieth century, the archeological record indicates that

as the nineteenth century progressed the saw became increasingly common, at some point

completely replacing the chopping instrument as a professional butchering tool (Ashbrook and

Anthony 1917; Boss 1903). More documentary research will one day help identify the

progression and eventual eclipse of chopping instruments as butchering tools used by commercial

establishments in this country. Determining when home butchers began to use saws will be even

more difficult. By the late 1940s the U.S. Department of Agriculture bulletins dropped the

cleaver as part of the butcher's tool kit, leading to the conclusion that by that time most home

butchers had switched to the more modern methods (Warner 1949). However, even in very

rural areas of the South, Mid-Atlantic and Northeast home butchers still use axes like their

ancestors did.

Henry Stephens, writing in the United States during the mid-nineteenth century, supplies

us with some ideas on how and why the change took place:

After the carcass (cow) has hung 24 hours, it should be cut down by the

backbone, or chine, into two sides . This is done either with the saw or chopper,

the saw making the neatest job in the hands of an inexperienced butcher, though

the most laborious; and it is the quickest with the chopper, but by no means the

neatest plan, especially in the hands of a careless fellow [Stephens 1851:693].

It appears that the reason for the differential presence of chopped and sawn bone lies in

the commercialization of butchering, not simply the ethnic affiliation or status of the household.

Butchering techniques were changed by professional butchers working in a highly

commercialized meat production and distribution system. The shift to use of saws may have

been prompted by the extensive West Indian market for meat provisions, the large market for

military salted provisions during the Revolutionary War, or the growth of urban demand.

Whatever the vehicle for these changes, the association of sawing with commercialized

butchering in the United States is clear.

The butchering technique must be viewed in context of the provisioning system in which

the archeological site's occupants lived. If one is excavating a rural site occupied by farmers

practicing subsistence-oriented agriculture, one might expect chopping tools to have been used.
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However, if a nineteenth-century archeological site is located in a highly developed commercial

center such as Boston or New York City, one might expect to find large numbers of sawn bone.

The Harpers Ferry faunal remains, which include assemblages dating to the early and late

nineteenth centuries, as well as the early twentieth centuries, record the change in butchering

techniques. By observing the type and number of bones which were chopped or sawn, and the

date of each assemblage, it was possible to identify the change in butchering techniques and

subsequent changes in the appearance of meat cuts. Analysis of this data has helped to

distinguish between primary and secondary butchering, and to recognize beef cuts that had been

sawn into small enough portions that cooks did not continue the butchering process in the home.

However, more work can be done with these assemblages. More detailed analysis might

clarify the differences between commercial and home butcher marks. The situation with veal,

mutton, and pork is even less clear, for chopping remained the dominant tool of professional

butchers to cut up smaller animals throughout the century. The limited documentary sources

available for Harpers Ferry may add information on meat sources.

Although there are still many unanswered questions, some facts are clear. The Harpers

Ferry faunal material dating to the early and late nineteenth century shows a mix of chopping

and sawing that is apparently the product of the local provisioning system. Keeping pigs was

a common activity, and no doubt many households kept chickens, but depending on a family's

resources and occupation, most also depended on commercially produced meats. Not

surprisingly, archeological pig remains are mostly chopped, while the archeological cattle

remains are mostly sawn.

Cuts ofMeat

Since the 1970s, it has been apparent that over time meat cuts became smaller (Bowen

1976). In In Small Tilings Forgotten, James Deetz (1977) interpreted this shift to be part of a

cultural change from a more organic, corporate organization to a more individual focus. In the

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, meals no longer consisted of large cuts of meat

that could be roasted and served in shared trenchers. As time went on they increasingly

consisted of sawn meats cut into individual portions. With these changes came a plate and a

piece of meat for every diner (Deetz 1977:124-125). Though this progression had its early

origins during the late eighteenth century, faunal evidence shows the transformation in

butchering techniques and cuts of meat occurred mostly during the nineteenth century.

Gradually cuts of meat became "sanitized," losing any resemblance to the live animal.

Gone from the butchers' shops were heads and feet; even meat cuts lost any resemblance to the

natural bone. Classically, chopping followed the internal structure of the mammalian skeleton,

so that even stress breaks tended to follow natural contours. On the other hand, butchers used

saws to slice through joints, long bones, and compact bones to produce "neat" individual

portions, so much so that today only the most skeletally-aware urban consumer can distinguish

the fragment of bone imbedded in a ham or roast. Sawing also removed the last vestige of the

live animal from the dinner table — bone chips that had been the by-product of the chopping

technique were gone. No longer did diners have to either consume them or extract them from

their mouths.
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Professionally butchered beef bones from the early nineteenth century are similar in size

and conformation to eighteenth-century materials, the major difference being that they are sawn,

not chopped. Like the earlier examples which were chopped, femurs, for example, are sawn

through the shaft. Sometimes the cut is through the proximal end of the shaft, sometimes the

cut is through the mid-point, and sometimes the cut is through the distal end of the shaft.

Wherever the cut was placed, the resulting piece of meat generally included almost half the

element and therefore carried on it substantial amounts of meat. The story is the same for

shoulder cuts.

Bones dating to the first part of the nineteenth century have some similarities with bones

dating to the end of the century. Some saw cuts went directly through the shaft to create meat

cuts we know today as chuck roasts and round steaks, though they were thicker, more substantial

cuts of meat. Cuts through the femur, known as the round, in the early nineteenth century are

three, four, and five inches wide, while round and shoulder cuts in the late nineteenth century

are often one in, or even V4 in, in width. These cuts seem modern in concept, but the size is

more in keeping with the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The Harpers Ferry

materials, which date from the early to late nineteenth and early twentieth century, show the

shift from relatively large to smaller cuts.

The sawing technique evidenced in early nineteenth-century faunal materials is much

more "crude" than that shown on the late nineteenth-century faunal materials. Saw marks

suggest that the bones were hand-sawn with mechanical saws, as they reveal on the sawn edges

flakes, step hinges, and substantial cracked jagged edges left when the butcher sawed only part

way through the bone and then snapped the bone in two, much the way wood would appear

when partially sawn through. Saw cuts dating to the late nineteenth century are different. Saw
blades went clearly across the entire bone, leaving few if any hinges, scars, and jagged edges

along thin parallel lines.

The Burleigh materials dating to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are

fundamentally different from the earlier hotel materials. Consistently, there are a greater

percentage of sawn cuts. As in the earlier hotel assemblage all beef bones are sawn, but here

there is a great consistency among each adult cow element as to the placement of the saw cuts.

All are noticeably thin, small pieces sawn on either side into relatively consistent widths. Their

appearance is quite like bones from meat in present-day grocery stores.

There is another important difference in butchering techniques between the hotel and

Burleigh faunal assemblages. In the earlier hotel remains, only the beef bones are sawn; all

pork, veal, and mutton bones are chopped. However, the later Burleigh remains contain some

sawn veal, mutton, and pork bones, cut at points close to where chop marks were in the faunal

remains from the hotel. This butchery evidence denotes a highly organized system of butchery

for adult cows, with alternate methods utilized for other domestic mammals.

The presence of chopped bone in both the Hotel and Burleigh assemblages indicates the

retention of chopping techniques and use of axes and cleavers throughout the century. Early in

the century both home-producers and professional butchers used the chopping technique to

butcher smaller animals. Gradually, the professional butcher abandoned the cleaver/axe for the

saw, so that by the end of the nineteenth century the chopping technique became more

commonly used by home-producers.
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Based on the evidence from these assemblages, it is impossible to claim that during the

nineteenth century sawing was used exclusively by professional butchers, and axes/cleavers were

exclusively used by home-producers. The situation is clearly more complex. Rather, chopping

tools were used by both home-producers and professional butchers throughout much of the

nineteenth century. At some point many professional butchers dropped the axe to take up the

saw for even the smaller animals. Future research into probate inventories of Harpers Ferry

residents and oral histories taken from Harpers Ferry descendants could provide information on

adoption of saws for home use.

Meat Consumption in Harpers Ferry

The character of the American diet has deep roots. Bound by English tradition, early

colonists retained their love of beef. Cattle thrived in this new environment and, within a few

years after initial settlement, there were enough to supply the need. It remained so throughout

the colonial years and into the nineteenth century. Mutton, fowl, fish, and other wildlife

provided additional sources of fresh meat, and pork was very important as it provided an

essential year-round source of preserved meat. Dairy products, in the form of milk, butter,

cream, and cheeses, remained a significant source of protein for some, and vegetables

accompanied meats in the form of salads, pies, and stews. Grains were present in the form of

breads, pies, cakes, and porridge. As noted by Alice Ross (1993:50)

"Like most northern cuisines, American cookery was heavy in fats and light on

spices. Generally speaking, the cuisine was based on plain, wholesome farm

products, highlighted by an occasional, exotic echo from the far-flung British

ports."

The increasing commercialization of the food system, which effectively removed

elemental food production and processing out of the home and into business enterprises, forever

altered not only what could be purchased, but also the appearance of meat. The extent to which

Harpers Ferry Hotel managers, the Roeders, and the Burleighs relied on commercially produced

meats will be assessed to the degree possible given the small sample sizes. Overall, the data

indicate that, in general, each household purchased at least some meat. This is shown, first, by

the presence of sawn beef, and second, by the distribution of elements (Tables 9.2-9.5). Each

assemblage shows disproportionate distributions of elements in relation to normal body

distributions. In particular, the Hotel and Burleigh Saloon assemblages show extremely high

percentages of loin, rump, and forelimb cuts that cannot be explained as the result of any

taphonomic process. They are almost certainly professionally butchered meats. However, the

evidence for the purchase of individual cuts of meat is not entirely clear-cut, for there are cattle

heads and feet in the assemblages. These portions of the carcass were ordinarily thrown away

during butchering, at least according to our assumptions about urban patterns. There is little

evidence for home production either, for there are disproportionately low proportions of pig

heads and feet.
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Harpers Ferry store newspaper advertisements demonstrate that pork was available for

purchase, so no doubt the faunal remains indicate that pork was available from multiple sources.

Given the rural setting of this town and variety of ways people could obtain food, one should

expect complex, contradictory data. Even though evidence indicates that many pigs were raised

in town, there are unexpectedly small numbers of pig heads and feet in the assemblages. Maybe

the presence of a few heads and feet demonstrates that townspeople did small amounts of home

butchering. The relative absence of pig heads and feet might also be a cultural phenomenon,

in the sense that attitudes about what was good to eat were changing rapidly. A better approach

might be to focus on examining the differential presence of various meat cuts known to be

desirable, without overlooking the heads and feet. The presence of large numbers of desirable

portions of the carcass might be a more reliable measure of the extent to which households

depended on commercial foods. Faunal evidence for the purchase of some cuts of meat is

strong, and when taken into consideration with butchering evidence, it becomes even stronger.

The following discussion will focus on diets and how the two households and the hotel may have

obtained meat.

The assemblages under investigation are, with the exception of the Hotel Privy, so small

that any assessment of diversity in the diet is suspect. Grayson (1984) and Lyman (1986),

however, both indicate that despite assemblage size, it is possible to make some statements on

variability. Regardless of sample size, faunal studies have demonstrated that people, for

thousands of years, have relied primarily on a few taxa, but utilized a wide range of animals in

small amounts to provide variety. Even small assemblages exhibit this pattern and the primary

contributors to a people's diet can be identified (Hans Peter-Uerpmann, personal communication

1987). Larger assemblages can increase the richness values and may adjust the position of the

less abundant taxa, but the rank of the most dominant taxa remain fixed (Grayson 1984; Lyman
1986).

With this pattern in mind, let us turn to the Harpers Ferry assemblages (Figures 9.2 and

9.3). Sample sizes range from 133 to 1,960 fragments, but regardless of sample size they all

show a clear dominance of domestic animals. Among all assemblages beef outranked pork.

Mutton and domestic fowl appear less important, and venison, small mammals, fish, and wild

fowl are present in even lesser amounts.

Despite the very small sample sizes, it appears that Harpers Ferry residents' and

travelers' diets were consistent with what has been found in assemblages from the eastern

seaboard. Domestic fauna superseded wild vertebrates (Miller 1984). Assemblages recovered

from early seventeenth-century sites in the Chesapeake show that from 70% to 90% of the

amount of meat represented in these assemblages are beef, pork, mutton, and domestic fowl.

Every site dating to the first half of the seventeenth century confirms this basic reliance on

domestic meats. By 1700, wild species contributed even less to the overall diet. Assemblages

dating to this period show wildlife made up only 5% to 10% of the total meat represented in the

assemblages. The story of the dominance of domestic fauna remains the same for the remainder

of the eighteenth century. The Calvert House in Annapolis (Reitz 1988), occupied by one of

the wealthiest families of Maryland, and the House for Families at Mount Vernon (Bowen 1993),

occupied by George Washington's slaves, both show an unusual range of wild faunas. When
figured in terms of contributions to the diet, however, even these assemblages show that the
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Figure 9.2. Relative dietary importance of wild and domestic taxa (values based on Reitz and

Cordier 1983).
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Figure 9.3. Relative dietary importance by biomass (values based on Reitz and Cordier 1983).
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domestic fauna made up over 60% of the total meat diet, and both show the same basic reliance

on beef, pork, and mutton, respectively (Bowen 1993; Reitz 1988).

Harpers Ferry Hotel

A noted establishment located near the armory ground, the Harpers Ferry Hotel was in

operation from the early 1800s until the late 1830s. Who operated it during the very early

period is not clear but, beginning with Basil Williamson in 1814, a succession of individuals

served as proprietors, ending with Nicholas and Isabella Fitzsimmons in the late 1830s. As a

public place, it served many functions including overnight lodging, hosting social and business

activities, and serving as a restaurant for both guests and townspeople (Halchin this volume).

The Hotel Yard and Hotel Privy assemblages are extremely different (Tables 9.6 and

9.7). In part, this may be due to sample sizes, 1,960 and 408 fragments respectively, but the

archeological context no doubt contributed to the differences. In the larger of the two

assemblages, the Hotel Privy, are many more taxa, including herring, carp, sucker, duck, goose,

probably chicken, turkey, bobwhite, beaver, river otter, pig, white-tailed deer, cow, sheep, goat,

and a variety of commensals including the Norway rat, roof rat, shorttail shrew, dog, and cat.

In the smaller Hotel Yard assemblage are a much narrower range of taxa, including only one

identifiable bone fragment each of fish and turtle. Also found in extremely small numbers are

the chicken, turkey, rat, dog, and raccoon. Both show a predominance of domestic mammals,

cow, pig, and sheep/goats, but the number of cattle remains is far greater in the Hotel Privy

(79.8% of the total biomass) than in the Hotel Yard assemblages (29.2% of the total biomass).

Present in the privy assemblage is an interesting grouping of pig remains. Most pig

bones were from adult-sized individuals, and all of these were butchered or otherwise broken.

Also present were two more or less complete skeletons, one almost fetal in size and the other

a shoat, or young suckling pig. No knife or other butchering marks were found on either

skeleton, leaving us the impression that two entire animals, perhaps diseased or, in the case of

the fetus, stillborn, had been deposed of in the privy.

Hotel Yard

Overall, the appearance of bone fragments from the Hotel Yard is consistent with sheet

refuse. Surprisingly, there is little evidence of carnivore or rodent chewing, but the majority

of the bones are small unidentifiable pieces of medium and large mammal long bones, and

several exhibit signs of advanced weathering. Most of the identifiable bone are mammal teeth

and elements with compact bone, which are the most robust and the least likely to be broken

down mechanically. Some of the more fragile cancellous bone survived, as evidenced by the

numerous cattle vertebrae.

Although the Hotel Yard assemblage is comparatively small, there is evidence of butchery

in the remains of several domestic and wild species. Both adult cow and pig bones were cut

with a mechanical saw, as well as chopping tools such as an axe, cleaver, or knife. Cattle bones

were predominantly mechanically sawn, although a tibia, radius/ulna, and vertebra were hacked.

These pieces were all small fragments, perhaps what survived from secondary butchering
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activity. Pig and sheep/goat bones were without exception hacked. One deer bone showed

evidence of butchery by hand saw, while several others were hacked.

Hotel Privy

The Hotel Privy is the largest and best preserved assemblage. Present in this assemblage

are sturdy compact mammal bones as well as more fragile bones of immature cattle, pigs, and

sheep/goats. Overall, the assemblage is well balanced. In addition to a large number of thick

long bone fragments and carpals, tarsals, and phalanges, more fragile bone such as portions of

vertebrae, scapulae, and innominates are well represented. Notably, there are large numbers

of immature bones with intact, unfused epiphyses. Also present are the bones of small mammals
and birds.

In part, the excellent state of preservation is due to the nature of the context from which

the bones were retrieved. Once the bones were deposited in the privy, they were protected from

the damaging effects of human feet, dogs, and rodents. Presumably covered over fairly quickly,

they were also protected from changing climatic conditions. This excellent state of preservation

is demonstrated by the high ratio of identified to unidentified bones (73.5 to 26.5%). Only a

few bones out of this large assemblage showed evidence of weathering or carnivore chewing,

although a large number of bones exhibited signs of rodent chewing. This rodent activity was

substantiated by the presence in the assemblage of 281 rat bones, representing at least 12

individuals.

Preserved in such an environment, this assemblage of bones is an excellent source of

information on butchery practices in the early nineteenth century. Cattle remains in particular

show clear mechanical saw marks. Of the large number of cattle remains present, only a

handful were hacked. Butchery evidenced on the immature cattle, pig, sheep/goat, and deer

bones, however, was strikingly different. With only a handful of exceptions, all of these bones

were hacked. Butchery by cleaver, axe, or knife is evidenced by sheer marks, fracture lines,

knife marks, and platforms left at the point of impact. Only two deer bones, one pig tibia, and

one sheep/goat innominate were sawn.

Cuts ofMeat

Element distributions showing the relative importance of different animal parts for cattle,

calves, pigs, and sheep/goats reveal a disproportionate number of loins, rounds, and shoulder

cuts of beef, pork, veal, and mutton, indicating that the hotel proprietors were purchasing meat,

rather than raising animals on their own. Cattle remains suggest that beef and veal were

purchased, with some exceptions. There is one complete cow skull but, like the complete pigs

found in the privy, it might not have been food refuse, but rather simply waste that was thrown

into the privy. More convincing evidence is found in the distribution of the meaty body parts,

which include large numbers of innominates and femurs, bones from the round, rump, and

sirloin portions of the carcass. All highly valued according to Schulz and Gust (1983), these

cuts of meat could have been roasted and conveniently served to guests. Vertebra recovered

from this assemblage shows that all parts of the vertebral column are present, but a large number

of lumbar vertebra found is consistent with the presence of innominates.
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Data for the other meats is not as strong as for the beef, but they too suggest purchase

rather than on-site butchering. Present in the assemblage are most body parts of the calf, pig,

and sheep/goats, but there are high numbers of rear limbs from calves, hams and shoulders from

pigs, and rear limbs from sheep/goats. Among the adult-sized remains are heads and every

other portion of the body, excepting the feet. No foot remains were found from these animals.

There are disproportionately high numbers of shoulders and hams, and the sheep/goat remains

contain disproportionately large numbers of fore and rear limbs.

The homogeneity of element distributions in the Hotel Privy data are not matched in the

butchering data. The regularity of the saw marks on the beef bones seems clearly associated

with professional butchering, but most of the smaller carcasses were hacked. Who butchered

these carcasses, professionals or hotel staff? As noted earlier, professional butcher's catalogs

list cleavers throughout the century, so clearly professional butchers could have reserved saws

for the larger beef bones, but still used cleavers to butcher the smaller pigs, calves, and sheep.

Until more is known about butchering techniques, statements about purchasing the smaller

animals must depend on element distributions which can reveal whether the household was

purchasing specific cuts of meat, or were raising animals and butchering their complete

carcasses.

Roeder

Frederick Roeder was a baker/confectioner of some local standing. Whether his

household purchased all the meat they consumed from local stores and butchers, or whether they

supplemented their diet by raising pigs, chickens, ducks, and geese, is a problem both

documentary sources and faunal remains should address. However, probate inventories and tax

assessments, which could provide specific information on the Roeder household, are lacking.

Some 57% of the Roeder assemblage, made up of 726 elements, was identifiable to

family or species (Table 9.8). Even though there was good recovery of small, broken, more

vulnerable elements, overall the assemblage evidenced weathering and some scavenging by

rodents and carnivores. Although a large portion of this assemblage consists of butchered long

bones, some cancellous bone fragments are present. The butchery of all the domestic species

was relatively consistent: adult cow and calf, pig, and sheep/goat evidence of both mechanical

saws and chopping tools.

The Roeder household's diet was overwhelmingly composed of meat from domestic

animals, including beef, veal, pork, mutton, chicken, goose, and duck. The only exceptions are

possibly duck, gray squirrel, and suckers. In terms of biomass estimates, proportionately beef

and veal were the most important (43%), followed by pork (13%), mutton (6.6%), chicken

(1.4%), goose (0.7%), duck (0.3%), and very small amounts of squirrel and sucker.

To what extent the faunal remains excavated from the Roeder site can provide

information on where the Roeder household obtained meats is uncertain. Having a total of only

309 identified fragments and each taxa represented generally by one or two minimum number
of individuals, the assemblage is disappointingly small. Any assessments of meat purchase or

home production must be taken as suggestive.
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Beef. The data on cattle bones suggest market purchase. First, with only a few

exceptions beef bones were mechanically sawn. Hacked fragments of a femur, astragalus, tibia,

and ulna were all small pieces, and might have been the remains of secondary butchering in the

kitchen. Second, the distribution of elements shows no head or foot elements from adult cattle,

and a fairly even distribution of most other body parts. Elements on which MNI's were based

occurred singly, except the ulna which represents two MNI.

Veal. All veal bones are hacked with the exception of one very crudely sawn tibia.

Distributions for calf remains, like beef remains, are relatively even. All elements represent one

individual, except the radius and ulna which represent two each. No foot elements were found,

although there are head elements. The lack of foot elements suggests purchase, as might the

calf s head, since it remained a highly desirable dish throughout most of the nineteenth century.

Mutton. There is one neatly sawn scapula, but all other bones were hacked. Like the

cattle remains, element distributions for the sheep/goat hint at purchase. There are no foot or

head elements in the assemblage, and many body parts are represented by one MNI. There are

a relatively large number of scapulae (an upper shoulder element) in the assemblage, indicating

more fore limbs were purchased than other parts.

Pork. All pig bones were hacked, with the exception of two vertebrae that were sawn

along the axis. The element distributions for the pig remains, however, are puzzling. Some 56

pig bones were identified from this assemblage, and calculation of MNI's from these bones

indicates that there were only two adult-sized individuals and one small immature individual.

While documentary evidence for the prevalence for pig-keeping in town is clear, the Roeder

assemblage does not show an even distribution of elements that would indicate the Roeders

raised their own pigs. The absence of pig feet, combined with the slightly higher numbers of

individuals represented by the shoulder and thigh elements, hint that the Roeders purchased

most, if not all, of the pork they consumed.

The Burleighs

In the 1880s, Bridget Burleigh purchased Lot 16 in Harpers Ferry and lived there with

her son, Thomas J. Burleigh, and his relatives and at least one boarder. Thomas, a town

councilman, constable, and president of the Bank of Harpers Ferry, also operated a saloon.

Faunal remains deposited by this household have been grouped into three assemblages, including

the Saloon assemblage with 242 fragments, the Yard assemblage with 443 fragments, and the

Privy assemblage with 133 fragments (Halchin this volume).

The relative proportions vary greatly among the different assemblages (Tables 9.9-9.11).

Cow remains range from 37.1% to 75.3% of the total biomass, pig from 13.8% to 23.4% of

the total biomass, and sheep/goat from 0% to 17.7%. This variability may be explained by: 1)

small sample sizes; 2) two of the three contexts are from yard scattered deposits; and 3)

recovery techniques. Clearly, further research into the foodways of Harpers Ferry would

provide more informed interpretations. Although the designations "yard, privy, and saloon" are

based on location, the differences suggest variations in discard.
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In all three assemblages, a basic reliance on domestic animals is evident, as seen in the

biomass estimates showing domestic animals contributed 89.9% of the biomass of the Burleigh

Saloon, 83.1% of the Burleigh Yard, and 85% of the Burleigh Privy. How important the

different domestic mammals were varied considerably between the different assemblages, but

the rank order is consistent (Figures 9.1 and 9.2). Most important is beef and veal, followed

by pork and mutton. Domestic fowl, including domestic goose, domestic or perhaps wild duck,

and domestic turkey are less important.

In terms of biomass, wildlife provided only minimal amounts to the diet, but a wide

variety was present. Fish recovered from the assemblages include the American shad, Atlantic

herring, catfish, channel catfish, sunfish, white crappie, temperate bass, and white perch. Wild

fowl include the king rail; wild mammals include the opossum, Eastern cottontail, raccoon,

woodchuck, and white-tailed deer. Despite the small size of the assemblages, there is a greater

number of wild fauna present in the Burleigh remains than either the Hotel or Roeder

assemblages.

Sample sizes for these assemblages are so small that any discussion of meat cuts, and

interpretation of whether or not the Burleighs purchased their meat or raised pigs is tentative at

best. Cattle, calves, and sheep/goats were found in such small numbers that it is not possible

to make any generalizations at all. However, the pig remains found in the Burleigh Yard

contain foot elements, indicating that indeed the Burleighs sometimes had the whole hog to deal

with. They also might have purchased hams, however, for there is a greater number of hams

and shoulders than other parts of the carcass.

Burleigh Saloon

Although the majority of the bones from this assemblage showed signs of weathering,

many exhibited fresh breaks, and others showed signs of carnivore and rodent chewing. Despite

these complications, butchery patterns are clearly evident. The Burleigh Saloon assemblage

contained 46% identifiable bone, including fish, bird, and mammal. Approximately 12% of the

bones were birds and small mammals. The bird bone was predominantly represented by long

bone shaft fragments, while many complete elements of small mammal bone were found.

Medium and large mammals were represented mainly by long bone fragments, with some flat

and cancellous bone.

Butchery patterns are relatively consistent among species. The cow, calf, and pig bones

are predominantly mechanically sawn, with only a few bones hacked. All except one cow radius

was sawn, and most cuts are the small cuts used today. The size of the cow and calf bones

sawn on two sides is much smaller than those encountered in the Hotel Privy, but are consistent

with those excavated from the other Burleigh assemblages. A single butchered sheep/goat bone

was encountered, and determined to be mechanically sawn. Unlike the earlier Hotel and Roeder

faunal remains, the pig bones show a mixture of sawing and hacking.

Burleigh Yard

The Burleigh Yard assemblage contained a representative sample of fish, bird, and small,

medium, and large mammal bones, and exhibited equal amounts of identifiable and unidentifiable
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bone. Much of the bone is quite weathered. Exposure to changing climatic conditions caused

the bone to become quite friable, resulting in a number of fresh breaks and exfoliation.

Evidence of carnivore and rodent chewing is also present on many bones, suggesting that the

bone was left exposed in an open area and accessible to various scavengers. Not only are some

bones carnivore chewed, but several display characteristics of having gone through the digestive

tract of a dog. Despite this deterioration, there is a good representation of immature animals,

mainly calf, and cow and pig bones which retained portions of cancellous material.

This assemblage shows butchery patterns consistent with the other Burleigh faunal

remains. Hack and saw cuts are evident, but many more are sawn than hacked. The adult cow
bones show they were butchered primarily with saws. The adult cow bones, which are sawn

on two ends, are much thinner than those found at the Hotel Privy and suggest that a change in

butchery techniques definitely had occurred and that the method had become quite standardized.

The butchery evidence seen on the bones of calves, pigs, and sheep or goats, however, show

that standardization of cuts and methods with these animals had not yet occurred. They were

butchered with both mechanical saw and hacking by knife or cleaver, in about equal numbers.

Burleigh Privy

Only 53 % of the Burleigh Privy assemblage was identifiable, despite the fact that the

bones eventually wound up in the protective environment of a privy. They show the effects of

a number of destructive agents. The majority have been weathered and are friable, resulting in

many fresh breaks. Most of the assemblage consisted of long bone fragments. In addition, the

bulk of the assemblage has been either rodent or carnivore chewed. Despite this deterioration,

there is a good representation of immature animals, mainly calf, and cow and pig bones which

retained portions of cancellous material.

From this small assemblage only a few butchered bones were identified among the larger

domestic mammals. Adult cow, calf, and sheep/goat bones showed signs of butchery by

mechanical saw. Again, the method of choice for the cow bones was the saw, and cuts show

the standardization present in the other Burleigh assemblages. Long bones were sawn,

sometimes directly through the joint, into thin cuts. Innominates also were cut into thin pieces.

Tools used to butcher the smaller calves, pigs, and sheep or goats included both the saw and

chopping tool.

CONCLUSION

For distinguishing between purchased meats and home produced animals, the change in

butchering techniques is suggested as a means to identify where meats were obtained. In an

ideal world, this would be the relatively simple task of identifying which cuts were purchased

and which cuts were butchered at home. Professional butchers, no doubt, were the first to use

the saw and the first to produce standardized cuts. This is seen in the data on cattle remains.

Professional butchers also used cleavers, particularly on the smaller carcasses, and if the tool

catalogs are any indication, they used them into the twentieth century. How, then, to distinguish
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among the smaller animals those butchered at home and those butchered by commercial

butchers?

Another problem is that many bones, cattle remains included, exhibit both hack and saw

marks. Could these be the result of primary and secondary phases of butchering, the first done

by professional butchers and the second by cooks preparing leftovers? Research with

experimental butchering has identified primary and secondary chopping techniques by

demonstrating the type cuts knives and cleavers make and those accomplished only by heavier

axes and broad axes. Assuming cooks would have had only knives and cleavers, but not axes,

may be a way to identify primary and secondary chopping methods. However, research to

confirm this assumption is still very much in the beginning stages.

In conclusion, assemblages such as the Upper Wager Block assemblages contain

important information on the changes in foodways that were occurring during the nineteenth

century. Not only is the time period important, so is the setting. A rural community thrown

into the increasingly commercialized world provides a unique and important opportunity to

explore how the production, distribution, and processing of foods was so fundamentally altered

through commercialization.
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APPENDIX 9.A

IDENTIFIED ELEMENT DIAGRAMS
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CHAPTER 10

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Jill Y. Halchin

LESSONS

Package 118 and previous archeological projects in the Upper Wager Block have revealed

a stratigraphy that reflects the long-term and intensive use of the area in historic times and since.

Information from recent park records, photographs, and archeology reports help identify many

of the disturbances (Chapter 4). In addition to being a legitimate part of the archeological

record, these stratigraphic gaps and the loss of associations pose problems for archeological

interpretation.

The Package 118 area illustrates clearly the need for increased awareness and sensitivity

to cultural resources during planning and execution of restorations, utility installations, and

interpretive activities. In providing a summary of all known disturbances, this report serves as

a guide to those areas that may remain relatively intact. Hopefully, too, it demonstrates some

of the practical considerations involved in protecting non-renewable archeological resources.

On the basis of investigations so far, several specific areas of the Upper Wager Block

can be named as potentially sensitive archeologically. This is not to say, however, that all other

areas may be altered without additional archeology. In an intensively-used site, any area may
offer some degree of potential for increasing knowledge of the past.

Lot 15 has been repeatedly disturbed by twentieth-century projects, including trenches,

grading, and excavations. Fortunately, most of the five excavation units dug under Packages

110 and 118 do provide ~ through detailed notes, photographs, and soil samples ~ significant

information about the yard. As for relatively-undisturbed areas of Lot 15, the center yard should

be protected, especially the area around the pre-Civil War privy. Also, some of the space

between Park Buildings 5 and 7, where Park Building 6 stood, may contain important deposits,

despite the fact that Gardner dug in the area.

The story for the Lot 16 backyard is similar to that of Lot 15 in terms of types of

disturbances, including those alongside buildings and those caused by utility lines. On the level

space behind Park Building 16 - the area of the hotel privy - there is little damage other than

the missing mid-nineteenth-century strata and recent grading. The 5 feet wide strip along the

Hog Alley wall must be considered especially sensitive because of the tendency of Harper's

Ferry residents to place privies and other utilitarian features along lot edges. To date one privy,

a trash pit, and other features have turned up adjacent to the former stable wall.

Future restoration work under Park Building 16 should proceed only after additional

archeological excavation. While much of the two excavation units tested in 1991 proved

disturbed, the remnant of apparently intact deposits near the south end of the structure holds out

hope of more to be found. Indeed, the nature of these unexpectedly deep domestic deposits begs

for further testing.
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Virtually nothing is known of the areaway in front of Park Building 16. Walmer
recorded clues suggesting that a wall or doorway once isolated the entrance to the north room

and that the original front porch was smaller than the current one. Also, he found a stone floor

to the areaway. While there may be only fill and bedrock under that floor, there may also be

artifacts or information about the building's construction.

The ground under Park Building 5 and the cellar of Park Building 7 have never been

probed archeologically. Assessment should be done whenever plans are made to remove the

flooring for repairs or other reasons.

A couple of cautions remain concerning the extent of archeological knowledge of the

Upper Wager Block. First, there have been no archeological tests of the current fence lines

between Lots 15 and 16 or along Potomac Street to verify whether and when fences stood there

in the past. Should the existing fences be removed, archeologists could search for post holes.

Secondly, the basis for the stone walks and pavement on the two lots in 1991 is unknown. It

is clear, however, that a stone and brick paving once existed alongside Park Building 16A, but

its stratigraphic relationship is lost to grading. A brick walk led from the back porch of Park

Building 16 to the privy that was used into the twentieth century. Outside the rear door of Park

Building 5 was a stone pad, replaced over the years by a wooden porch, then another stone pad.

For Lot 15, there is archeological evidence for a brick walk from the rear of Park Building 6

out into the yard during the late nineteenth century. Also, the brick paving destroyed by the

1981 grading between Park Buildings 5 and 7 may have been a floor for the utilitarian Park

Building 6. Presently the area has a cobblestone paving installed by the Park Service.

SMALL TOWN - URBAN TOWN

The various chapters of this report have presented archeological and historical data about

part of Harpers Ferry's lower town — a mixed commercial and residential area from the town's

beginning in the late eighteenth century. Evaluation of stratigraphy, artifacts, floral and faunal

remains, and parasite evidence in conjunction with documentary sources provides the basis for

anthropological interpretation of the interactions and inseparability of people and their material

world. Through such interdisciplinary research come fresh views on topics regarding the factors

shaping small businesses, impact of the Civil War, acculturation of immigrants, health, and

temperance. For Harpers Ferry, the context for these questions is a small town that lost its early

foothold in industry, yet had to continue to grapple with the ever-changing material culture and

ideology of industrialism of the country as a whole.

As already noted, the archeological record of the Upper Wager Block is far from

complete, with major gaps existing for the 1860 through 1870s period, and again for the last few

decades prior to National Park Service control. Nevertheless, the strata and features that have

been found can be grouped into units that represent reasonably discrete cultural periods in the

neighborhood's past ~ Hotel Era, 1840s to 1850s, 1880s through early 1900s, and National Park

Service. The following discussion summarizes the findings presented in individual chapters,

incorporating both artifactual and biological analyses. Only the three historical periods are

discussed.
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The Harpers Ferry Hotel

Documentary evidence suggests that the hotel was established in the early years of the

nineteenth century, probably more as a tavern providing limited options in food, drink, lodging,

and stable services to travellers, newcomers, and town residents. The managers — who leased

the property from the town patriarchs, the Wagers — came to present the hotel as a high class

establishment offering a choice in meals (dinner vs. supper), large rooms for banquets or other

special events, and a bar. Perhaps the motivation for the improvements was the growth of

competition from later hotels, which, like the Harpers Ferry Hotel, clustered along the main

road through town.

The archeological evidence shows that the hotel operators used material items - food and

food service goods — in order to present, by the standards of the day, physical proof of the

hotel's quality. In their analyses of the ceramics and glass from the hotel's backlot and privy,

Lucas and Larsen (Chapter 6) found the assemblage contained notably high proportions of

relatively expensive goods such as leaded glass bar tumblers, gilded tea wares (including

porcelain), and transfer-printed dishes. Similarly, the food remains reported by Cummings and

Puseman, Bowen and Manning, and YoungRavenhorst (Chapters 5, 9, and 3) show that the

hotel offerings not only included a wide variety of fruits, vegetables, grains, and nuts, but also

sported a few more exotic items such as coconut or dates. While the proprietors served other

meats, beef roasts were common fare on the hotel tables. Tobacco pollen and a large number

of snuff storage bottles suggest that the hotel patrons were supplied with snuff and possibly other

tobacco products.

In their chapter, Lucas and Larsen hypothesize that the hotel served the town's residents

with more than food and drink. They conclude that, although privately owned and operated, the

establishment functioned as a public institution: a meeting place where residents grappled with

the cultural and historical changes brought by industrialization. Through political dinners,

auctions, visits to doctors or portrait artists, and other activities common at the hotel,

townspeople exchanged information and property among themselves and with the world beyond.

In effect, the hotel was a setting where residents discussed issues and formed opinions, where

they competed for status and power, where attitudes and values shifted. By presenting a formal

setting marked by status goods, Lucas and Larsen conclude, the hotel manager helped to

minimize the conflicts.

On the other side of the coin, it may be suggested, the hotel setting conferred legitimacy

to agreements made there, to the outcomes of power struggles fought over its dining table.

Political candidates who spoke from the same porch where the sheriff auctioned property sought

to acquire, by association, an appearance of official status. The hotel's symbiotic relationship

with doctors, dentists, and artists further enhanced the establishment's image as a seat of

authority and knowledge. This image contrasts with descriptions of the contemporaneous "grog

shops" or "tippling houses" clustered along the west side of the armory canal. Clearly, the

armory superintendent saw those places as shacks hosting anti-authority discussions fuelled by

strong drink. Perhaps future analysis of the hotel ledger and newspaper items will show whether

armory workers and women also participated in the social and political world at the hotel.

At the same time it served as a link to the outside, the hotel was operated like many of

the small-town businesses in antebellum Harpers Ferry. In those years of unstable economy with
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yet-undeveloped capitalist financial practices, it seems that business owners frequently diversified

their goods and services. In the case of the Harpers Ferry Hotel, the ledger suggests sales of

turkeys, dairy products, and vegetables other than those prepared in the hotel kitchen. Some of

these may have been produced on the hotel's back lot. In fact, Cummings and Puseman

(Chapter 5) found that soil samples contained pollen from the plant family that includes cabbage,

broccoli, and other vegetables. The analysis of the faunal remains, however, shows little

evidence for livestock raising by the hotel. Instead, Bowen and Manning (Chapter 9) report,

beef was purchased already sawn into small, uniformly-sized cuts ~ roasts in particular. The

availability of professionally-butchered meats during the 1830s reflects participation of Harpers

Ferry in the nineteenth-century trend toward industrialization — in this case of meat processing

and marketing.

Finally, other findings from the hotel proveniences tell something of the realities faced

by residents and visitors in early Harpers Ferry. Poor sanitation practices and ineffective

medical treatments meant physical suffering was common. It is unknown whether hotel

customers personally visited the outhouse (chamber pots in the feature suggest otherwise) or

whether the parasites found by Cummings and Puseman were transferred by hotel staff members

working around the privy and kitchen (most likely one of the nearby outbuildings). Clearly, the

privy was used extensively for disposal of animal remains, including a cat, a dog, fetal or

suckling pigs ~ all in addition to the food bones and other material such as chamberpot contents.

Even the rats showed pathologies related to unsanitary conditions. In any event, the analysis

suggests a number of people using the hotel privy were infected. Evidence of plants with

historic medicinal uses, medicine bottles, and documentary references to doctors at the hotel and

boarding house suggest that treatment was attempted. However, as Lucas and Larsen point out,

the antebellum years were ones of transition in American medicine, so it is uncertain whether

the treatment was prepared by trained doctors or someone else.

1840s through 1850s Prosperity

During the late 1830s and early 1840s, the hotel operation was replaced on Lot 15 and

Lot 16 by new stables and three brick buildings that served as places of business and residence.

In the late 1850s, a fourth structure was built, the stable lot was converted to an alley, and the

former canal alley was widened to become Potomac Street. Businesses and residents came and

went, so typical of early Harpers Ferry, but the Roeders and their bakery and confectionery

operation provided a stable core for the neighborhood for many years. The one archeological

provenience for the period — albeit a small one — also appears to be associated with the Roeder

family.

Although the picture is not clear, it is certainly possible to provide a limited interpretation

of the family and its business based on archeological and documentary data collected to date.

Lucas (Chapter 7) reported no unusual items in his evaluation of the ceramic and glass data from

the Roeder assemblage. His statistics do show, however, a variety of decorative types and

colors on dishes and a relatively low number of tea wares. While both could be the result of

errors due to small sample size, it is also possible that the numbers truly reflect something of

the way the immigrant German family used material goods in social situations. The data suggest

that the Roeders lacked much interest in setting their table with matched dishes and in taking tea
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in the customary English-American fashion. In fact, on the one social occasion recorded —

Joseph Barry's chat with Frederick Roeder - Roeder served his guest schnapps, not tea (Barry

1908). Reports that the Roeders were prosperous defeat any argument that they could not afford

to buy sets of dishes, special tea service items, or the tea itself. They chose to use their money

in other ways. The data for diet is very skimpy, although the faunal materials suggest the

Roeders rarely ate wild game, and most likely did not raise or butcher any livestock of their

own. Evidently they ate a variety of meats, dominated by beef.

Unfortunately, neither archeological and historical research conducted for this report can

resolve two issues which have plagued interpretation of the Roeders in the past. One of these

issues is the nature of the family business and the other is the location of the bakery and shop.

Some historic documents refer to Frederick Roeder as a baker, others as a confectioner.

Archeological evidence is slight: Many of the tools and supplies involved in these activities

were common in households of the time, and many were made of wood and other perishable

materials. However, the post-war inventory of the remnants of Frederick Roeder' s possessions

listed a marble slab for candy-making, while the 1850 Census of Manufacturers showed he had

no flour but plenty of sugar on hand. Pollen and phytolith evidence suggests flour was spilled

behind Park Building 7, Roeder' s warehouse (Chapter 5), and it is known that Roeder borrowed

money from Virginius Island miller Abraham Herr. One conclusion is that Roeder made both

baked goods and candies — again the use of diversity by a small Harpers Ferry business —

depending on seasonal demands and/or availability of ingredients.

In any event, Roeder was sometimes assisted by his two older sons and possibly by future

son-in-law Jacob Kern. References to a shop show that some customers went to the Roeders to

make purchases or perhaps to have their bread and pies baked for them (a common practice at

the time). Finally, sales at the armory gate, to local hotels and boarding houses and possibly

at the train station, all common strategies, also likely contributed to the till.

Documentary sources and oral histories provide ambiguous statements concerning the

location of the Roeder shop and workshop, and archeological excavations have not revealed any

information, due at least in part to past episodes of destruction on the lot. As for the location

of the bakery, it appears to have been behind the main house at the time of the war, but which

building is unclear. Possibly the foundation east of Park Building 16A (Feature 139) was an

external bake oven. Were confections made in the same workplace? The documents provide

no clue. A family member's report of the post-war Kern years appears to place the retail shop

on the first floor of Park Building 16. However, Snell noted that the north ground-floor room,

isolated from the rest of the house, is a likely possibility.

Late Nineteenth through Early Twentieth-Century Renewal

The hiatus in official records and newspapers for Harpers Ferry during the Civil War,

compounded by the destruction of family and business papers, cuts into understanding of the

town's past. In some areas of town, archeological evidence of the war remains, but excavations

so far in the Upper Wager Block have shown that deposits for the 1860s and 1870s are missing.

The area's archeological record picks up again about the time the town itself showed signs of

economic recovery. Perusal of the newspapers of the late 1870s and 1880s show renovations

to various Harpers Ferry buildings damaged during the war and a burgeoning tourist industry.
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Despite attempts to attract manufacturing through advertisements, the town's revival of industrial

production was limited to the flour mill and later Savery pulp mills plus a brewery and bottling

works in town. Of these, only the bottling works was ever profitable and long-lived, and none

employed more than a handful of men.

Well past the turn of the century, the neighborhood of the project area continued with

small shops, drinking and dining establishments, and residences. Potomac Street remained a sort

of back street with saloons, small restaurants, other businesses, and livery stables (which soon

became garages for automobiles). New frame buildings and sheds were constructed, intensifying

the crowded urban environment of the block.

Beginning most likely just after the turn of the century, modern sanitation came to the

neighborhood. The terracotta and iron pipes crisscross and branch throughout the project area,

although the loss of stratigraphic relationships compound problems of dating the pipes. The

Burleighs, however, never installed plumbing in Park Building 16, using instead a privy beside

the Hog Alley wall. Evidently the family paid for that resistance with illness. Cummings and

Puseman (Chapter 5) suggest that the high parasite levels in samples from the privy may indicate

that children playing in the backyard were infected. Indeed, marbles and toy dishes found in

the Burleigh proveniences attest to the fact that children certainly had opportunity to come in

contact with soil containing parasites. It is also possible that the unknown ailment that resulted

in the deaths of Thomas Burleigh and his eldest son were contracted through the privy.

Despite the small sample sizes, the artifactual evidence for the Burleighs allows for

limited observations. Larsen, after analysis of ceramic and glass from several proveniences

dating to the late nineteenth through early twentieth century (Chapter 8), found that the

assemblages seem to be of mixed domestic and business origins. The businesses, of course, was

the saloons in Park Buildings 7 and 5.

Despite the possibility of mixed assemblages, the provenience associated with the

Burleigh saloon in Park Building 5 yielded enough ceramics in addition to the bar tumblers to

suggest that Burleigh served food along with drinks (corroborated by the presence of butchered

bone). The Burleighs seem to have preferred the plain molded dishes popular in the late

nineteenth century for both domestic and business uses. Larsen puts the Burleigh saloon in

context through a comparison to a contemporary boardinghouse a block away. There, he notes,

the ceramics were largely printed wares and evidence of drinking behavior was in the form of

bottles. Possibly the boardinghouse proprietor created a formal atmosphere for the non-kin

strangers living there by setting the table with decorated dishes. On the other hand, the Burleigh

household meals served on plain wares would have been guided by family customs more than

late Victorian etiquette.

Larsen attributes the alcohol-related glass from the two sites to different practices. He
suggests the relative scarcity of bottles at the saloons stems from reuse whereas the individual

alcohol bottles at the boardinghouse probably reflect the nineteenth-century trend toward private

drinking behavior.

The saloon, in contrast, would provide a continuation of the old grog shops where men
could reinforce their ties as coworkers or neighbors with leisure hour discussions. Perhaps, too,

it was through this camaraderie that Thomas Burleigh built the political backing that put him in

the mayor's chair after Prohibition closed his saloon. As Larsen notes, Burleigh was in the hot

seat as both saloonkeeper and councilman during the temperance debate.
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Faunal remains show something of the Burleighs and their town at the turn of the

century. Interestingly, the saloon trash pit, the yard, and privy showed, respectively, higher to

lower percentages of beef usage. While small sample size or refuse disposal practices could

account for such differences, it is also possible that the numbers indicate that the Burleighs ate

a more varied diet whereas the saloon fare was mostly beef. Presence of a few pig foot bones

suggest at least some participation in the competitive hog-raising popular in the town during the

period. But, despite their effort to replicate rural ways of acquiring pork, the Burleighs, and

no doubt their neighbors, ate large quantities of beef sawn into individual portions by

professional butchering firms operating under industrial principles.

Although this concluding chapter touches on a few cultural issues, details elsewhere in

the report should be of use to anyone concerned with, for example, specific aspects. Throughout

the pages of this report, the various authors offer numerous observations and hypotheses, some

of which may change as new archeological and historical data are gathered and compared. This

report represents a beginning into further study of topics such as the changing cultural roles of

taverns, saloons, restaurants and other vendors of food and drink. For example, shellfish

remains, typically passed over by archeologists, may be informative in the future about the

popular nineteenth-century oyster saloons. Inseparable from issues of food and drink is the story

of the temperance movement in Harpers Ferry. Questions about acculturation of immigrants,

barely addressed here, have potential to show how, through their use of material cultural,

newcomers helped shape American society during the industrial revolution. Nor has there been

time for separate consideration of the differing material worlds of the women and children of

the neighborhood.

Research conducted to date seems to show the northern end of the Wager Block — like

the rest of Harpers Ferry — to be a blend and a battleground of urban and small town

characteristics. For example, the crowded land and mixed domestic and commercial buildings

alongside industries contrast with the failure of the industrial trend and resistance shown in such

things as Armory work actions, pig-raising, and the fight over Prohibition. Hopefully, this

report contributes insight into the interactions of cultural and historical forces that shaped the

town - and probably many others across the country. As Bowen and Manning point out, many
misconceptions about America's past exist. Multidisciplinary research such as the work of

Harpers Ferry archeologists provides new views of the "good ole days."
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3 April 1845:2.

7 May 1845:4.

7 May 1846:4.

20 August 1846:2.

3 September 1846:2.

25 February 1847:1.

24 June 1847:3.

12 January 1848:3.

4 March 1848:3.

3 August 1848:2.

28 September 1848:2.
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12 April 1849:3.

30 August 1849:3.

18 April 1850:3.

15 November 1850:3.

22 November 1850:2.

10 April 1856:3.

3 July 1856:2.

20 December 1859:3.

10 July 1851:3.

20 November 1851:2.

4 September 1851:3.

19 February 1852:2.

19 August 1852:3.

16 December 1852:2.

8 March 1855:2.

3 July 1856:2.

5 October 1865:2.

12 October 1865:3.

30 November 1865:2.

13 February 1868:2.

30 May 1871:3.

28 March 1874:2.
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2 May 1874:2.

8 June 1878:3.

1 March 1879:3.

16 October 1880:3.

14 January 1882:3

29 January 1882:3.

13 May 1882:3.

2 August 1888:3.

29 January 1890:3.

14 May 1890:3.

9 September 1891:2.

3 October 1894:2.

17 October 1894:3.

13 May 1896:2.

19 March 1903:2.

2 July 1914:3.

18 February 1915:3.

11 March 1915:2.

Virginia House [VH]

1839-1840 Ledger. On file, Harpers Ferry National Historical Park, Harpers Ferry, West

Virginia.

Virginian-Republican (V-R) [Charles Town, West Virginia]

14 December 1837:3-4.
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APPENDIX I

ADDITIONAL ARCHITECTURAL PROBES AT PARK BUILDING 5

Anna C. Borden, Michael T. Lucas and Jennifer A. Shamburg

Two test units (Excavation Unit 58, 7 ft by 3 ft, and Excavation Unit 59, 3 ft by 4 ft)

were excavated along the western foundation wall of Park Building 5 (Figure 1. 1) with the intent

of exposing the wall for the Denver Service Center Architectural Team. The archeological

investigations were warranted as an aide to future stabilization of Park Building 5 associated with

the Package 118 Historic Structures Report. Excavations were conducted by Anna Borden and

Jennifer Shamburg under the direction of Michael Lucas. The field project extended from June

1 to June 8 1993 and artifacts will be processed according to existing laboratory priorities.

While 100% of the artifacts from these excavations have been recovered and will be processed,

no further analyses are planned. The following is a brief summary of the field work and

hypotheses.

SOIL STRATIGRAPHY

The stratigraphy in Excavation Units 58 and 59 is straightforward below the 1.8 ft to 2.2

ft of National Park Service (NPS) fill. In Excavation Unit 58, the intact stratigraphy begins with

stratum F, 271.90 ft above mean sea level (amsl), with strata D and E being an interface

between NPS activity and historic activity. Stratum F has a date range of 15-20 years, from the

early 1850s to the mid 1860s, or to the end of the Civil War. Excavations ended with the

removal of this stratum due to time constraints. In Excavation Unit 59, the intact stratigraphy

begins with stratum E, 271.86 ft amsl. Although C and D have not been included in the

activities of the National Park Service, they too are an interface between NPS and historic

activity. Stratum E (same as Excavation Unit 58:F) has high concentrations of artifacts possibly

associated with the Roeder's occupation in the 1840s- 1860s. Stratum F appears to be an intact

fill layer from the early nineteenth century; Stratum G is another occupation zone from the first

quarter of the nineteenth century, while Stratum H is the interface between historic deposits and

subsoil, where the bottom of the foundation is located.

FEATURES

The features in Excavation Units 58 and 59 were many and varied. Feature 314 is a

trench for two electrical conduits, spanning the length of Excavation Unit 59 and the width of

Excavation Unit 58. Feature 315, directly to the east of Feature 314, is a trench for a clay

sewer pipe. Feature 316 is the clay sewer pipe; this runs the length of Excavation Unit 59, into

Excavation Unit 58, and abruptly ends broken off in a possible drain. Features 317 and 318 are

1.1



Park

Building 5

Feature 321
(Cistern)

Feature 319

Feet
3

Figure 1.1. Location of excavation units and select features.

very similar concrete footers and their two respective fence posts. The concrete portions were

removed by NPS masons. Feature 319, found only in Excavation Unit 58, is a brick structure

with a concrete cap. It abuts the cistern, and only a portion of it was uncovered in Excavation

Unit 58. It may be a drain associated with the cistern or the sewer pipe; the possibility also

exists that it is a privy. Feature 320 consists of 2 electrical conduits; one is a 3 inch grey PVC
pipe, the other a 1 inch grey PVC pipe. These spanned both units. The brick beehive cistern

was designated Feature 321. It was found 272.54 ft amsl, and was not excavated to the bottom.

Only in Excavation Unit 58 is an extension of the possible drain, a concrete base extending from

the drain to the cistern designated Feature 322. This had no overlying bricks or concrete cap.

Associated with the fencepost (Feature 317) was a post hole, Feature 323. Feature 324 was

confined to Excavation Unit 59; it is likely a builder's trench associated with the cistern.

Feature 325, only in Excavation Unit 58, is a builder's trench for the brick and stone

wall/foundation of Park Building 5.
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EXCAVATION UNIT COORDINATES

Unit Coordinates

47 N535 E517
48 N519 E519
49 N 560 E500
50 N 576 E490
51 N 576 E510
52 N566 E485

Unit Coordinates

53 N558 E485
54 N 566 E490
55 N 571 E459
56 N 571 E490
57 N 548 E468

FEATURE SUMMARY

Feat Proveniences)

271 47.B

272 47.C

273 47.D

274 48.A

275 48.G

276 47.F

277 47.F

278 47.F

279 48.J

280 47.G

281 47.G

282 48.F.2

283 48.L

284 49.A

285 49.A

286 49.A

287 50.C

288 50.C

289 50.D

290 51.C.2

291 50.E.2

292 52.D, 54.C, 56.C

293 50.E.3

294 52.B

295 52.B

296 53.A

297 53.A

298 53.C

299 54.B

300 53.G

301 54.C

302 54.C

303 54.C

304 56.C

305 55

306 56.B

307 56.B

308 56.C

309 57.A

310 57.

D

Description

steel utility juncture box in Lot 15 backyard

N-S trench for Feature 271 utility line

post hole

temporary electric line from Bldg. 7 to Bldg. 16, 1960s or 1970s

post hole

post hole

post hole

post hole

post hole

post hole?

SW-NE wood-lined trench or wooden pipe, filled with water-borne soil

SW-NE trench with 4-inch iron pipe

edge of pit or other feature? found during cleanup of north profile

large modern disturbance (bulldozer?)

modern post hole with large rocks, for temporary electric box, 1980s

backhoe trench for cooling system lines

N-S trench with glazed terracotta pipe

occupation deposit, mid-19th century

rodent burrow

occupation deposit, late 19th century

construction rubble? small-medium shale

5x10-foot privy pit, 1830s, 1840s

builder's trench for Lot 17 stable (Hog Alley Wall)

backfill from Gardner's excavation

backfill from Gardner's excavation

rodent burrow

disturbance

modem N-S utility trench to Building 16

= Feature 217, trench for Feature 301 pipe

linear stain, prehistoric?

contents of pipe in Feature 299

rodent burrow

rodent burrow

rodent burrow

west foundation of Bldg. 16, mortared shale

disturbance

backfill in Unit 35 (dug in 1980)

rodent burrow

intruded concrete stabilizer under east wall of Bldg. 16, late 1960s

occupation deposit
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Stratum

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Mega Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

47.A

47.B.271

47.B

47.C

47.C.272

47.D

47.D.273

47.E-1

47.E-2

47.F.276

47.F.277

47.F

47.F.278

47.G

47.G.280

47.G.281

47.

H

47.1

steel telephone or electric box

compact silt; gravel, brick, sand

silt, clay; brick, gravel, sand, coal

rubble

sandy silt loam; sand, brick, mortar, cinders

trench for Feat. 271

silt loam, clay; brick

occupation

silt; whole bricks

post hole; post at end of brick walk recorded by Gardner

silt; rocks in north wall

transition from D, E-l ended on mortar lens

silty-clayey; bricks, coal, gravel

large section of wall plaster on top in NE corner

clay and silt; brick, coal

post hole in SW corner

clay and silt; whole bricks

post hole near center of unit

sandy silt; shale, cobbles, brick, cinders

10YR3/3 10YR4/4 10YR4/6

10YR2/2 10YR3/3 7.5YR4/6

10YR3/2 10YR3/3 10YR5/6

10YR3/2 10YR4/4 10YR4/6

10YR3/2 10YR4/6

10YR3/2 10YR4/4 10YR4/4

7.5YR4/4 10YR3/3 10YR4/4

7.5YR4/64 10YR3/3

10YR4/3 7.5YR4/4

10YR4/3-4/4

fill, resurfacing layer; layer filled F. 281 and surface on both sides

10YR3/3silt; coal, oyster

post hole

coal cinders

cut by F. 281

silt; gravel, brick, cinders, charcoal

post hole?

2.5YR3/0 10YR3/3

10YR4/4 10YR3/3

humic silt loam 10YR3/3
SW-NE trench, aligned w/post holes, wood-lined?; filled by water-borne sediments

loam sand clay; brick, oyster, cobbles

irregular layer, fill?

sandy; shale, pebbles, mortar

construction layer? uneven, compact

10YR3/3 10YR5/4

10YR4/4 10YR7/3-7/4
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STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Stratum Mega Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

47.J-1 VI silty clay; shale, brick, oyster 10YR4/3

occupation

47.J-2 VI silty clay; shale, brick, charcoal 10YR3/3

occupation

47.J-3 VI silty clay; shale, brick, charcoal 10YR3/3

occupation

47.K-1 VII silty clay; shale, brick, charcoal 10YR3/3

occupation

47.K-2 VIII silty clay; iron concretions 10YR4/4

prehistoric; homogeneous clay; only SE quadrant was tested

48.

A

I silt sand clay; gravel, coal, brick, plaster, shale 10YR3/3

48.A.274 I sand; plastic flagging tape 10YR4/4 10YR3/2

temporary electrical line

48.

B

I silt loam; brick, mortar, oyster, gravel, coal 10YR3/2 10YR4/4 10YR6/6

soil spread during recent grading

48.

C

I silt loam; brick plaster cinder gravel coal 10YR3/3 10YR4/3

rubble spread during grading

48.

D

I cinders, silt; cinders coal gravel, brick 10YR3/2 10YR4/4

small disturbance in NW corner

48.E III silt; coal and brick flecks 10YR5/4 10YR4/3

48.F-1 II? silt; gravel plaster brick coal cinder 10YR3/3 10YR4/4

pipe trench, continuation of St. C

48.F-2 II? silt; gravel plaster brick coal cinder 10YR3/3 10YR4/4

pipe trench, continuation of St. C

48.F-2.282 II? mixed; shale, coal, cinders 10YR3/3 10YR4/4
pipe trench, 4" iron pipe; same pipe found in Unit 45 (unnumbered there)

48.

G

III sandy silt; coal flecks, gravel, large shale 10YR4/4 10YR4/3

possible fill

48.G.275 III silt loam; whole bricks 10YR3/3

post hole

48.H HI silt loam 10YR greyish

thin surface stain over St. G; level report form completed during paperwork check
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

48.1

48.J

48.J.279

48.

K

48.

L

48.L.283

48.

M

48.

N

48.0

48.P-1

48.P-2

48.P-3

48.

Q

I silt loam; cinders coal shale

small disturbance in NW comer

III silt loam; coal gravel cinders brick charcoal

lens of loose soil above post hole

III humic silt loam; brick chunks, shale, wood

post hole

V silt, cinders; coal cinder, ash, shale

thin soil deposit covering cinder layer

V clay loam; small shale, cobbles

possible fill, thickest along north

V? silt, clay loam; small shale, wood?, iron stains

edge of pit? narrow strip along N wall; found under

V silt loam, clay; shale plaster charcoal brick

thin occupation layer; over construction stratum N

V sand and silt; shale shatter, lime

construction level (Bid. 7)

V sandy silt; brick mortar gravel

construction level (Bid. 7)

VI silt loam; brick charcoal mortar flecks, shale

occupation

VI silt loam; shale gravel charcoal flecks oyster

occupation

VI silt loam; shale gravel charcoal flecks

occupation

VII silty clay; small shale charcoal iron concret.

10YR3/3 10YR4/4

10YR3/3

10YR3/2

2.5YR2/0 10YR7/4 10YR3/3

10YR4/3

10YR4/4 10YR4/3

pedestal during profile cleanup

10YR3/3 10YR4/4

10YR4/4

10YR4/4-3/3

10YR4/3 10YR4/4

10YR4/3 5Y6/3

10YR4/3 5Y6/3

10YR4/4 10YR3/3

49. A. 284.1

49.A.284.2

49.A.285

49. A.286

loam; brick, shale, mortar, cinder block

continuation of grading disturbance, east side

loam; brick, shale, plaster, charcoal

continuation of grading disturbance, east side

silt loam; brick, large shale

post hole, pole (removed) shimmed by rocks, NE

clay, silt loam; shale

backhoe trench for cooling lines, SW corner

10YR3/2

10YR3/3 7.5YR4/4

10YR3/3

7.5YR4/4
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

49.A-1

49.A-2

49.B-1

49.B-2

49.B-3

49.C

49.D

I loam; brick, gravel, shale

rubbly layer spread during grading

I loam; brick, gravel, shale, mortar

rubbly layer spread during grading, east half

I silly loam; brick, shale, mortar, charcoal

rubbly layer, west half

I silty loam; brick, shale, oyster

rubbly layer, west half

I silty loam; brick, shale spalls, charcoal

rubbly layer, full unit

I silty loam; brick, shale, coal cinders

disturbed, occupation

VII silty clay; shale (few)

10YR3/2

10YR3/2

10YR4/4 10YR4/3 10YR4/6

10YR4/4 10YR4/3 10YR4/6

10YR4/3

10YR4/3

10YR4/4 10YR3/3

49.sod

50.A

I shale walk

sod and shale-over-sand walk

I humic silt loam; gravel, bick, mortar, coal 10YR3/2

50.B

50.C

50.C.287.1

50.C.287.2

50.C.288.A

50.C.288.B

50.C.288.C

50.C.288.D

I silt loam, clay; gravel, brick, shale, cinder

disturbed, clay lens near center

IV? sandy silt loam; coal charcoal shale brick cinder

south of Fea. 289 trench

II loam, clay; brick chunks, gravel, slate, coal

trench for glazed terracotta pipe; machine-made bottle

II silt; bricks cinder coal

trench for glazed terracotta pipe

IV clay

remnant occupation

V clay; brick cinder plaster

remnant occupation

V silt; charcoal plaster shale lime

remnant occupation

V silt loam; plaster brick charcoal

remnant occupation; same as 35.220

10YR3/2 10YR4/4

10YR3/3 10YR4/3

10YR3/2 10YR3/2 10YR4/5

10YR4/3 10YR4/2 10YR5/6

7.5YR4/6

10YR3/2 10YR4/3

10YR4/4 10YR3/3

10YR4/4
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

50.

D

sandy silt loam; coal cinders shale brick plaster

north of Fea. 289 trench

10YR4/3 7.5YR4/6

50.D.289 00 humic silt loam; shale, brick

rodent burrow

10YR3/2

50.E-1

50.E-2

50.E-2.291

silt loam; shale, brick charcoal plaster bits

occupation

silt to clay; shale, brick charcoal flecks, lime

occupation (near sterile)

; shale

line of small-medium shale, construction rubble?

10YR4/3-4/4

10YR4/3

50.E-3.293

50.E-3

silt

ill-defined trench for Hog Alley wall

silty; shale spalls

extension of Hog Alley Wall trench

10YR3/3

10YR4/3

50.E-4 VIII silt 10YR4/4

sterile; homegeneous deposit; only a strip through unit center was tested

50.F.292.A

50.F.292.B

50.F-1

50.F-2

VI

VI

silt

two patches of dark soil on upper privy wall

clay; brick, shale, wood, charcoal flecks

thin layer on upper privy wall

mixed; bricks charcoal plaster cinder coal

trench for glazed terracotta pipe

mixed; bricks cinder coal

trench for glazed terracotta pipe

10YR2/1

10YR4/3

10YR4/3 10YR4/2 10YR5/6

10YR4/3 10YR4/2 10YR5/6

50.G III? silt, clay; bricks cinder coal slate charcoal

fill over Fea. 292

10YR3/3 10YR4/4

50.H-1

50.H-2

50.H-3

50.1 VIII

coal cinders; coal

fill used to close privy

coal cinders; coal, iron lumps

fill used to close privy

coal cinders; coal, iron lumps

fill used to close privy

silt, clay; shale

sterile

black

black

black

10YR4/4 7.5YR4/6 10YR3/3
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

51.

A

51.B

51.C-1

51.C-2

51.C-2.183

51.C-2.184.A III

51.C-2.184.B-1 III

51.C-2.184.B-2 III

51.C-2.184.B-3 III

51.C-2.184.C VI

51.C-2.184.D-1 VII

51.C-2.184.D-2 VII

51.C-2.184.E-1 VIII

51.C-2.184.F III

51.C-2.184.G-1 III

51.C-2.184.G-2 III

51.C-2.184.G-2 III

sandy loam; mortar shale cinders

sod

sandy loam; mortar shale cinders

disturbed by 1980 grading

sandy loam.clay; brick, gravel, cinders

disturbed by 1980 grading

sandy loam.clay; brick, shale, cinders

disturbed by 1980 grading

silt; brick, shale spalls

E-W stone wall, (soil around stones)

silt loam, clay; shale, brick, coal, cinders

trash pit

silt loam; shale spalls, brick, cinders

trash pit

silt loam; shale spalls, brick, cinders

trash pit

silt loam; shale, brick, cinders

trash pit

sandy silt; shale, brick

occupation; excavated as feature, but really occupation

silt loam; shale

sterile; excavated as feature

silt loam; shale

sterile; excavated as feature

silty clay; shale

sterile; excavated as feature

silty clay; brick, shale

trash pit

silty clay; brick, shale, charcoal flecks

trash pit

silty clay; shale, charcoal flecks

trash pit

silty clay; shale, charcoal flecks

trash pit

10YR3/3 10YR3/2 10YR4/4

10YR3/3 10YR3/2 10YR4/4

10YR5/4 10YR3/1-3/2

10YR3/3 10YR3/1-3/2

10YR3/3

10YR4/3 10YR4/6

10YR3/2

10YR3/2

10YR3/3 10YR3/2

7.5YR5/6

10YR4/2-4/3

10YR4/3

10YR4/4-4/6

10YR4/4 7.5YR4/6

10YR4/3 10YR5/6

10YR3/3

10YR3/3

III.
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

51.C-2.184.E-2 VII

51.C-2.290.A-1 HI

51.C-2.213.A-1 II

51.C-2.213.A-2 II

51.C-2.213.A-3 II

51.C-2.213.B-1 II

51.C-2.213.B-2 II

51.C-2.213.C

51.C-2.213.D-1 II

51.C-2.213.D-2 II

51.C-2.213.D-3 II

51.C-2.213.D-4 II

51.C-2.213.D-5 II

51.C-2.213.D-6 II

51.C-2.213.E-1 II

51.C-2.213.E-2 II

51.C-2.213.F-1 II

silty clay; shale

more of E-l, temporary balk to hold Fea. 213

clay; shale spalls

N-S linear area between Fea. 184 and 213

humic silt loam; charcoal, brick, wood privy lining

privy, wood lined

humic silt loam; charcoal, brick, wood privy lining

privy, wood lined

humic silt loam; charcoal, brick, wood privy lining

privy, wood lined

silt loam; shale spalls, brick

remnant of earlier privy fill left after cleaning

silt loam; shale spalls, brick

remnant of earlier privy fill left after cleaning

silt loam; brick

privy fill, lens

silt loam; charcoal

privy fill

silt loam; charcoal

privy fill

silty clay; charcoal

privy fill

silty clay; charcoal, wood, brick, shale

privy fill

silty clay; E-W horizontal boards

privy fill

silty clay

privy fill

silty clay; shale spalls, brick

privy fill

silty clay; shale spalls

privy fill

silt; shale spalls

privy fill

10YR4/4-4/6

10YR4/6

10YR3/2

10YR3/2

10YR3/2

10YR3/2 7.5YR4/6

10YR3/2 7.5YR4/6

10YR3/3

10YR3/2-3/3

10YR3/2-3/3

10YR3/2-3/3, 10YR4/4

10YR3/3-3/2

10YR3/3-3/2 10YR4/2-4/4

10YR3/3-3/2

10YR4/2

10YR4/2

7.5YR2/0 10YR3/2
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

51.C-2.213.F-2 II

51.D

silt; shale spalls, charcoal

privy fill; lowest level excavated due to narrow space

VII silty clay; shale spalls

7.5YR2/0 10YR3/2

10YR4/4

51.E VII clay; iron concretions, charcoal flecks 7.5YR4/6

52.A-1 I humic silt loam; coal brick gravel plaster, cement 10YR3/3

52.A-2 I silt loam, clay; coal brick gravel plaster, cement 10YR3/3 5YR4/6

52.B

52.B.294

52.B.295

52.C-1

52.C-2

rv

silt loam, clay; brick, shale spalls

west side, probably Gardner excavations

silt loam, clay; shale, brick

Gardner excavation

silt loam, clay; shale

Gardner excavation

silt loam, clay; shale, rebar, ash lens

rebar pin from Gardner?

IV silt loam, clay; shale, charcoal

10YR3/3 5YR4/6 10YR4/4

10YR3/3 5YR4/6

10YR3/2 10YR4/3 7.5YR4/6

10YR3/3 10YR4/6

10YR4/3 10YR4/4

52.D VI

52.D.292.A

52.D.292.B-1

52.D.292.B-2

52.D.292.AAA VI

52.D.292.B-3

52.D.292.B-4

clay; small shale, charcoal, brick

occupation

cinders

cinder fill in privy

cinders

cinder fill in privy

cinders

cinder fill in privy

clay, cinders

sample of privy fill (post hole digger)

cinders

cinder fill in privy

cinders

cinder fill in privy

10YR4/4

black

black

black

black

black

black
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

52.D.292.C VI clay loam

thin layer of stained soil on upper privy wall

52.D.292.D VI clay loam; shale, rust stains

upper privy fill and wall slump

52.

E

I clay; shale, mortar

pipe trench

53. A.296 00 humic loam; brick, charcoal

rodent burrow

53. A.297 I silt loam, clay; shale, brick

disturbed

53.

A

I clay loam, clay; brick, plaster, gravel, coal

disturbed by grading

53.

B

I clay, silt loam; plaster, sand, brick, charcoal

disturbed during construction of path, Fea. 298

53.

C

I clay; gravel, plaster, coal, brick

pipe trench

53.C.298.A-1 I clay; shale, gravel, charcoal, brick

trench under shale walk

53.C.298.A-2 I clay; shale, brick

trench under shale walk

53.C.298.A-3 I clay; mortar, brick, cinder, shale, clay

trench under shale walk

53.C.298.A-4 I clay; mortar, brick, concrete reinforc.

trench under shale walk

53.C.298.A-5 I clay, sandy; shale, brick

trench under shale walk

53.

D

I sand and clay; burnt shale, brick chunks, charcoal

restoration of Bid. 16-A

53.

E

I? sandy loam; shale, brick, mortar

restoration of Bid. 16-A

53.

F

I? silty loam; charcoal, shale, brick

fire, possible late 1950s cleanup

53. G.300 VII clay loam; charcoal

possible prehistoric feature

10YR4/2

10YR4/2 10YR5/4-4/4

10YR3/4

10YR3/2 10YR4/3

10YR3/2 7.5YR4/6 5YR4/6

10YR3/2 7.5YR4/6

7.5YR4/6, 10YR3/3

7.5YR4/6, 10YR3/3

7.5YR4/6

7.5YR4/6

7.5YR4/6 5YR4/6 10YR3/3

7.5YR4/6

7.5YR4/6 5YR4/6 10YR3/3

10YR5/4 10YR4/3 10YR4/4

10YR3/2

2.5Y2.5/0 10YR3/2

10YR3/3
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

53.G-1

53.G-2

53.G-3

VI silty clay; brick, shale

occupation

VI sandy clay loam; brick, shale, charcoal

occupation

VII clay; shale, cobbles

10YR4/3 7.5YR4/6

10YR3/3 10YR4/4

10YR4/4

53.G-4 VII clay; shale, charcoal 10YR4/4

53.G-5 VII clay; gravel charcoal cobbles concretions 7.5YR4/6

53.G-6 VIII clay; gravel .charcoal flecks

sterile

7.5YR4/6

53. sod

sod and shale-over-sand walk

54.A-1

54.A-2

54.A-3

54.B

54.B.299

54.B.301

54.C.304

I silt loam; brick mortar gravel oyster slate

disturbed by grading

I sandy loam clay; brick mortar shale spalls

disturbed by grading

I sandy loam, clay; brick mortar shale spalls

disturbed by grading

II? clay loam; mortar

clay fill over slumping privy?

I sandy loam; mortar brick shale

pipe trench for Fea. 301 - same as 35.217

II? ; mortar

contents of 6" terracotta pipe in Fea. 299(217)

00 sandy loam; gravel, cinders

rodent burrow

10YR3/2

10YR3/2 10YR4/4

10YR3/2 10YR4/4

10YR4/4 7.5YR4/6

10YR3/3

10YR3/2

10YR5/8 10YR3/3

54.C.302 00 sandy silt loam; shale spalls, mortar, brick

rodent burrow

10YR4/3

54.C.303 00 silt loam; cinders

rodent burrow

10YR4/3

54.C.292.A-1 cinder; cinders

fill used to seal privy

black
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

54.C.292.A-2 V cinder; cinders

fill used to seal privy

54.C.292.A-3 V cinder; cinders, coal ash, brick

fill used to seal privy

54.C.292.A-4 V cinder; cinders, coal ash, brick, boards

fill used to seal privy

54.C.292.C VI clay loam; cinders

thin layer of wall slump on east upper privy wall

S4.C.292.D VI clay loam; shale spalls, wood, sticks

wall slump mixed with privy fill

54.C.292.E VI organic; shale spalls, wood

privy fill

54.C.292.F-1 VI organic, clay; shale spalls, wood, twigs, brick

privy fill

54.C.292.F-2 VI organic, clay; shale spalls, wood shavings, brick

privy fill

54.C.292.F-3 VI organic, clay; shale, wood shavings, brick, gravel

privy fill, large shale in east half

54.C.292.F-4 VI organic, clay; shale, twigs, brick

privy fill, large shale in east half

54.C.292.G-1 VI organic; shale

privy fill, large shale in north center

54.C.292.G-2 VI organic; small shale, gravel, twigs

privy fill

54.C.292.G-3 VI organic; small shale, brick, leaves

privy fill

54.C.292.H-1 VI clay, organic; small shale, gravel

wall slump with lenses of privy fill

54.C.292.H-2 VI sandy clay; small shale, gravel

wall slump with lenses of privy fill

54.C.292.I VI organic

bottom of privy fill

54. C. 292.

J

VIII hard silty sand; small shale, waterworn gravel

sterile, naturally-concreted river deposit

black

black

black

10YR4/2

10YR4/2 10YR5/4-4/4

2.5Y3/2

10YR3/1 and black

10YR4/2 2.5Y3/2

10YR4/2 2.5Y3/2

10YR4/2 2.5Y3/2

black

black

black

2.5Y5/2-4/2

2.5Y5/2-4/2

black

5Y4/ 1-4/2
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

54.C-1

54.C-2

55..305

55.A

55.

B

55.C

55.D

55.E-1

55.E-2

55.E-3

55.E-4

55.F-1

55.F-2

55.F-3

56.A-1

56.A-2

56.A-2.287

rv

IV

hi?

hi?

sandy loam; shale, mortar

occupation?

sandy loam; mortar gravel brick

occupation?

10YR4/3

10YR4/3

mortared shale foundation for W wall of Bid. 16; does not appear to be repointed

7.5YR4/62clay loam; mortar, gravel, brick, coal

disturbed by removal of concrete floor

clay loam; mortar, brick, coal

possible under-floor deposit

sandy clay loam; charcoal brick plaster sand

possible under-floor deposit

clay loam; large shale

sterile fill with vertical shale

sandy clay loam; large shale

10YR3/3

10YR4/3

10YR4/4

10YR5/4-4/4

fill on east side with vertical shale; artifacts may be due to rodent activity

10YR5/4-4/4sandy clay loam; large shale

fill on east side with vertical shale

sandy clay loam; large shale

fill on east side with vertical shale

sandy clay loam; large shale, bedrock

fill on east side with vertical shale

silt loam; shale, linear lime lens, charcoal

fill on west side

silt loam; shale, linear lime lens, charcoal

fill on west side

silt loam; shale, linear lime lens, charcoal

fill on west side

silt loam; shale spalls, brick

disturbed by grading

silt loam; shale spalls, brick & mortar lens

disturbed by grading

sandy loam; shale spalls, gravel, TC pipe

pipe trench, may connect with Fea. 287

10YR5/4-4/4

10YR5/4-4/4

10YR4/3-4/4

10YR4/3-4/4

10YR4/3-4/4

10YR3/2

10YR3/2

10YR3/2 10YR4/4
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

56.

B

56.B.306

II? clay loam; coal, brick, gravel

fill over slumping privy?

I sandy loam; brick, mortar

disturbance

10YR4/4 7.5YR4/6

10YR3/3

56.B.307

56.C

56.C.308

edge of backfilled Unit 35

IV sandy clay loam; shale, brick, oyster, mortar

occupation

00 silt loam; cinder

rodent burrow

10YR4/3 10YR3/3

10YR3/2

56.C.292.A-1 V cinders; cinders

fill used to seal privy

56.C.292.A-2 V cinders; cinders

fill used to seal privy

56.C.292.A-3 V cinders; cinders, boards

fill used to seal privy

56.C.292.B VI sandy clay laom; cinders

thin layer on upper privy walls

56.C.292.C VI clay; cinder, brick, shale, gravel

irregular wall slump along east wall

56.C.292.D VI clay; shale spalls, brick

wall slump with some privy fill

56.C.292.E VI clay; shale spalls, brick, wood, sticks

upper privy fill, incl. soil added to seal privy?

56.C.292.F-1 VI organic, clay; shale, brick, gravel, twigs, boards

privy fill, most rocks and bricks on east side

56.C.292.F-2 VI organic, clay; shale, twigs, corncob, sticks

privy fill

56.C.292.F-3 VI organic, clay; brick, shale, wood shavings

privy fill

56.C.292.F-4 VI organic, clay; brick, shale, wood shavings

privy fill

56.C.292.G-1 VI organic, clay; shale, lime? & newspaper clumps

privy fill

black

black

black

10YR3/3

10YR4/4

10YR3/3

10YR4/2 10YR3/2

10YR3/1 black

10YR4/2 10YR3/2 2.5Y3/2

10YR4/2 10YR3/2 2.5Y3/2

10YR4/2 10YR3/2 2.5Y3/2

black
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STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Stratum Mega Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

56.C.292.G-2 VI

56.C.292.G-3 VI

56.C.292.H-1 VI

56.C.292.H-2

56.C.292.J

56.C.304

VI

VIII

00

organic, clay; shale

privy fill, west half

organic, clay; shale

privy fill, west side

clay, organic; gravel, waterworn pebbles

wall slump along east side, organic lenses

clay, organic; gravel, waterworn pebbles

wall slump along east side, organic lenses

hard silty sand; small shale, waterworn pebbles

sterile, naturally concreted river deposit

sandy silt loam; shale spalls, cinders

rodent burrow; also in Unit 54

black

black

2.5Y5/2-4/2 black

2.5Y5/2-4/2 black

5Y4/1-4/2

10YR 3/2

57..312

57.A

III? clay; charcoal, lime

bottom of square post hole? under Fea. 310

I sandy clay loam; small shale coal mortar brick

disturbed during stablization

10YR4/3

7.5YR4/4

57.A.309 concrete

concreted foundation under east wall of Bid. 16

57.B-1

57.B-2

57.B-3

sandy clay loam; small shale coal mortar brick

disturbed during stabilization

sandy clay loam; shale lime mortar brick

disturbed during stabilization

sandy clay loam; shale lime concrete brick

disturbed during stabilization

10YR4/4 7.5YR4/4

10YR4/3 10YR4/4

10YR4/3 10YR3/3

57.B-4 sandy clay loam; shale, brick, plaster, coal

disturbed during stabilization

10YR4/4 7.5YR4/6

57.B-5

57.C-1

57.C-2

57.C-3

clay, clay loam; shale, brick, plaster, coal

disturbed during stabilization

clay; small shale

disturbed during building stabilization

clay loam; lime, coal, gravel

disturbed during building stabilization

clay; lime, coal, cut limestone

disturbed during building stabilization

7.5YR4/6 10YR4/4

7.5YR4/6

7.5YR4/6 10YR3/3

7.5YR4/6
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Stratum Mega

STRATIGRAPHY SUMMARY

Texture, Inclusions, Comments Munsell

57.C-4

57.D-1

57.D-2

57.D-2.310.A

57.D-2.310.B

57.D-2.310.C

57.D-2.310.D

57.D-2.310.E

57.D-2.310.F

57.D-2.310.G

57.D-2.310.H

57.E-1

57.E-2

57.F

57.G

57.G.311.A

57.

H

57.1

I clay; lime, coal

disturbed during building stabilization

III clay loam; charcoal, eggshell

occupation, remnant in SW comer

III clay loam; charcoal, eggshell

occupation, remnant in SW comer

III loam; lime, wood

lime concentration adjacent to N-S board

III humic sand loam; coal flecks, eggshell

occupation

III sandy clay loam; shale, brick, lime, cut limestone

occupation, large cut limestone slab fragment

I sandy clay loam; gravel

disturbed occupation

III clay loam; board, charcoal, eggshell

occupation

III clay loam; eggshell, brick, coal

occupation

III clay loam; brick, oyster, eggshell, coal

occupation

III clay loam; whole brick, eggshell, small shale

occupation

I clay loam, clay; lime, coal, plaster

disturbed during building stabilization

I clay, clay loam; lime, plaster, brick

disturbed during building stabilization

I clay loam; shale, brick

disturbed during building stabilization

I gravel

gravel over and around drain pipe Fea. 311

I gravel

gravel over and around T-shaped drain pipe

I sandy clay loam; gravel, lime, sand

soil hardened by concrete from east foundation

VIII clay, sterile

7.5YR4/6

10YR3/3

10YR3/3 10YR4/4

10YR4/3 10YR4/4

10YR3/2

10YR4/2-4/3

10YR4/2-4/3

10YR4/4

10YR4/4

10YR4/3 10YR4/6 7.5YR4/6

10YR4/3 10YR4/6 7.5YR4/6

10YR4/4

10YR4/4 10YR3/2

10YR4/3 10YR4/4

10YR3/3 10YR4/3

10YR5/6-4/6
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ELEVATION SUMMARY

Stratum Top Bottom Stratum Top Bottom

47. sod 272.33 272.28

47.A 272.28 272.23

47.B 272.23 271.85

47.B.271 271.86 270.69

47.C 271.85 271.65

47.C.272 271.81 270.56

47.D 271.65 271.53

47.D.273 271.58 270.94

47.E-1 271.53 271.30

47.E-2 271.30 271.17

47.F 271.17 270.49

47.F.276 271.22 270.96

47.F.277 271.15 266.22

47.F.278 270.99 270.56

47.G 270.77 270.49

47.G.280 270.98 *** **

47.G.281 270.43 270.15

47.H 270.49 270.32

47.1 270.32 270.12

47.J-1 270.12 269.59

47.J-2 269.59 269.09

47.J-3 269.09 268.84

47.K-1 268.84 268.60

47.K-2 268.56 268.16

48. sod 272.08 271.98

48.A 271.98 271.93

48.A.274 271.18 271.03

48.B 271.93 271.43

48.C 271.39 271.37

48.D 271.63 271.36

48.1 271.42 271.27

48.E 271.57 271.50

48.F-1 271.18 270.95

48.F-2 270.95 270.54

48.F-2.282 270.54 270.12

48.H 271.39 271.34

48.

G

271.25 270.99

48.G.275 271.30 270.85

48.J 271.35 271.22

48.J.279 271.26 271.09

48.K 270.99 270.49

48.L 270.49 270.22

48.L.283 270.25 269.48

48.M 270.22 270.11

48.N 270.11 269.96

48.0 269.96 269.92

48.P-1 269.92 269.56

48.P-2 269.56 269.13

48.P-3 269.13 268.55

48.

Q

268.55 268.36

49. sod 273.10 272.53

49.A-1 272.53 272.06

49.A-2 272.04 271.60

49.A.284.1 271.60 271.22

49.A.284.2 271.22 270.52

49.A.285 271.15 270.03

49.A.286 271.23 269.91

49.B-1 272.07 271.55

49.B-2 271.55 271.25

49.B-3 271.25 270.60

49.C 270.75 270.51

49.

D

270.51 270.33

50.sod 274.21 274.03

50.A 274.03 273.67

50.B 273.67 273.32

50.C 273.25 272.66

50.C.287.1 273.32 272.42

50.C.287.2 272.42 272.21

50.C.288.A 273.18 273.14

50.C.288.B 273.14 272.80

50.C.288.C 272.80 272.06

50.C.288.D 271.89 271.20

50.D 273.36 273.08

50.D.289 273.00 272.61

50.E-1 273.08 272.80

50.E-2 272.80 272.42

50.E-2.291 273.00 272.78

50.E-3.293 271.90 271.73

50.E-3 272.31 271.94

50.E-4 271.94 271.63

50.F-1 272.76 272.41

50.F-2 272.48 272.32

50.F.292.A 271.40 271.17

50.F.292.B 271.25 271.14

50.G 272.66 272.23

50.H-1 272.41 271.80

50.H-2 271.69 270.73

50.H-3 270.61 270.36

50.1 272.60 272.01

51.A 272.31 272.23

51.B 272.23 272.04

51.C-1 272.10 271.36

51.C-2 272.02 271.38

51.C-2.183 271.34 271.29

51.C-2.184.A 271.35 271.30

51.C-2.184.B-1 271.32 270.81

51.C-2.184.B-2 270.68 270.37
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ELEVATION SUMMARY

Stratum Top Bottom Stratum Top Bottom

51.C-2.184.B-3 270.37 269.73

51.C-2.184.C 272.60 270.42

51.C-2.184.D-1 270.42 270.36

51.C-2.184.D-2 270.36 270.09

51.C-2.184.E-1 270.10 269.95

51.C-2.184.E-2 271.28 271.09

51.C-2.184.F 269.73 269.49

51.C-2.184.G-1 269.49 269.08

51.C-2.184.G-2 269.08 269.00

51.C-2.184.G-2 ***** *****

51.C-2.213.A-1 271.33 270.76

51.C-2.213.A-2 270.76 270.42

51.C-2.213.A-3 270.49 264.73

51.C-2.213.B-1 270.79 270.42

51.C-2.213.B-2 270.42 269.98

51.C-2.213.C 270.42 270.26

51.C-2.213.D-1 270.07 269.82

51.C-2.213.D-2 269.82 269.55

51.C-2.213.D-3 269.55 269.09

51.C-2.213.D-4 269.09 268.75

51.C-2.213.D-5 268.75 268.38

51.C-2.213.D-6 268.38 267.95

51.C-2.213.E-1 268.47 268.11

51.C-2.213.E-2 268.11 267.86

51.C-2.213.F-1 267.86 267.37

51.C-2.213.F-2 267.37 266.92

51.C-2.290.A-1 ***** *****

51.D 269.94 269.41

51.E 269.04 *****

52. sod 274.05 274.00

52.A-1 274.00 273.55

52.A-2 273.55 273.30

52.B 273.48 273.02

52. B.294 272.64 272.59

52.B.295 273.40 273.18

52.C-1 273.27 273.14

52.C-2 272.97 272.53

52.D 273.22 272.61

52.D.292.A 272.93 272.10

52.D.292.AAA 270.66 *** **

52.D.292.B-1 272.10 271.55

52.D.292.B-2 271.55 270.66

52.D.292.B-3 270.66 269.95

52.D.292.B-4 269.95 *****

52.D.292.C 270.95 268.86

52.D.292.D 268.86 268.51

52.

E

272.60 272.46

53. sod 273.99 273.71

53.

A

273.92 273.79

53.A.296 273.74 273.68

53.A.297 273.90 273.70

53.B 273.79 273.62

53.

C

273.34 273.21

53.C.298.A-1 273.21 272.84

53.C.298.A-2 272.84 272.45

53.C.298.A-3 272.45 271.87

53.C.298.A-4 271.87 271.32

53.C.298.A-5 271.32 266.07

53.D 273.61 273.32

53.E 273.32 273.22

53.

F

273.22 272.89

53.G-1 272.89 272.50

53.G-2 272.50 272.03

53.G-3 272.03 271.65

53.G-4 271.65 267.04

53.G-5 271.33 270.79

53.G-6 270.79 *****

53.G.300 271.99 271.83

54. sod 273.69 273.65

54.A-1 273.65 273.18

54.A-2 273.18 273.04

54.A-3 272.87 272.60

54.B 273.09 272.88

54.B.299 273.12 *****

54.B.301 ***** *****

54.C-1 272.77 272.42

54.C-2 272.42 272.02

54.C.292.A-1 272.02 271.41

54.C.292.A-2 271.41 270.81

54.C.292.A-3 270.81 269.83

54.C.292.A-4 269.83 268.56

54.C.292.C 270.75 269.57

54.C.292.D 269.57 268.70

54.C.292.E 268.70 268.06

54.C.292.F-1 268.06 267.81

54.C.292.F-2 267.81 267.59

54.C.292.F-3 267.59 267.10

54.C.292.F-4 267.10 266.44

54.C.292.G-1 266.44 266.04

54.C.292.G-2 265.97 265.60

54.C.292.G-3 265.62 265.47

54.C.292.H-1 266.33 265.55

54.C.292.H-2 265.55 265.50

54.C.292.I 265.50 264.79

54.C.292.J 264.93 264.86

54. C. 301 272.25 *** **

54.C.302 272.42 271.79

54. C.303 272.24 271.70
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ELEVATION SUMMARY

Stratum Top Bottom Stratum Top Bottom

55.A 282.60 276.87

55.B 276.87 276.81

55.C 276.76 276.76

55.D 276.76 276.63

55.E-1 276.61 276.20

55.E-2 276.20 275.67

55.E-3 275.67 275.31

55.E-4 275.37 *** **

55.F-1 276.63 276.24

55.F-2 276.24 275.66

55.F-3 275.66 275.37

55..305 276.89 *****

56. sod 273.91 273.87

56.A-1 273.86 268.73

56.A-2 273.36 *** **

56.A-2.287 273.57 272.75

56.B 273.21 273.01

56.B.306 273.24 272.44

56.B.307 272.98 *** **

56.C 273.01 272.16

56.C.292.A-1 272.26 271.10

56.C.292.A-2 271.10 269.73

56.C.292.A-3 269.73 268.50

56.C.292.B 271.18 270.00

56.C.292.C 270.40 269.80

56.C.292.D 269.80 269.49

56.C.292.E 269.22 *** **

56.C.292.F-1 268.36 268.00

56.C.292.F-2 268.00 267.71

56.C.292.F-3 267.71 267.04

56.C.292.F-4 267.04 266.38

56.C.292.G-1 266.38 *** **

56.C.292.G-2 266.01 *** **

56.C.292.G-3 265.56 265.44

56.C.292.H-1 266.16 *** **

56.C.292.H-2 265.50 265.50

56.C.292.J 264.97 264.91

56.C.304 271.81 271.34

56.C.308 271.74 271.70

57.A 275.42 275.33

57.A.309 ***** *** **

57.B-1 275.33 274.85

57.B-2 274.85 *** **

57.B-3 274.67 274.33

57.B-4 274.33 273.83

57.B-5 273.77 273.22

57.C-1 275.33 274.60

57.C-2 274.60 274.27

57.C-3 274.27 273.78

57.C-4 273.78 273.52

57.D-1 274.46 274.01

57.D-2 274.01 273.44

57.D-2.310.A 273.44 273.22

57.D-2.310.B 273.22 273.17

57.D-2.310.C 273.17 *** **

57.D-2.310.D 272.84 272.63

57.D-2.310.E 272.68 272.61

57.D-2.310.F 272.61 272.44

57.D-2.310.G 272.44 272.28

57.D-2.310.H 272.28 271.83

57..312 271.80 271.56

57.E-1 273.82 273.42

57.E-2 273.42 273.26

57.F 273.36 273.03

57.G 273.21 272.61

57.G.311.A 272.61 272.23

57.H 272.31 272.12

57.1 271.97 271.51
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